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EDITORIAL

There is a strong trend towards networked cyber-physical systems that bridge the virtual world of networking and computing and the real world. One of the major characteristics of cyber-physical systems is the tight integration of computation (more specifically, software) and physical objects through networks. In a typical cyber-physical system, various components are networked to sense, monitor and control the physical world. Cyber-physical systems promise to improve the quality of our daily lives by enabling innovative services and applications. To realize the potential of cyber-physical applications, high-confidence networks and software become essential.

In this ComSIS special issue on “Cyber-Physical Networks and Software”, we are focused on the latest achievements that address key issues and topics related to design and applications of cyber-physical networks and software. A collection of 19 papers is selected from 79 open submissions through a rigorous peer-review process. The selection provides a glimpse of the state-of-the-art research in the field.

In the paper “An Improved Node Localization Algorithm Based on DV-Hop for Wireless Sensor Networks”, Qian et al. propose a novel localization algorithm called NDV-Hop_Bon based on the popular DV-Hop localization algorithm for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The proposed algorithm selects the reference nodes of a certain number to position the unknown nodes based on different environments. The simulation results show that the positioning accuracy is improved.

The paper “Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization with Indoor Wireless Sensor Networks” proposes an Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization (EEOL) scheme to satisfy the requirements of both positional accuracy and power consumption. The idea of opportunistic wake-up probability is exploited to wake up an appropriate numbers of sensor nodes, while ensuring the high positional accuracy. Through utilizing this method, the number of active sensors in the sensing range of the user is decreased, and the power consumption is significantly reduced.

In the paper “An Energy Efficient and Load Balancing Routing Algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks”, Wang et al. propose a Ring-based Energy Aware Routing (REAR) algorithm for WSNs which can achieve both energy balancing and energy efficiency for all sensor nodes. The algorithm considers not only the hop number and distance but also the residual energy of the next hop node during the routing process.
The purpose of the paper “A Redistribution Method to Conserve Data in Isolated Energy-harvesting Sensor Networks” is to design a solution for fair data storage under space and energy limitation only based on local information. The authors propose a heuristic Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method (DEDC), which considers following two issues: i) where to store data with respect to energy and space storage, and ii) how to prioritize the transmission of important data.

In the paper “A Packet Buffer Evaluation Method Exploiting Queueing Theory for Wireless Sensor Networks”, Qiu et al. present a new evaluation method for packet buffer capacity of wireless sensor nodes using queueing network model, whose packet buffer capacity is analyzed for each type node, when it is in the best working condition. The authors establish an M/M/1/N-type queueing network model with holding nodes for WSNs and design approximate iterative algorithms.

In the paper “On the Efficiency of Cluster-based Approaches for Motion Detection using Body Sensor Networks”, Lan et al. first discuss the efficiency of cluster-based approaches for saving energy, and then propose a novel cluster head selection algorithm to maximize the lifetime of a body sensor network for motion detection.

In the paper “Optimization of Multiple Gateway Deployment for Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks” by Nie et al, the deployment of surface gateways in underwater acoustic sensor networks is studied by considering the acoustic characteristics. The authors propose an optimization method of surface gateways deployment dynamically based on a genetic algorithm, design a novel transmission mechanism – simultaneous transmission, and realize two efficient routing algorithms that achieve minimal delay and payload balance among sensor nodes.

In the paper “A Distributed Power Management Design Based on MOST Networks”, a distributed power management solution is designed for MOST (Media Oriented Systems Transport) networks, in which the slave nodes can sleep independently and the master node manages the network state, and new wake-up mechanisms in the sleep state are proposed.

Liu et al. present an energy-efficient localization strategy for smartphone applications in the paper “An Energy-Efficient Localization Strategy for Smartphones”. On one hand, the strategy can dynamically estimate the next localization time point to avoid unnecessary localization operations. On the other hand, it can also automatically select the energy-optimal localization method. The authors evaluate the strategy through a series of simulations.

Based on a complex network approach, a contact network model with scale-free property is built in the paper “Modeling Disease Spreading on Complex Networks” by Kong et al. By analyzing the fact data of H1N1 influenza
provided by the Beijing Health Bureau, a contact tracing mechanism is used to research H1N1 virus transmission dynamics with this model. Furthermore, the contact tracing coefficient and random checking coefficient are studied to analyze their impact on the peak value of new infections and cumulative number of infections.

In the paper “An Improved Spectral Clustering Algorithm Based on Local Neighbors in Kernel Space”, a novel spectral clustering method is proposed based on local neighborhood in kernel space (SC-LNK), which assumes that each data point can be linearly reconstructed from its neighbors. The SC-LNK algorithm tries to project the data to a feature space by the Mercer kernel, and then learn a sparse matrix using linear reconstruction as the similarity graph for spectral clustering.

In the paper “A Novel Capacity and Trust Based Service Selection Mechanism for Collaborative Decision Making in CPS”, Zhang et al. propose a novel capacity and trust computation based cyber-physical systems (CPS) service selection mechanism in intelligent and automatic manners. The mechanism comprises three phases, including capacity evaluation, trust computation and negotiation selection.

In the paper “Privacy Preserving in Ubiquitous Computing: Classification & Hierarchy”, Ma et al. present a privacy-preserving architecture utilizing the classification of personal information and hierarchy of services, which are derived from the concept of Class in the Object Orient Programming. In a sense, the authors strike a balance between two goals of Ubiquitous Computing: interaction and privacy preserving.

In the paper “TRM-IoT: A Trust Management Model Based on Fuzzy Reputation for Internet of Things”, Chen et al. present a trust and reputation model TRM-IoT to enforce the cooperation between things in a network of IoT/CPS based on their behaviors. The accuracy, robustness and lightness of the proposed model is validated through a wide set of simulations.

In the paper “A Reusable Agent Design Pattern with Flexibility and Extensibility”, Zhang et al. introduce a novel design for agent-based systems, which is able to provide an efficient design pattern for improving the reusability, extensibility and flexibility of agent design. The novel agent capability design offers an open and flexible structure, and implements several practical algorithms that can improve the system performance.

In the paper “Quantitative Analysis for Symbolic Heap Bounds of CPS Software”, Li et al. present a framework for statically analyzing symbolic heap bounds of CPS software. A novel list abstraction method is also proposed, which maintains precise shape properties and quantitative properties. The authors build a prototype tool that can analyze the heap bounds automatically.
The development of automotive CPS software needs to consider not only functional requirements, but also non-functional requirements and the interaction with physical environments. In the paper “A Model-Based Software Development Method for Automotive Cyber-Physical Systems”, a model-based software development method for automotive CPS (MoBDAC) is presented. The authors illustrate the development workflow of MoBDAC by an example of a power window development.

The paper “Velocity Adaptation for Synchronizing a Mobile Agent Network” investigates the problem of synchronizing a mobile agent network by means of a velocity adaptation strategy, where each agent is assigned different moving velocities to establish a time-varying network topology, and the velocity of each agent develops adaptively according to the local property between itself and its neighbors.

Li et al. present a REST-style architecture for CPS in the paper “A Case Study on REST-Style Architecture for Cyber-Physical Systems: Restful Smart Gateway”. The authors propose a path towards solving requirements of CPS architecture through Restful principles. A prototyping system called the restful smart gateway is built, which seamlessly integrates conceptual and physical resources into the Web.

It has been a great pleasure to run this special issue, which reveals important research results in the field of Cyber-Physical Networks and Software. I would like to thank Prof. Mirjana Ivanović, Editor-in-Chief of ComSIS, and other staff in the Editorial Office for giving me the opportunity to organize this special issue and for their great help in the organization of this issue. I thank all authors for their submissions and all reviewers for their diligent work in evaluating these submissions. I sincerely hope that you enjoy reading these distinguished papers.

Guest Editor
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Abstract. Sensor node localization is the basis for the entire wireless sensor networks. Because of restricted energy of the sensor nodes, the location error, costs of communication and computation should be considered in localization algorithms. DV-Hop localization algorithm is a typical positioning algorithm that has nothing to do with distance. In the isotropic dense network, DV-Hop can achieve position more precisely, but in the random distribution network, the node location error is great. This paper summed up the main causes of error based on the analysis on the process of the DV-Hop algorithm, aimed at the impact to the location error which is brought by the anchor nodes of different position and different quantity, a novel localization algorithm called NDV-Hop_Bon (New DV-Hop based on optimal nodes) was put forward based on optimal nodes, and it was simulated on Matlab. The results show that the new proposed location algorithm has a higher accuracy on localization with a smaller communication radius in the circumstances, and it has a wider range of applications.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Node localization, DV-Hop Algorithm, Optimal nodes

1. Introduction

In the application of wireless sensor networks, the sensor node location information is critical to the monitoring activities of sensor networks. The location of the incident or the node position of the obtained information is the important information that must be included in the sensor nodes monitor messages. It is meaningless for the monitor messages of no place messages. GPS (Global Positioning System, GPS) is the most accurate and most perfect positioning technology, which has high accuracy, strong anti-interference, and can locate in time, etc. But if we use GPS to position, the cost of the node is two times higher in terms of magnitude than the ordinary nodes. That is to
say, when the nodes of 10% are equipped with GPS, the cost of the entire network will increase 10 times around. At the same time, for sensor nodes using battery-powered, GPS equipment with high energy consumption is not more suitable for extensive application in sensor nodes with limited energy. So, generally, it does not use GPS to position all the nodes, but through some nodes of the known location to locate other nodes.

In recent years, research on localization algorithm of wireless sensor networks has achieved fruitful results [1-4]. According to whether to measure the actual distance between nodes in the process of positioning, the localization algorithm of wireless sensor networks can be divided into two parts: range-based localization algorithm and range-free localization algorithm. The range-based localization algorithm need to measure distance of nodes or angle information, and some algorithms may also need precise clock synchronization. Therefore, there is a high requirement for hardware of the wireless sensor networks nodes, and the algorithm in some applications is also greatly influenced by the surrounding environment, which has limited the application of such methods to some extent. Compared with the range-based localization algorithm, the range-free location algorithm has the advantages of low cost, small power consumption, simple hardware and robust to noise and so on, and can provide acceptable accuracy in positioning. So people are very concerned about it in recent years.

The range-free localization algorithm can achieve localization of nodes according to the connectivity of the network. In 2000, Bulusu, the professor of the Southern California University proposed a location algorithm not based on distance—centroid method, which points out, when the quantity of signals of the anchor nodes received by the unknown nodes, is more than a preset threshold in a time, this node will identify the position of itself for the polygon centroid which is constituted of anchor nodes and connected with this node. The method is completely based on network connectivity, relatively simple to achieve, and owns smaller computation, but more number of anchor nodes is needed. In 2001, Niculescu, the professor of the Rutgers University of the United States proposed a new solution—DV-Distance algorithm [5-6]. The method requires measuring the distance between adjacent nodes, then, substitutes the sum of sub-distance with straight-line distance between unknown nodes and anchor nodes. A disadvantage of DV-Distance is that at the time of multi-hop transmission, the measure error of nodes can produce accumulation effect. When the network is large, number of anchor nodes is relatively small and hardware error of node measure distance is relatively large, the cumulative errors become more apparent. A more robust approach is to use the network topology information by calculating the number of hops, rather than the cumulative distance to finish, Niculescu and Nath named it as DV-Hop [5-6].

In this paper, we propose an improved DV-Hop scheme localization, the main idea of our approach is to select a certain number of anchor nodes to achieve the positioning of the unknown nodes without increasing hardware cost of sensor node. Simulation results show the proposed algorithm has better performance than the classic DV-Hop. The main contribution of this
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paper to the localization problem in WSN is: proposing a practical, effective and easy localization scheme with relatively higher accuracy and lower cost. The performance evaluation is conducted on a medium scale WSN.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced the related work on DV-Hop algorithm. Section 3 described the classic DV-Hop algorithm, and then summed up the main source of error based on the detailed analysis of DV-Hop algorithm, and the simulation experiment's results also proved the existence of error. In section 4, we introduced the improved DV-Hop scheme, and the section 5 introduced the simulation experiments, the experiment results have been given and the localization errors were discussed. Finally, we concluded the paper looked into the future in section 6.

2. Related Work

The research on wireless sensor networks node localization is still one of the focus at home and abroad at present [7-13]; especially, some internal research has been made on the DV-Hop algorithm research.

Zhang Zhaoyang et al [14] proposed two improved DV-Hop algorithms and integrated them reasonably into a self-adaptive positioning algorithm called SAP which includes two modes. Rough-precision mode uses DV-Hop I algorithm and high-precision mode uses DV-Hop II algorithm. In SAP, the first mode saves the energy consumption, the second mode which use RSSI to measure distances between nodes is enabled when target incidents happen, so the algorithm strikes a good balance between positioning accuracy and energy consumption. The simulation results demonstrate that SAP is more efficient in precision and robust than DV-Hop.

Huang Hao et al [15] proposed an enhanced DV-Hop Algorithm. First, it analyzes the location error of a similar "block effect", and then adjusts the location result of unknown node for unknown nodes of around anchor node. Finally, through simulation, "block effect" has effectively been resolved; the algorithm improved positioning accuracy and robustness.

Based on the characteristics of the DV-Hop, an improved scheme was proposed by Chen Kai et al [16] for this typical range-free localization algorithm in wireless sensor network. Its main principle is estimating distance of the hops according to the number of neighbours in the same block. In order to reduce the localization error, it uses weighted node distances to calculate the node's final coordinate.

Yi Xiao et al [17] put forward an improved positioning algorithm based on the DV-Hop algorithm, it shows a differential error correction scheme, in which average per hop distance of the position network and modified value of distance error are introduced, which is proposed to reduce cumulative distance error and node location error accumulated over the multiple hops. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can increase location accuracy obviously.
To improve the poor locating performance of DV-Hop algorithm in calculating the distance of unknown nodes to beacon nodes, Bao Xirong et al [18] presented an improved DV-Hop localization algorithm on the basis of analyzing the error of beacon nodes’ estimated distances and actual distances. It mainly focuses on two respects: Firstly, the average one-hop distance error of beacon nodes was modified. Secondly, considering several beacon nodes' average one-hop, the average one-hop distance used by each unknown node was modified by weighting the received average one-hop distances from beacon nodes.

To enhance positioning accuracy of wireless sensor network node, a differential error correction scheme was put forward based on the DV-Hop algorithm by Yi Xiao et al [19], in which average per hop distance of the position network and modified value of distance error are introduced, it can reduce cumulative distance error and node location error accumulated over the multiple hops. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can increase location accuracy obviously and is applicable to asymmetrical network scene.

Wu Yanhai et al [20] had done the theoretical analysis of the DV-Hop algorithm and gave an improved algorithm. To use correction value as estimated distance between anchor nodes and unknown nodes. Meanwhile, TLS is applied to node localization algorithm to make further localization accuracy. It is proved that the improved algorithm gives better localization accuracy results than original algorithm and other existing improved algorithms.

To improve the accuracy of localization, Li Jian et al [21] proposed an improved DV-Hop algorithm. It is derived from DV-Hop algorithm, and uses weight of anchors to improve localization accuracy without needing no additional hardware device. Simulation results show that the improved DV-Hop algorithm can provide more accurate location estimation than the DV-Hop algorithm.

Zhang Jia et al [22] had used adjusted value of multi-hops and corresponding correction value to reduce the distance error based on the analysis of error sources. Meanwhile, the unknown node coordinates are solved by introducing total least squares method, which effectively suppress the error accumulated to improve the positioning accuracy. However, the computation is significantly increased due to the introduction of multi-hop distance and the corresponding correction value.
3. DV-Hop Algorithm Analysis

3.1. Implementation Process

The core idea of DV-Hop algorithm is: the distance between the unknown nodes and the anchor nodes is indicated by the product of multiplication of the first received with the average distance per hop and the number of their hops. Then the location information of unknown nodes is achieved by using the estimated distance to all anchor nodes. DV-Hop algorithm consists of three phases:

1) Information broadcasting

Each anchor node will convey the location information to all neighbouring nodes. Broadcasting information format is \( \{id_i, x_i, y_i, \text{Hops}_i\} \), which contains the identity \( id_i \) of the anchor node, location coordinates \( (x_i, y_i) \) and the number of hops \( \text{Hops}_i \); information, and \( \text{Hops}_i \) is initialized to 0. Each node receives this data and records \( \text{Hops}_i + 1 \) to a table, and then continues to broadcast the new neighbours’ node.

![Fig. 1. Broadcasting process of DV-Hop algorithm information](image-url)
If a node receives a packet with the same id, then it compares Hopsi with Hopsi of packet with the same id on the table. If the new hop count is less than the hop already existing in the table, the new hop will update the information of hop in the table; otherwise the packet will be discarded and no longer be forwarded.

The information of each anchor node is broadcasted in the form of flooding on the entire network, thus the hops from each node to each anchor node is obtained. Meanwhile, the anchor node also accesses to the coordinates and hops of all other anchor nodes. So the distance of average per hop for anchor node is calculated by type (1):

$$c_i = \frac{\sum (x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2}{\sum h_{ij}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, $j$ is the other anchor node; $h_{ij}$ is the number of hop between the anchor node $i$ and the anchor node $j$.

![Fig. 2. Geometric representation of unknown node what is located by three anchor node](image)

2) Distance calculation

As for every average distance of per hop calculated by each anchor node broadcast, its data packet format is $(id, c_i)$. The unknown node receives the data packets of each anchor node, and saves the average distance of per hop of each anchor node with a table, and then continues to broadcast to its neighbours. The data packet will be discarded in the event of meeting duplicate data packets. After the broadcast of information, the mean value of each anchor node's the average distance of per hop is calculated, then get the average distance per hop of entire network, here,
we use 'cc' to indicate it. Then each unknown node can calculate the distance of the node itself to each anchor node and save it into the table.

3) Localization calculation

According to the distance information of many anchor nodes that has been obtained, the unknown node calculates its coordinates using the maximum likelihood estimate of trilateration or multilateral measurement.

When the distance \( d \) between all anchor nodes and the location node \( O \) is known, according to (2) calculate:

\[
\begin{align*}
(x_i - x) + (y_i - y)^2 &= d_i^2 \\
\vdots \\
(x_n - x) + (y_n - y)^2 &= d_n^2
\end{align*}
\]

While (2) can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_i^2 - x^2 + 2(x_i - x)x + y_i^2 - y^2 \\
-2(y_i - y)y &= d_i^2 - d_n^2 \\
\vdots \\
x_n^2 - x^2 + 2(x_n - x)x + y_n^2 - y^2 \\
-2(y_n - y)y &= d_n^2 - d_n^2
\end{align*}
\]

The linear equation of (3) representation for:

\[
AX = B
\]  

Where,

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
2(x_i - x) & 2(y_i - y) \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
2(x_n - x) & 2(y_n - y)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
x_i^2 - x^2 + y_i^2 - y^2 + d_i^2 - d_n^2 \\
\vdots \\
x_n^2 - x^2 + y_n^2 - y^2 + d_n^2 - d_n^2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

According to (4), the coordinates of location node \( O \) can be obtained using estimation methods of the standard minimum mean square.

\[
X = (A^TA)^{-1}A^TB
\]
3.2. Error Source Analysis and Existing Optimization Strategies

From the execution process of DV-Hop algorithm, it is known that the error mainly comes from two aspects:

1) Algorithm makes the product of the number of hop and the average distance with per hop as the estimated distance between unknown nodes and the anchor nodes. This algorithm has a better result only in the situation when the true distance between nodes in the network is approximately close. The actual situation is different. When the location of unknown node is equated by applying the estimated distance of these anchor nodes, the position precise is low because of the accumulated error. Figure 3 show the generating process of error.

In the Fig.3, $L_1$, $L_2$, $L_3$ are all anchor nodes. $A$ is the unknown node which need localization. The three anchor nodes know the distance to any other one, shown as Fig. 3.: 30, 30 and 40. The distance between $A$ and $L_1$ is 15, the number of hop is 1. The hops between $A$ and $L_2$ or $L_3$ is 3. Suppose the length of the other each edge is 10.

![Fig. 3. Analysis diagram of DV-Hop localization error](image)

Known by the DV-Hop algorithm, $L_1$, $L_2$ and $L_3$ is calculated as follows:

$L_1$: $\frac{30+30}{4+4} = 7.5;$

$L_2$: $\frac{30+40}{4+6} = 7;$

$L_3$: $\frac{30+40}{4+6} = 7;$

After the average distance of per hop computed by the anchor node, the anchor nodes will broadcast this value in the network. The unknown node takes the first value of receiving as the average distance per hop. In the
example, $L_1$, $L_2$, and $L_3$ will respectively broadcast the calculated value which is 7.5, 7, and 7. Because there is only one hop between node $A$ and $L_1$, 7.5 is the average distance of per hop of node $A$, then node $A$ will calculate the distance between itself and three anchor nodes. The distance between $A$ and $L_1$ is 7.5, and the distance between $A$ and $L_2$ or $L_3$ is 22.5. In fact, the distance between $A$ and $L_1$ is 15, but the calculated distance is 7.5, the error reaches 50%. It is clearly unacceptable. The error is generated from this point.

![Diagram](image)

(a) The node locate centre

(b) The node locate edge

**Fig. 4.** Distribution of reference anchor node

2) The number of hop between the unknown node and this anchor node is larger when the anchor node is farther away from the unknown node. Error exists in the average distance of per hop itself, so if the hop count is larger, the error of estimate distance is much larger. If the coordinates of the
unknown node are solved by using the estimate distance of these anchor nodes, then the localization precise of node will reduce.

In Fig. 4, the area of 200m×200m randomly distribute 200 nodes (* stands for anchor node, o stands for the unknown node). Where, the proportion of the anchor node is 15%, the node communication radius is 50m.

To illustrate the simulation process, (a) and (b) are given the choice situation respectively for the reference anchor node of the unknown node in (100,100), (100, 0). Simulation process is divided into three parts:

1. Select the anchor node near to the unknown node as the reference anchor node, relative to the selected two nodes, shown as following, the area named A in Fig.4. At this time, most are one hop between the unknown nodes and anchor nodes, and only a few nodes own two hops.

2. Select the anchor node far from the unknown node as the reference anchor node, relative to the selected two nodes, shown as following the area C in Fig.4. At this time, the hop count between the unknown nodes and anchor nodes are two hops at least.

3. Select all anchor nodes in the network as the reference anchor. The process is same to DV-Hop algorithm.

![Figure 5](image)

**Fig. 5.** Average location error of the different position anchor nodes in environment

Analysis of experimental data showed that, when select the anchor node far from the unknown node as the reference anchor node, the average location error obtained is about 48.70%. In the same condition, when select the anchor node near to the unknown node as the reference anchor node, the average location error obtained is about 28.94%, finally, when selecting all anchor nodes in the network as the reference anchor, the average location error obtained is about 33.88%. It is said that when select all anchor nodes in the network as the reference anchor, the average positioning error is far greater than the other two cases. The main source of error caused is the far away anchor nodes. Finally, we conclude that:

1. The average error of selecting all the anchor nodes in the network anchor node as a reference node is not the lowest.
2. The affect of localization error is larger when the anchor node is far away the unknown.

At the same time, in the simulation process we also found that, with the difference of the size of region A, the average location error is relatively larger when select from the unknown node closer to the different number of anchor nodes. Aimed at the two nodes selected, we change the size of A area when only considering the node itself position error, finally we got the anchor node selection condition up to the lowest location error through several simulation experiments. The area is indicated by dot line in Fig.6.

![Fig. 6. Minimum location error distribution of reference anchor node](image-url)
4. A New Location Algorithm NDV-Hop_Bon

4.1. The Location Idea

Under the premise of DV-Hop idea, the number of hops among nodes is generally fixed. In order to obtain the minimum error between the estimated distance and actual distance, it can be obtained by adjusting to the average distance of per hop. It was found that the average location error is not the smallest when selecting all the anchor nodes as reference anchor node of unknown nodes, but it has a better result when select the node near the unknown node. At the same time, the achieved product of average distance of per hop and the hops count is the true of closet. Experimental results show the number of optimal anchor nodes that can be up to the lowest average location error is involved with the network environment parameters, and different parameters of the network environment. Besides, the number of optimal anchor nodes is different.

Thus, a new localization idea is proposed. First of all, each unknown node initially sets a threshold named $N$. After exchanging information, we can get the estimate distance of the anchor node. Then select the information of $N$ nodes which is received firstly, equate the coordinates of unknown nodes using least square method. Due to only selecting the anchor nodes with the short distance, the new localization algorithm not only reduces the computational in the process and improve efficiency, but also achieves a minimum average positioning by selecting the number of optimal reference anchor nodes.

4.2. Setting the Threshold $N$

Lots of simulation experiments showed that the number of optimal anchor nodes is involved with the following parameters of the network environment:

1. The area of the sensing region, we take $A$ as the side of the sensing region, and assuming that a sensor area is always square.
2. Communication radius of sensor nodes, it is said that the nodes within the region of $R$ can communicate with each other.
3. The proportion $P$ of anchor node in the network, which means the number of anchor nodes in the network takes the proportion of the total number of nodes, the number of all nodes is denoted by $TN$.
4. The average $\theta$ of connectivity between the unknown nodes and the anchor nodes in the network. Define:
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\[ \theta = \frac{\sum_{i} \text{Con}_i \text{Anc}_i}{U_n} \tag{8} \]

Where, \( U_n \) is the number of the unknown nodes; \( \text{Con}_i \text{Anc}_i \) is the connectivity between the node \( i \) and anchor nodes in the network, that is to say, the number of anchor nodes that unknown nodes can communicate with.

The threshold \( N \) need to change in accordance with the changes of the network environment parameters, the specific change process is as follows:

1. The coverage of each node in the network is relatively smaller when the sensing area is greater and the communication radius of sensor nodes is smaller, that is to say, \( \frac{A^2}{\pi R^2} \) is greater. Then the number of anchor nodes for locating the unknown nodes is larger; it is said that the value of \( N \) is directly proportional with \( \frac{A^2}{\pi R^2} \).

2. When the connectivity between unknown nodes and anchor nodes is larger, that is \( \theta \) has a larger value, the number of anchor nodes within one hop far away from unknown nodes is larger. At this time, the anchor nodes calculate the average distance of per hop. Because the number of per hop is smaller, it makes the average distance of per hop that is equated too large. So the number of optimal nodes should be increased and make it balance the length of the average distance of all per hop.

3. When \( P \) is very small (less than 5%), because the number of anchor nodes is very few in the network, at this time, better results can be gotten through selecting all anchor nodes. It’s said that the value of \( N \) is fixed \( \frac{1}{P} \). When \( P \) is larger than 5%, the number of all anchor nodes is increased with the accretion of the proportion \( P \) of anchor nodes in the network. As the relationship is not linear proportional relationship, we can set an option \( \beta P \) to adjust, which is a proportional factor. The value of \( \beta P \) is changed by adjusting the value of \( \beta \). Thus it makes the value of \( \beta P \) tend to optimal.

The above analysis, the formula of the threshold \( N \) is defined as:

\[
N = \begin{cases} 
\frac{A}{R \sqrt{\pi}} \times \theta \times (1 + 0.1P) & P > 25\% \\
\frac{A}{R \sqrt{\pi}} \times \theta \times (1 + \beta P) & 5\% \leq P \leq 25\% \\
\frac{1}{P} & P < 5\% 
\end{cases}
\tag{9}
\]
4.3. Determination of $\beta$ Factor

The above formula $\beta$ is the factor of adjusting the proportion $P$ of the anchor nodes to the threshold. When the sensing area size and node communication radius is constant, with changes of the proportion for the anchor node in the network, the value will change accordingly to achieve the control of unknown node selecting the optimal number of anchor nodes. A large number of experiment data are obtained, and the final statistical analysis shows:

1. With the increase of the ratio $P$ of anchor nodes, on the one hand, the number of optimal anchor nodes is growing with the increase of proportion of the anchor nodes. On the other hand, the proportion that the best anchor node relative to the total number of anchor nodes is constantly reducing. When the ratio of anchor nodes in the network increases, the number of the total anchor nodes increases and the anchor nodes of around unknown nodes are increased correspondingly. Then the increase of the number $N$ of optimal anchor nodes ensures that there is enough anchor nodes to locate, which helps to improve the positioning accuracy. But due to the more overall anchor node, it can reach optimum positioning accuracy by selecting a relatively small proportion of the total number of anchor nodes anchor node. Reflected in the formula, the value of $\beta$ is reduced as the constant decrease of the radio $P$.

2. When the ratio of anchor nodes in a certain range of 1) (for example from 5% to 10%, from 10% to 15%). With the increase of the ratio of anchor nodes, the number of anchor nodes of around unknown nodes in the network can increase. At the same time, it can receive more high positioning accuracy when number of the optimal anchor nodes increases relatively. It is said that the value of $\beta$ is relatively fixed which makes $N$ grow with the increase of $P$ in the process of the increase of $P$ in this region.

3. With further increase of the ratio of anchor nodes (Greater than 25%). The number $N$ of optimal anchor node will remain in a stable range. At this time, unknown nodes around the anchor node are enough, while the number of optimal anchor nodes selected can achieve a lower average position error. In theory, the value of $\beta$ should continue to become smaller to meet the fixed value of $N$. But because the value of $\beta$ is already smaller, the change of itself has little effect on the number of the optimal anchor nodes, that is, the value of $\beta$ has stabilized. It means when $P$ is greater than 25%, the fixed value of $\beta$ is 0.1.

Finally, the relationship between $\beta$ factor and the ratio of anchor nodes is given, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The relationship between $\beta$ factor and the ratio of anchor nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>5%~10%</th>
<th>10%~15%</th>
<th>15%~20%</th>
<th>20%~25%</th>
<th>&gt;25%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Simulation and Analysis

To verify the performance of the new algorithm, we use Matlab to simulate, here, assuming the sensor area is square region. The definition of the average location error is shown as follows:

$$\text{Error} = \frac{\sum_i D_i / R}{U_n}.$$  \hfill (10)

Where, $D_i$ is the difference of the estimated distance and the real distance; $R$ is communication radius, $U_n$ is the number of the Unknown node.

Here, the prerequisite are the following supposition: (1) The node deployed region of wireless sensor network is the two-dimensional surface region, and the node has the function of adjusting the correspondence radius scope; (2) The node uses the model of free space radio wave propagation, that is to say, the node’s communication range is take the node as a central concentric circle; (3) The node has the ability of symmetrical correspondence, and suppose the messages of all send can be received correctly; (4) The neighbour node can carry on the correspondence directly, namely the two nodes in the scope of correspondence radius can carry on the correspondence directly; (5) The part of nodes have realized own localization through installing the GPS instalment or deploying artificially beforehand, this kind of node is called as the anchor node; (6) There is only two kind of nodes in the network: the anchor node and the unknown node; (7) Besides the own position data known, the other attributes of the anchor node are the same as the unknown node.

Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the influence of the different proportion of anchor nodes to the average positioning error. Simulation environment are separately (a): 200 nodes are distributed randomly in the region of 200m×200m; the communication radius is 50m; (b) 100 nodes are randomly distributed in the region of 100m×100m; the communication radius is 50m.

The data in chart shows that the average positioning error of NDV-Hop_Bon algorithm is lower than that of DV-Hop algorithm, and will reduce with the increase of the proportion of anchor nodes. The positioning accuracy of DV-Hop algorithm tends to stabilize when the proportion of anchor nodes is larger than 15% in the environment of (b). The new positioning accuracy of the positioning algorithm can still be improved; the positioning accuracy is 22.3% when the anchor percentage is more than 25%.
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Fig. 7. The average location error of the proportion of the different anchor nodes in environment (a)

Fig. 8. The average location error of the proportion of the different anchor nodes in environment (b)

Fig. 9. The average location error of different communication radius in the environment (a)
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Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the influence of the different communication radius to the average positioning error. Simulation environment are separately (a): 200 nodes are distributed randomly in the region of $200m \times 200m$; the ratio of anchor nodes is 10%; (b) 100 nodes are randomly distributed in the region of $100m \times 100m$; the ratio of anchor nodes is 10%.

We can see from the Fig.9 and Fig.10, NDV-Hop_Bon algorithm is superior DV-Hop Algorithm in both environments. The average position error of the new position algorithm is growing with the increase of communication radius when the communication radius is up to 80m. The reason is that the communication radius has reached 40% of sensing region side, and it is said that most of nodes can directly communicate with any other one. Generally, there is one hop between the anchor nodes and the unknown nodes, so the estimate distance of computation will be smaller, thus affecting the positioning accuracy. When the communication radius of the anchor node is 70m in the environment (b), at this time the proportion between the communication radius and the sensor region side is 70%. Almost all of the nodes in the network are one hop, and the error of estimated distance also is high, so there is a decline in positioning accuracy. This can explain that the new location algorithm has a lower requirement for the communication radius of nodes. It is said that the algorithm can achieve a high positioning accuracy when the nodes communication radius are set very small. From the energy point of view, the energy consumption is the lowest in the situation of the same position accuracy.

Fig. 11 shows the influence of the average position error for the sensor region of difference size. Simulation experiment’s environment is: the proportion of the anchor nodes is 10%, and the communication radius of nodes is 50m. The number of nodes becomes larger with the increase of sensing region and the number is increased from 100 to 500. It can be seen from the figure that the positioning error of NDV-Hop_Bon algorithm is lower than the effect of the DV-Hop Algorithm. However, the position error can increase with the growing of the area of sensor region. Through analysis, we can infer that it is the affect of communication radius of node. The number of
hops between most unknown nodes and position anchor nodes using is relatively large if the communication radius is too small. Due to the increasing number of hops resulted in cumulative error, thereby affecting the positioning accuracy.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 11.** The influence of the average position error for the sensor region of difference size

### 6. Conclusions

In order to improve the position performance of the node localization algorithm in the sensor network of distributing randomly, the paper summed up and analyzed the error of the position process of DV-Hop algorithm, then proposed a new position algorithm NDV-Hop_Bon in view of the disadvantage of all anchor node position. The new localization algorithm selects the reference nodes of a certain number to position the unknown nodes based on different environments. Finally, the results show that the positioning accuracy of the new positioning algorithm is better than DV-Hop. And the algorithm has a more prominent performance with the growing of the proportion of anchor nodes, the increase of sensor region area and the increase of the number of sensor nodes. Meanwhile, due to a lower requirement on the node communication radius, on one hand, it saves the energy; on the other hand, it can also be more suitable for the positioning of the large sensor networks.

As the newly proposed algorithm still has the limitation on the application, when the anchor node’s energy is too low, the positioning accuracy can not meet the requirements. At the same time, communication expense is increased due to introduce of the computation for the number of optimal anchor nodes. Therefore, the key issues for further research and direction is to improve the scalability of the algorithm, optimization of anchor nodes when the proportion is too low, and ensuring the case of the lower positioning error with the reduction algorithm communication.
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Abstract. Localization challenges researchers for its contradictive goals, i.e., how to tackle the problem of minimizing energy consumption as well as maintaining localization precision, which are two essential trade-offs in wireless sensor network systems. In this paper, we propose an Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization (EEOL) scheme to satisfy the requirement of positional accuracy and power consumption. We explore the idea of opportunistic wakeup probability to wake up an appropriate numbers of sensor nodes, while ensuring the high positional accuracy. Sensor nodes can be triggered by the opportunistic wakeup probability sent from the user. Through utilizing this method, the number of active sensors in the sensing range of the user is decreased, and the power consumption is significantly reduced. Theoretical analysis has been presented to evaluate the performance of EEOL. Simulation results show that EEOL confirms our theoretical analysis.

Keywords: Indoor Localization, Energy Efficiency, Wireless Sensor Network, Opportunistic Localization.

1. Introduction

As a new technology of information collection and dissemination, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has greatly extended our ability in target tracking, monitoring, intrusion detecting and other localization applications [1]. It has aroused great concern and been widely used in national defense, national security, environmental monitoring, traffic management, health care, manufacturing, antiterrorism and other disaster areas.

Localization is an inevitable challenge when we deal with sensor nodes. It is a problem that has been studied for many years. Without the nodes’ position information, the monitoring information is always meaningless in the
applications of WSNs. Consequently, a variety of WSN systems [2-4] for indoor localization have been developed and well tested.

In all these applications, energy consumption is one of the most important issues [5]. For sensor nodes in small size, energy is restricted and it is not convenient to charge or change batteries. As a result, it requires the power consumption to be as little as possible to extend the network's lifetime. And, how to take full advantage of the energy to maximize the network's efficiency has become one of the primary challenges for sensor networks. Nevertheless, power management in WSNs remains to be a difficult problem and it is unlikely to be solved in the near future, since the progress in battery capacity is slow. Several research issues remain to be solved before applications such as military tracking, environmental monitoring and positioning become economically practical.

Experimental results have shown that the energy consumption of wireless devices in the idle state is slightly less than that in transmitting and receiving states. As a result, an important approach to reduce power consumption is to switch the nodes into the low-power sleep mode as long as possible. There is an effective approach proposed for saving the power of sensor nodes using the duty cycling policy in [6]. It is true that many methods have been proposed in the literature, but most existing protocols need to wake up sensors periodically. Hence, as for localization, certain amount of energy is still wasted by using unnecessary sensors. Basically, we can use only two or three sensors to locate an object based on the technique of localization, and thus the power of other active sensor nodes could be saved. Therefore, it would be a proper approach to balance the requirements of positional accuracy and the power consumption restrictions by waking up an appropriate number of sensor nodes.

Opportunistic computing model motivates the basic idea of the relationship between the number of sensor nodes and the positional accuracy, which is the key to balancing power consumption and positional accuracy. Based on the opportunistic computing model, we propose an Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization (EEOL) scheme that regulates the sensors’ on-off states through changing the wakeup probability of each sensor dynamically, according to the number of the sensors. Furthermore, it ensures that the number of active sensor nodes is large enough for the localization techniques, Trilateration algorithm for example.

Our proposed approach aims at obtaining the appropriate number of active sensors to locate an object in the process of localization, and avoiding unnecessary waste of energy. As for the total network efficiency, the power consumption significantly decreases and the network performance is improved. In a word, we achieve the purpose of reducing power consumption while ensuring the positional accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work from the literature, presenting the context for our work. Section 3 provides our assumptions, scenarios and notation descriptions. Then, we describe our EEOL algorithm in Section 4. Simulation results are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work

The basic concept of WSN and its localization algorithms have been the subject of many research studies recently. Here, we focus mainly on the WSN indoor localization systems and energy-efficient localization algorithms.

2.1. WSN indoor localization systems

Numerous works have already analyzed the performance of WSN indoor localization systems over the past decades, [7] for example, during which, new systems are being developed continuously.

Lots of the existing indoor localization systems are based on range-based schemes that exploit e.g. the Received Signal Strength (RSS) technology. The localization technique mentioned in [3] can achieve high accuracy and stability in indoor environment. MMSE proposed in [4] can minimize the localization errors. Additionally, the Dual-modal Indoor Mobile Localization System [8], which was implemented using the RSS approach and the unscented Kalman filter (SPKF) algorithm in active and passive dual-modal architecture, decreases the system cost and simplifies the sensor deployment. Further, WAX-ROOM in [9] incorporates three different localization techniques, namely a plain-RSS technique, a SA-RSS technique, and the range-free APIT algorithm, as well as an Optimal Fusion Rule (OFR) in order to leverage localization accuracy.

There are many other techniques for indoor localization. LOcalization of Sensor Nodes by Ultra-Sound (LOSNUS) [10] offers a high accuracy of 10 mm, a locating rate up to 10 cycles/s, and it is applicable for both tracking mobile and locating static devices. The Crickets motes use the Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) between the RF and the ultrasound signals to estimate the distance of the object. In [2] a system consisting of Cricket wireless sensor motes, a camera and a Pan/Tilt gimbal was proposed to solve the indoor localization and surveillance problems.

2.2. Energy-efficient localization

Energy consumption is one of the most important issues we concern in recent years. A number of methods have been proposed to address the energy efficiency problem.

A localization algorithm based on particle filtering for sensor networks was proposed in [11]. It is assisted by multiple transmit-power information, which outperforms the existing algorithms that do not utilize multiple power information.

Given a specified positional error tolerance in an application, the sensor-enhanced, energy-efficient adaptive localization system [12] dynamically sets sleep time for the sensors, adapting the sampling rate of target's mobility.
level. It achieves better energy saving while conforming to application's error
tolerance. However, the process of error estimation dynamically depends on
several factors in the environment.

LPL (Low-Power Scheme for Localization) [13] and OLP (Optimized
Listening Period) [14] explore decreasing the idle listening and an optimized
allocation of the localization tasks on the nodes. In LPL, the mobile nodes
(MNs) transmit packets and the anchor nodes (ANs) take RSSI
measurements. During the transmissions, the MN goes into sleep mode to
save energy. While in the OLP, the ANs are synchronized and transmit
packets to the MNs in a short time. OLP was designed to keep the inter-
arrival time of the transmitted packets as short as possible and reduce the
idle listening time in the MN. Nonetheless, for large scale sensors networks,
the energy consumption is still significant.

In [15], the presented scheduling algorithm selects a subset of active
reference nodes to be used in localization, which serves to reduce the
message overhead, increase network lifetime, and improve localization
accuracy in dense mobile networks. The key for the decision of reference
nodes is the design parameter which describes the average density required
to ensure localization accuracy with high probability. Reference nodes remain
active for several seconds. After that, all devices wake up and new
references can be selected. However, maximizing the nodes' sleep time that
the nodes never wake up until the reception of wakeup messages is much
more energy efficient.

In the algorithms mentioned above, the duty cycle of the sensor nodes is
fixed in advance. While in [6], an innovative probabilistic wakeup protocol is
proposed for energy-efficient event detection in WSNs, the central idea of
which is to reduce the duty cycle of every sensor via probabilistic wakeup,
exploiting the dense deployment of sensor networks.

Our idea is initially inspired by the selection of the subset of active nodes
and the probabilistic wakeup protocol. We have studied existing localization
techniques [16]. According to the Trilateration algorithm, three sensors can
locate a target, and the more the sensors, the more accurate the localization
will be. In our study, we aim at reducing the number of the active sensors by
employing opportunistic wakeup probability to save power consumption as
well as satisfying the requirement of positional accuracy. Inspired by the idea
of opportunistic computing as well, we manage to reduce the massage
communication between the sensor nodes and the mobile target, which also
contributes to energy saving.

3. Problem Description

In this paper, we consider a wireless network composed of \( n \) randomly
deployed nodes, and each of them is aware of its own position. All sensor
nodes in the network are distributed randomly in a two-dimensional indoor
environment, which are initialized to sleep state at the beginning. Assume
that one mobile node, called *User*, is moving freely, in need of localization service. However, the *User* can only be located by the active sensor nodes. The sensors will be waked up by the wakeup probability. Nodes are equipped with radio transmitters/receivers for communications. By using RSS or time of arrival (TOA) of radio signals, nodes can estimate the distance to the *User*.

![Diagram of a localization system](image1)

**Fig. 1.** A localization system

![Diagram of a scenario](image2)

**Fig. 2.** A scenario of locating a mobile object with 50 distributed sensor nodes

Our localization system is shown in Fig.1. The mobile *User* (who uses a PDA or mobile phone with wireless sensors) comes into the network and calls for the localization service. After the process of data acquisition and data
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transmission, the localization algorithm is implemented to compute the required location. Then the User gets its own location information, using the returned data from the network.

In the Data Acquisition Phase, we need to measure the distance between the object and the nodes. Then, here comes the problem. As shown in Fig. 2, when the mobile object is moving in places like Region D, since there are more sensor nodes around than Region A, some nodes are redundant according to the Trilateration algorithm, which means a waste of energy. If we shut down the unnecessary sensor nodes while ensuring the number of sensor nodes $n \geq 3$, it will be a significant contribution for reducing the power consumption of the entire sensor network.

In this paper, we try to develop a method to control the number of sensor nodes in the sensing range of the mobile object to achieve our goal of minimizing power consumption. Our proposed method is based on the following assumptions:

- The number of active sensors around the mobile object $n$ is large enough ($n \geq 3$), then the object can be accurately positioned without considering other environmental factors;
- Once the sensor node wakes up, all parts of the sensor are active, including the sensor data processing unit, sensing devices, data transmission equipment, data receiving device and system clock;
- In the sleep state, the sensor nodes can exchange opportunistic data, so that it can regulate its on and off states to complete localization;
- The sensor nodes, in the sensing range of the User, are independent, in other words, waking up a sensor will not affect the on or off rate of other sensors.
- The sensing range of the sensor nodes is the same with that of the sensor embedded in the User;
- The wakeup probability sent to the sensor nodes within the sensing range of the mobile object, is the same;
- There is only one User.

4. Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization

In this section, we will propose the Energy-Efficient Opportunistic Localization (EEOL) scheme. The work flow of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3. Our scheme uses the opportunistic wakeup probability based on the opportunistic computing model to schedule the sensors' on-off states and to obtain an appropriate number of active sensor nodes to locate the User. Naturally, the Data Acquisition Phase is the focus of this paper, and the appropriate number of sensors is the key to the problem.

We will first explain how the opportunistic wakeup probability makes contribution to power saving, as well as the relationship between opportunistic wakeup probability and the number of sensor nodes.
Researchers have developed lots of protocols and algorithms in order to extend lifetime of the system and to maintain the positional accuracy. Typically, sensors can be divided into three modes according to their working status: active mode, sensing mode and sleep mode [6]. Previous research shows that for the sake of maximizing power savings, an optimal way is to set duty cycle for the system in which sensors turn on or off periodically. Setting a fixed value of duty cycle ratio $\delta$ to turn each sensor node on or off periodically is fairly easy to implement. However, a defect of this method is that a sensor will still periodically turn on or off even when there is no event occurs, which is not flexible enough and might lead to a waste of energy.

According to the localization techniques, the more the sensors, the more accurate the localization will be. When more sensor nodes are detected in the User's sensing range (hereinafter referred to as in-sensors), the wakeup probability is smaller, provided that the positional accuracy can be ensured. Hence, we exploit the opportunistic wakeup probability instead of static duty cycle, so that the sensor nodes can decide by themselves whether to wake up or to continue to sleep.

### 4.1. Energy-efficient localization

Every node in the network is equipped with a common wireless communication interface that is used for (opportunistic) data exchange. The radio transmission is always correctly received within a distance $R$ (coverage range) from the transmitter, whereas it might not be correctly received from
longer distances. Therefore, opportunistic data exchange requires the nodes to be mutually in range. Assume that opportunistic data exchange immediately takes place as soon as both conditions are met. Such an event is coined rendezvous [17].

When the User goes into the coverage range of the nodes, messages will be exchanged between the nodes and the object. The object becomes aware of the number of sensor nodes within its sensing range by the messages received from the nodes, which will be used for the calculation of opportunistic wakeup probability.

4.2. Opportunistic wakeup probability calculation

According to the Trilateration localization algorithm, in two-dimensional space, we need at least three reference nodes’ location information to locate an object. Because we assume that the nodes are independent, when the number of in-sensors $n \geq 3$, the probability of successfully locating a User obeys the binomial probability $B(n, p)$, where $n$ represents the number of sensor nodes in the sensing range of the mobile object, and $p$ represents the wakeup probability of sensor node. The probability of accurately locating a moving object can be obtained from (1).

$$P(K \geq 3) = 1 - P(K = 0) - P(K = 1) - P(K = 2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

$$P(K \geq 3) = 1 - C_n^1 p(1-p)^{n-1} - C_n^2 p^2 (1-p)^{n-2} - (1-p)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $P$ represents the probability of accurately locating the mobile object, and $K$ represents the number of sensor nodes to wake up. According to (2), we can map out the quantitative relation between the number of in-sensors and the probability of accurately locating a User, under certain preconditions of each sensor’s wakeup probability.

From Fig. 4 we can easily see that, given a certain number of in-sensors, the higher the wakeup probability, the higher the accurate positioning probability. On the other hand, given a certain positional accuracy, the more in-sensors, the lower the wakeup probability and the more the power can be saved. Consequently, setting the number of in-sensors reasonably for the User will achieve energy-efficient localization while ensuring accuracy.

For different applications, the positional accuracy is different. At any time, the probability of positioning a User must satisfy the lowest positional accuracy $\lambda$, as Eq. (3) shows.

$$P(K \geq 3) \geq \lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$
Based on (2) and (3), we get the numerical relations between the number of in-sensors and the wakeup probability which is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, with the increase of the number of in-sensors, the wakeup probability of each sensor decreases. It can be found that the relationship between the number of in-sensors and the wakeup probability fits the features of the exponential distribution function. In order to make this wakeup probability easier to be applied in indoor localization systems, we conduct some simulations to obtain
the functional relationship between the wakeup probability and the number of in-sensors.

We use MATLAB curve fitting technique to get the relation between the wakeup probability and the number of in-sensors when $\lambda = 0.8$. After fitting, it gives a very satisfactory fitting result with the exponential distributions of 95% confidence intervals. The residual is the difference between the real value and the estimated value. In Fig. 6, we can see that the basic residual is in (-0.005, 0.005), which has already achieved a good degree of fitting.

![Fig. 6. Results of fitting](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>$\lambda = 0.6$</th>
<th>$\lambda = 0.7$</th>
<th>$\lambda = 0.8$</th>
<th>$\lambda = 0.9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>3.274</td>
<td>3.299</td>
<td>3.893</td>
<td>2.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$</td>
<td>-7.647</td>
<td>-8.713</td>
<td>-10.66</td>
<td>-12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>7.459</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>9.229</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>0.5796</td>
<td>0.6304</td>
<td>0.6999</td>
<td>0.7464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2$</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>-12.65</td>
<td>-14.05</td>
<td>-29.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>29.09</td>
<td>47.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, the wakeup probability can be computed as follows:
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\[ \eta = a_1 e^{-\frac{(n-b_1)^2}{c_1^2}} + a_2 e^{-\frac{(n-b_2)^2}{c_2^2}} \]  

(4)

We derive (4) from MATLAB, where \( a_1, a_2, b_1, b_2, c_1, c_2 \) are coefficients which might vary with \( \lambda \). Simulation results show that Equation (4) is the most acceptable fitting, compared with other fitting formulas. Therefore, we use the same formula to fit others. Fig. 6 shows the results of fittings.

Using the data in Table 1, we can dynamically calculate the wakeup probability of the sensor nodes according to the number of in-sensors. That is, if positional accuracy \( \lambda \) is known, we can check Table 1 to derive \( a_1, a_2, b_1, b_2, c_1, c_2 \), and then we can get the wakeup probability using (4).

4.3. Sensor state adjustment

Sensor nodes are initialized to sleep state at the beginning. They will never wake up until the reception of wakeup probability from the User. The decision of wakeup is defined as the comparison between the wakeup probability and a random number between \( (0, 1) \).

When nodes wake up, they begin to measure the distance between the User and themselves and transmit it back to the User. After that, the User calls the localization algorithm, such as Trilateration Algorithm, Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method, etc. to compute the required location, using the returned data from the sensors, and then obtain its own location information.

5. Performance Evaluation

The performance of the EEOL scheme will be evaluated through a series of simulations. We use a bounded region of 100 x 100 m\(^2\), in which nodes are placed using a uniform distribution. Additionally, we use an average value, 24mW, as the working power. A number of experiments have been conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by using the MassMobility model. Table 2 lists the parameters used for simulation.

We compare our EEOL scheme with the existing method using duty cycle (DC) policy, in terms of the average energy consumption and the ratio of effective positioning.

We conduct simulations to locate the target using 100 sensor nodes whose communication range is set to 20m. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the energy consumption increases linearly with time. We can observe the energy consumption of DC is significant, which is nearly 80% larger than that of EEOL. This is mainly because the sensor nodes keep sleeping when the target is outside its sensing range. In Fig. 8, it is clear that the smaller the duty cycle, the less the energy consumption. Fig. 9 depicts the effective
positioning ratios of both EEOL and DC. As we can see, the ratio of effective positioning of EEOL is as large as 60%~90%. In contrast, when the duty cycle is 20%, the network of DC is only capable to locate the target in 20% of the total time. When the duty cycle is 2%, 5% or 10%, the ratio will be less than 5%.

Table 2. Simulation settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>25,50,75,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Size</td>
<td>$100 \times 100 \text{ m}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>1000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Range</td>
<td>20,30,40,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle ($\delta$)</td>
<td>2%,5%,10%,20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>24mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Angle</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Energy consumption with EEOL using 100 sensor nodes

5.1. Impact of number of sensor nodes

To examine the impact of different numbers of sensor nodes, we set the number of nodes to 25, 50, 75 and 100 respectively. We take $\lambda = 0.8$ and
\[ \delta = 10\% \] as an example for EEOL and DC. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the results of our simulation, where the communication range is 20m.

![Figure 8](image1.png)

**Fig. 8.** Energy consumption with DC using 100 sensor nodes

![Figure 9](image2.png)

**Fig. 9.** Ratios of effective positioning for DC and EEOL

As shown in Fig. 10, we focus on the energy consumption at the moment of 200s and 400s. Compared with EEOL, DC performs worse, which can also be proved in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We can easily observe that with the increase of the number, the energy consumption drops down.
Fig. 11 shows the ratio of effective positioning with different number of sensors. Our EEOL algorithm significantly outperforms the DC method. With 25 to 75 nodes, the ratio of effective positioning of DC is close to 0, while it become up to 80% under EEOL. A low density of sensor nodes may lead to a low ratio of effective positioning.

Fig. 10. Energy consumption versus number of sensor nodes

Fig. 11. Ratio of effective positioning versus number of sensor nodes
5.2. Impact of communication range

We conduct simulations with 100 sensor nodes, using different communication ranges. Here we also take $\lambda = 0.8$ as an example for EEOL, and focus on the energy consumption at the moment of 200s and 400s. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the simulation results.

**Fig. 12.** Energy consumption versus communication range

**Fig. 13.** Ratio of effective positioning versus communication range

It is clear that the communication range can not affect the energy consumption of DC, so we do not show it in Fig. 12. As we can see, the
energy consumption decreases as the communication range increases from 30m to 50m. Fig. 13 shows the ratios of effective positioning for different communication ranges. With the increase of the communication range, the ratio of effective positioning for EEOL will decrease. As for DC, the larger the duty cycle, the larger the ratio of effective positioning will be. This is reasonable since there are more sensor nodes in the sensing range of the target if the communication range is larger.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an energy-efficient method for indoor localization (namely EEOL) has been proposed to reduce energy consumption, which can be easily applied in indoor localization systems. To balance the energy efficiency and the requirement of positional accuracy, we use opportunistic wakeup probability policy to wake up an appropriate numbers of sensor nodes. However, since most existing protocols need to wake up sensors periodically to perform positioning, certain amount of energy is still wasted by unnecessary sensors. As for localization, only two or three sensors are necessary based on the technique of localization to locate an object. Sensor nodes that are not triggered by opportunistic wakeup probability provided by the User keep sleeping. We avoid the communications between sensors, so that the sensor nodes are independent from each other, which will also make contribution to reducing the power consumption. We used MATLAB to simulate the relation between the number of sensor nodes and positional accuracy. By switching more sensors to sleep mode, the power is saved, and the lifetime of the localization network is prolonged. Simulation results are presented to demonstrate the performance of EEOL.

Possible further work includes the following topics: firstly, to produce a more practical investigation to satisfy the need of the positional accuracy; secondly, how to adapt our algorithm if there are multiple Users in a more complex environment; thirdly, how to tackle the issue of locating a mobile User if there are insufficient sensor nodes or network disconnection occurs.
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Abstract. Many energy aware routing algorithms and protocols have been proposed for wireless sensor networks recently to achieve aims like minimum energy consumption, maximized network lifetime, reduced communication latency and overhead etc. The problem of hotspot can not be well addressed under many routing algorithms since some nodes which are on the shortest path or close to the base station tend to deplete their energy quickly and consequently cause network partition. In this paper, we propose a Ring-based Energy Aware Routing (REAR) algorithm for wireless sensor networks which can achieve both energy balancing and energy efficiency for all sensor nodes. Our algorithm considers not only the hop number and distance but also the residual energy of the next hop node during routing process. Simulation results validate that our algorithm outperforms some other routing algorithms in the aspects of energy consumption and network lifetime etc.

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, hop number, energy efficiency, energy balancing, network lifetime.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of huge number of sensor nodes which can monitor the environment by collecting, processing as well as transmitting collected data to the remote sink node through direct or multi-hop transmission. WSNs have attracted lots of attention in recent years due to their wide applications such as battlefield surveillance, inventory and wildlife monitoring, smart home and healthcare etc [1].

Since the tiny sensor nodes are powered by limited battery resources, energy efficiency is one of the primary challenges to the successful application of WSNs. Usually energy is consumed during three processes which are sensing, processing and communication process. Here, we only
focus on energy consumption during communication process since it prevails over the other two processes.

Many energy aware routing algorithms or protocols have been proposed for WSNs in recent years [2-22]. Among these routing algorithms, techniques like data aggregation [3-5], clustering [6-11], evolutionary based algorithms [12-15] are adopted to achieve better energy efficiency. However, many of these algorithms aim to minimize metrics such as energy consumption, latency during routing process, which will cause certain hotspot nodes as well as partitioned network area due to the overuse of certain nodes on shortest path or close to the BS. Since the network lifetime is usually defined as the time when the first node dies from lack of energy, huge amounts of energy will be wasted by the remaining sensor nodes when the first node dies.

To efficiently mitigate the hotspot problem which is caused by imbalanced consumption of energy among sensors, the network metrics like hop number, hop distance as well as remaining energy need to be carefully considered. In fact, these network metrics have very important impact on network performance such as energy consumption, network lifetime, routing overhead, latency and interference etc [16]. Intuitively, if the hop number is too large, the energy consumption can be reduced at the cost of long end-to-end latency and large control overhead. If the hop number is too small (e.g., direct transmission), the latency will be very small while the energy consumption can be very large due to the nature of long distance wireless communication. Thus, an optimal hop number with suitable individual distance can be deduced to achieve energy reduction and energy balancing. The authors in [17-19] study the energy consumption from a new viewpoint by studying the transmission manner which proves to be effective.

Based on our previous work, we try to achieve both energy efficiency and energy balancing from hop and distance based point of view in this paper. We first deduce a suitable hop number with individual distance based on our theoretical analysis of energy and traffic models. Then, we propose our Ring-based Energy Aware Routing (REAR) algorithm which considers not only hop number and hop distance but also the residual energy during routing process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work. Section 3 gives the theoretical deduction of hop number and hop distance based on the energy and traffic models. In Section 4, the REAR algorithm is proposed and Section 5 provides extensive simulation results. Section 6 concludes this paper and gives some future work.

2. Related Work

A survey about different routing protocols in sensor networks is given in [2] which classifies traditional routing algorithms into three types, namely data-centric, hierarchical and position-based routing algorithms. Direct Diffusion [3] is viewed as a representative data-centric routing protocol for flat structure
WSNs. The data generated by sensor nodes is named by attribute-value pairs. Once a sink node inquires certain type of information, it will send a query and the observed data will be aggregated and transmitted back to the sink node. Rather than always using the lowest energy paths, the authors in [4] use sub-optimal paths occasionally so that the network lifetime is increased by 40% compared to [3]. In [5], the authors propose a centralized and decentralized routing protocols named UBERP by carefully selecting the transmission path with residual energy larger than certain threshold.

Hierarchical routing protocols [6-11] are very suitable for WSNs since they can not only provide good scalability but also perform data fusion by each cluster head. LEACH [6] can prolong network lifetime to 8-fold more than other ordinary routing protocols. However, 5% of cluster head nodes are randomly chosen and cluster head nodes use direct transmission. PEGASIS [7] is viewed as an improved version of LEACH. It is a chain based routing protocol which can save more energy compared to LEACH. HEED [8] considers the residual energy as the primary parameter and a secondary parameter like node’s degree etc. ERA [9] is similar to [6] during route setup phase while energy balancing is achieved during cluster head association phase since each node selects its cluster head with maximum residual energy. DHAC [10] provides a simple six-step bottom-up clustering method rather than traditional top-down methods with better network lifetime performance. The authors in [11] try to distribute energy load among all sensors in order to achieve both energy efficiency and lifetime maximization.

An improved version of LEACH is presented in [12] to improve energy efficiency and system stability by using genetic algorithm (GA) during the selection of cluster heads. In [13], each swarm agent can carry and exchange the residual energy information during route selection process to maximize network lifetime in ad hoc and sensor networks. In [14], an improved ant colony optimization (ACO) method is applied to the communication network routing problem with better performance in terms of hop number. An energy balanced unequal clustering protocol is proposed in [15] with particle swarm optimization technique so that the hot-spot problem is avoided and network lifetime is prolonged.

The authors in [17] present some pioneering work by studying different energy models under general wireless network environment. In [18], the authors use a probability of $P_i$ to transmit data through multi-hop manner and a probability $(1 - P_i)$ to transmit through single hop to sink node. The authors in [19] also study the energy consumption under both single hop and multi-hop transmission. They claim that the preference of multi-hop routing to single hop routing depends on source to sink distance and reception cost. In [20,21], the authors study the energy consumption from hop and distance point of view and propose a hop-based energy aware routing algorithm which can reduce energy consumption and prolong network lifetime effectively. The authors in [22] consider the hot-spot phenomenon and propose a load balancing data gathering algorithm which classifies sensors into different layers based on their distance to sink node.
In this paper, we aim to achieve both energy efficiency and balancing by building BS oriented ring structure in a centralized manner from BS side. The BS determines the ring size as well as final route from source node to BS.

3. Theoretical Analysis

3.1. Network Model

The traditional WSNs can be viewed as an undirected graph $G = <V, E>$ where $V$ represents the set of vertices and $E$ represents the set of edges. We assume there are $N$ nodes randomly placed in an area $[X, Y]$. There exists a link $E(i, j)$ between node $i$ and node $j$ if the Euclidean distance $d(i, j)$ is not larger than the radio transmission radius $R$. Here, undirected graph means bi-directional communication link. In other words, if node $j$ can receive packet from its neighboring node $i$, it is believed that node $i$ can receive packet from node $j$ in a reverse way. The objective in this paper is to find a set of optimal or sub-optimal individual distances during routing process so that the energy is consumed at similar rate for all involved sensors.

3.2. Energy Model

The first order radio model is commonly used as an energy consumption model [6, 8, 17, 20]. Based on this model, radio consumes $E_{Tx}$ amount of energy to transmit a $l$ bits message over a distance of $d$:

$$E_{Tx}(l, d) = \begin{cases} l \cdot E_{elec} + l \cdot \epsilon_{j} \cdot d^2, & \text{if } d < d_0 \\ l \cdot E_{elec} + l \cdot \epsilon_{ap} \cdot d^4, & \text{if } d \geq d_0 \end{cases}$$

and $E_{Rx}$ amount of energy to receive this message:

$$E_{Rx}(l) = l \cdot E_{elec}$$

and $E_{F}$ amount of energy to forward this message:

$$E_{F}(l, d) = E_{Tx}(l, d) + E_{Rx}(l) = \begin{cases} 2l \cdot E_{elec} + l \cdot \epsilon_{j} \cdot d^2, & \text{if } d < d_0 \\ 2l \cdot E_{elec} + l \cdot \epsilon_{ap} \cdot d^4, & \text{if } d \geq d_0 \end{cases}$$

Definition of radio parameters above are the same as [6, 8, 20] etc.
3.3. Theoretical Analysis

For simplicity, we first study energy consumption under one dimensional linear network which can be used in linear applications such as highway monitoring, congestion control etc.

Fig. 1. One dimensional linear network

In Fig.1., there are N sensors randomly placed along a line from source node 1 to the BS with individual distance \(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N\), and \(\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i = d\).

Now, we suppose each node takes turn to transmit its \(l\) bits message via direct or multi-hop transmission to the BS. In Fig. 1, we find that node \(N\) will forward the data for \((N-1)\) times and node \(i\) will forward \((i-1)\) times. If we let \(d_1 = d_2 = \ldots = d_N = d/N\), node \(N\) will become hotspot node and dies quickly. Here, our objective is to find the set of individual optimal distance \(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N\) as well as the optimal or sub-optimal hop number \(N\) so that \(E_1 = E_2 = \ldots = E_N\). In the mean time, we try to let each involved nodes consume the least energy in order to achieve energy efficiency.

For certain forwarding node \(i\), the energy consumed for both receiving and then transmitting the data will be:

\[
E_i = l \cdot (E_{\text{elec}} + e_{\text{amp}} \cdot d_i^\alpha) + l \cdot (i-1)(2E_{\text{elec}} + e_{\text{amp}} \cdot d_i^\alpha) + e_{\text{amp}} \cdot d_i^\alpha
\]

(4)

Here, \(e_{\text{amp}} = e_{\text{fsamp}}\) when \(\alpha = 2\) and \(e_{\text{amp}} = e_{\text{mpamp}}\) when \(\alpha = 4\).

Let \(E_{i=1} = E_1\), we can finally get:

\[
d_{i=1} = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{-2E_{\text{elec}} + i e_{\text{amp}} d_1^\alpha}{e_{\text{amp}} (i+1)}}}{\sqrt{\frac{-2iE_{\text{elec}} + e_{\text{amp}} d_1^\alpha}{e_{\text{amp}} (i+1)}}}
\]

(5)

Since \(d_n > 0\), it must satisfy:

\[
d_1 > \sqrt{\frac{2(n-1)E_{\text{elec}}}{e_{\text{amp}}}}
\]

(6)
Given multi-hop number \( n \), we can get the lower bound of distance value \( d_i \), as well as the minimal source to sink node distance \( d = \sum d_i \). Here, we let \( E_{\text{elec}} = 50nJ / \text{bit}, \alpha = 4 \) and \( E_{\text{amp}} = 0.001pJ / \text{bit} / m^4 \).

On the other hand, given the source to sink node distance \( d \), there might be several multi-hop routes with different hop number \( n \). For example, when \( d = 300 \), we can use either 2-hop or 3-hop route to achieve energy balancing. If the hop number \( n \geq 4 \), the minimal \( d = \sum d_i \geq 307.6 \) which is contrary to \( d = 300 \). Thus, there exists a highest hop number route with minimal energy consumption for each sensor node and this is the multi-hop route we need. For example, when \( d = 800 \), we can either choose an 8-hop route with \( d_i(8) = 164.8 \) or choose one 7-hop route with \( d_i(7) = 170.5 \). The corresponding individual distance \( d_i \) can be deduced from Equation (5).

From the analysis of energy consumption above, we can see that the suitable multi-hop route with hop number \( n \) as well as corresponding individual distance \( d_i \) can be achieved to gain energy balancing with \( E_1 = E_2 = \ldots = E_N \) when the source to BS distance \( d \) is given. In the mean time, we try to find multi-hop route with more intermediate nodes involved in order to gain energy efficiency. Thus, our REAR algorithm below can be both energy balancing and efficient if the routing algorithm is carefully designed.

4. Our REAR Algorithm

4.1. Basic Assumptions

We make the following basic assumptions:
1) All sensor nodes are static and homogeneous after deployment.
2) The communication links are symmetric.
3) Each sensor node has several power levels which they can adjust.
4) Each sensor node can know the distance to its neighbors and to the BS.
5) There is no obstacle between nodes.

In this paper, we do not consider mobile sink nodes or mobile sensor nodes and all the homogeneous sensors are randomly deployed and left unattended after deployment. We assume the link is symmetric which means if node \( i \) can receive a message from its neighbor node \( j \) then node \( j \) can also get a message from node \( i \). As is shown in many papers, current sensor nodes can have several transmission power levels so that they can dynamically adjust its power to its neighboring node to save energy. By adopting some localization or positioning techniques, the sensors can know
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its relative distances to its neighbors as well as to the BS. Also, we do not consider obstacles between nodes even though our algorithm can avoid this phenomenon by choosing another alternative neighboring node as a solution. It is worth noting that we make no assumption of the uniform distribution of sensor nodes or the knowledge of global network topology here.

4.2. Route Setup Phase

Once some source node has data to send, it will select its next hop node and try to set up a route from itself to the BS as follows.

---

**Route Setup Phase Algorithm**

**Begin**

1. Source node $i$ has data to send to BS
2. if $d_{i,BS} < \sum d_i(l) = 100$ then
3. else
4. direct transmission
5. Source node $i$ broadcasts multi-hop request to BS
6. BS determines optimal hop number $u$ and distance $[d_1, d_u]$
7. BS builds ring structure with
8. \[ r_i = d_1 \]
9. \[ r_2 = d_1 + d_2 \]
10. until \[ r_i = d_1 + \ldots + d_u = d_{i,BS} \]
11. BS classifies sensors into different levels based on ring size
12. if $d_{i,BS} \leq r_i$ then
13. \hspace{1em} node $k \in$ Level 1
14. elseif $r_{k-1} < d_{i,BS} \leq r_k$ (k $\geq$ 2)
15. \hspace{1em} node $k \in$ Level $k$
16. end
17. BS determines the final route of node $i$ as follows
18. $i$ chooses its neighbors set $A$ with $d_{i,j} \in (d_u, d_u + \Delta)$, $j \in A$
19. $i$ chooses its neighbors sub-set $B \in A$ where node $k \in$ Level $(u - 1)$
20. $i$ chooses its final neighbor $f' \in C$ with maximal residual energy
21. node $j'$ finds its final next hop in an iterative way like node $i$ until BS
22. BS sends the final multi-hop route with individual nodes to source node $i$
23. end-if
24. Source node $i$ start sending its data to BS based on the route table

**End**

---

Fig. 2. Route setup phase algorithm
As is shown in Fig. 2., the source node will first determine the transmission manner. Namely, if the source to BS distance \( d < \sum d_i \) (1), source node will use direct transmission (line 3) to send its data to the BS. Or else, it will broadcast a multi-hop request to BS (line 5).

When BS receives the multi-hop request from source node, it will determine the final multi-hop route with the optimal number \( n \) and individual distance \( \{d_1, \ldots, d_N\} \) (line 6), based on the source to BS distance. Then, it will build a ring structure with different ring size (line 8-10). Next, it will classify sensor nodes into different levels based on ring size (line 11-16).

Once the sensors are associated with different levels, BS will determine the final multi-hop route as follows. First, it will choose some candidate next hop nodes of source node with distance \( d_{i,j} \in (d_n, d_n + \Delta) \) (line 18). Here, \( \Delta \) is used under practical random network topology. Within these candidates, BS will choose those which belong to level \( (n-1) \) to make progress from source to BS (line 19). Finally, BS will choose the one from level \( (n-1) \) with maximal remaining energy as the final next hop node (line 20).

BS will perform the same process in a similar way for the next hop node until a multi-hop route from source to BS is built (line 21). Finally, BS will send the complete multi-hop route information to the source node (line 22). Source node will start the transmission of its data when it receives the complete multi-hop route information (line 24).

![BS oriented ring structure in WSNs](image)

Fig. 3. BS oriented ring structure in WSNs

It is worth noting that the multi-hop route is built by BS in a centralized way due to the fact that BS has more powerful resources such as memory, computation and communication etc. We treat the hop number and individual distance as the primary metric during the selection of next hop. In the mean time, we treat the remaining energy as the secondary metric during the selection of the final nodes from many candidates (line 20).
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From Fig. 3, we can see the building of BS oriented ring structure multi-hop route more clearly. BS will determine the multi-hop route from source node until itself as follows. First, source nodes selects its candidate neighbors which belong to level \((n-1)\) with distance \(d_{i,j} \in (d_n, d_n + \Delta]\). Then, it will choose the one with maximal remaining energy as the final next hop node. This process will continue in an iterative way until the BS.

4.3. Route Maintenance Phase

A link failure is usually caused by reasons like the depletion of energy, physical damage, and mobility of certain nodes or BS etc. Due to the centralized routing nature in our REAR algorithm, BS will always choose the node with high remaining energy to ensure the multi-hop route reliability. In other words, the link failure probability is relatively low until most of the nodes run out of energy. From the simulation part, we can also validate this point.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Simulation Environment

There are \(N\) nodes randomly deployed in a WSNs area. The BS is placed either inside or outside the monitoring area. In each round, each sensor node takes turn to transmit their 2000 bits message to the BS with either direct transmission or multi-hop transmission. Some of the simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network size</td>
<td>(300 \times 300) m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission radius (R)</td>
<td>[50, 140] m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy</td>
<td>2 J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS location</td>
<td>inside and outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data size</td>
<td>2000 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta)</td>
<td>[20, 40] m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare our REAR algorithm with three other existing algorithms which are direct transmission, greedy algorithm and max-remaining energy (MRE) algorithm. In direct transmission algorithm, all sensor nodes simply
transmit their message directly to the BS. This algorithm is simple and energy efficient when the network scale is small. In greedy algorithm, each node prefers to choose its neighbor which is closest to the BS as its next hop neighbor. This algorithm can be energy efficient when the transmission radius is carefully designed. In MRE algorithm, the neighboring node with high residual energy will be chosen as next hop in order to prolong network lifetime. It is worth noting that some of these factors such as distance and residual energy can be jointly considered which can further reduce energy consumption and prolong network lifetime.

5.2. Study of Hop Number

Fig. 4. shows the average hop number for 4 algorithms where BS is placed in the middle of the area. The transmission radius $R$ is varying from 50 to 140 meters and $\Delta = 40$.

We can see from Fig. 4. that the average hop number decreases as the transmission radius $R$ increases. Greedy and REAR algorithms have almost the same performance when $100 \leq R \leq 140$. When $220 \leq R \leq 140$, our REAR algorithm is better than greedy algorithm and when $R \geq 140$, greedy algorithm has a shorter hop number than REAR at the cost of more energy consumption.

![Fig. 4. Average hop number under different R](image)
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Fig. 5. Average hop number under different BS location

Fig. 5. shows the average hop number for 4 algorithms under the same simulation environment as Fig. 4., where BS moves along the diagonal line from position (150, 0) to (150, 360) with step size 30.

From Fig. 5. we can see that it is nearly symmetric based on line $x = 150$ as BS moves from (150, 0) to (150, 360). When BS moves from (150, 150) to (150, 360), the average hop number increases since the average source to BS distance is getting larger. It is worth noting that the $x$ label value in Fig. 5. means the $y$ coordinate of BS location here.

5.3. Study of Energy Consumption

Fig. 6. shows the energy consumption under different source to BS distance $d$ with similar simulation environment to Fig. 4 and 5. Here, the BS is placed in the middle of the area. The transmission radius $R = 110$ and $\Delta = 20$.

From Fig. 6. we can see that when $d \leq R = 110$, direct transmission manner can be chosen by all these 4 routing algorithms and they have almost the same energy consumption which is also very small. When $d > 110$, direct transmission is not possible for the other 3 routing algorithms except direct transmission. Direct transmission consume the largest energy since multi-path model is used under which power attenuates in the fourth order of distance. The performance of MRE and greedy algorithms are in the middle while our REAR algorithm consumes the least energy.
Fig. 6. Energy consumption under different $d$

In Fig. 7, we study the energy consumption under different BS location. The simulation environment is also similar to Fig. 4 to 6, where BS moves along the diagonal line from position (0, 0) to (300, 300).

Fig. 7. Energy consumption under different BS location
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From Fig. 7, we find that the distribution of energy consumption for the 3 algorithms is almost symmetric based on line $x = y$ and the minimal energy consumption can be achieved if BS is placed at (150, 150) (middle of WSNs). It is easy to understand the symmetry property from energy consumption model since the average energy consumption tends to get the minimum value when BS is located at the center of network area. It is worth noting that we do not compare with the direct transmission algorithm since it is relatively large and the symmetry property is not very clear as BS moves.

5.4. Study of Average Network Lifetime

We define the network lifetime as the time when the first sensor node dies out of energy. We compare the average network lifetime under similar network environment to Fig. 4. to 7. The simulation is done under 100 different network topologies to see an average performance and $R = 110$ and $\Delta = 20$.

![Fig. 8. Average network lifetime under different topology](image)

From Fig. 8, we can see that our REAR algorithm has the longest lifetime while direct transmission algorithm has the worst average network lifetime. The reason lies in the average energy consumption mechanisms of each algorithm, as we have explained. It is worth noting that our REAR algorithm
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has a factor of 2 to 4 times longer network lifetime than the other 3 routing algorithms on average.

From the simulations results in Fig. 4 to 7, we can seen that our REAR algorithm can achieve both energy balancing and energy efficiency as comparing with other routing algorithms. We only focus on studying energy efficient routing mechanism from appropriate hop number and distance point of view in this paper and do not consider clustering and data fusion here.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a ring-based energy aware routing (REAR) algorithm for WSNs in this paper which can achieve both energy efficiency and balancing from hop number and distance point of view. Given the source to sink node distance, the multi-hop number and corresponding individual distance can be determined so that all sensor nodes can consume energy at a similar rate.

During the routing process, we consider the hop number and distance as the primary factor and the residual energy as the secondary factor. Simulation results show that our REAR algorithm is superior to some existing routing algorithms in terms of energy hop number, consumption as well as network lifetime on average.

For future research, we plan to extend our work by exploring the effect of hop number and hop distance on other network metrics such as latency, communication overhead etc. Also, we plan to further extend network lifetime by combing clustering mechanism with our REAR algorithm in the future.
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Abstract. In ambient monitoring applications, the sensing field may be so far away from the data center that causes the direct relay routes between the sensor network and the data center impossible. Typically, in such isolated sensor network, data is stored in a distributed manner and collected by data mule. To improve the efficiency, sensed data is normally stored near the area where the mule will pass by with respect to storage limitation. However, previous researches didn’t consider the energy constraint and energy harvesting capability of nodes. The purpose of this paper is to design a solution for fair data storage under space and energy limitation only based on local information. We propose a heuristic Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method (DEDC), which considers following two issues: i) where to store data with respect to energy and space storage, ii) how to prioritize the transmission of important data. Simulation has shown that the method is effective, energy efficient and robustness.

Keywords: isolated wireless sensor networks, energy-harvesting, data conservation.

1. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is normally composed of lots of sensor nodes which gather environmental data in a continuous or discrete manner. Nodes communicate with their neighbors and forward data to the sink through multi-hop routes. Many aspects, such as routes, channel access, locating, energy efficiency, coverage, network capacity, data aggregation and QoS have been explored extensively. Nowadays, problems studying of practical WSN applications has been a topic of great interest rather than theoretical research. For example, considering WSNs deployed in ambient environment such as habitat monitoring of Great Duck Island [13] and Landslide Prediction in India [16], how to ensure systems work sustainably are more important. These WSNs are more likely to be isolated from outside world as mentioned in [12] due to many reasons such as high cost of building base stations, sink node failure or adverse condition.

In this paper, the work is motivated by the project of GreenOrbs [11], which is targeted at using mobile wireless sensors for monitoring canopy density in
wild mountain areas which are difficult to access. Collecting data from such isolated WSNs may rely on vehicles passing by or a person carrying some special equipments. Furthermore, energy-saving or harvesting strategies can extend the lifetime of these WSNs. We consider data conservation issues in an isolated energy harvesting WSN, in which a data mule is used to collect stored data periodically. In the WSNs, each sensor node has limited RAM and flash storage space and faces the challenge that its battery tend to be flat. In such case, there are many issues have to be considered: i) where to store the received data to prevent data loss with respect to the limited energy shortage as well as space storage, ii) how to reduce communication overheads caused by data redistribution, iii) how to prioritize data by the importance and forward higher priority data as fast as possible. In this paper, a Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method (DEDC) is brought forward which allows nodes to decide where to send or to reserve data, and how to exchange with neighbors only based on the local information.

Another motivation of this paper is the project named Cyber IVY [9] which has been proposed and carried out for supplying building surveillance functions. Previously, it has been implemented with HDU Mote using normal rechargeable batteries. Recently, Cyber IVY has moved to a new stage. Nodes are powered by outdoor solar-power and wind power from external units of air conditioners. Data will be collected periodically by a staff(Mule) using handheld device. Therefore, it could be regarded as an isolated energy-harvesting sensor networks.

![Fig. 1. Typical architecture of DEDC](image)

In this paper, we try to find a method of data redistribution to maximize the network robustness. To make things simple we define conservation area near the sink node to store generated data packets. As shown in Fig.1, red nodes represent those outside the conservation area. The size of a node stand for its energy level. The whole network is isolated and can only be accessed by an external vehicle which will upload sensory data to the Internet via the base station. Inside the network, each node tries to forward packets to neighboring
nodes which are one hop closer to the sink and have more energy than itself. That is to say, data packets will be redistributed in the conservation area according to energy level and location. In our method, data packets will always be forwarded to nodes closer to the sink unless the node itself and its closer neighbors will deplete their energy very soon. For node A, it has to fall back its data because its energy grade is near critical level and it cannot find any node suitable to receive the data that are closer than node A.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is introduced. In section 3, we introduce the system model. Then the proposed DEDC method is described in detail in section 4, followed by the simulation and experimental evaluations in section 5. Finally, section 6 conclude the paper.

2. Related work

Different from researches on energy efficiency of battery-powered sensor networks, there are two main concerns in the energy-harvesting solution [7]. One is that rather than a limit on the maximum energy, it has a limit on the maximum rate at which the energy can be used. The other is that different nodes may have different harvesting opportunity as well as harvested energy availability. Therefore, besides minimizing the energy consumption and maximizing network operational time, maximizing the utility of the application subject to the harvested energy via routing protocols are evaluated in [6]. They compare the protocols under realistic scenarios and show how parameters of the MAC protocol can be optimized for a given harvesting scenario and network topology. Furthermore, Sharma et al. [15] consider generated energy together with generated data packets to achieve the largest possible data rate. They find conditions for energy neutral operation of the system, while keeping the data queue stable. They also obtain energy management policies which minimize the mean delay of the packets in the queue.

In this paper, we study issues of energy-harvesting sensor networks from the point of view of data conservation, especially in an isolated energy-harvesting sensor network. The main concern is that how and where to store sensory data regarding constrained storage space and useable energy. Data mule, isolated sensor network and energy-harvesting are tree main attributes of this paper. Therefore we evaluate related works from three points of view as shown below.

2.1. Mobile sink

The use of mobile sink(s) is regarded as one of the most successful means of load balancing and efficient data collection. Finding an appropriate route that minimizes energy consumption for data dissemination from source to mobile sink is a major concern. Kim et al. [8] propose SEAD, a Scalable Energy-efficient Asynchronous Dissemination protocol which considers the distance and the
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packet traffic rate among nodes, to minimize energy consumption in both building the dissemination tree and disseminating data to mobile sinks. In [20], mobile relays are employed not only to carry data packets but dynamically distribute network resources such as energy, computational power, sensing, and communication abilities. The trajectory of the mobile sink is another concern. Alnabelsi et al. have a mobile sink node patrol and collect the data from all the fragments across the network [1]. Dynamic Programming and Integer Linear Programming are introduced to find the optimal route of the mobile sink such that the energy consumption at the sensor nodes and inter-visit time within the fragment are minimized.

2.2. Data collection in isolated or sparse WSN

Isolated WSNs have some features similar to sparse WSNs. The difference is that for isolated WSNs the whole network is isolated from outside world while in sparse WSNs only single node are far from each other. The latter concerns mule discovery process, the data transfer process, data transfer rate and so on. In [14], an architecture to connect sparse sensor networks at the cost of higher latencies is proposed. The main idea is to utilize the motion of the existing entities to provide a low power transport medium for sensory data. Chakrabarti, et al. prove that using mules with predictable mobility [4] can significantly reduce communication power in WSNs. Ref [3] analyzed the optimal ARQ-based data-transfer protocol and provided an upper bound for any ARQ-based data-transfer protocol. In [2], an integrated evaluation of mule discovery and data transfer performance is provided. The results show that low duty cycle is actually feasible for most common environmental monitoring applications. Other means like using mobile ferries to conduct routing in a highly disconnected ad hoc network is discussed in [21]. Message Ferrying (MF) [21] is proposed for data delivery in sparse networks which utilizes a set of special mobile nodes to provide communication services for nodes in the network. The main idea is to introduce non-randomness in the movement of nodes. In [5], the authors developed a hybrid routing approach in which both MANET routing and message ferrying are used to explore available connectivity in clusters via gateway nodes. Yu-Chee Tseng et al. brings forward a Distributed Storage Management Strategy (DSMS) [19] to buffer data in an isolated WSN which concerns on space limit and data priority. By keeping higher-priority packets closer to the sink area, DSMS can reduce data loss probability and achieve higher efficiency. However, how to buffer packets in isolated energy harvesting WSNs to avoid data loss due to battery being flat remains unsolved.

2.3. Data collection in energy-harvesting sensor networks

There are many related work about energy-efficient data gathering or aggregation methods in wireless sensor networks. However, there are not much researches suitable for energy-harvesting sensor networks. In [10], a solution for
fair and high throughput data extraction from all nodes is designed in the presence of renewable energy sources. Specifically, the authors seek to compute the lexicographically maximum data collection rate and routing paths for each node such that no node will ever run out of energy. A centralized algorithm and two distributed algorithms are proposed. The centralized algorithm jointly computes the optimal data collection rate for all nodes along with the flows on each link, the first distributed algorithm computes the optimal rate when the routing structure is a given tree; and the second distributed algorithm, although heuristic, jointly computes a routing structure and a high lexicographic rate assignment that is nearly optimal. They prove the optimality for the centralized and the first distributed algorithm, and use real testbed experiments and extensive simulations to evaluate both of the distributed algorithms. In [17], data preservation problem is studied in the intermittently connected sensor networks under energy constraints at sensor nodes. By distributing the data items from low energy nodes to high energy nodes, data can be preserved for maximum possible time. However, the distribution process is uncoordinated as the data item could be put anywhere in the network regardless of the location of sink nodes, which will result in great transmission cost. The centralized algorithm is also hard to be implemented in large scale WSNs.

3. System model

3.1. Data redistribution problem

Large scale wireless sensor network for long-term environmental monitoring as GreenOrbs [11] has more than 700 nodes deployed in a reserved natural forest area for eight months. In such network, changing batteries or building a base station nearby which can directly access Internet is not feasible. So we consider an isolated energy-harvesting wireless sensor network in which data can only be collected by scheduled or non-scheduled data mules. The network is composed of a sink node and static sensor nodes. Regarding the route of mobile mules, single sink is more generality. Issues related with multi-sink will be addressed in future work. Static sensor nodes are all identical and have same initial energy and storage space. They can continuously monitor the environment and generate data packets periodically or according to events. In this paper, storage limit is not fully taken into account as in such a low duty cycle network, data packets are generated every 15 minutes. As shown in table. 1, a lot of space is still available beyond system and user needs. Each node has means of energy harvesting and the energy source will be flexible, such as wind or solar power. However, the node will be dead when its battery is flat. So how to avoid loss of sensory data is more important.

Before data mules collect sensory data, static nodes will store data packets in a distributed manner. Data mules will only visit the specified node sink for a period of time. Only during this fixed or random period can the sink forward the

\[1\) There is also an onBoardFlash free to use which has capacity of 1MB.
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Table 1. Flash and Ram usage of HDU Mote (MSP430F1611) of some typical applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDU Mote</th>
<th>Flash(total 48KB)</th>
<th>Used Per.</th>
<th>Ram(total 10KB)</th>
<th>Used Per.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blink</td>
<td>2732B</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>55B</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotelMon</td>
<td>19072B</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
<td>1522B</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultihopOscilloscope</td>
<td>31228B</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>3906B</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestNetwork</td>
<td>32374B</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>3218B</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

data packets to the mule. After that, the mule will move to a base station and upload all the data packets.

3.2. Network model and problem formulation

The principle idea of the paper is to store data safely and reduce transfer latency when data mules arrive. We propose a distributed energy-aware data reservation method to coordinate node action to avoid control packet overheads. To reduce the cost, as mentioned in [19], we set up a Conservation Area which is a predefined region adjacent to the sink. Nodes in CA are responsible for storing sensory data of the whole network. The scale of CA is defined by the nodes within the maximum hop-count to the sink so that it can scale from 3 hops to 10 hops. Our proposed method will focus on data dissemination scheduling among nodes in CA. By defining the CA part of the network instead of the whole network we can significantly reduce overhead caused by centralized method. Nodes not in CA will forward their data packets to those in CA. With respect to the single sink strategy the action of other nodes (direction of forwarding data) is accordance with non-energy-constraint system. Therefore, the communication cost can be ignored. Three facts should be considered such as i) Data loss should be minimized all over the network, ii) Packets with higher priority should be delivered earlier, iii) Transfer latency should be minimized in CA. For simplicity, we defined some terms as follows.

Definition 1. **Energy threshold T** We define energy threshold to justify node energy status. Typically, $T_1$ equals $65\%$ of total energy. $T_2$ equals $30\%$ of total energy which represents the lower bound.

Definition 2. **Energy harvesting amount** $A(u)$ Let $A(u)$ be the total amount of energy that has been collected by node $u$ for a certain period of time $\Delta t$. $H(u)$ denotes the energy harvesting capability of node $u$ which will be a function of input currency. We use historical knowledge to predict current and future energy harvesting rate. So that $A(u)$ could be computed as $\int_0^{\Delta t} H(u) \, dt$. To make things simple, we classify every $5\%$ percent energy as one step $S$. $\Delta t$ varies from system to system. In the Cyber IVY project, we set $\Delta t$ as 5 minutes. The energy harvesting speed can be seen in Fig. 2 (note that functional voltage is from 1.4 to 2.6).
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Fig. 2. Energy harvesting speed of node in Cyber IVY

Definition 3. Energy grade $E(u)$ Let $B(u)$ indicate the residual energy of node $u$ and $E_{\text{max}}$ indicate the maximum energy capacity of a node. We assume all nodes have the same energy draining rate $c$ so that the energy grade of a node is $E(u) = B(u) + A(u) - c\Delta t$. To normalize the equation, we use:

$$E(u) = (B(u) + A(u) - c\Delta t)/(E_{\text{max}} \times 0.05) \quad (1)$$

It is decided by three facts: residual energy, energy consumption and energy harvesting rate, which will seriously affect the safety of the system. To simplify the node action, We model node energy state into three main grades (levels) which will be separate by $T$. $G_1 : T_1 \leq E(u)$ means the node have ample power that is greater than threshold $T_1$. $G_2 : T_2 \leq E(u) \leq T_1$ means energy residual locates between $T_1$ and $T_2$ and maintains a balance. $G_3 : E(u) \leq T_2$ means energy locates lower than $T_2$.

Definition 4. Sink distance $D(u)$ Each node or packet is some hops away from sink. $D(u)$ means the minimum hop count of node $u$ to the sink, while $D(i)$ stands for the minimum hop count of packet $i$ to the sink.

Definition 5. Survive probability of packet $S$ We define survive probability of packet $i$ located on node $u$ as $S_{i \rightarrow u}(i) = E(u)/\lambda(u)$ in which $\lambda(u)$ is a function of three factors, namely, communication cost, communication latency and hop count from $u$ to the sink. Normally, we let $\lambda(u) \equiv 1$. The greater the $S$ is the higher chance the data delivered to mobile mules.

Definition 6. System robustness $R$ We define the whole system robustness as

$$R(CA) = \sum_{u \in CA, i \rightarrow u} S_{i \rightarrow u}(i) P(i) \quad (2)$$

in which $P(i)$ denotes the priority of packet $i$. Thus, the sum of all survive probability of all packet times by their priority is maximized.
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\( P(i) \) can be defined using many methods. Therefore, the main goal of our proposed method is to maximize Global System Robustness function \( R \) in CA.

![Flash write](image)

**Fig. 3.** The energy consumption factor of writing action of onChipFlash

There’s no detailed information of currency consumption of OnChipFlash so that we did some experiments and got the following result. Fig. 3 indicates that writing operation takes place on onChipFlash for 2.5 seconds every 5 seconds. This is the only routine running on HDU Mote. No radio, no sensing, so the lower current bound is around 5mA. Average flash writing currency is approximately 10mA which is not much compared with external flash. Therefore, node can move data to the flash when necessary while energy cost is reasonable. The final result is shown in table 2.

**Table 2.** Currency consumption factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>HDU Mote</th>
<th>OnChipFlash</th>
<th>OnBoardFlash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active current(READ)</td>
<td>5mA</td>
<td>4mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active current(WRITE/ERASE)</td>
<td>10mA</td>
<td>15mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Distributed energy-aware data conservation method (DEDC)**

In isolated sensor networks, such as GreenOrbs, data will be sampled every 15 minutes. The full size of each sample data is 12 bytes. It can support more than 150 hours continuous work only relying on ram of nodes. Storing data in
onChipFlash or onBoardFlash are both feasible, which are 1.25 Mbytes in total. Therefore, it is believed that energy is more important than storage space. Communication is the major part of energy consumption. However, because CA is close to the sink, each node out of CA will forward their packets to CA which has the same goal compared with other energy efficient routing protocols. In CA, each node will try to forward data packets to the nodes that are closer to the sink. That is to say, we can use any existing routing protocol to improve the efficiency so that we don’t take communication cost into account. In this paper we propose a Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method to maximum the maxim Global System Robustness function $R$ in CA. The assumptions are summarized as follows:

- Each node $u$ knows its distance $D(u)$ to the sink and the neighbor set $N(u)$ within one hop; These parameters are easy to obtain when the network was setup and update by broadcasting. We try to make the method distributed so we build our method on local knowledge. One hop is a balance of accuracy and overhead. Centralized method or distributed method needing whole network knowledge is not feasible.
- Each node has sufficient space storage for the application.

In practice, data packets always have different priorities. Packets of higher priority deserve greater chance to survive in terms of storage and energy limitation. Normally, besides preassigned priorities, the newer the packet is the higher the priority is. Therefore, DEDC method uses a stack-like data structure to store packet in their memory to ensure newer packet will always be sent earlier. As shown in Fig.4(a), when the buffer is empty three data packets arrive respectively and are stored as shown in Fig.4(b). Fig.4(c) shows that packet ‘3’ will be offloaded first when data is passing on. Newer packet will be inserted from the top of the stack as seen in Fig.4(d). If dropping data is inevitable the newer packet will be compared with the packet at the bottom of the stack. The one with lower priority will be discarded. The structure is easy to implement and
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has less number of comparison which results in a better time complexity and lower overhead.

For data redistribution, nodes of three different energy grades follow different actions and algorithms, but they all obey a fundamental rule:

**R1:** Denote $E(i)$ to be the energy grade of the last relay node where packet $i$ came from. For each node $u$, a packet $i$ stops and locates on $u$ only when $\forall v \in N(u), E(v) < \min\{E(u), E(i)\}$ where $D(v) < D(u)$.

Each node will attempt to deliver packets to nodes closer to the sink. R1 describes when this approach will stop under certain conditions. It implies that packets are forwarded to nodes which have more energy and closer to the direction of data center. In the case that there are some strong nodes in the CA, if we only consider a node's one hop neighbors, packets will be stuck in these nodes because no nodes around them have more energy. Meanwhile, if there are nodes of less energy standing in main data route they will also become bottle neck and block packet transmission. We call both situations the fat energy wall phenomenon and the thin energy wall phenomenon respectively. As shown in Fig.5, there are three nodes in a line and the size of circle represents the energy grade. Fig.5(a) shows two packets $i, j$ are not able to pass through node $v$ because any neighbor nodes of node $v$ have less energy. If node $v$ has lost energy among three node two packets $i, j$ can not pass through node $v$ ether as shown in Fig.5(b). To avoid the existence of energy walls that block packets from going to the sink and store too many packets in its memory, we consider two hop situation in a distributed manner to balance packets load in CA while each node still needs one hop information of its neighbors and packets. At the same time, each node has two actions, namely PUSH and PULL, against the fat energy wall and the thin energy wall respectively. However, PULL is a conditional action, only when node raises a request will it be performed. To support two actions, node $u$ not only considers next hop neighbors but also previous hop ones.

To formulate our method we bring forward some basic rules as indicated below:

**C1:** For each node $u$, let $v = \max EDN(u)$ be the node with highest energy grade of all neighbors of $u$ where $D(v) < D(u)$, node $u$ moves packet to $v$ when $E(v) > E(u)$.

**C2:** For node $v = \max EDN(u)$, if C1 is not met, node $u$ moves packet $i$ to $v$ if $E(v) > E(i)$.

**C3:** For node $u, v \in N(u)$ and $D(v) > D(u)$. On receiving a packet transferring request from $v$, if $\exists$ node $w = \max EDN(u)$ and $E(w) > E(v)$, Node $u$ PULLs the packet from $v$ and PUSHs it to $w$.

**C4:** If C1, C2, C3 could not be satisfied, node $u$ tries to move packet to $v, v \in N(u)$ if and only if $E(v) > E(u)$ and $E(u) \in G3$ where $D(v) > D(u)$. 
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![Diagram of energy wall phenomenon](image)

**Fig. 5.** Two examples of energy wall phenomenon

C5: If C1, C2, C3, C4 could not be satisfied, node u will store the packet in its flash memory.

Whenever a node receives or generates a packet, it will determine its action according to the above conditions. A node will examine these five conditions in a sequence of C1 to C5. Therefore, packets are forwarded to nodes as close to the sink as possible. Nodes use RTS/CTS like protocol to negotiate the process of packet exchanging. Communication cost is reduced as only one hop neighbors are involved.

![Diagram of DEDC method](image)

**Fig. 6.** An example of DEDC method

As shown in the example of Fig. 6(a), there are six nodes in part of the network. Each of which has a name and energy grade in the circle. Four packets i, j, k, m are generated from node b, d, e, f respectively. Regarding condition
C1, node $b$ will forward packet $m$ to node $a$ and node $e$ will forward packet $i$ to node $d$. Node $f$ will forward packet $j$ to node $d$ and node $d$ chooses to keep packet $k$. Greedy method that only perform condition C1 will finally stop at the snap as shown in Fig.6(c). Thus, node $d$ becomes a wall which blocks packets going to node $a$, $b$, $c$. Regarding DEDC, node $d$ will try to forward packet $j$ to node $b$ because the energy grade of its last relay node (source node) is less than that of node $b$ as indicated in Fig.6(b). Finally, packet $j$ will be moved to node $a$ and stop there as can be seen in Fig.6(d). Therefore, DEDC has better balance on packet delivery and Survive Probability $S$ in CA.

The Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method for each node when receiving or generating a packet is described as following:

**Algorithm 1** DEDC method

1. when a packet $i$ is received or generated by node $u$
2. FOR each node $v \in N(u)$
3. IF C1 is satisfied
4. move packet $i$ to node $v$;
5. ELSE IF C2 is satisfied
6. move packet $i$ to node $v$;
7. ELSE IF C3 is satisfied
8. move packet $i$ to node $w$;
9. ELSE
10. CASE energy grade of $E(u)$
11. G1: broadcast its hop count and energy information;
12. G2: null operation
13. G3: FOR each node $w \in N(u)$
14. IF C4 is met
15. data fall back to node $w$
16. ELSE
17. C5: store data into flash memory.
18. ENDIF
19. ENDCASE
20. ENDF

5. Performance evaluation

To verify the performance of proposed DEDC method we conducted some simulations. First, we test data storage structure of DEDC and compare it with OPT and FIFO algorithms. The simulation environment contains 100 sensor nodes each of which has storage space of 20 data packets (ram together with flash). Each node will generate a data packet every 10 seconds and each packet has a random priority between 0 and 3. Each time when the data mule comes it will fetch all data and the time of this process is ignored. Two algorithms are chosen as competitors. When the storage space of a node is full, FIFO drops...
data in a First-in-First-Out manner. OPT algorithm will search out the entire storage space to find a packet with lowest priority for substitution. Fig.7 compares the average priorities of the packets collected by data mule when we vary the visiting interval of the mule and CA size. Fig.7(a) shows that as the visiting interval increases, the average priority also increases. It means OPT can collect more high priority packets while the increasing of visiting interval results loss of more and more data packets. Fig.7(b) shows that the average priority decreases as the CA size is enlarged which means increasing of successful transmitting packets. DEDC has similar performance compared with Optimal algorithm in both experiments while it needs less computation power and comparison.

![Fig. 7.](image)

The metrics of evaluating algorithms in related work [12][18] is total redistribution cost which implies energy cost for data transfer. Data packets are stored distributively in the whole network without consider of cost of future collection. In our work, data mule will only visit the sink node of the network for a short period of time so that data should be offloaded to buffer area near the sink node through energy-efficient route. Our goal is to ensure data is distributed near the sink node regarding priority and storage safety. As we define $\lambda(u) \equiv 1$ so that Survive Probability of packet is seriously affected by network size. Two methods are chosen as competitors, Greedy method only forward packets to nodes which have more energy and closer to the sink, Non-schedule method will keep packets where they are generated. As shown in Fig.8, all three methods turn to achieve less System Robustness when the number of nodes increases. This is because that packets are more likely to be stored far away from the sink. However, DEDC outperforms Greedy method and Non-schedule method because it has better balance between data safety and data transmission overhead. When network scale increase Greedy method tends to encounter energy wall phenomenon and Non-schedule method will lead high data transmission latency.

We randomly generate 500 packets and let the data mule collect data only for a short period of time and evaluate the successfully delivered packets while the network size increases. As shown in Fig.9, transmitted packets decrease
because more and more packets are stored far from the sink when the number of nodes increase. However, DEDC has a lower drop rate so that it achieves best performance because more packets are closer to the sink.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a Distributed Energy-aware Data Conservation method (DEDC) has been introduced which helps to extend the lifetime and achieve reasonable packet delivery performance in isolated wireless sensor networks. This scheme allows nodes to decide where to send, to reserve on itself or exchange with neighbors based only on local information. The method is eval-
A Redistribution Method to Conserve Data in Isolated Energy-harvesting WSN evaluated through theoretical analysis and simulation. It has been proved to be efficient, which has achieved the following advantages: i) an improved data packet storage scheme has been provided with respect to limited energy, ii) the communication overheads caused by data redistribution has been reduced, iii) high priority data can be delivered earlier which helps in network balancing.
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Abstract. In large-scale wireless sensor networks (WSNs), when the consumption of hardware is limited, how to maximize the performance has become the research focus for improving transmission quality of service (QoS) of WSNs in recent years. This paper presents a new evaluation method for packet buffer capacity of nodes using queueing network model, whose packet buffer capacity is analyzed for each type node, when it is in the best working condition. In order to evaluate congestion situation in the queueing network, and to get real effective arrival rates and transmission rates in the model, holding nodes were added in the queueing network model, and equivalent queueing network model is expanded. We establish an M/M/1/N type queueing network model with holding nodes for WSNs and design approximate iterative algorithms. Experimental results show that the model is consistent with the real data.

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, queueing network model, blocking, packet buffer capacity, node utilization.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are successfully applied in intelligent transportation, monitoring environment, location and other fields. They consist of tiny sensing devices that have limited possessing and computation capabilities, and can collaborate real-time monitoring, sensing, collecting network distribution of the various environments within the region or monitoring object information \[1,2,3\]. WSNs of distribution regions are composed of sink nodes \[4,5,6\], transmission nodes and boundary nodes \[7\]. The performance of each type node will affect the overall network performance in WSNs. Throughput and utilization \[8,9,10\] of the nodes in the lifetime \[11,12\] are the main evaluation performance indicators of WSNs. The

\*Corresponding author
packet buffer capacity of nodes is an important factor in utilization of network nodes [13]. If a node of WSNs is blocked, and packet buffer set too small, the entire network data transmission and processing efficiency is not high. Therefore, when the consumption of hardware is limited, how to optimize the node packet buffer size and maximize the performance for WSNs has become a research focus for improving the Quality of Service (QoS) of WSNs transmission in recent years.

In this paper, we consider that packet buffer capacity corresponds to the length of the waiting queue in the established limited capacity of the queueing network model. When the length of the waiting queue reaches the maximum, the node is blocked in the queueing network model. Therefore, a typical WSN is modeled by M/M/1/N type queueing network model. The method of modeling based on topology of nodes in WSNs and performance analysis of the packets buffer capacity have been proposed. According to the topology of WSNs and operational characteristics, arrival, transferring and leaving relationships of transmission nodes, boundary nodes and sink node are analyzed, and data flow balance equations are obtained. In order to evaluate the congestion situation in the queueing network, and get real effective arrival rates and transmission rates in the model, holding nodes were added in the queueing network model and equivalent queueing network model is expanded. By analyzing the queueing model with blocking probability, to obtain the performance index of system when it is in steady state, approximate iterative algorithms are designed. The performance parameters of nodes model in the WSNs are calculated using limited iteration times. The optimal values for packets buffer sizes settings are obtained for transmission nodes, boundary nodes and sink nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work and problem statement are introduced in Section 2 and Section 3. Section 4 describes the modeling of WSN and analysis. Section 4.1 describes the modeling method of using open queueing network model for WSNs; the balance equations of data flow are established. In Section 4.2, the equivalent queueing network model is obtained, that holding nodes are added in the may be blocking nodes. The model parameters of blocking probability of data packets, the arrival rate and node transfer rate, all are analyzed in Section 4.3 using the equivalent queueing model. Section 5 designs iterative approximation algorithms for total arrival rate of nodes and effective arrival rate and transfer rate of nodes with blocking probability. Section 6 gives the numerical calculation and analysis of experimental results. The performance parameters of WSN nodes are calculated using iterative algorithms given in Section 5. According to the relationship curves between utilization and buffer size, the packets size of the optimal buffer settings are obtained for transmission nodes, boundary nodes and sink node, respectively. The correctness of modeling and analysis method is verified by experimental data of the WSNs. Section 7 contains the conclusion and future work.
2. Related Work

When the hardware has been implemented, it is difficult to adjust the node's hardware resources in accordance with specific needs. Therefore, researchers have proposed the need for large-scale WSN nodes modeling method [14]. Through performance evaluation of pre-setting nodes, optimal parameters of allocation for the hardware nodes are obtained. The current modeling method based on Petri nets [15,16,17] is suitable for macro-modeling, but it is not a specific modeling technique for large-scale WSNs. Queueing network is an effective system-level modeling method, which is widely used in the modeling and performance analysis of computing and communication systems [18,19]. It has many advantages that include a highly abstract and rich theory for modeling.

In recent years, researches have made some progress on analyzing and improving network performance in the application of finite capacity queueing networks. Bisnik et al. [20] modeled random access multi-hops wireless networks as open G/G/1 queueing networks and used diffusion approximation in order to evaluate closed form expressions for the average end-to-end delay. In [21,22], Kouvatsos and Awan described the priorities and blocking mechanisms with open-loop queueing network performance analysis, and queueing network parameters on the approximation and error estimates. Özdemira et al. [23] presented two Markov chain queueing models with M/G/1/K queues, which have been developed to obtain closed-form solutions for packets delay and packets throughput distributions in a real-time wireless communication environment using IEEE 802.11 DCF. Mann et al. [24] developed a queueing model for analyzing resource replication strategies in WSNs, which can be used to minimize either the total transmission rate of the network or to ensure that the proportion of query failures does not exceed a predetermined threshold. In [20], Liehr et al. introduced enhancements to the standard of extended queueing network models, which allow the modeling and the simulation of inter-process communication and highlight the benefits granted by their enhanced EQN approach. However, these researches don’t address the packet buffer capacity of nodes and how to set the buffer size to derive the optimal performance of the nodes in WSNs.

3. Problem Statement

Data packets are transmitted and processed in collaboration by the sink nodes, transmission nodes and boundary nodes. For a large scale WSN, a queueing network model can be used to analyze its performance [25, 26]. But how to configure resources to find the best value hardware using trends of changing the parameters of performance is an important reference for node design. The definition of the threshold of node buffer capacity is given below:

**Definition 1.** When the queueing network system is stable, node's hardware buffer capacity just accommodate the maximum length of the queue
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to be processed. Buffer size value at the moment is called the node threshold, denoted by $N_T$.

![Diagram of WSN topology and node transfer](image)

**Fig. 1.** Topology and node transfer of the WSN.

In WSNs, for any node buffer size, we make the following discussion:

(i) If $N_i \geq N_T$, node queue length will never be processed over the buffer capacity when a system is in a steady state. Therefore, the packets that have not been timely processing data will be placed in the packet buffer. Newly arrived packets will not cause the blocking node server.

(ii) If $N_i < N_T$, when the packet buffer of node is full, the link paths that include the nodes are blocked, and lead to the processing efficiency of the whole WSN down. On the other hand, when the link path is blocked, all the nodes are in an active state in the link path. Therefore, energy consumption of the node is larger, and individual nodes are invalidated due to energy exhaustion.

Figure 1(a) shows a typical topology of WSN, which is composed of sink node 1, transmission nodes 2 and 3, and boundary node 4. According to the modeling method of open queueing network, it describes the transmission...
relationship between the node queues as shown in Figure 1(b), where \( \lambda_{e,i} \) is the independent external Poisson arrival rate of node i and \( \lambda_{o,i} \) is the leaving rate after the completed service of node i. (Note: Boundary node does not include \( \lambda_{o,i} \)).

In practice, the task content of sink nodes, transmission nodes and boundary nodes is different. Therefore, its consumption of hardware resources will be different. For example, in Figure 1(b), the arrival rate of sink node 1 packets is the maximum. Therefore, finding a way to properly evaluate its performance becomes very important. That is, how to set the packet buffer capacity of wireless sensor nodes, in order that each node has the highest speed of data processing and throughput. Thus, the best parameters between the utilization of node and consumption of hardware buffer capacity will be found. In order to facilitate the analysis of queueing network model for WSNs, some symbols are defined in Table 1.

**Table 1. Definition of symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( i,j,k,d )</td>
<td>Node No. in the queueing network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>Total number of paths in the queueing network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Size of packet buffer capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{i} )</td>
<td>Arrival rate of node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_{i} )</td>
<td>Service rate of node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{i} )</td>
<td>Utilization of node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{i} )</td>
<td>Steady-state probability of arrival node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{o,i} )</td>
<td>Leaving probability from node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij} )</td>
<td>Probability of from node i to node j.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>State of node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{i} )</td>
<td>Monitoring cycle of i-th times in WSN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Aggregate of all the holding nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pb_{ij} )</td>
<td>Blocking probability from node i to node j.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pb_{i}^{e} )</td>
<td>Independent external Poisson arrival blocking probability of node i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pb_{o,i}^{n} )</td>
<td>Total arrival blocking probability of node i.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Open Queueing Network Analysis for WSN Model**

In this section, we describe the modeling method of using open queueing network model for WSNs and the balance equations of data flow are established. In order to analyze blocking of the queueing network model, holding nodes were added in the may be blocking nodes, and the equivalent
queueing network model is obtained. Therefore, analysis of the blocking queueing network is possible.

4.1. Open Queueing Network

A typical open queueing network composed of WSN is consistent with a flow balance equation. According to the theorem for flow balance equation [25,27], we can give Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 for any WSN.

**Corollary 1.** For the transmission node, arrival node and leaving node in the queueing network of WSN, the number of all possible packets leaving the node i equals that of the arrival number in the state.

\[
\lambda^e_i + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k p_{ki} = \sum_{j \neq i}^{d} \lambda_j p_{ij} + \lambda_i p_i^o
\]

**Proof:** Using reductio ad absurdum, suppose the number of packets entering the node i is not equal to the number of packets leaving the node i, then according to the flow balance equation, there must be packets with probability \(p_i \neq 0\) in the self-loop. This is in contradiction with the fact that transfer node, arrival node and leaving node service is the order of one-way services in WSNs. Therefore, the Corollary 1 is established. □

**Corollary 2.** For the sink node in the queueing network of a WSN, the sum of the arrival packet and self-loop packet equals that of the sum of the leaving packet for node i in the state.

\[
\lambda^e_i + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k p_{ki} + \lambda_i p_{ii} = \sum_{j \neq i}^{d} \lambda_j p_{ij} + \lambda_i p_i^o
\]

**Proof:** For the sink node in the queueing network of a WSN, data transmission between nodes requires a very high accuracy. When the data packets validation is not correct, we should have re-transmission processed until the correct calibration data is received. Therefore, the phenomenon of self-loop appears in the node i. Increased the number of arriving packet is equivalent to \(\lambda_i p_{ii}\). Therefore, we can get the sum of arrival packet as equation (3).

\[
\lambda^e_i = \lambda^e_i + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k p_{ki} + \lambda_i p_{ii}
\]

According to flow balance equation [25,27], we can deduce that the flow balance equation (2) is established. □

The Nodes are used in environmental monitoring and control in WSNs, due to factors such as limited power consumption, which are not always in running state [28,29,30]. The states of nodes in WSNs are alternating between
monitoring and sleeping, as a premise in meeting the required monitoring conditions. Switching between states of nodes is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Switching between states of nodes.](image)

Next, we give the definition of the longest monitoring cycle of node $i$.

**Definition 2.** For all nodes in WSNs, the wake-up from a sleeping state into the monitoring state, and then entry into another sleep experienced by far the longest time is known as the longest monitoring cycle of WSN nodes.

$$T_i^m = \max\{T_1, T_2, \dots, T_i, \dots, T_N\}$$

In WSNs, each node has a packet capacity. If the packet buffer size is set too large, would be a waste of resources. Conversely, if the data packet buffer size is set too little, block of system will be increased. We give the theorems for packet queue length of sink nodes and transmission nodes.

![Fig. 3. Transmission relation of packet queue for sink node $i$.](image)

**Theorem 1.** For any sink node $i$ in WSNs, packet queue length of sink node is $L_i^m$, then the following relationship is obtained.

$$\lambda_i^e + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k P_k = \frac{L_i^m}{T_i} + (1 - P_k) \mu_i$$

Transmission relation of packet queue for sink node $i$ in WSNs is shown in Figure 3. We give the proof of Theorem 1 below.

**Proof:** For sink node $i$ in WSNs, according to Corollary 2, the data packets arrival rate is obtained by equation (6).

$$\lambda_i = \lambda_i^e + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k P_k + \lambda_i \mu_i$$

In the time period, the arrival number is $X_i$ given by equation (7).

$$X_i = T_i L_i^m$$
At this time, the service rate is $\mu_i$. The number of the data packets is $Y_i$ given by Equation (8) after completion of the service.

$$Y_i = T_i^m \mu_i \tag{8}$$

Therefore, packets queue length of node $i$ is $L_i^m$, which is the difference between the number of effective arrival and leaving, and minus the number of packets being processed.

$$L_i^m = X_i - Y_i - 1 \tag{9}$$

Putting Equations (6), (7), and (8) into Equation (9) will result in Equation (5). Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved. \(\square\)

**Theorem 2.** For any transmission node $i$ in WSNs, if packets queue length of transmission node is $L_i^m$, then the following relation is obtained.

$$\lambda_i^e + \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} \lambda_k p_{si} = L_i^m / T_i^m + \mu_i \tag{10}$$

Proof of Theorem 2 is relatively simple, using Corollary 1, and with reference to the proof of Theorem 1.

### 4.2. Equivalent Queueing Network Model

The packet buffer size should be consistent with the length of the queue in the queueing model of WSNs. When the queue length reaches the maximum, the packet streams are stopped, resulting in queueing network being blocked [31,32]. When a data packet transfers from one queue to another queue and if the path is full, the packet will be blocked in by the just completed service in the queue. Then the blocked node cannot handle any other data packets until the destination node services, where there is a free packet buffer before they can lift the blocking. This situation is called Transfer Blocking.

Transfer blocking makes the internal arrival process and service process of node complicated. The blocking rule is that blocking should occur after service. Therefore, the queue will not be cached, only waiting on the link path. Some researchers [33,34,35,36] have discussed about thinking of adding holding nodes in the queueing networks, that adds the imaginary limitless capacity nodes, which may occur on the blocking path in the infinite queueing networks. The basic idea is to remove the blocking server, that is unblocked and save it in the holding nodes. As shown in Figure 1, the queueing network model for the topology of WSN is expanded to include holding nodes. Equivalent queueing network models are shown in Figure 4. M/M/1/$\infty$-type queues are added holding nodes. (Note: When added to holding nodes, assuming that the original node does not exist, blocking is established.)
Intervals between the arrival time accord with the exponential distribution. Thus, we calculate the real effective arrival rate nodes, and its performance evaluation is possible.

Fig. 4. Queueing network model with holding nodes.

4.3. Queueing Model Analysis with Blocking Probability

When the holding nodes are added in queueing network, the packets that did not receive timely services are stored in the queue of holding nodes, as waiting for an empty target node. Total effective arrival rate is equal to the external arrival rate $\lambda_j^n$ and the internal arrival rate of nodes $i_1, i_2, ..., i_A$ after considering blocking nodes. Then, the queueing network model with blocking probability is shown in Figure 5. Below we discuss flow balance of arrival and leaving data packets in the queueing network model.

Fig. 5. Queueing network model with blocking probability.

Figure 5(a) shows that multiple arrival nodes are blocked in node $j$, and Figure 5(b) shows an equivalent model of Figure 5(a).
Therefore, the external effective arrival rate $\bar{\lambda}_j$ of node $j$ is obtained as in Equation (11).

$$\bar{\lambda}_j = \lambda_j^e (1 - pb_j^a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The effective data packets stream from node $i$ to node $j$ as shown in Equation (12).

$$\lambda_{ij} = \lambda_i p_{ij} (1 - pb_{ij})$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Let $\bar{\lambda}_j$ be the effective internal arrival rate of node $j$, which is equal to the sum of effective internal arrival rate from independent internal nodes $j^1, j^2, ..., j^A$.

$$\bar{\lambda}_j = \sum_{i \in A} \lambda_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Total effective arrival rate with probability $pb_j^a$ of node is obtained by Equation (14).

$$\lambda_j = \lambda_j^e (1 - pb_j^a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

According to Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, we can obtain a flow balance equation of queueing network with blocking.

$$\lambda_j = \bar{\lambda}_j + \bar{\lambda}_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Equation (16) is derived from applying equations (11) (12) (13) (14) into Equation (15).

$$\lambda_j (1 - pb_j^a) = \bar{\lambda}_j (1 - pb_j^a) + \sum_{i \in A} \lambda_{ij} p_{ij} (1 - pb_{ij})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

In order to obtain the effective arrival rate of node $j$, the calculations of blocking probability $pb_j$, $pb_j^a$ and $pb_j^e$ are needed. The three blocking probabilities are calculated, the specific derivation is shown as in [37].

Now we can determine the performance parameters of each type node according to the connection between nodes. In this paper, we use the approximate calculation. First, the initial values of blocking probabilities are given, then the algorithm performs in a limited iteration times. When the effective arrival rate and departure rate tends to reach equilibrium, the iterative algorithm is finished.
5. Total Arrival Rate of Nodes and Approximate Algorithm

Blocked nodes are released by adding holding nodes of infinite capacity in the queueing network model. Processing time of blocked node is the blocked time, and thus we can describe arrival and service process of nodes in the equivalent queueing network model. In a lot of practical application and engineering experiments, we found that when WSN node communication enters into a stable state, the average arrival rate of node tends to be a constant value. We designed an iterative method, such as shown in Algorithm 1. We set initial values to the network status, and then gradually revised the last time arrival rate by our iterative method. In the end, a system was approaching to reach equilibrium. The reduction algorithm is as follows.

| Algorithm 1 |
| Begin |
| Step 1. According to transition probability, each node connection in the queueing network model is obtained. External arrival rate $\lambda_j^e$ (j is the number of nodes) is determined. |
| Step 2. Initialize n nodes with the total arrival rate $\lambda_j^0$ ($1 \leq j \leq m$). |
| Step 3. For queue j in queueing network, calculate the arrival rate $\lambda_j$ of node j: |
| Step 3.1. If node j is a transmission node or boundary node, |
| $\lambda_j^1 = \lambda_j^e + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i p_{ij}$ (17) |
| go to Step 3.3. Otherwise, it is executed orderly. |
| Step 3.2. node j is sink node, |
| $\lambda_j^1 = \lambda_j^e + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_k p_{ki} + \lambda_i p_{ji}$ (18) |
| Step 3.3. The outputting rate of node j is calculated by Corollary 1 and Corollary 2. |
| Go to Step 3.1, until the difference of the internal arrival rate for two computing (before and after) is less than a certain value (error limit of our calculations is $10^{-4}$). |
| Step 4. After calculating the arrival rate of all nodes, if the difference of the internal arrival rate for two computing values is less than a value ($10^{-4}$), go to Step 5. Otherwise, use $\lambda_j^1$ instead $\lambda_j^0$, and go to Step 3.1, continue by |
Iterative calculation.

Step 5. Return the total arrival rate \( \lambda^*_j \) of each node.

End

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is \( O(n^*m) \), where \( m \) is the number of queueing network nodes and \( n \) is the number of iterative algorithms.

The total arrival rate of each node was obtained by Algorithm 1, but it is not the effective arrival rate, because the blocking probability of the nodes is not considered. Next we will have the numerical results of Algorithm 1 as the initial value of Algorithm 2, and then solve the blocking probability and system performance indicators. The reduction Algorithm 2 is as follows.

The calculation of Algorithm 2 mainly focused on the loop in Steps 3 to 6 of the cycle. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is \( O(n^*m^*N) \), where \( N \) is the packet buffer size of node. When the iterative algorithm converges, the WSN performance parameters are outputted. According to that we can predict the actual operation of WSNs. Thus, the hardware design for the WSN node is guided by the performance parameters.

Algorithm 2

Begin

Step 1. The equivalent queueing network model is expanded by adding holding nodes in wireless sensor queueing networks. The total arrival rate of Algorithm 1 is the initial input value of Algorithm 2 for each node.

Step 2. Blocking probabilities of each node are initialized, and means and variances of internal arrival time are calculated.

Step 3. Calculate the utilization and steady-state probability of the nodes, where \( n_i = \{1,2,...,N\} \), that means the number of data packet buffer of each node. When the system reaches a steady state, we assume that the probability of queue \( i \) in state \( n_i \) is \( \rho_i(n_i) \), which is obtained by:

\[
\rho_i(n_i) = \frac{\rho^i(1-\rho)}{1-\rho^i N+1} \quad (19)
\]

where \( \rho_i = \frac{\lambda_i}{\mu_i} \). Specific derivations of Equation (19) can be found in [38,39]. According to Jackson' theorem [30], the status of node \( i \) and the status of all other nodes are independent. Thus, we can get the steady-state probabilities of any node in the link path.

Step 4. Calculate the blocking probabilities.

Step 5. Correct means of the arrival time interval and variance of nodes
6. Numerical Calculation and Experimental Results

According to the preceding analysis, we studied a WSN topology for temperature monitoring. The performance parameters of WSN nodes are calculated using the iterative algorithm proposed in Section 5. By setting different packet buffer capacity sizes of nodes, the relationship curves between utilization ($\rho_i$) and data packet buffer size ($N_i$) for transmission nodes, boundary nodes and sink node are obtained. In order to rationally allocate resources, the maximum utilizations of nodes are ensured within limited resources. According to the relationship curves between utilization ($\rho_i$) and data packet buffer size ($N_i$), the values of packet buffer capacity size for transmission nodes, boundary nodes and sink nodes are set.

6.1. A WSN Topology

We have designed the WSNs for temperature monitoring. Its typical topology is shown in Figure 6. It consists of many clusters, each of which comprises a mixed structure from the ring and star network topologies. Information between clusters is communicated by sink nodes.

From the WSN we can conclude that all the clusters can be divided into two categories. (i) Boundary cluster: It is located in the boundaries of the network by the cluster nodes, transfer nodes and boundary nodes; Cluster 1 is shown in Figure 6. (ii) Internal cluster: it is located within the network only by the sink nodes and transfer nodes. Cluster 2 is shown in Figure 6. According to the packets statistics in the engineering practice, amount of tasks for transmission node is the same in the boundary and internal clusters. Therefore, we studied Cluster 1, in which performance of internal nodes will be analyzed. Cluster 1 is comprised of sink node 1, transmission nodes 1–4, and boundary nodes 5–6. Ring structure is comprised of nodes 1–6, and node 7 is in the center of the other six nodules that shows a similar star, which is with 6 nodes to communicate. In practical engineering in applications, how to set the buffer using blocking probabilities.

Step 6. If the difference of the internal arrival rate for two computing (before and after) is less than a certain value (error limit of our calculations is $10^{-4}$), then go to Step 7. Otherwise go to Step 3 followed by iterative calculation.

Step 7. Return to the node utilizations with a blocking when system is stable.

End
size to obtain the optimal performance of the nodes for hardware design of WSNs is a practical application problem that needs to be solved.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 6.** A WSN topology for temperature monitoring.

### 6.2. Node Transition Probabilities and Total Arrival Rate

The node transition probabilities for the topology of Figure 6 are obtained from packet statistics in the engineering practice of WSNs for temperature monitoring. Thus the transition probability matrix is as follows.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 & 0.5 \\
0.2 & 0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.5 \\
0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0.5 \\
0 & 0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.5 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0.2 & 0.6 \\
0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 & 0 & 0.6 \\
0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In the distributed temperature acquisition process, for each sensor node placed in different positions, the amount of transmitted data is different. For example, node 1, node 2, node 3 and node 4 are transmission nodes within the WSN. Thus, the external arrival rates of the nodes are same. Node 5 and node 6 are the boundary nodes (do not allow other nodes from outside). Node 7 is the sink node. The external arrival rates of these nodes are different.
Table 2. Arrival rate for each node in the time $T_i^{m}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node number</th>
<th>External arrival rates $\lambda_i^e$ (p/s)</th>
<th>Total arrival Rates $\lambda_i$ (p/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.6577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.1161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.1161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.6577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.3661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.3661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>89.6131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the input of the external arrival rates, the total arrival rate of node $i$ can be calculated using Algorithm 1, as shown in Table 2.

6.3. Evaluation for Packet Buffer Capacity of Nodes

In WSNs, packet buffer capacity of nodes settings that affects the efficiency of the whole network system is an important factor. If packet buffer capacity is too small it will cause serious blocking to some link paths of the system, and lead to a low efficiency of data processing and transmission. If packet buffer capacity is too large, it will take up too much of the hardware resources, resulting in an increased cost of the hardware node. And the energy consumption will increase, causing a link failure to individual nodes due to energy depletion. Therefore, we design hardware nodes that make the data packet buffer capacity to reach the optimal settings.

Other input parameters of queueing network model for wireless sensor are shown in Table 3, where $CA_i^e$ is the independent external Poisson arrival rate, $\mu_i$ is the service rate of node $i$, $CS_i$ is the service variance of node $i$ and $N_i$ is the size of packet buffer capacity which ranges from 1 to 30.

Table 3. Input parameters for model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$CA_i^e$</th>
<th>$\mu_i$</th>
<th>$CS_i$</th>
<th>$N_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1~30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to of the approximate iterative Algorithm 2 in Section 5, packet buffer size \( (N_i) \) and node utilization \( (\rho_i) \) are calculated.

![Graph showing relationship between utilization and packet buffer size](image)

**Fig. 7.** Relationship curves between utilization and buffer size for transmission nodes.

The relationship curves between utilization and packet buffer size for transmission nodes are shown in Figure 7. In WSNs for temperature monitoring, node 1, node 2, node 3 and node 4 are the transmission nodes, in which the main function of the network is to collect data and transfer it to other nodes. With the increase of packet buffer size, increased speed of node 1 is the fastest, increased speed of node 4 has slowed down compared to other three nodes. When the packet buffer sizes are increased to \( N_i = N_4 = 14 \), curves for nodes 1 and 4 coincide. Next, with the increase of packet buffer size, the curves in almost horizontal axis tend to become parallel. At this time, if we increase the packet buffer sizes, utilization for nodes will not have any impact. This point can be set as the value of packet buffer size then the node utilization is optimal. From point of view for the layout of the WSNs, nodes 1 and 4 are adjacent to the boundary nodes, transmission rates of data packets are almost the same. Therefore, when the system reaches equilibrium, packet buffer sizes in use become the same.

The curves between utilization and packet buffer size for nodes 2 and 3 are in coincidence in figure 8. When the packet buffer sizes are increased to \( N_2 = N_3 = 11 \), the curves in almost horizontal axis tend to become parallel. At this time, if we increase the packet buffer sizes, utilization for nodes will not have any impact. This point can be set as the value of packet buffer size then the node utilization is optimal. From the point of view of the layout of the WSNs, nodes 2 and 3 are internal nodes of the WSN, transmission rates of data packets are almost the same. Therefore, the relationship curves between utilization and buffer size for boundary nodes are the same.
The relationship curves between utilization and packet buffer size for boundary nodes are shown in Figure 8. With the increase of packet buffer size, beginning curves are relatively steep. The increased speed of curve for node 5 is the fastest; the increased speed of curve for node 6 has slowed down compared to curve for node 5. According to this situation, we can speculate that, when node 5 is set to a smaller packet buffer size, a more serious blocking occurred in the link paths for the node, resulting in relatively low node utilization. When the packet buffer sizes increased to $N_5 = N_6 = 13$, curves for nodes 5 and 6 are coincidence. And following the increase of packet buffer size, the curves in almost horizontal axis tend to become parallel. At this time, if we increase the packet buffer sizes, utilization for nodes will not have any impact. If this point can be set as the value of packet buffer size, then the node utilization is optimal. From the point of view of the layout of the WSNs, nodes 5 and 6 are located on the outside of the WSN, and they are boundary nodes. The transmission rates of data packets are almost the same. Therefore, when the system reaches equilibrium, the packet buffer sizes in use are the same.

Fig. 8: Relationship curves between utilization and buffer size for boundary nodes.

Fig. 9: Relationship curves between utilization and buffer size for sink node.
For sink node 7, on the one hand, it is responsible for collecting the date packets of adjacent transmission nodes and boundary nodes. On the other hand, information between clusters is communicated, and a partial data processing is completed by sink node. The relationship curves between utilization and packet buffer size for sink node are shown in Figure 9.

With the increase of packet buffer size, beginning curves are relatively steep. As per this situation, we can speculate that, when sink node 7 is set to a smaller packet buffer size, its utilization is relatively low. After the packet buffer sizes are increased to $N_7 = 19$, and following this, the curves in almost horizontal axis tend towards parallel. At this time, if we increase the packet buffer sizes, utilization for nodes will not have any impact. If this point can be set as the value of packet buffer size, then the node utilization is optimal.

6.4. Comparison of Experimental Data and Model Calculation Data

According to the size of the nodes through the analysis of packet buffer size in Section 6.3, the experimental environment was designed. The packet buffer sizes for transmission nodes are set as $N_1 = N_5 = 14$, $N_2 = N_6 = 11$, respectively. The packet buffer sizes for boundary nodes are set as $N_3 = N_4 = 13$, respectively. The packet buffer size for sink node is set as $N_7 = 19$. The simulation environment using NS2 software combined with random arrival derived the algorithm [39]. The experimental simulation for arrival rate of node with holding nodes was carried out. Figure 10 shows the comparison of nodes between the effective arrival rates.

![Fig. 10. Comparison of the data results.](image-url)
In Figure 10, the arrival rates of the three situations are described: (i) Assuming queueing network model for wireless sensor works in an ideal state, the blocking probabilities \( \{ pb_j, pb_j^e, pb_j^f \} \) always equal 0, which is called the ideal calculated value of the infinite capacity nodes. (ii) Queueing network model for wireless sensor maintained by adding a finite number of nodes (based on the values obtained in Section 6.3), considering the given blocking probabilities \( \{ pb_j, pb_j^e, pb_j^f \} \), the values of the effective arrival rate are calculated, these are called the calculated values with holding nodes of limited capacity. (iii) Experimental environment is created and random function for arrival rate is designed. Therefore, the actual arrival rates are obtained by statistical calculation, these are called the measurement values of the experimental data. Figure 10 clearly describes the comparison of data among the three situations. We can see that errors between the ideal calculated value of the infinite capacity nodes and the calculated values with holding nodes of limited capacity are very small, the maximum error being 6.12%. This proves that by adding finite holding nodes to a queueing network model, and obtained equivalent queueing network model can replace the infinite capacity model for performance analysis. The maximum error between the measurement values of the experimental data and the calculated values with holding nodes of limited capacity is 9.56%. As in the model calculation error is less than 10%, almost consistent indicators for equivalent queueing network model can be obtained with the actual operation of the WSN.

7. Conclusions

In allusion to differ transmission nodes, boundary nodes and the sink node in WSNs, their processing data and the task capacity are different. And thus, before designing the hardware for nodes, an evaluation of packet buffer sizes is critical for the best performance. Based on this problem, we proposed an open queueing network model with M/M/1/N queues for modeling WSNs. In order to evaluate congestion situation in the queueing network, and get real effective arrival rates and transfer rates in the model, holding nodes were added in the queueing network model and an equivalent queueing network model is expanded. The arrival rates when system reaches a steady state in WSNs are obtained using approximate iterative algorithm. The obtained steady-state parameters will be entered into with the blocking queueing network model. Blocking probability and system performance indicators of each node are calculated using approximate iterative algorithm for blocking probability. The ideal calculated value of the infinite capacity nodes, the calculated values with holding nodes of limited capacity and the measurement values of the experimental data are compared. The consistency is verified for calculated results of model and experimental data in WSNs. The results show that the method, which is used to analyze node performance and ensure that packet buffer sizes are of reasonable configuration using queueing network
model, provides a theoretical basis for design of high cost-effective hardware nodes for modeling large-scale WSNs. This work has important guiding significance for hardware design and performance evaluation of WSNs system.

This paper presents a modeling for only a single-server model in WSN and a method for calculating the packet buffer capacity size of nodes. However, the sink node requires a higher performance. Recently, there has been convergence of multiple processor nodes that can be used for M/M/m/N queues, which are also multi-server queues. In addition, for large-scale WSNs, if the clusters are set to be the priority, it will effectively improve the performance of WSNs. This will be our follow-up research.
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Abstract. Body Sensor Networks (BSN) are an emerging application that places sensors on the human body. Given that a BSN is typically powered by a battery, one of the most critical challenges is how to prolong the lifetime of all sensor nodes. Recently, using clusters to reduce the energy consumption of BSN has shown promising results. One of the important parameters in these cluster-based algorithms is the selection of cluster heads (CHs). Most prior works selected CHs either probabilistically or based on nodes’ residual energy. In this work, we first discuss the efficiency of cluster-based approaches for saving energy. We then propose a novel cluster head selection algorithm to maximize the lifetime of a BSN for motion detection. Our results show that we can achieve above 90% accuracy for the motion detection, while keeping energy consumption as low as possible.

Keywords: body sensor network, motion detection, energy conservation, KNN.

1. Introduction

In recent years Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) have attracted increasing attention for their use in remote healthcare such as remotely monitoring the elderly and children. A BSN is composed of a number of tiny wireless sensors placed on the user’s body. Sensor nodes can transmit data to a remote server for online or offline analysis via various wireless technologies (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4 [1] or Bluetooth) so that doctors can monitor the patient’s physiological states in real-time. BSNs have been widely used for various healthcare applications [2, 3, 4, 5], motion detection/analysis [6, 7, 8, 9], and gaming [10].

A critical issue when designing a BSN is the energy consumption, since wireless sensors typically employ small batteries for ease of deployment. A number of works have studied the issue of reducing the energy consumption of BSN. For example, Xiao et al. [3] proposed a method to reduce the transmission power at the physical layer without sacrificing the reliability for a
single-hop body area network. Lamprinos et al. [11] and Omeni et al. [12] employed a TDMA-based approach to avoid collisions. In addition, with TDMA a node only needs to turn on its radio in its assigned time slot to save energy. Furthermore, Xia et al. [2] proposed a prediction-based data transmission scheme for static data (e.g., blood pressure and heartbeat). In their method, both the sensor node and the base station (BS) periodically and independently execute an identical predictor (i.e., dual prediction) and thus they will obtain the same estimate. If the error between real and predicted data is acceptable, the sensor node just updates the state of the system using the predicted data without actually transmitting data to the base station. Similarly, the BS also simply updates the system using the predicted data unless it receives the real data from the sensor node. However, this approach only considered an individual sensor node instead of the entire BSN.

Cluster-based algorithms have recently been proposed for sensor networks, and showed promising results. In these approaches, nodes are organized into clusters and one node is then chosen as the cluster head (CH). The task of the CH is to aggregate sensor data and then transmits this to BS while the other cluster nodes (CNs) communicate only with the CH. Given that it typically consumes more power to communicate with BS than with other cluster nodes, a CH will consume more energy than a CN does. Therefore, each sensor node will take turns to serve as the CH in order to evenly distribute the energy load. Abbasi and Younis [13] have surveyed clustering algorithms and classified them based on clustering attributes such as the cluster property, cluster head capability, and clustering process. Most prior approaches randomly selected their CHs. For instance, LEACH [14] and DMCLUSTER [15] choose CHs probabilistically or based on the nodes’ remaining energy. However, these prior works cannot guarantee to uniformly distribute the energy load and minimize the total intra-cluster energy consumption at the same time.

The objective of this work is to prolong the lifetime of a body sensor network for motion detection by distributing the energy load evenly among sensors while, at the same time, minimizing the total intra-cluster energy consumption. In this paper we focus on an application of BSN: posture detection. We develop a novel CH selection algorithm to maximize the lifetime of the BSN. We utilize the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) method to detect the motion of the user. In this work, we classify nodes in a BSN into two types: fixed and moving. Fixed nodes are nodes whose positions remain relatively static (i.e. unchanged) when the user changes to a new posture. We analyze different parameters such as the ratio between the number of moving and fixed nodes and the effect of CH selection on the energy-saving. We propose an algorithm for selecting a CH that can minimize the intra-cluster energy consumption by considering the relationship between inter-node distance and allowable power levels. In addition, a threshold-based method is developed to avoid a certain node from depleting its energy quickly by being frequently selected as the CH. Our contributions are threefold: 1) We discuss and analyze the amount of energy that can be saved using a cluster-based approach. 2) We propose a novel cluster head selection algorithm by
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considering the required power level for sending a packet from the cluster nodes to the cluster head for a given posture. 3) We implement our cluster-head selection algorithm on a testbed for motion detection using KNN and show that we can achieve high accuracy (above 90%) while saving energy for a body sensor network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the related work. We briefly describe different motion detection methodologies in Section III. In section IV, we propose a methodology to minimize the transmission cost in a BSN while balancing each node’s energy consumption. The results of the experiment are shown in section V and we conclude this paper in Section VI.

2. Related Work

In this section, we describe the related work. Our work builds on prior research on body sensor networks, motion detection, and energy conservation.

2.1. Body Sensor Network

Numerous studies have proposed the use of body sensor networks (BSN) for healthcare applications [3, 4, 6]. Earlier works also pointed out that QoS [5] and energy conservation [2, 16] are key research issues for the BSN, since the former could affect life-or-death matters while the latter decides the lifetime of the network especially for those sensors embedded in a patient's body. In addition, BSN can be also applied to sports applications using inertial sensors to monitor the trainee’s posture during actions such as walking/running [7], golf swings [8], and hand swings [9]. However, most of these prior studies either can only identify basic postures (sitting, standing, walking, and running) or can only detect single motions. While using some techniques such as machine learning [9] to detect more complex motion is possible, this might increase the latency or computation cost of the BSN.

2.2. Motion/Posture Detection

Various kinds of sensors can be used to capture the motion of a user, and these are briefly described as follows: Acoustic trackers can use high-frequency sound to triangulate a source [17, 18, 19]. These systems rely on line-of-sight (LOS) between the source and the sensors, and may therefore suffer from interference when surrounded by hard walls or other acoustic signal/noise. Inertial systems employ devices such as accelerometers or gyroscopes to measure positions and angles. They are often used in conjunction with other systems to provide updates and improvements of
measurements, since they only measure relative changes instead of absolute positions. Most prior works focused on analyzing the characteristics of inertial sensors to capture some basic postures or daily behaviors [20, 21, 22]. Image-based systems use cameras to capture the movements of a subject who is attached with retro-reflective markers. The number of cameras used depends on what type of motions are being captured [23, 24, 25]. However, these image-based approaches are limited by the location of cameras because of the LOS requirement [26, 27, 28]. Magnetic systems measure changes in the magnetic field to estimate the position and orientation of an object [29, 30, 31], but these can be affected by any metallic material nearby, and thus are easily influenced by electromagnetic interference. Some hybrid systems have been proposed [32, 33, 34] that combine two or more of the above techniques to improve accuracy. In our work, we use G-sensors to capture the motions of the users.

2.3. Energy Conservation

While most of the prior studies focus on energy conservation at the physical layer ([35, [36]), data link layer (PAMAS [37], EAR [38], DBTMA [39], S-MAC [40]), and network layer (LEACH [14], DMCLUSTER [15]), our work employs an energy-efficient cluster-based routing system to reduce energy consumption in data transmission. The basic idea of using cluster-based routing is to choose a CH that will aggregate data from other CNs and then communicate with the remote BS. Given that the CH is generally much closer to CNs than the BS, the transmission power required to send a packet from the CN to the CH will be lower than that needed to send one from the CN to the BS. Therefore, if CNs only communicate with the CH, CNs will consume less energy (as compared to then every CN sends its packets directly to the BS), and the overall energy consumption will be reduced to prolong the lifetime of the sensor nodes and the entire network. Note that, given that CHs will consume more energy than other sensor nodes, in such a cluster-based architecture these need to be periodically re-selected to ensure the energy load is evenly distributed. Otherwise, some nodes which are frequently chosen as the CHs might quickly run out of power quickly, thus rendering the BSN useless.

In LEACH [14], clusters of the sensor nodes are formed based on the received signal strength. Each node in a cluster randomly elects itself as the CH depending on a pre-defined probability, which is based on the desired percentage (P) of CHs required. In 1/P rounds, all nodes will become CHs once so that the energy load can be evenly distributed. However, selecting CHs based on probability cannot guarantee that the selection is always optimal since these CHs might not be chosen uniformly over time. PEGASIS [41] is a near-optimal chain-based protocol that presents an improvement of LEACH. In this protocol, each node only communicates with its adjacent node and takes turns becoming the cluster leader that receives at most two packets before transmitting the aggregated data to a BS. This approach
distributes the energy load more evenly among sensor nodes, but also causes a long delay. A hierarchical PEGASIS [42] was thus proposed to overcome this problem. Both PEGASIS and hierarchical PEGASIS operate with the following assumptions, which might be difficult to realized in some cases. First, all sensor nodes are static (i.e. there is no mobility). Second, every node has global knowledge of the network. Bandyopadhyay and Coyle [43] analyzed the optimal parameters $p$ (the optimal probability of becoming a CH) and $k$ (the maximum number of hops allowed from a sensor to its CH) to minimize the energy consumption, and extended the cluster from one level to multiple hierarchies. They focused on the minimization of energy without considering evenly distributing the energy load among nodes. In addition, the computational cost of obtaining $p$ and $k$ might increase the end-to-end latency. HEED [44] is a distributed clustering protocol in which tentative CHs are periodically selected based on the residual energy of sensor nodes. Intra-cluster communication cost, cluster properties (e.g., cluster size) and cluster power levels are considered for selecting the CH. However, HEED cannot guarantee an optimal CH selection, because it relies on secondary parameters to resolve conflicts. Furthermore, selecting temporary CHs could increase the energy consumption.

Generally speaking, all the above techniques aim to save energy by either minimizing the intra-cluster communication or balancing the energy load among nodes, which is also the goal of our work.

3. Motion Detection

In this work, we employ a KNN algorithm [45] to detect the motions of the subject. In this section, we briefly describe the KNN process, which can be divided into the training and detection phases, as follows.

3.1. Training Phase

Each accelerometer sensor has triaxial sensing data, and each axis represents a dimension. We adopt the concept of a Bit-code and Distance based index (BD) [46] to implement the KNN algorithm. In the training phase, the training data of each motion is separately measured, collected and combined together (i.e., $d(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_h)$, $h =$ number of the axes (i.e. 3) $\times$ number of sensor nodes), in the multi-dimensional data space, as shown in Fig. 1. We then decide a reference point $O(o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_h)$ to split the data space into $2^{h'}$ partitions represented in bit code ($h'$ is a user-defined positive integer and $h' \lt h$). Thus, the partition/bit code $S(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{h'})$ of each set of training data $d(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_h)$ is defined as
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For instance, if $h'=2$, the space will be divided into $2^2$ partitions, encoded by ‘00’, ‘01’, ‘10’, and ‘11’ respectively, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) [46]. The purpose of using the reference point is to set a central point in the multi-dimensional space to evenly distribute the data density of each partition. For non-uniform data distributions, reference points can be acquired by using some existing techniques, such as K-means, BIRCH or CURE [47]. An efficient KNN search can thus be used by exploiting these partitions. In other words, the KNN algorithm only compares and computes the data in the intersected partitions rather than the entire space.

\[
s_i = \begin{cases} 1, & d_i > q_i, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \quad 1 \leq i \leq h'.
\]  

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the training phase

Fig. 2. (a) four-partition data space; (b) in this case, when $|q_1-o_1| \geq R$, $s_1=1$; when $|q_2-o_2|<R$, $s_2=0,1$ so intersected partitions are (10) and (11)
3.2. KNN Detecting Phase

When the training phase is completed, motions can be detected in the KNN detecting phase, the flow chart of which is shown in Fig. 3. First of all, when the BS receives all sensing data as a query $Q(q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_h)$ via a BS, the bit code $S$ of the query $Q$ can be defined as in equation (1), but using $q_i$ instead of $d_i$. Then, based on the information obtained above, the intersected partitions $T(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_h)$, the number of intersected partitions ($\geq 1$) are computed by the equation (2) [46], so that only data in the intersected partitions needs to be compared/computed.

$$\begin{align*}
I_i &= \begin{cases}
s_i, & |q_i - o_i| \geq R, \\
0 \text{ and } 1, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases} \\
1 \leq i \leq h',
\end{align*}$$

(2)

where $R$ is the radius for building the desired search field, as the example in Fig. 2(b).

**Fig. 3.** Flow chart of the KNN detection phase

Next, in order to save computation time by first comparing rather than calculating the square and radical expressions for all data in the intersected partitions, the radius $R$ becomes a pre-filter to filter out the data with any $i$, $|q_i - d_i| > R$ for $1 \leq i \leq h$, e.g., filtering out the data which is out of the smaller square in Fig. 2(b). Alternatively, one can calculate the Euclidean distance,
between the training data and the query to check if the sum is equal to or smaller than \( R \), to ensure that the desired data is inside the circle. When that happens, the counter for the classified motion will be increased by one. This process will be repeated until all data in the intersected partitions are computed. KNN will then choose the motion that has the maximum count which is equal or larger than \( k \). Here \( k \) is a user-defined threshold. However, if none of the motions has a count that is equal to or larger than \( k \), then the radius \( R \) will be increased to enlarge the desired field for searching and the aforementioned process will be repeated. If more than two motions have the same maximum count or the count of every motion is smaller than \( k \) when \( R \) is already over the upper bound, then the detection is considered as a failure.

4. Energy Conservation

In this section, we first discuss the amount of energy that can be saved using a cluster-based approach. We then propose a novel cluster-head selection algorithm for energy-efficient data transmission. In the context of motion detection, nodes are placed at different places on the body (e.g. arms and legs). During any motion, some nodes might remain at the same positions between two consecutive postures, while others might change their locations. Here we consider two cases. Full-transmission (FT): all nodes periodically send their sensing data directly to the BS, for any motion. Partial-transmission (PT): Only nodes changing their locations will send their data to the CH. We use a threshold-based method to decide whether the nodes have moved from the last sampling time.

4.1. The Benefit of Using a Cluster-based Approach for Motion Capture

In this section, we provide an analysis of the amount of energy that can be saved using a cluster-based approach. We first define some parameters that will be used throughout our analysis. \( E_{\text{tx}}(\text{BS}) \) is the energy consumption for sending data from a CN to a BS. \( E_{\text{tx}}(\text{CH}) \) is the energy consumption for sending data from a CN to a CH. \( E_{\text{rx}} \) is the energy consumption for receiving a packet. \( n \) is total number of sensor nodes and \( m \) is the number of static nodes. To simplify our analysis, here we assume that every CN has the same \( E_{\text{tx}}(\text{CH}) \) and all nodes have the same \( E_{\text{tx}}(\text{BS}) \) and \( E_{\text{rx}} \). One common practice to save energy is to compress the aggregated data before sending it to the BS [48, 49]. Here we assume that \( r \) is the compression ratio.
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If all sensor nodes transmit their data directly to the BS without using clusters, the energy consumption $E$ to detect one posture would be:

$$E_1 = E_{Tx}(BS) \times n \times s$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $s$ is the size of sensor data.

In a cluster-based approach, a CH receives and integrates CNs’ sensing data and then transmits the aggregated data to a BS. Here we consider two situations when using clusters for the case of PT.

**Case 1: CH is Moving at The Time of Sampling**

$$E_2 = (E_{Tx}(CH) + E_{Rx}) \times (n-m) \times s + E_{Tx}(BS) \times k$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

**Case 2: CH is Static at The Time of Sampling**

$$E_2 = (E_{Tx}(CH) + E_{Rx}) \times (n-m) \times s + E_{Tx}(BS) \times k$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $k$ is the aggregated packet size. For example, in case 2, $k = (n-m) \times s \times r$.

Here $(n-m)$ nodes have sensing data to be sent out. In case 1 the CH is one of the moving nodes, so it will receive packets from the other $(n-m-1)$ moving nodes.

Different kinds of transceivers could have different energy consumption for the transmission and reception of packets [50]. Here we consider the case for different ratios of $E_{Tx}(BS):E_{Tx}(CH)$ from 1.0 to 2.4 (the distance between BS and CH is always longer than that between CH and CNs) and different ratios of $E_{Rx}:E_{Tx}(CH)$ from 0.1 to 2.5. To understand the effect of compression on the aggregated data, we also look at two different compression ratios, $r=0.2$ and 0.4.

In general, the combination of highest $E_{Tx}(BS):E_{Tx}(CH)$ and lowest $E_{Rx}:E_{Tx}(CH)$ can achieve the best performance in energy saving (i.e. $E_1 - E_2$), since it represents the situation when a cluster-based approach is the most efficient. This can be quickly observed from equations (4), (5) and (6).

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that the ratio of $n$ and $m$ (i.e. $n/m$) could strongly affect the amount of energy saved. In general, more energy can be saved when there are more static nodes (i.e. $m$) in the network. Using clusters does not guarantee that energy can always be saved, especially for the case of low $E_{Tx}(BS):E_{Tx}(CH)$ and high $E_{Rx}:E_{Tx}(CH)$. In addition, the compression ratio $r$ could also affect the results. Based on the above insight, a network protocol designer might need to be careful when employing a cluster-based approach by taking the transceiver characteristics, the motion patterns and the network topology into consideration.
Fig. 4. The percentage of saved energy when n and r (4 graphs as a set) are fixed
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Fig. 5. The percentage of saved energy when $m$ and $r$ (4 graphs as a set) are fixed.
4.2. Cluster Head (CH) Selection

In most previous studies, the CH is typically selected randomly or probabilistically. Some prior works chose the CH based on the nodes’ residual energy. In this work, we develop a novel algorithm by minimizing the required energy for intra-cluster communication and preventing certain nodes from serving as the CH too often in order to prolong the lifetime of the entire network.

1) Minimization of Intra-cluster Communication Energy. Here we assume that all postures can be predefined. Therefore, the possible network topologies can be estimated in advance so that the maximum distance between any node in the BSN can be measured. Given that the required transmission power is a function of the distance, we can infer the minimum power level required if the maximum distance is known. Fig. 6 shows the relation between the power levels and node distances based on the measurement collected using Chipcon CC2420 RF transceivers [51]. As shown in Fig. 6, the transmission range using power level 3 is probably sufficient to cover the entire BSN including the BS. Therefore, we first measure all postures with different CHs to collect the total distances between all nodes and the CHs by

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Dis}(N_i, CH), \text{CH} \in (N_1, N_2, ..., N_n) \]  

(7)

where \( n \) is the total number of sensor nodes and \( \text{Dis}(N, CH) \) is the distance between node \( i \) and CH. Based on the above insight, we select the CH by choosing the one which has the smallest distance from all CNs as the CH. Therefore, CNs can use the smallest allowable power level when transmitting their data to the CH. In other words, for each posture we find a CH that can minimize intra-cluster energy consumption by

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} E_{Tx}(N_i, CH), \text{CH} \in (N_1, N_2, ..., N_n) \]  

(8)

where \( n \) is the total number of sensor nodes and \( E_{Tx}(N, CH) \) is the energy consumption of transmitting data from node \( i \) to a CH. We assign a unique priority number, ranging from 1 to \( n \) (where \( n \) is the number of nodes in the BSN), for each node. A smaller number means a higher priority. The node that consumes the least energy in equation (8) will have the highest priority (i.e. priority number=1). Therefore, by assigning the node with the highest priority to be the CH for every posture, we can minimize the intra-cluster energy consumption of the network.
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Fig. 6. Power level versus Distance. The range of power level is 0 to 31 for CC2420 RF transceiver

2) Energy Load Distribution. Assume $x_i$ is the number of times node $i$ serves as the CH and $y_i$ is the number of times node $i$ is a CN during the lifetime of a BSN. For a given set of motions we can estimate the maximum amount of energy a node might consume when it is a CH, denoted as $E(CH)$. Similarly, we can also estimate $E(CN)$, which is the maximum amount of energy a node might consume when a node is a CN. To simplify our analysis, here we assume that every node has the same $E(CH)$ and the same $E(CN)$. If the initial energy of each node is $I$, then the residual energy, $rE(N_i)$, for node $i$ after $(x_i + y_i)$ runs can be computed by

$$rE(N_i) = I - E(CH) \times x_i - E(CN) \times y_i$$

(9)

The objective here is to maximize the sum of all $x_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$ while keeping $rE(N_i)$ greater than zero.

$$Maximize: \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i$$

(10)
Based on equation (11), the server can compute the threshold $x_i$ that maximizes the objective function for each node $i$.

When selecting a CH, a node with the highest priority will be considered first. This node will then check if the number of times it has acted as the CH exceeds the assigned threshold. If not, it will be elected as the next CH. Otherwise, the node with the second highest priority will be considered. In addition, the server will recompute new thresholds based on each node’s residual energy and broadcast them to each node. This process will be repeated until a node is finally selected as the CH.

In some situations, one node might accidentally be selected as the CH one more time than its assigned threshold, which leads to

$$y_i < \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} x_j$$

When this happens, all the other nodes need to readjust their thresholds. Specifically, all $x_j$ (except $j = i$) are proportionally decreased by

$$new x_j = y_i \times \frac{old x_j}{\sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{n} x_k}, 1 \leq j \leq n \text{ and } j \neq i.$$  

An example of cluster head selection is shown in Fig. 7. There are four sensor nodes in this scenario. We assume that each round represents a different posture and CH is selected form the node with the highest priority. In this example, N1 is first selected to be the CH in round $i$ and then N3 is selected as the CH in round $i+1$. In every round, when the server receives the aggregated data from the CH, it also records the number of times each node has acted as the CH. Once the number of times of that a node has acted as the CH exceeds its assigned threshold (in Figure 7, N3 exceeds its threshold in round $i+k$ so that N2, the node with the second highest priority, is chosen as the CH instead), server will compute, according to equation (11), new thresholds for all sensor nodes based on the residual energy of each node, and then transmits the re-computed thresholds to all nodes.
5. Implementation

To evaluate the performance of our protocol, we compare it with the case of PT, as in Section 4, (in which all nodes use the same power level, one that is sufficient reach the entire BSN). We look at the real packet format in TinyOS in which sensing data is a small part (6 Bytes) of the whole packet (26 Bytes) and thus conservatively choose a compression ratio $r=0.5$ in our analysis. In addition, in our analysis we model the energy consumption for transmission and reception based on the specifications of a CC2420 transceiver. As shown in Fig. 8, our protocol can achieve more energy saving when the ratio of $\frac{m}{n}$ increases. Here $n$ is the number of nodes in the network and $m$ is the number of static (non-moving) nodes. For a 10-node network, our protocol can achieve up to 90% less energy consumption as compared to PT. Here the saved energy is defined as $\frac{(E_{PT} - E_{our\ protocol})}{E_{PT}}$. In other words, in the best case, our protocol can prolong the lifetime of the network to be ten times longer as compared to PT.

We used KNN algorithm for the motion detection and implemented a testbed using the TelosB mote [52] which has a TI MSP430 [53] processor and a Chipcon CC2420 RF transceiver [51] that supports the IEEE 802.15.4 for communication. A pair of AA batteries are used for power supply. The data rate is 250 kbps when operating at the frequency of 2.4 GHz. We employed four triaxial MEMS accelerometer sensors placed on the wrists and ankles of
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A person to capture the subject’s motions. The BS receives sensing data from
the BSN and forwards it to a PC server where KNN is executed. We
developed our program under TinyOS [54], which is a component-based and
embedded operating system written in the nesC programming language.

![Comparison between PT and our protocol for saving energy](image1)

**Fig. 8.** Comparison between PT and our protocol for saving energy

To evaluate the accuracy of our cluster-based approach and compare it
with the FT case, we used five pre-defined motions from boxing, namely
Right Straight Punch (RSP), Right Hook Punch (RHP), Right Uppercut Punch
(RUP), Right Front Kick (RFK), and Right Side Kick (RSK) in our
experiments.

![Detecting accuracy based on varying combinations of ss and k](image2)

**Fig. 9.** Detecting accuracy based on varying combinations of ss and k
Our experiments were run in real time. In Fig. 9, each point represents the results from 50 repetitions of each motion (250 times in total). Sample size (ss) and k are important parameters for the KNN algorithm, so both of them are dynamically tuned to find the highest accuracy. Generally, when k is fixed, the accuracy will go up with the increase in sample size, but the reverse is not true. There is a tradeoff between (ss, k) and the accuracy, since we need to consider the computation cost/time depending on the characteristics of the applications. The results indicate our cluster-based algorithm (known as PT) can achieve similar performance as that of FT. When ss=300 and k=10, the accuracy is 94.8% for FT and 91% for PT respectively. The performance is slightly better when we increase the sample size to 400. The accuracies for FT and PT are 94% and 92%, respectively. Generally, the accuracy of FT is higher than that of PT, since it provides more information to the KNN.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of how different parameters in a cluster-based algorithm can affect the amount of energy saving. Additionally, we propose a novel CH selection algorithm by considering the required power level for sending a packet from the CN to the CH. Furthermore, we use a threshold-based approach to evenly distribute the energy load among nodes by considering the number of times a node has acted as a CN and a CH. We implement our cluster-based algorithm on a testbed using the KNN algorithm and show that it can achieve high accuracy (above 90%). We are currently working on a prediction mechanism to reduce the number of transmissions required when motions of CNs can be predicted.
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Abstract. This research aims to develop novel technologies to efficiently integrate wireless communication networks and Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UASNs). Surface gateway deployment is one of the key techniques for connecting two networks with different channels. In this work, we propose an optimization method based on the genetic algorithm for surface gateway deployment, design a novel transmission mechanism—simultaneous transmission, and realize two efficient routing algorithms that achieve minimal delay and payload balance among sensor nodes. We further develop an analytic model to study the delay, energy consumption and packet loss ratio of the network. Our simulation results verify the effectiveness of the model, and demonstrate that the technique of multiple gateway deployment and the mechanism of simultaneous transmission can effectively reduce network delay, energy consumption and packet loss rate.

Keywords: Underwater acoustic sensor networks, gateway deployment, transport mechanism.

1. Introduction

In recent years, UASNs (Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks) have drawn broad attentions in scientific research, social services, and military applications. UASNs can be widely applied in underwater target tracking and environment monitoring, etc [1][2][3]. Compared with remote sensing methods, UASNs can provide real time in-situ information for shallow-sea and deep-sea monitoring. However, unlike terrestrial wireless sensor networks, UASNs could not use electromagnetic wave as communication media due to its quick absorption in water. Therefore, acoustic signal is often used as a transport carrier in UASNs [4]. Underwater acoustic channel is a complex random channel with variable time-space–frequency parameters, low carrier frequency, long transmission delay, narrowband, strong noise and...
multipath interference, and many other transmission attenuation factors. Therefore it becomes a highly challenging wireless communication channel. The propagation speed of underwater acoustic signal (approximately 1500m/s, with variation due to minor changes of pressure, temperature, and salinity of water) is lower than electromagnetic wave propagation speed by five orders of magnitude; such high propagation delay will not only limit the interactive application, but also prolong the response time of communication.

Compared to its single gateway counterpart, data in a underwater sensor network with multiple gateways (Fig. 1) do not have to be transmitted via a long path to a fixed surface gateway, but via a path selected in light of optimized network performance (such as minimal delay, minimal energy consumption and least packet loss rate) to one of the available gateways [5]. Depends on the service requirement, the surface gateways can adopt various wireless communication channels such as Cellular network, Zigbee and so on. Note that the data propagation delay from surface gateways to the base station is much shorter than that in underwater acoustic network. The bandwidth of wireless channel can vary from tens of million to hundreds of million bits per second; in a sharp contrast, the data rate of underwater acoustic channel is only between several hundred bits and ten kilobits per second. Moreover, the packet loss rate of surface gateways is much smaller than that of underwater acoustic network. Also compared to radio communication, acoustic communication needs much more energy [6]. The surface gateways can obtain power supply from solar panels or by changing battery periodically. Due to the aforementioned factors, an underwater sensor node can select a path to one of these gateways, aiming to minimize the delay, energy consumption or packet loss rate from it to the gateway. Therefore, how to design an efficient routing algorithm according to different optimization goals, how to select the number and the position of surface gateways are the key research issues of the UASNs with multiple gateways.

In our previous work [5], we have studied the surface gateway positioning problem based on GA in UASNs and formulated it as an optimization problem. We have shown that using multiple surface gateways can effectively reduce network energy consumptions and delay. However, the
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routing of data packets from underwater sensor nodes to surface gateways under various objects was not studied.

In this work, we assume that the coordinates of underwater sensor nodes are known. We show how routing is discovered under various objectives such as minimal delay and payload balance, and design a novel transmission mechanism—simultaneous transmission. We further develop an analytic model to study the delay, energy consumption and packet loss ratio of the network. As a result, we verify the effectiveness of the model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 illustrates the related works of multiple gateway deployment. Sec. 3 presents the model for optimization of multiple gateway deployment. Sec. 4 proposes a new mechanism of simultaneous transmissions. Sec. 5 describes the process of route discovery. Sec. 6 describes gateway deployment based on GA. Sec. 7 discusses simulation results. Finally, Sec. 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Deployment of multiple gateway in wireless networks can be divided into two categories: one is terrestrial wireless networks, and the other is multiple surface gateway deployment in UASNs.

Most multiple gateway deployment research in terrestrial wireless networks is mainly on the gateway site selection in wireless mesh networks (WMNs). Literature [7] proposed a new routing algorithm called two concurrent path routing (2CPR) for wireless mesh networks with multiple gateways. Literature [8] proposed a gateway selection scheme that considers multiple end-to-end QoS parameters. Literature [9] presented a multiple gateway selection algorithm for WMNs called Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA), which is an optimization mechanism based on the Quality of Service (QoS), and used a heuristic algorithm to improve the performance of WCA. The core of WCA is determining the number and location of gateways. However, WCA assumes that nodes locations are known, so that some nodes can be selected as gateways for cluster planning. Aforementioned research focuses on the selection of gateway. For the number of gateways has been predetermined, the algorithm aimed at selecting the gateway with balanced payload in the network, but did not refer to the gateway position and the effect of gateway number. Literature [10] combined graph partition and spanning tree algorithm, but how to get good computational efficiency of this algorithm is one problem.

In the aspect of network structure, terrain wireless network is similar to a 2-dimensional structure, while underwater acoustic network is a typical 3-dimensional structure. In the research of multiple gateways deployment, more emphasis has been put on the selection of gateways in mesh network and cluster heads in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Their general goal is to get balanced payload and optimized QoS. For to the large delay, low bandwidth and limited energy supply in UASNs, the deployment of surface
gateways should be focused on the propagation delay from underwater sensor nodes to gateways, energy consumption of underwater nodes and packet loss rate.

For multiple gateway deployment in UASNs, Literature [11] gave a triangular deployment method of 2-dimensional network, and it was aimed at target area coverage with minimal sensors. Literature [12] studied the coverage and routing in 3-dimensional networks. Neither of the two studies involved network structure with multiple sinks nodes (or gateways). Literature [13] used multiple sink nodes to improve the performance of UASNs, but they did not analyze the influence of network delay and energy consumption with multiple gateways. Literature [14] proposed the architecture of surface gateway that has several wireless communication channels and communication protocols. However, they didn't study the effect of the gateway number and positioning. Literature [6][15] focused on how many gateways should be used, and then derived the positions of multiple gateway from the fixed grid on the surface. The queuing delay due to MAC protocol is not considered, the deployment of surface gateways is not resolved with heavy network payload, and the preliminary simulation results were obtained only for one layer (which is 100 meters below the surface). For most of the applications, underwater sensor network would be a 3-dimensional network, because of limited available bandwidth and low signal propagation speed of underwater acoustic channel, data packet collisions, avoidance and reservation in MAC layer protocol will inevitably bring about queuing delay. At the same time, different transport mechanisms will also affect data transmission delay and energy consumption in network, these problems should be considered for 3-dimension UASNs.

To solve the above issues, this paper proposes a new method of surface gateway deployment. Its main idea is to take the fixed underwater nodes as source nodes and the movable surface gateways as destination nodes. We design a novel transmission mechanism—simultaneous transmissions by nodes which are separated by three hops and realize two efficient routing algorithms that achieve minimal delay and payload balance among sensor nodes.

With the delay, energy consumption and packet loss ratio of network as the optimization objectives, we can obtain the optimal positions of surface gateways and a routing that can optimize network performances.

3. Optimization Model

Surface gateway deployment can be treated as an optimization problem. In this section, we discuss the definitions, constraints and objective functions for gateway deployment optimization model.
3.1. Definitions

3.1.1 Nodes
Here let $V$ denote all the underwater sensor nodes, $G$ be all the surface gateways, $V'$ denote all nodes, that is to say $V' = V \cup G$. $I(v)$ denotes all nodes in the communication range of node $v$, i.e., $I(v) = \{w: w \in V, v \neq w, d(v, w) \leq R\}$, where $d(v, w)$ is the distance between $v$ and $w$, and $R$ is the communication range of sensor nodes.

3.1.2 Edges
Let $E$ be all the edges $e=(v, w), v \in V, w \in I(v)$, and $e(v, u) = \{e(v, u): (v, u) \in E, u \in I(v)\}$ denote the direction from node $v$ to node $u$. For any surface gateway node, because the data relaying rate of surface gateways is much higher than underwater nodes, so it doesn’t need to consider the relay delay in UASNs. Therefore we can mainly focus on the receiving data for gateways.

3.1.3 Gateway Position
$G(X, Y)$ denotes all surface gateway positions; $G_i (x_i, y_i)$ is the position of the $i$th gateway.

3.1.4 Queuing Delay of MAC
$T_{mac}$ is the delay caused by MAC layer, which is associated with the connectivity degree of a node. For simplicity, let $t_m$ be the queuing delay of one unit. The queuing delay with only one neighbor is set to $T_{mac} = 0$, then the queuing delay caused by two one-hop neighbors is $T_{mac} = t_m$, three neighbor links lead to the queuing delay $T_{mac} = 2t_m$; and so on. For a node with $n$ neighbors, its queuing delay is approximated as $(n-1) t_m$.

3.2. Constraints

In current UASNs, half-duplex communication mode is often adopted. Therefore we set a simple conflict model: when a node is receiving data, it could not send data simultaneously.

3.3. Optimization Variables

We set two optimization variables: the number of surface gateways $N$ and the position of surface gateways $G(X, Y)$. Because gateways are located on the surface, the Z-axis coordinate is similar to a fixed value, so the position variables are simplified as X-axis coordinate and Y-axis coordinate. Our goal
is to optimize $N$ and $G_i(x, y)$ according to the objective functions introduced below.

### 3.4. Optimization Function

#### 3.4.1 Minimum Delay

The goal is to minimize the total delay of all packets that reach the surface gateway. Packet delay is the sum of all delays generated from every hop along the path from the transmitter to the receiving gateway. Combining queuing delays of the relay-nodes (resulted from the MAC layer or routing layer), delay of each hop composites of transmission delay, queuing delay and propagation delay, the delay $t$ of data on edge $e$ can be written as

$$t(e) = t_{mac}(e) + t_s(e) + t_p(e) = n \times t_m + \frac{L_e}{C} + \frac{d(e)}{v_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $t_{mac}(e)$ represents queuing delay, $t_s(e)$ represents transmission delay and $t_p(e)$ denotes propagation delay, $n$ is the connectivity degree of a receiving node (i.e., the number of neighbor nodes in the spanning tree), $t_m$ is the connectivity degree associated with unit queuing delays, $L_e$ is a total length of transmitted data packet in unit of bit, including all data generated by the sending node and data to be relayed by the next hop, $C$ is the channel capacity in unit of bit/sec, $d(e)$ is the edge length, $v_p$ is the underwater acoustic propagation speed.

Therefore, the objective function of minimum total delay is

$$\text{Minimize} \sum_{e \in E_r} t(e)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $E_r$ stands for all edges of the route spanning tree from the underwater nodes to gateway. Obviously, $e \in E_r$.

#### 3.4.2 Minimum Energy Consumption

The goal is to achieve the minimum energy consumption when all the packets have been transmitted to the surface gateway. If a node sends data $L_v$, the energy it consumes can be written as

$$e(v) = P_s(v) t_s + P_r(v) t_r = \left( P_s(v) + P_r(v) \right) \frac{L_v}{C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here, $P_s(v)$ is the transmitting power of node $v$, $P_r(v)$ is the receiving power of node $v$. $t_s$ and $t_r$ denote transmission time and reception time respectively. $C$ is the channel capacity in unit of bit/sec.

Corresponding objective function as:
3.4.3 Minimum Packets Loss Rate

Packet loss may be resulted from the physical layer, MAC layer, network congestion and other factors. For example, when the data generation period of a node is less than the minimum period required for network transmission, the data must be stored in the memory of a relay-node, and when the memory is full, the data will overflow possibly leading to packet loss. Here considering packet loss generated when traffic constraint is not satisfied, the optimization objective is to minimize packet loss rate of all packets reaching the surface gateway. The packet loss rate of each node can be expressed as:

$$\beta(v) = \frac{f_v - C}{C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Here $f_v$ represents the flow of the node. When $f_v > C$, it indicates that there is packet loss; when $f_v \leq C$, the above formula is zero or negative, and thus there is no packet loss.

The packet loss rate of the whole network is

$$\beta = \frac{\sum_{v \in V} (f_v - C)}{m \times C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $m$ is the total number of underwater nodes.

The corresponding objective function is:

$$\text{Minimize } (\beta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

4. Data Transmission Mechanism

The state-of-the-art UASNs protocols fall in to two categories: one is based on the mechanism of competition, and the other is based on the mechanism of time sequence [16]. In order to reduce the delay and energy consumption caused by packet collision and retransmission, we adopt the TDMA scheme of MAC protocol in this research. As the positions of underwater sensor nodes are known, the positions of surface gateways and the route from underwater nodes to gateways can be obtained according to the optimization objective functions (i.e., minimal delay, minimal energy consumption or least packet loss rate). We make use of the initialization method in literature [17], allocate time slots to nodes, and at the same time, send the information of synchronization and routing to underwater nodes by surface gateways. Then the data of underwater nodes will be transmitted according to the routes and time slots periodically.

Usually the data transmission from underwater sensor nodes to surface gateways is a directional data flow (from the last hop in the bottom to
previous hop until the surface gateway is reached), and the transmission can be based on the Shortest path transport mechanism, Accumulated transmission hop by hop, or Mechanism of simultaneous transmission every three hops.

4.1. Shortest Path Transport Mechanism

With the shortest path transport mechanism, data generated by each node will be transferred to the surface gateway nodes via the shortest path.

As shown in Figure 2(a), each node chooses the shortest gateway from it as the destination, uses the shortest path to reach the gateway. The total delay is the sum of delays of all data packets reaching gateway. The dotted lines indicate the connections, and the solid lines represent the actual transmission paths (numbers beside lines denote delay). Figure 2(b) represents the time sequence. By this method, the time slot of every node could be selected arbitrarily.

When UASNs is small, low delay could be achieved with the shortest path transport mechanism, because the primary delay here is the transmission delay.

![Fig. 2. Shortest Path Transport Mechanism](image)

4.2. Accumulated Transmission Hop-by-Hop

This transport mechanism is based on the following idea. From the node of the last hop along all other nodes in the path, data is accumulated and relayed hop by hop, and finally arrives at the gateway. This transport mechanism can reduce repeated path propagation delay by nodes of
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previous hops. The last hop node initiates data transmitting, and accumulates the data ahead hop by hop. The total delay constitutes of transmission delay and propagation delay on the edge with minimum distance as routing edge. In comparison with Figure 2(a), it is obvious that the resulting routing paths are different, as node 4 and node 7 in the Figure 3(a) (numbers beside lines denotes delay). Nodes 7 and 4 select nodes 1 and 3 as the next hop node, respectively, which have smaller delay among the previous hop nodes. Figure 3(b) is the corresponding time sequence. Compared with Figure 2(b), its time sequence must firstly be $\tau_3$, $\tau_2$ and $\tau_1$. Nodes with the same hop number can arbitrarily select their time slots.

Compared with the shortest path transmission mechanism, this approach yields a smaller total delay when there are more hops, because it reduces repeated transmission delay.

![Fig. 3. Accumulated Transmission Hop-by-hop](image)

4.3. Simultaneous Transmission every Three Hops

When two nodes are separated by three hops (such as nodes 15 and 4 shown in Figure 4(b)), there will be no conflict in the channel utilization. So one improved method of Accumulated Transmission is simultaneous transmitting by every three hops. First of all, the last hop nodes (e.g., nodes 15 and 16) transmit data ahead, and at the same time, nodes three hops away from them (i.e., nodes 4, 5, and 6) also send data ahead. When these nodes have completed their transmissions, nodes of the second last hop and corresponding nodes three hops away from them begin to send data. Similarly, the process repeats until all data have reached the gateways. As a result of the simultaneous transmission, the transmission delay could be decreased remarkably for the data that reach the gateway.
Fig. 4. Simultaneous Transmissions every Three Hops

Figure 5 is the corresponding time sequence of data transmission. Similar to figure 3(b), the last hop and its previous three hops firstly send data simultaneously, take the largest delay in the group of nodes as the transmission delay of this group, then the second last hop and its previous three hops send data simultaneously to gateway, and a period of data collection is completed. Figure 5 also shows, when nodes of the third last hop ($\tau'_5$ in the figure) send data in the first period, node of the last hop can send data in the second period ($\tau_5$ in the figure). Obviously, this transmission scheme can efficiently reduce the delay of the whole network.

With simultaneous transmission every three hops, the minimum delay in the corresponding optimization model must use formulas 8 and 9 instead of formulas 1 and 2; the delay consumed in the transmission of every hop is:

$$t(i) = \max \left\{ n_i \times t_m + \frac{L_i}{C}, \frac{d(v_e)}{v_p}, n_{i-1} \times t_m + \frac{L_{i-1}}{C}, \frac{d(v_e)}{v_p}, \ldots, n_0 \times t_m + \frac{L_0}{C}, \frac{d(v_e)}{v_p} \right\}$$

where $n_i \times t_m$ is the waiting delay of all nodes of the $i$th hops, $L_i/C$ is all the transmission delay of the $i$th hop, $d/v_p$ is all propagation delay of the $i$th hop, $N$ is the maximum number of hops.

The total delay of all the packets can be expressed as:

$$\text{Minimize} \{t(e)\} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} t(i).$$

(9)
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Fig. 5. Time sequence of Data transmission

5. Route Discovery

The underwater nodes, surface gateways and the links between them can be abstracted as a connected graph. To obtain the available routes, the underwater nodes can be viewed as source nodes and surface nodes can be viewed as destination nodes. So the network routes forms the structure of the minimum spanning trees derived from different objective functions.

5.1. Minimum Delay Spanning Tree

The main contributor of delay are total transmission delay and total propagation delay. The former is related to network size (in terms of hops). The smaller the network, the less transmission delay is in relaying data. Therefore, in order to obtain the minimum total transmission delay, we adopt minimum hops as the optimization goal when constructing the minimum spanning tree. Because total propagation delay is related to total path length, in order to obtain the minimum total propagation delay, we consider the shortest path as the best goal on the spanning tree. Combining the two objectives, we firstly use the minimum hop number and shortest path spanning tree, as shown in left part of Figure 6, treat the gateways as the vertex set and all the underwater sensor nodes form the endpoint set. Then find the edges between the vertex set and endpoint set as the spanning tree. If one endpoint in the endpoint set simultaneously connects many vertexes, then the shortest edge is retained and other edges are removed. Adding all connected endpoints to vertex set, while remove all connected endpoints from the endpoint set, check whether the endpoint set is empty, if not empty, it denotes there are still underwater nodes not included in the spanning tree, so repeat the above steps until the endpoint set is empty.
There is an exceptional case we must consider as shown in Figure 7. Assuming nodes 2 and 3 generate data of length $L$, acoustic speed is $v_p$, the distance between nodes is $d$, channel capacity is $C$, so the time when data arrives at relay-node 1 before adjusting the spanning tree is $T = 2t_m + (d_{2,1} + d_{3,1})/v_p + 2L/C$, and after adjusting the spanning tree, the time $T' = 2t_m + (d_{2,1} + d_{3,2})/v_p + 3L/C$, so the delay is changed by $\Delta T = L/C - (d_{3,1} - d_{3,2})/v_p$. When $\Delta T$ is negative, it denotes the delay is decreased, so the adjustment is effective.

---

**Fig. 6. Flow Chart of Constructing Minimal Delay Spanning Tree**

The flow diagram is shown in the right part of Figure 6. First, the algorithm finds all the leaf nodes and the smallest edges connected with them in the spanning tree which is obtained by minimum number of hops and smallest
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path, and substitute the minimum edge for connected edges with leaf node in the spanning tree. Judge whether delay is decreased, if so, replace the old edges with new ones in the spanning tree, continue this process until all leaf nodes have been determined, and then remove the leaf nodes and edges connected with them in the spanning tree, find the new leaf in the residual tree. As the judgment mentioned above, the decreased propagation delay and increased transmission delay are (transmission delay is \((n+1) \cdot \frac{L}{C}\), in which \(n\) is the number of nodes whose data should be relayed via this leaf node in the initial spanning tree connected) determined until there is no need for adjustment of spanning tree, at this time, the spanning tree with minimum total delay is obtained. Figure 8 and figure 9 are the minimum delay trees derived by 2-dimensional simulation, and figure 8 is Spanning tree before adjustment while figure 9 is that after adjustment.

Fig. 7.  The Adjustment of Total Delay.

Fig. 8. Minimum Hop-number Spanning Tree of 2-dimensional Diagram
5.2. Minimum Spanning Tree with Balanced Energy

In UASNs, the energy consumption is one of the key issues we concern about, but how to balance all network nodes, and make the network connectivity as long as possible is one of the research emphasis in UASNs area. The energy consumption of a node is related to the data transmission and reception of the nodes. Therefore in order to achieve balanced energy in the network, we can solve the problem in a perspective of the balance between transmitting data and receiving data. The amount of data being sent and received by a node is inversely proportional to the node connectivity degree; energy balance can be realized when network connectivity degree of node is the smallest, and total energy consumption can be minimized when the hop number of every node is the smallest. Therefore, to achieve energy balanced minimum spanning tree, we can first create spanning tree by the minimum hop number.

Figure 10 is the flow chart. Similar to the left part of Figure 6, we create the connectivity graph via the minimum hop number. When the endpoints of the same hop number is connected with multiple vertices, select the edges connected to the least degree vertices, and remove the edges connected to other vertices. The right part of the figure 10 shows the adjustment when the payload is not balanced as nodes 1 and 8 in Figure 11. As it implies, firstly find the relay-node set of spanning tree, then find the relay-node with the heaviest payload and the corresponding endpoints set, and finally calculate the edges between all nodes in the endpoint set and all other nodes other than the endpoints, find the shortest edge. Then put the node into the endpoints set connecting neighbor relay-nodes of this node with the shortest edge. Compute the adjusted maximum payload. If the maximum payload is decreased, then remove the initial edges in the spanning tree; make the new edge join the spanning tree, at the same time, update maximum payload. Next, judge whether the extreme point set is empty. If it is, it indicates that

![Diagram of Minimum Delay Spanning Tree](image-url)
the adjustment of this node is completed, and then removes it from the relay-node set. Judge whether the relay-node set is empty, if it is, it denotes that the adjustment of all nodes has completed. Figure 12 is a 2-dimensional minimum spanning tree with balanced energy.

Fig. 10. Flow Chart of Minimum Spanning Tree Obtained with the Objective of Balanced Energy

Fig. 11. Adjustment of Payload Imbalance
6. Gateway Deployment Based on GA

Genetic algorithm is a global optimized probability searching algorithm, which simulates the evolution process of creature in nature. The population consists of multiple individuals, and it is the computation object, by a repeating iterative process, the individuals will be continuously put on genetic and evaluative operation, and individuals with higher fitness will be transferred to the next generation via the principle of survival of the fittest. So the ultimate result is that individuals with the highest fitness. Because it is a heuristic search based on population, it will find multiple solutions satisfying different preferences in one optimization if it is used in the problem of multiple objectives optimization, and it can handle the objective functions and constraints of all types. Here, we adopt the genetic algorithm, where genetic individual is set to be x coordinate and y coordinate of surface gateways, and the search scale is set to the surface area that underwater nodes corresponds to.

The realization process is as follows: first, when the numbers and location of gateways are fixed, a best route is obtained from underwater nodes to gateway depending on different object functions. When the number of gateways is fixed, different locations of gateways lead to different best routes, so the problem of deployment can be turned into finding the best location of the gateways that achieves the optimal objective function. Mathematical analysis could be used to solve partial differential equations. As the number of gateways increases, it will be very complex to solve this question, so a heuristic search algorithm can be used to obtain the optimal or near-optimal solution. By changing the number of gateways, we can get the corresponding gateway number and a best network performance chart, and get the critical
parameters (the minimal gateway number making network performance optimal).

7. Simulation and Analysis

7.1. Simulation Setup

In order to evaluate the performance of multiple gateway optimal deployment, we simulate a UASN as shown in Figure 13. The packet length is set as $L = 400$ bits. The underwater sound propagation velocity is $v_p = 1500m/s$, transmission power $P_s(v) = 1$ watt, and reception power $P_r(v) = 0.2$ watt. Note that although data packet collision, avoidance, reservation, and waiting cause power consumption in the MAC layer, such power is generally far less than the transmission power. Also the network is randomly deployed in an area of $600m \times 600m \times 600m$, where the largest sound communication distance of underwater sensor nodes and gateway nodes is $R = 150m$. All underwater sensor nodes are arranged randomly and network connectivity can be maintained. The surface gateway location selection uses GA, running parameters are: the sample size is 40, individual length is 25, number of generations is 25, crossing probability is 0.7, and mutation probability is 0.028. The minimum value of each objective function is regarded as a target. The MAC layer adopts TDMA.

![Fig. 13. The Configured Scene for Our Simulations](image)

7.2. Result Analysis

We use a corresponding critical parameter that the minimum number of gateways can get optimum network performance, in order to demonstrate the optimization deployment and verify the advantages of multiple surface gateways in real network deployment.
7.2.1 Relation between the gateway number and network performance

Under usual circumstances, when the number of surface gateways increases, network performance will be improved. To verify this, we derive optimal location deployment of 1-25 gateways using GA according to different optimization objectives. Figures 14 and 15 compare the results of delay and energy consumption calculated by GA after three simulation runs with that calculated randomly. Accumulated transmission hop-by-hop is employed in our simulation. The channel capacity $C = 9600$. The vertical axes of the figures represents packet delay and energy consumption required to reach the gateway, respectively, while horizontal axis shows the number of gateways. From the coincidence degree of the three curves in the graph, we can see stable computational results can be obtained by GA. The simulation results show that the increase of surface gateways can dramatically improve the network performance, in comparison with a single gateway. It also indicates that the improvement degree of network performance by increasing surface gateways is not evident as surface gateways increases in some cases. When the number of surface gateways reaches a threshold, further increasing the number of gateways cannot noticeably improve network performance. This is because when gateways are enough, underwater nodes can communicate with the nearest gateway in its communication range instead of choosing other gateways newly added to the network. Therefore, it is redundant to increase the surface gateways.

![Fig. 14. Delay and the Number of Gateways](image-url)
7.2.2 Effect of Channel Capacity

Obviously, when the ratio of total data generation rate to channel bandwidth of node increases, (including the transmission of its generated data and data to be relayed), more nodes are needed to handle the increased traffic in order to make it accommodate the increase of data transmission rate. We can increase the minimum amount of surface gateways to solve the problem. On the other hand, the increase of channel capacity will reduce the network payload and make it easier to satisfy the constraint of balanced flow.

Fig. 16. Delay and the Number of Gateways under Different Rates

To test the effect of channel capacity on network performance, we compare different channel capacities (300,1200 and 9600 bps), and the simulation results show that as network payload increases, the degree of performance
improvement decreases while increasing the number of surface gateways, as the network gradually reaches a saturated state. Figures 16 and 17 show the impact of channel capacity on network delay and energy consumption, respectively. Figure 18 shows the effect of different data rates on the packet loss rate of network.

![Fig. 17. Energy and the Number of Gateways under Different Rates](image1)

![Fig. 18. Packet Loss Rate and the Number of Gateways under Different Data Generation Rates (gv=α×β is the number of different generation rate)](image2)

7.2.3 The Impact of Different Transmission Mechanisms

When the network structure is more complex (e.g., with more hops or heavy payload), different transport mechanisms will result in different network performances, and the mechanism of simultaneous transmission every three hops has a distinct advantage. As shown in Figure 19, when C = 1200, this mechanism is compared with accumulated transmission hop-by-hop, where the delay is reduced almost by half. This proves that a lot of nodes simultaneously send data and total delay is reduced. Because simultaneous transmission every three hops can reduce the propagation delay, but energy
consumption of nodes is only related to transmission delay, the mechanism of simultaneous transmission every three hops can make little improvement on energy consumption.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 19.** Delay and the Number of Gateways under Different Transport Mechanisms

8. **Conclusions and Future Work**

In this paper, the deployment of surface gateways in UASNs is studied, by considering the acoustic characteristics. More specifically, we propose an optimization method of surface gateways deployment dynamically based on genetic algorithm, design a novel transmission mechanism—simultaneous transmission, and realize two efficient routing algorithms that achieve minimal delay and payload balance among sensor nodes. The simulation results show that the use of multiple surface gateways can effectively improve network performance; the number of surface gateways depends on channel capacity (network capacity) and the deployment of underwater sensor nodes; surface gateway location derived by the GA has good stability; and the network delay can be greatly reduced by this mechanism.

In the future, we will investigate possible improvements on joint deployment of surface gateways and underwater nodes. Other future work includes a more accurate conflict model, and selection of suitable MAC protocols that reduce queuing delays.
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Abstract. MOST (Media Oriented Systems Transport) protocol is a high-speed multimedia bus protocol. The system can make more and more media devices in the car automatically collaborate, sharing of audio, video and other data, but its own power consumption has not been a better optimization. In the paper, depending on the network management and the notification mechanism, a distributed power management solutions was designed that the slave nodes can sleep independently and the master node manages the network state, and the wake-up mechanisms in the sleep state were proposed. A mathematical modeling and analysis of MOST networks power were built in MATLAB. This program takes full advantage of MOST network protocol for the intelligent management. Simulation results shown that, with the increasing number of nodes in MOST, energy saving become more effective. More than 20% power saved can be achieved with distributed power management solution in 8-node MOST.

Keywords: power management, MOST, notification, distributed management.

1. Introduction

MOST (Media Oriented Systems Transport) is the de-facto standard for multimedia and infoainment networking in the automotive industry. The technology was designed from the ground up to provide an efficient and cost-effective fabric to transmit audio, video, data and control information between any devices attached even to the harsh environment of an automobile. The features of MOST make it suitable for any application, inside or outside the car that needs to network multimedia information along with data and control functions, for example, CD-Changer, DVD, GPS, Video camera, Phone, Radio, Laptops and communicators and so on. MOST not only defines the physical interconnection between devices but also specifies and standardizes a lean embedded communication protocol and software
framework that simplifies the development of complete systems and applications to distribute and manage multimedia content [1].

It solved some problems about the complexity of car wiring, the increase of the weight and EMI of cars. Although its roots are in the automotive industry, MOST can be used for applications in other areas such as other transportation applications, A/V networking, security and industrial applications. With the devices increasing, it has become a very serious problem that the power cost of MOST enlarged greatly. In some cases, we can reduce system power consumption actually. For example, when using a car phone, all the audio equipment should be shut down.

The current power management is ensured by a central controller in which a program is implemented. This centralized management is based on a "top–down" approach. The master node as a central controller switched the system state between running, standby and sleep [2]. In this mode, as long as there is a node in work, the entire network is running. Only all the nodes have not the task, the system will sleep or be shut down. The centralized management requires the designer of the control system to be exhaustive in the control flow written in the program. If an event not covered by the system occurs it is unable to respond adequately. Moreover, if the configuration has to be changed (addition or removal of a node), the program must be completely redesigned. So the effect of energy saving with the centralized power management solution is low and not obvious. Therefore this paper gives a more intelligent power management solution based on a "bottom–up" approach. Every slave node controls its state based on the event, and shares the changes with the other nodes [3]. On the basis of the overall management, we added the control of each node, only to maintain the current working node. In last the design achieved minimum power consumption across the network and reached the green energy-conserving results.

This paper makes the following specific contributions:

- Depending on the network management principle and the notification mechanism, a distributed power management solution was designed that the slave nodes can sleep independently and the master node manages the network state, and the wake-up mechanisms in the sleep state were proposed.

- A mathematical modeling and analysis of MOST networks power were built in MATLAB. After executing the same sequence of tasks generated randomly, the total cost of MOST based on a distributed power management is shown.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related research in power management. Section 3 describes the MOST protocols and principles which we taken as the base for power management. Section 4 addresses the design and implementations include hardware and software designs. Section 5 investigates the efficient and effective implementation of it through comprehensive simulations. Finally, section 6 draws concluding remarks and our future work.
2. Related Works

MOST is a novel network architecture which is designed for high quality of service and efficient transport of audio and video, so related research in MOST is poor and the references on the power management of MOST were very limited. So the related work we focused on was MOST principle and application of power management in other projects.

The centralized management in MOST principle was implemented by a PowerMaster (master node). It broadcasts a query message to each node to make sure whether every node is already to be shut down [2][4]. It was accomplished by a poll procedure so that there would be a heavy load on the bus. The “top–down” approach results in the weaknesses such as bad fault tolerance of an element, high operating costs and so on.

Distributed management idea has been introduced by various systems. The distributed management solution was proposed as an application of multi-agent (MAS) to power management in a hybrid power source [3] [5]. Various photovoltaic generator, super-condensators, batteries and grids regarded as agents were developed individually, and communicated between each other for ensure cohesion of the system. A multi-agent system was proposed for a distributed smart grid whose message exchange is designed to be compatible with an IP-based network [6].

In wireless network, [7] demonstrated Busy-time power consumption of 802.11 interfaces can be dramatically reduced by judiciously putting the interface into a power-saving mode for idle intervals as short as several microseconds. Cell2Notify was presented to minimize energy consumption by powering off the Wi-Fi interface when there is no VoIP call in progress, and powering it on only on the reception of an incoming VoIP call [8]. Proxy architecture was proposed for reducing energy waste based on network traffic patterns and user presence indicators [9]. Sleeping and rate adaptation are valuable [10] depending on the power profile of network equipment and the utilization of the network itself for reducing network energy. A power assignment was found, which induced communication graph is an energy t-spanner, and its cost is bounded by some constant times the cost of an optimal power assignment [11]. Neighborhood-based Power Management was proposed for conserving energy by allowing neighbors of the signaling node to send data opportunistically [12]. A predictive control algorithm was developed which, in an online fashion, determines the transmission power levels and codebooks to be used by the sensors [13], it conserved sensor energy well.

3. MOST Transmission Principle

In order to design power management solution, a clear understanding of the relevant MOST principle and protocols should be absolutely necessary. In the section, we introduced MOST structure and network management briefly.
3.1. MOST Structure

MOST system is a ring network, which is composed of device nodes connected each other by optical fiber. The node communicates with the MOST ring network through optical-to-electrical transducer. The connection between each node is reciprocal, one-way and point to point. So there is only one path between two nodes. The data frame is transmitted in the direction fixed in the network.

In the MOST network nodes can be divided into the master node and the slave nodes. The master node is the network master controller and the interface between the network and external application. The slave node receives the control message (such as volume tuner) from the master node, able to manage one or more network function [2].

![Structure Diagram of MOST](image-url)

**Fig. 1.** Structure Diagram of MOST. EHC: External Host Controller, INIC: Intelligent Network Interface Controller, OEC: Optical-to-Electrical Converter, EOC: Electrical-to-Optical Converter.
The MOST system uses either 44.1 KHZ or 48 KHZ sample rates for transmitting digital audio signals in hi-fi quality. Devices with a different sample rate can be adapted to the networks by means of a sample rate conversion. Since the MOST system transmits the audio data synchronously, additional data buffering is not needed and complexity of the device is reduced, thus saving costs.

A MOST25 frame consists of 512 bits or 64 bytes. Sixty bytes are used for the transmission of synchronous and asynchronous data. Two bytes transport part of the control message that is made of a total of 32 bytes for the administration of network and notes. The control message is transported over 16 frames that are combined into one block [14]. The first and the last bytes contain control information for the frame. Synchronous and asynchronous areas that share a total of 60 bytes are available in a frame for transmitting streaming and packet data. The bandwidths of the two areas can be adapted to their corresponding requirements by means of boundary descriptor. The boundary between the two areas can be shifted in steps of 4 bytes (a quadlet). The synchronous area can thus have a width of between 24 and 60 bytes and the asynchronous area a width of between 0 and 36 bytes.

3.2. MOST Network Management

The workflow of the MOST networks include: Wake-up start, system initialization, notification, connection management [4].

The components of the MOST system are woken up by a light signal received via the RX diode of the FOT. Basically all components can wake up the network. After a wake-up, the network master first of all builds up the communicative relations to the slave components via a system scan.

If there is a stable lock, the network master starts quarrying all nodes present about their function blocks. It addresses each physical node address and uses the physical node position address as instance. The network master stores the information by quarrying the node in the Central Registry [15] [16]. It is filled with the logical address and the corresponding function blocks of all nodes. As soon as there is a valid system status, the stored information is available for all participants in the ring, the network master can then compare with a previously stored registry and detect possible changes of the current network configuration.

If the Central Registry has not changed after the last system run, the network master sends the message `Configuration.status(OK)`. The notification of this status means for all nodes that the Central Registry can be quarried. The slave components can then establish their communicative relations with each other [17] [18].

In many cases devices must be informed of property changed in other function blocks belonging to other devices. If this had to take place by a poll procedure, there would be a heavy load on the bus. In order to prevent this, the mechanism of notification was created. In the case of a property changed, an event is automatically sent to the device concerned. The notification is
stored in a table, the Notification Matrix which is implemented in the network service layer 2 [15].

4. Design and Implementation

In this section, hardware and software design were given. Hardware design includes selection and application of components, interface design. Software design was divided into three subsections: Slave Nodes Sleep, Network Shutdown, Waking from Device Shutdown.

![Power Management Structure Diagram of MOST]

Each node has a separate power management module [19]. When there is no task to be executed by a node, after a time threshold, the node’s power management module will set the node in sleep state. Before going to sleep state, the slave node will notify the master node. Sleep state of each node is recorded in the master node. When all the nodes are in sleep state, after a
time threshold, the master power management module will make the entire network sleep. Any local wake-up signals from the slave node or the master node can wake up the whole network. The Wake-up signal was transmitted in the direction fixed in the network and the nodes were waked up one by one. The power management structure of the MOST networks is shown in Figure 2.

4.1. Hardware Design

In the node’s power management model, the FOR (Fiber Optic Receiver) receives continually the messages from the network to detect the occurrence of the events. So as the controller the power management works without any break. Therefore, the FOR and the power manager are out of power management, and always in a working state. INIC, EHC, and applications are the managed part, which can be set to power, sleep or power-down mode.

Fig. 3. Hardware Structure of Power Management Module

The devices in MOST nodes which can be managed include the Intelligent Network Interface Controller OS81050 [20], microcontroller ATmega128 and the application equipments. The Intelligent Network Interface Controller (INIC) OS81050 packages messages from the physical layer to the data link layer.
and provides the corresponding API functions to application layer. The master controller ATmega128 focuses on the data controlled processing and the entire network management. In the design of power module interface, we set two external interrupt as a wake-up trigger and a closing network interrupt signal. At the same time two reset control ports were established for INIC and EHC. The data transferred between EHC and the power management Module is two-way. So we select the I^2C serial bus as the communication which is simple and effective. Foregoing considerations, ATmega644 is quite fit for the control chip of the power management module, which controls the LDO on and off, to provide intermittent power supply for devices. The hardware structure was shown in Figure 3.

The wake-up process started from the network front end or the local event. Network front end received light signals from the network, and sent an external interrupt STATUS to the Power Management Module ATmega644. So the node was waked up. The ATmega644 has begun to trigger the LDOs to supply the other parts with power. The local event is also an external interrupt which can wake up the EHC and power management directly. The 2-wire Serial Interface (TWI) which is compatible with the I^2C protocol is ideally suited for typical microcontroller applications. The TWI protocol allows the systems designer to interconnect up to 128 different devices using only two bi-directional bus lines, one for clock (SCL) and one for data (SDA). The EHC is master and the INIC and the ATmega644 are the slave in communication. They all receive and transmit the commands. When the EHC is deciding whether to wake up the network, HOLD is used to maintain power supply in the active state.

4.2. Software Design

Software design must be considered from the whole and part. The master node manages the entire power supply of the network, or shuts down the entire network. The slave node has its own power management features. When there is no command to be executed, the slave node can send a message to the master node and then automatically sleep [21].

4.2.1. Slave Nodes Sleep

When a node has no transactions from request to NetServices, after a delay of inquiry, still no transaction request, the node can be ready to go to sleep. Before sleeping, the node must release the information to the network through the Notification Mechanism [15]. The master node sends FBlockID.Inst.Notification.Set(DeviceID, FktID) to each node, so the Notification Mechanism about the sleep state property was launch. FBlockID mans the position of the sleep function module; DeviceID is the address of the node which has received a notification; FktID indicates the
function of the sleep property. The slave node set the notification matrix and equipment matrix through the function NtfSetNotificationMatrix(*tx_ptr,*rx_ptr), then send FblockID.Inst.Function.Status (Parameter Values) to inform the master node that the sleep property has been changed, in which Parameter Values is the value of the property. The slave node calls the function NtfPropertyChanged (device_index_tab_ptr) which mans some changes occurred in the property. The corresponding parameter device_index_tab_ptr points to the sleep property in the notification matrix. The NTFS [22] services were called for the message processing. Then contrasted to the notification matrix of the master node, the master node will know the slave node preparing to go to sleep.

Fig. 4. Flow of Slave Node Sleep
When the slave node is Stand-by state, the external control module Interface (EHCI) is semi-protected. In this state the EHC can not access the network and communicate with the other nodes. It allows, however, full access to the Fblock INIC. EHC can configure the INIC and open ports, such as the streaming Port. Sleep is the EHCI is protected. The other nodes in MOST networks can not access this node’s EHC and the communication between EHC and with INIC is also limited. In both states, for the message asked from the MOST networks, NBMIN will return an empty list as the message response.

4.2.2. Network Shutdown

After every node went to sleep, a counter TIMER0 in the master node will plus one. When the count reaches the total number of nodes in the network,
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TIMER0 will overflow and trigger interrupts, then the interrupt service program ISR(TIMER0_OVF_vect) will be called. For avoiding that devices have to save their status to persistent memory very often, the master node procedure ShutDown has two stages (request and execution). After interrupt, the master node waits for tShutDownWait before it sends NetBlock.ShutDown.Start(Query). If no respond on NetBlock.ShutDown.Start(Query), the execution will be announced by the master node by starting NetBlock.ShutDown.Start(Execute). Then the network shutdown was completed, which is shown by Figure 5.

4.2.3. Waking from Device Shutdown

The device can be woken up by the master node or the slave node itself.

If the device waked up by master node, the master node sends NetBlock.ShutDown.Start(WakeFromDeviceShutDown) to the slave nodes firstly. The FIC in INIC receives the message from optical fiber and wakes its application (EHC) by signaling an external interrupt STATUS. Then the NBEHC registers its own Fblocks using FblockIDs.Status(FblockIDList) to the master node, when the master node responds the new Fblocks, the device can be used.

The internal Wakeup is similar to the Wakeup by the master node. They are different in that the application was waked up by local events. After it, the device registers its own Fblocks using FblockIDs.Status(FblockIDList), when the system state is OK or when explicitly by the master node. As soon the master node responds the new Fblocks they can be used.

5. Simulation Test

In this section, the model of most cost was created and the control algorithm was programmed by MATLAB. Based on the model, the cost of 4-node MOST, 6-node MOST and 8-node MOST were simulated, which driven by different types of events. Analysis of images and data are essential.

5.1. Modeling

The demo we simulated included the master node, CD node, radio node, and the amplifier node. In order to build the energy model, we set two random functions A=randint(1, 10, [0 9]) and B=randint(1, 10, [0 200]), “A” generates 10 random numbers as the type of event. 0: No event; 1-6: CD node events (CD eject, Play, Up, Down, Pause, Shutdown); 7-9: radio node events (Play, Up, Down). As long as the CD or the radio node has events, the amplifier node
also starts to work. So there are not events set for the amplifier node. “B” also generates 10 random numbers as the time interval of the 10 events. 

\( P_{\text{distributed}} \) means the power cost of MOST with the distributed power management; \( P_{\text{centralized}} \) means the power cost of MOST with the centralized power management; \( P_{D1}, P_{D2}, P_{D3}, P_{D4} \) identify the real-time power of the master node, the CD node, the radio node, and the amplifier node with the distributed power management, respectively. \( P_{L1}, P_{L2}, P_{L3}, P_{L4} \) identify the real-time power of the master node, CD node, radio node, and the amplifier node with the distributed power management, respectively. \( P_{\min} \) is the power of each node in sleep, whose device has be turned off; \( P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4 \) denote respectively the power of the master node, CD node, radio node, and the amplifier node with all parts of module running. \( P_1', P_2', P_3', P_4' \) denote respectively the power of the master node, CD node, radio node, and the amplifier node with the device shut off but the others running [23].

\[
P_{\text{distributed}} = P_{D1} + P_{D2} + P_{D3} + P_{D4} \tag{1}
\]

\[
P_{D2} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{2}' & 0 < A(i) \leq 6 \\
  P_{\min} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

\[
P_{D3} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{3}' & A(i) > 6 \\
  P_{\min} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

\[
P_{D4} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{4}' & A(i) \neq 0 \\
  P_{\min} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

\[
P_{D1} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{1}' & A(i) \neq 0 \\
  P_{\min} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{5}
\]

\[
P_{\text{centralized}} = P_{L1} + P_{L2} + P_{L3} + P_{L4} \tag{6}
\]

\[
P_{L2} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{2}' & 0 < A(i) \leq 6 \\
  P_{\min} & A(i) = 0 \\
  P_{*2} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{7}
\]

\[
P_{L3} = \begin{cases} 
  P_{3}' & A(i) > 6 \\
  P_{\min} & A(i) = 0 \\
  P_{*3} & \text{Else}
\end{cases} \tag{8}
\]
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\[ P_{ct} = \begin{cases} P'_{i} & A(i) \neq 0 \\ P_{min} & \text{Else} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ P_{ci} = \begin{cases} P'_{i} & A(i) \neq 0 \\ P_{min} & \text{Else} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\( \Delta P \) is the difference of power consumption between the two methods:

\[ \Delta P = P_{\text{distributed}} - P_{\text{centralized}} = \begin{cases} 0 & A(i) = 0 \\ P_{min} - P^{*}_{\text{centralized}} & 0 \leq A(i) \leq 6 \\ P_{max} - P^{*}_{\text{centralized}} & A(i) > 6 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

It can be seen from the formula (11), when no event request, \( \Delta P = 0 \), which shows the power consumption of two methods is same. Now the system with two methods is also in sleep state. After examination, \( P_{min} \) =0.3w; \( P_{2} \) =0.4w. So when the CD or the radio node has a request, \( \Delta P <0 \), that means the power consumption of MOST system with the distributed power management is less than the power consumption of MOST system with the traditional power management.

5.2. Simulation Results

Based on the model, experiments were conducted and the simulation images were given by MATLAB. The random sequences were created in simulation for 4-node MOST:

\( A = [0 \ 7 \ 4 \ 9 \ 4 \ 4 \ 8 \ 5 \ 2 \ 6] \);

\( B = [98 \ 70 \ 163 \ 73 \ 40 \ 39 \ 121 \ 54 \ 39] \);

The corresponding graph is Figure 6.

In figure 6, \( P(\text{distributed}) \) is the power cost of MOST system with the distributed power management. \( P(\text{centralized}) \) is the power cost of MOST system with the centralized power management. It can be seen from the figure the minimum power consumption is 1.2W, when the system is not the task request, the minimum power consumption of the two methods is also 1.2W. When a task requests the radio, \( P(\text{distributed})=2.1W < P(\text{centralized})=2.0W \). When a task requests the CD, \( P(\text{distributed})=2.3W < P(\text{centralized})=2.4W \).

Similarly, a 6-node MOST networks could be simulated, which includes the master node, CD node, radio node, the amplifier node, DVD node and display node. The simulation result is Fig. 7.
Fig. 6. Simulation Power Cost of 4-node MOST

Fig. 7. Simulation Power Cost of 6-node MOST
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We also obtained an 8-node MOST system by adding a MP3 node and a telephone node into 6-node MOST. The corresponding simulation result is Figure 8.

As Figure 6 shown, $P_{\text{distributed}}$ curve is close to $P_{\text{centralized}}$ curve, the energy saving result is not apparent. Figure 7 illustrates a better result than Figure 6 and Figure 8 indicated the best effect. $P_{\text{distributed}}$ curve was obviously lower than $P_{\text{centralized}}$ curve in Figure 8. After the contrast and analysis of Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, we found that the more nodes in MOST networks, the greater effect achieved by distributed power management. So a classified summary of statistical data was completed to prove it.

![Fig. 8. Simulation Power Cost of 8-node MOST](image)

Table 1 shows the cost of three MOST systems based on centralized management and distributed management. $A(1,i)$ as an element of random event matrix $A$ denotes the type of event. Firstly, no matter how many nodes in MOST, $P_{\text{centralized}}$ equals $P_{\text{distributed}}$ when no events request, $\Delta P=0$. As long as there is an event to process, $P_{\text{distributed}}$ is smaller than $P_{\text{centralized}}$. This is due to free nodes shut down by the distributed management program. Secondly, we can make conclusions from Figure 9 that with the nodes increasing in ring-network, the energy saved $\Delta P$ raises rapidly. The maximum $\Delta P$ in 4-node mode is 0.2W, 2.0W in 6-node mode, and increase to 3.2W in 8-node mode. Energy-saved growth rate changed from 8.7% to 50.3% accordingly. The more nodes in MOST, the more free nodes will be shut down in processing a determinate event. For example, when a MP3 event occurred in 8-node...
MOST, the MP3 and amplifier node set up the communication between each other and the master node still run for supervision, while the other five nodes can be shut down. Compared with the centralized management, the distributed management saved more energy from five nodes, especially for high power node such as DVD. This explained the reason: the more nodes in MOST networks, the greater effect achieved by distributed power management.

It can be seen from Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8, when switching task between nodes or waking up from sleep, the power consumption of system increased dramatically, because the current peak appears.

**Table 1. Comparisons of Various System Energy Saved**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>MP3</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-node</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-node</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-node</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-node</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-node</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-node</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only when the total power saving of the system is greater than the power consumption of switching the state and start-up, the power management is effective. We set \( P_u \) is the system power during wake-up, \( P_w \) is the power of the working process, \( P_s \) is the power of the system into sleep, \( T_{sd} \) is the time to sleep, \( T_{wd} \) is the wake-up time, and \( T_{th} \) is the limit time of a effective power management. So we have:

\[
\frac{(P_u - P_s) \times T_{sd} + (P_u - P_w) \times T_{wd} + (P_u - P_s) \times (t - T_{wd} - T_u)}{P_u - P_s} \geq \frac{P_w T_{sd}}{P_u - P_s} - T_u
\]

(12)
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We obtained from the formula (12), free time interval must be greater than $T_{th}$, and the system could go to sleep. Otherwise, the energy consumed when the wake-up will be more than the energy savings, so the management is useless. Switching state too often will make the system of energy consumption higher, we selected time valve for 10 seconds.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the objective of the distributed power management program is that the node can control separately its state in the absence of task requests, regardless of the status of other nodes. The traditional management model is a master switch. Each node can not manage separately, which results that the node still work without the task, waste of the energy. As can be seen from the test, when there are tasks in the system, distributed power management is always superior to the traditional power management. As the system will perform a task, not all nodes need to participate, so we can close some idle nodes to save energy.

Although the proposed method has achieved good results, there is still much room for optimization. For example, when preparing to shut down the node, how to elect the size of the time period [24] [25] to be extended is a problem. If it is too long, there will be no effect, and if too short, it will increase the system's power consumption. Power and performance management via lookahead control [26] or prediction algorithm [27] offer a reference way to our subject, which always virtualized or studied the workload laws. How to do more intelligent management and the imitation of the event’s law will be the next focus of consideration.
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Abstract. In recent years, smartphones have become prevalent. Much attention is being paid to developing and making use of mobile applications that require position information. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a very popular localization technique used by these applications because of its high accuracy. However, GPS incurs an unacceptable energy consumption, which severely limits the use of smartphones and reduces the battery lifetime. Then an urgent requirement for these applications is a localization strategy that not only provides enough accurate position information to meet users’ need but also consumes less energy. In this paper, we present an energy-efficient localization strategy for smartphone applications. On one hand, it can dynamically estimate the next localization time point to avoid unnecessary localization operations. On the other hand, it can also automatically select the energy-optimal localization method. We evaluate the strategy through a series of simulations. Experimental results show that it can significantly reduce the localization energy consumption of smartphones while ensuring a good satisfaction degree.

Keywords: smartphone, energy efficiency, localization, mobile applications

1. Introduction

With smartphones being increasingly pervasive in the past few years, lots of Location-Based Applications (LBAs) have been developed to meet the needs of human life. Those currently popular LBAs include mobile social networking, mobile search, healthcare, traffic monitoring [1, 2, 3], etc.

The core enabler of LBA is the localization technique, which is used to obtain position information. A great number of wireless localization techniques have been outlined by Liu et al. [4], among which GPS is preferred to other techniques such as WiFi and GSM based positioning system, because of its higher accuracy. However, GPS is extremely energy-hungry, which will largely shorten battery lifetime of smartphones when GPS based LBAs are running. This particular theory has been validated by tremendous experimental results.

* Corresponding author: Feng Xia (f.xia@ieee.org)
Meanwhile, how to get position information with minimal energy has become one of the primary issues for recent research studies. Numerous solutions have been proposed to address the problem of high localization energy consumption of GPS. They are mainly classified into three categories. The first category is to replace GPS with other methods which are more energy-efficient but less accurate, such as WiFi [8, 9] and GSM [10] positioning system. The second category is to avoid unnecessary GPS localization operations. For instance, it requires no localization operation when the user is stationary or the user does not move beyond the limited range during a particular period. The third category is to adopt the hybrid method which continuously switches among multiple localization techniques.

In this paper, we present an energy-efficient localization strategy for smartphone applications based on the following three observations. First, LBAs do not always require the highest accuracy and their accuracy requirements will vary as the user moves in general. For example, location-based social networking application can change accuracy requirement depending upon the positions of users. Proximity can be efficiently perceived using method proposed by Kupper and Treu [11]. This method calculates the required accuracy limit for each user by utilizing the distance between them. The accuracy limits might range from 10 meters, if the users are close, to several kilometers if they are far apart. Since the application accuracy requirement is relaxed as the user moves, a less accurate but more energy-efficient localization method can be selected. Second, it is always not necessary to locate the user again if it has been away for some time while not beyond the accuracy limited range. Hence, during the particular period, it needs not to locate the user and a waste of energy is avoided. Third, most of the time, it is easy to obtain the velocity of a user. We have observed that the accelerometer is often used with the method proposed by Brezmes et al. [12, 13] to detect whether a user is stationary or not. At this time, we can leverage accelerometer to determine velocity cheaply. In addition, we can also obtain velocity by interacting with intelligent public transport system when we are on a bus.

Based on the above observations, our proposed scheme is designed to save energy in two main respects. On one hand, it can reduce localization operations by dynamically estimating the localization time point. On the other hand, it can select the energy-optimal localization method.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1) We present an energy-efficient localization strategy for smartphone applications which minimizes the energy consumption while satisfying the application accuracy requirement.

2) We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy through simulations. Experimental results show that our scheme significantly outperforms the existing GPS method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work, which is followed by the introduction of our energy-efficient localization strategy in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work

Recently, with the ever-increasing quantities of LBAs of smartphones, GPS has been frequently used in various applications because it is highly accurate. However, GPS is exceedingly energy-hungry. This will largely shorten battery lifetime of smartphones when LBAs are running.

To solve this problem, many previous works have already studied alternative localization methods to replace the GPS technique. Otsason et al [14] presented a GSM-based indoor localization system. WiFi positioning systems were proposed by Khan and Akidi [15]. Additionally, a great number of other techniques such as Bluetooth [16, 17, 18], UWB [19, 20], and RFID [21, 22], are also used to determine the position information. Nevertheless, most of those methods are less accurate.

Some other works focus on how to improve GPS and combine GPS with other methods to conserve energy and prolong battery life. Zhuang et al [23] presented a localization framework for smartphone applications, which also overviewed energy-efficient localization techniques. Kjargaard [24] summarized many energy-saving methods for smartphones from different levels. Abdesslem et al. [7, 25, 26] used an accelerometer to detect whether the user is stationary or not. If the user has been stationary for a long time, GPS is not necessarily used during this period. These works effectively avoided unnecessary localization operations when the user is in static state. Paek et al [6] presented a rate-adaptive GPS-based positioning system. Compared to duty-cycled GPS, this work dynamically estimated the user's velocity depending on the location-time history of the user. In fact, it leveraged user's daily living habits. Kjaergaad et al [26] used the user's velocity measured by GPS to estimate the localization time point, which is more inaccurate compared with our velocity sampling algorithm. Farrel et al [27] considered to reduce GPS energy consumption by assuming that the localization operation is only required when the user enters a specified area. Constandache et al [28] added consideration for given energy budget to the problem of localization. Lin et al [29] presented a Bayesian estimation framework to model users' locations and sensor errors. However, the energy-optimal localization method is not always selected.

3. Energy-Efficient Localization

3.1. Overview

We consider LBAs of smartphones equipped with GPS, WiFi, and GSM positioning interfaces. As the user moves, LBAs need to continually determine and update positions. When the user is stationary, we can use the method proposed by Huang et al [25, 26, 27] to detect the static state and reduce
unnecessary localization energy consumption. Hence, we only consider energy-efficient localization when the user is always in mobile state.

Application accuracy requirements vary as the user moves. We assume that we can obtain the application accuracy requirement anytime, and let $a_t$ be the application accuracy requirement at time $t$. If there are multiple applications at the same time, $a_t$ will be equal to the minimum value of accuracy at time $t$.

Further, for GPS, WiFi, and GSM positioning systems, we make the following assumptions. The energy consumption per localization operation for the three systems is a constant value, which is denoted with $E_g$, $E_w$, and $E_m$ respectively. Additionally, the localization accuracy is also constant, respectively denoted with $a_g$, $a_w$, and $a_m$. Moreover, the process of localization is assumed to occur instantaneously.

As for the user’s movement in a period of time, let $E_T$ denote the total energy consumption for duration $T$, and $E_{it}$ denote the energy consumption at time $t_i$, which is the $i$th localization time point. $E_T$ can be defined as follows.

$$E_T = E_{i_1} + E_{i_2} + E_{i_3} + \cdots + E_{i_n} + \cdots \quad i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$$

In order to minimize the total energy consumption $E_T$, we propose an energy-efficient localization strategy, whose flow chart is depicted in Figure 1.

![Flow chart of our energy-efficient localization strategy](image)

**Fig. 1.** Flow chart of our energy-efficient localization strategy

Our solution considers conserving energy consumption in the following two respects. First, we avoid unnecessary localization operations by dynamically estimating the next localization time point and sampling velocity. If the user has been in movement for some time within the range of application accuracy limit, it is not necessary to locate the user. Second, when it is time to locate the user again, we use the energy-optimal method by calculating the average energy consumption of each strategy and selecting the least one.
3.2. Estimating Localization Time Point

To avoid unnecessary localization operations, we sample velocity to compute the movement range of the user and dynamically estimate the localization time point. It shall be the time to locate the user again as long as the user moves beyond the application accuracy limited range.

It is assumed that we can obtain the velocity of a user anytime because of the observation that it is easy to determine velocity when an accelerometer is used to detect whether the user is stationary or not. Furthermore, it can also be based on other observations. For example, we can use the bus’s velocity as a user’s velocity by interacting with intelligent public transport system when the user is on a bus, or use GPS to determine velocity when it is being used to get position information. In addition, we let \( v(t_{ij}) \) denote the sampled velocity at time \( t_{ij} \), where \( i \) and \( j \) are defined as the \( i \) th time in localization and the \( j \) th time to sample velocity respectively.

The detailed process of estimating localization time point is described as follows.

**Algorithm 1. Estimating localization time point**

1. At localization time point \( t_{ij} \), set \( n = 0 \);
2. Compute \( v_e(t_{ij}) = \alpha \times v(t_{ij}) + (1 - \alpha) \times v_e(t_{(i-1)(j-1)}) \);
3. Obtain \( \Delta \), select \( M_i \) using Equation (4);
4. Compute \( t_s = (a_i - a_{M_i}) / v_e(t_{ij}) \);
5. Set \( j = j + 1 \), \( t_{ij} = t_{(i-1)(j-1)} + t_s \times \beta \) (\( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \));
6. Compute \( v_e(t_{ij}) = \alpha \times v_e(t_{ij}) + (1 - \alpha) \times v_e(t_{(i-1)(j-1)}) \);
7. Compute \( r_s = r_i + v_e(t_{ij}) \times t_s \times \beta \) (\( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \));
8. if \( r_i < (a_i - a_{M_i}) \) then
   9. go to step 5;
10. else
11. return \( t_{ij} \);
12. end if

In the algorithm, \( M_i \) is defined as the method selected at localization time point \( t_i \). It can be obtained from Equation (4), which will be described in the following subsection. \( v_e(t_{ij}) \) denotes the velocity estimated by the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) method, during the interval between two consecutive velocity samplings. \( r_i \), which represents the estimated movement distance since the localization time point \( t_{ij} \), can be obtained from multiplying \( v_e(t_{ij}) \) and the particular interval. The coefficient \( \alpha \) is a factor ranging from 0 to 1. A higher value of \( \alpha \) means a closer velocity estimated to the current velocity. Additionally, \( \beta \) is a factor used to adapt the time point of the next velocity sampling. When the coarse localization interval \( t_s \) is computed, we
sample velocity after $t_s \times \beta$ and compute velocity estimated by EWMA method to determine movement distance. By using this method, we can dynamically estimate the localization time point.

Also, parallel to the process, we need to monitor the application accuracy requirement. Whenever it changes, we must go back to step 1 to locate the user again.

3.3. Selecting Localization Method

The objective of this subsection is to select the energy-optimal localization method, which satisfies the application accuracy requirement when it is time to locate the user again. Some researchers [29] directly select the method that consumes the lowest energy. However, it is not always the best. Generally, the lower energy a method consumes, the less accurate it will be. For example, it is known that GPS is highly accurate compared with other localization methods, while its energy consumption is extremely high. If it is used to locate a user, it will take shorter time for the user to move beyond the application limited range. In contrast, it will take longer time. Let $E_{\text{low}}$ denote the energy consumed by a low energy-consuming method, and $E_{\text{high}}$ for a high energy-consuming method, and their time interval between two consecutive localization operations can be denoted with $T_{\text{low}}$ and $T_{\text{high}}$ respectively. If two applications using the two methods run at the same time, the total energy consumptions, $E_{\text{low}}^1$, and $E_{\text{high}}^2$ can be calculated as follows.

$$E_{\text{low}}^1 = \frac{E_{\text{low}}}{T_{\text{low}}} \times T$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$E_{\text{high}}^2 = \frac{E_{\text{high}}}{T_{\text{high}}} \times T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

It is obvious that if $E_{\text{high}}^2 / T_{\text{high}} < E_{\text{low}}^1 / T_{\text{low}}$, then $E_{\text{high}}^2 < E_{\text{low}}^1$. Therefore, based on the above theory, we present our selection method using Equation (4), where GPS, WiFi, GSM positioning methods are respectively represented by symbols $g$, $w$, and $m$.

$$M_t = \arg \min_{g,w,m} \left( \frac{E_{M_t}}{a_c - a_M, v_c(t)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$M_t$ is selected from the set of localization methods $\{g,w,m\}$ at time $t$, which is the method that produces the minimum ratio of $E/T$.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we provide a simulation study of the energy-efficient strategy to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. The following two metrics are considered in our simulations.
Total energy consumption: This is the total energy consumed by LBAs during the period that application is running.

Satisfaction degree: This is the ratio of the time that the evaluated location satisfies the application accuracy requirement to the total time that application is running.

4.1. Settings

To evaluate the performance of our strategy, the following mobile pattern is considered.

The time unit is defined as one second, and the minimum and maximum velocity are set to 1 m/s and 10 m/s respectively for a mobile user. Let $v(t)$ denote the velocity of an user at time $t$. We further assume that the acceleration changes every $T_1$ seconds, detailed in Equation (5).

$$
\begin{align*}
    \text{if } t \mod T_1 = 0 \quad &\text{then } a(t) = \begin{cases} 
    0 \text{ or } 1 & \text{if } v(t-1) = 1 \text{ m/s} \\
    -1 \text{ or } 0 & \text{if } v(t-1) = 10 \text{ m/s} \\
    -1, 0 \text{ or } 1 & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

where $a(t)$ denotes the acceleration at time $t$. When $t$ is equal to the integer times of $T_1$, a new acceleration is generated at once. When $v(t-1)$ is equal to the minimum velocity 1 m/s, the acceleration is equal to either 0 or 1. Likewise, when $v(t-1)$ is equal to the maximum velocity 10 m/s, the acceleration is equal to either 0 or -1. In other cases, the acceleration is equal to one of the set {-1, 0, 1} randomly. The velocity $v(t)$ is computed by Equation (6).

$$
\begin{align*}
    v(t) = \begin{cases} 
    v(t-1) + a(t) & \text{if } t \mod T_1 = 0 \\
    v(t-1) & \text{if } t \mod T_1 \neq 0
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

The simulation runs 3600s. The application accuracy requirement is changed every 600s as 500m, 300m, 150m, 120m, 80m, and 50m. For GPS, WiFi, and GSM, using the data from previous work [26], accuracy is 10m, 50m, and 150m, and energy consumption is 1425mJ, 545mJ, and 20mJ, respectively. The acceleration generates again every 3s, using Equation (5).

4.2. Result Analysis

Using the mobile pattern above, we evaluated our strategy, as shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Fig. 2. Energy Consumption of GPS versus our strategy (α=0.5)

Figures 2 and 3 depict the total energy consumption and the satisfaction degree of our strategy and GPS, respectively, when α used in EWMA method is set to 0.5 and the value of β ranges from 0.1 to 1.0. We observed that as β increases, the total energy consumption is reduced, as shown in Figure 2, but the satisfaction degree is also lowered, as shown in Figure 3, for both our strategy and GPS. The reason is that, with the increasing value of β, the interval of velocity sampling will also increase, then the localization operation after the user is beyond the application accuracy limit occurs repeatedly. In other words, the interval of two consecutive localizations is prolonged so that the frequency of localization operation is reduced, which leads to reduce localization energy consumption. At the same time, the satisfaction degree is lowered for the same reason. These results prove the effectiveness of our estimation method of the localization time point.

Fig. 3. Satisfaction Degree of GPS versus our strategy (α=0.5)

Compared with GPS, our energy-efficient localization strategy conserves more energy. The reason is that our strategy is designed to select the energy-optimal method. Commonly, the selected method is less accurate than GPS, but the interval of two consecutive localizations is shorter than the one based
on GPS. As a result, the time point we estimate to locate the user again is more accurate and the corresponding satisfaction degree is better. This is proved by the simulation results.

Fig. 4. Energy Consumption of GPS versus our strategy (α=0.3)

Figures 4 and 5 show the simulation results when α is set to 0.3 and the value of β ranges from 0.1 to 1.0. They also proved the effectiveness of our strategy.

Fig. 5. Satisfaction Degree of GPS versus our strategy (α=0.3)

As shown in the figures above, we found that the simulation results seem not to be affected by the value of α. This is because that the acceleration in our simulation is not changed significantly. In fact, the smaller α will be better when the acceleration increases as the user moves, because the previous velocity is more useful to estimate movement distance. Otherwise, the larger α will be better. For example, assuming the time interval is one second, and there are four velocities {2,4,8,16} in four intervals. Therefore, the acceleration is {0,2,4,8}, implying that the acceleration becomes larger and larger. The moving distance is 2+4+8+16=30. We sample two velocities at the starting time and the ending time, which are 1m/s and 4m/s. The estimated moving
distance is \((2 \times 0.5 + 16 \times 0.5) \times 4 = 36\) when \(\alpha\) is equal to 0.5, \((2 \times 0.7 + 16 \times 0.3) \times 4 = 24.8\) when \(\alpha\) is equal to 0.3, and \((2 \times 0.9 + 16 \times 0.1) \times 4 = 13.6\) when \(\alpha\) is equal to 0.1. As \(\alpha\) is set to an appropriate smaller value, the estimated velocity and moving distance are more effective and closer to the real values.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an energy-efficient localization strategy for smartphone applications. It is designed to conserve energy mainly in the two respects below. First, it dynamically determines the next localization time point and sample velocity. This is intended to reduce energy consumption by avoiding unnecessary localization operations. Second, it selects the energy-optimal method to help reduce energy consumption when the estimated localization time point comes. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed strategy through a series of simulations. The results show that it can significantly reduce energy consumption and improve satisfaction degree. One of our future works is to apply some other advanced techniques, Bluetooth for example, to achieve further improvement. Another is to consider how to collaborate on localization with users in the vicinity.
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Abstract. Based on complex network approach, a contact network model with scale-free property is built. By analyzing the fact data of H1N1 influenza provided by Beijing Health Bureau, contact tracing mechanism is used to research H1N1 virus transmission dynamics with this model. Furthermore, the contact tracing coefficient and random checking coefficient are studied to analyze their impact on the peak value of new infections and cumulative number of infections. The simulation result fits well with the statistical data. It shows that the model built in this paper is valid and complex network model to simulate the epidemics of H1N1 influenza is feasible.

Keywords: complex network, disease spreading, scale-free, contact network, contact tracing.

1. Introduction

Network widely exists in nature and human society. If a brain neuron is seen as a node in the network, the connections between neurons are the edges, which constitute a neural network. If a power station is seen as a node in the network, the power wires between power stations are edges, which constitute a power grid. If a person is seen as a node in the network, the interaction between people is an edge, which constitutes a human social network [1], [2]. There are many similar instances. With the development of research, we will find more networks in various fields.

A complex network is an abstract of a real complex system, which is described by some nodes and some edges. Nodes represent individual object of complex system, such as neuron, computer, people, etc. Edges represent the links between these individuals. Due to the topology of the network tends to affect performance of the network, for example, electricity grid structure
influencing efficiency of power transmission, we can research the structure characteristics of the network to understand some characteristics of the complex system in the real world.

Based on the topology structure of complex network dynamics in the complex network approach, there are some quantitative and qualitative researches on the dynamic spread such as the spread of computer virus in the Internet, the spread of disease in the crowd, the diffusion of information in society. In traditional epidemiology, SI, SIS, SIR and other classic models have been established [3], [4], [5], [6]. $S$ is the at-risk group, which doesn't carry virus, but is easily infected. $I$ is the infected group with infectious feature. $R$ is the cured individuals with immunity. These models based on differential dynamic system, have complex computations and the equation solution is very sensitive to initial conditions, which can't be well simulated with the practical process for some unexpected and random events. However, the simulation contagion transmission based on the complex network can overcome the shortcomings.

In the past two years, the H1N1 virus has spread worldwide, influencing people's normal life. In the meantime, various strategies and effects dealing with virus spreading also cause for concern. In this paper, we establish contact network model based on the complex network theory, and adopt contact tracing mechanism to do the numerical study on the dynamic spread behaviors of H1N1 virus. We deeply analysis the effect of contact tracing coefficient, random testing coefficient in virus spreading, and reveal the importance of early detection, early isolation and early treatment in process of the disease spread.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work on complex networks. Section 3 proposes the related work on contact network model respectively. We present H1N1 propagation model in Section 4. Following that, we give and analyze the simulation result in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Related Work

There are various research problems with the complicated real-world systems. Some complex systems can be described in the form of the networks. In 1960, Erdos and Renyi proposed ER stochastic network model [7], in which the network structure is described as a completely random graph. In stochastic network model, the connection between two nodes is determined in a certain probability. However, with further research, there are many complex networks appearing, which cannot be described by the random model.

In 1998, Watts and Strogatz proposed the Small-World network model [8]. Small-World network is between regulation network and stochastic network. In a ring regulation network, an arbitrary edge between adjacent nodes constantly reconnects with other nodes according to certain probability.
Finally it can constitute a Small-World network. When $P = 0$, it is a regular network. When $P = 1$, it is a stochastic network. When $0 < P < 1$, it is a new network with highly cluster character of the regular network and less average path length of the stochastic network. In the complex network theory, a network with the two properties is called Small-World characteristics.

In 1999, Barabasi and Albert found scale-free characteristic and put forward BA scale-free network model [9]. It has the following two characteristics: (1) growth characteristics: network scale is expanding; (2) priority connection characteristics: new nodes tend to connect the nodes with large connection degree, which is called "Matthew effect". In scale-free networks, where node degree distribution obeys power-law [9], most of the nodes have only a few links and few nodes have a lot of links.

Node degree of stochastic network and Small-World network obeys Poisson distribution. The distribution is bell-shaped, and the peak value just corresponds with the average degree value of all the nodes. In both sides of peak value, distribution probability obeys exponential decline, which indicates mostly node degree distribution concentrates near average degree value. Therefore, this type of network called homogeneous network. Scale-free network's node degree distribution has the characteristics of power-law, namely $P(k) \propto k^{-\gamma}$. There is no peak value in the degree distribution graph. There is a descending line showing the scale-free characteristics in the bi-logarithm coordinates. Therefore, scale-free network is inhomogeneous network.

Since the complex network research with small-world networks and scale-free network appear, many scholars have adopted complex networks to study spread of diseases. Watts and Strogatz simulated spread of disease model and found that disease spreading in small world network is faster and easier than in regulation network [8]. Newman and Watts thoroughly discussed disease spreading problem in social network and proposed an improved Small-World model namely NW model [10]. Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani studied the infinite scale-free network SIS model, and they were surprised to find the propagation threshold doesn't exist [11]. That indicated disease could exist everlastingly in scale-free network, even though disease spreading strength was very small. The conclusion fundamentally changed many disease spreading conclusions of traditional theory. When Moreno and others analyzed SIR model, they also found there are no propagation threshold and a fraction of infected individuals existing in the network perpetually [12]. It can also be observed in SIS model, and it well explained the actual situations that a fraction of the virus exists in the network for a long time. Lin and others studied the spread of the SARS virus with Small-World network model [13]. Yang and others studied the spread mechanism of bird flu based on the complex network approach [14].
3. Contact Network Model

Infectious diseases often transmit through interpersonal interaction. If people are seen as the nodes in the network and the interpersonal contact relation as the edges in the network, it constitutes a complex network called contact network [15], [16]. Because of the individual differences, the scope of individual communication is different. Therefore, the node degree in contact network distributes within the larger scope, rather than the uniform network having the same degree of network, whose node degree concentrates in peak value nearby. The contact network is more close to scale-free network.

The contact network model in this paper evolves from the BA scale-free network model proposed by Barabasi and Albert. First, we construct a standard BA scale-free network based on growth mechanism and priority connection mechanism. Then, all nodes are put in the scale-free network into 2-d lattice bitmap \( N = n \times n \) randomly, in which each node links with 8 adjacent nodes [17].

It can be proved that contact network is a scale-free network. When the number of nodes \( N \gg 8 \), the probability of existing edge among 8 neighboring nodes tends to zero, namely \( p \rightarrow 0 \). That is equivalent to in the original BA network, each node is added 8 edges. The degree of each node is changing, but it does not affect the degree distribution of the whole network. So the improved contact network degree distribution obeys power-law. As shown in Fig. 1, the degree distribution of contact network in bi-logarithm coordinates is basically a straight line with power-law features.

![Fig. 1. Contact network node degree probability distribution ( \( N =250 \times 250 \)).](image)

Improved contact network model increases the node degree, thus increasing the chance of contact infection, especially in small degree nodes. In the improved model, each node is connected not only with neighboring nodes, but also a number of distant nodes, which increases the reach of the
individual to increase the speed of spread of the virus, more in line with the great personnel mobility features in the real social situation.

4. H1N1 Virus Propagation Model

Influenza A H1N1 is an acute respiratory infection, whose pathogen is a new type of influenza A H1N1 influenza virus. The virus strains contain swine flu, avian flu and human influenza virus gene fragments, spreading through contacts in the crowd. Influenza A H1N1 flu was first discovered in March 2009. The "swine flu" epidemic outbreak in Mexico and quickly spread around the globe, bringing people all over the world huge economic loss.

To make the model not too complex, the following are some simplifying assumptions for the spread model of H1N1 virus:

(1). Assuming the transmission capacity of each patient is same, not considering super-spread events. This is because researches have shown that super-spread events (SSEs) which can’t be completely ignored will not change the overall trend of disease spreading.

(2). Assuming the activity of the virus is constant during the evolution, taking no account of the variability behavior of the virus, ignoring the ventilation, temperature and other factors impacting H1N1 virus activity.

(3). Assuming each individual's immunity is same, not affected by age structure, ignoring the different immune system of different individuals because the model are concerned with statistical properties of the overall performance rather than specific individuals.

(4). Assuming the incubation period for each patient obeys Poisson distribution, and the incubation period has a smaller infectious probability.

(5). Assuming the patient can’t infect other individuals with isolated protection measure.

(6). Assuming the transmission capacity of a patient is not changing during the time from infection to cure.

This paper adopts Contact Tracing strategy to restrain the transmission of H1N1 virus [6], [18]. Once detect an infected individual, track and isolate contacted individuals immediately. Isolated individuals no longer infect other individuals. In the H1N1 propagation model, the nodes have 5 states:

Susceptible: The individual is not infected, and has no immunity.

Latent: The individual carries virus, and shows a slight symptoms and small infectiousness.

Infected: There is an outbreak with clinical manifestation and strong infection.

Tracking: The individual is treated in isolation. Track and isolate other individuals contacted with the patient.

Removed: The individual obtains immunity or dies, and no longer affects the communication process.

Fig. 2 describes the relationship between the states. Randomly select a node \( N_i \), marked the state I as the infection source. The node in state I
infects the neighboring node S in probability $\alpha_I$. The node in state of L infects the neighboring node S in probability $\alpha_L$ ($\alpha_I > \alpha_L$). The nodes in the state of I and L are respectively randomly detected in probability $\beta_I$, $\beta_L$ ($\beta_I > \beta_L$) entering state T. Then contact and trace the adjacent nodes of the randomly detected node in probability $\epsilon$. The node which has been traced enters the state of T. Nodes in state T will enter state R in probability $\delta$.

Incubation period of H1N1 is generally 1 to 7 days [19], expectation $E(\text{Latent}) \approx 4$. Poisson distribution is a commonly used discrete probability distribution, suitable for describing the number of random events in the unit time, and the expectation of Poisson distribution $P(\lambda)$ is $\lambda$. Therefore, in the model make the latency of individual obeys Poisson distribution $\lambda = 4$, that is $\text{Latent} \sim P(\lambda = 4)$.

![Fig. 2. H1N1 propagation model state transition graph.](image)

### 5. Simulation and Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (week)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Time (week)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Time (week)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Time (week)</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25th</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>37th</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>26th</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>38th</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15th</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>27th</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>39th</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16th</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>28th</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>40th</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17th</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>41th</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18th</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>42th</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>31th</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>43th</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>20th</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>32th</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>44th</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>21th</td>
<td>1124</td>
<td>33th</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>45th</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22th</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>34th</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>46th</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>23th</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>35th</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>47th</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24th</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>36th</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Increasing H1N1 influenza confirmed cases per week in Beijing.
As Table 1 shows, this paper refers to H1N1 epidemic data released by Beijing Health Bureau from 2009.5.7 to 2010.4.4. We adopt the contact network model and the H1N1 virus transmission model to predict and analysis the number of new infections and the cumulative number of infections per week (Fig. 3, Fig. 4).

We use optimized algorithm to simulate in the programming process based on Matlab. Optimized algorithm can greatly shorten the simulation time and improve simulation efficiency. During simulation process, the simulation algorithm was improved as follows:

1. When storing network topology, based on the idea of sparse matrix, store corresponding node of the each edge in the vector $I, J$, so that save
memory space and facilitate the establishment of large-scale networks. Using adjacent matrix directly will waste a lot of memory space. If adopting the sparse matrix \( A = \text{sparse}(N, N) \), when \( A \) is large, the assignment statement \( A(i,j)=... \) has slow speed of execution \([20]\) and a large number of execution cause the entire simulation process consuming a large amount of time.

(2) When finding all the adjacent nodes of the node \( N_i \), we firstly sort \( I \), and then exchange the order of \( J \) in the same order. Use binary search algorithm to find \( I \), while the corresponding element in \( J \) is adjacent node of \( N_i \). The find() function in Matlab uses the linear search algorithm. When the network size is large, searching efficiency is low.

(3) Store \( I, J \) in a Mat file, just loading them as being used. It doesn’t need to re-generate network topology map in each simulation to save time.

In the simulation process, the number of established contact network nodes \( N=250 \times 250 \), parameter values are: \( \alpha_L = 0.39 \), \( \alpha_L = 0.15 \), \( \beta_I = 0.63 \), \( \beta_L = 0.42 \), \( \varepsilon = 0.9 \), \( \delta = 0.1 \). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.4. During 20th to 25th week, the number of new infections per week reaches the peak value. The number of infections at both sides of the peak value obeys an exponential distribution, and the growth rate of the left side is slightly larger than the decay rate of the right side. In the early and late period, the spread rate of influenza A H1N1 flattens off (Fig. 3). During the peak-time of the spread of the disease (20th to 25th week), the simulation data and statistical data fit well. Overall, the simulation results agree well with the trend of the actual propagation of disease. The simulation data of cumulative infections number is slightly larger than statistical data, and both growth trends are almost the same (Fig. 4).

Accuracy of the simulation results can be calculated by curve’s goodness of fitting. And the squares sum of error can be used to measure the quality of the curve’s goodness of fitting. Assuming that the actual measured value is \( Y \), the average value is \( Y_1 \), the calculated theoretical value according to the fitting curve is \( Y_2 \), we can get the squares sum of error is \( \sum(Y - Y_2)^2 \), mean square variance is \( \sum(Y - Y_1)^2 \), if the ratios of the squares sum of error and mean square variance are small, it means that the observed values and estimated values are close, also the curve fitting is well. According to this we can define the determination coefficient \( R^2 \), which calculation formula is:

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum(Y - Y_2)^2}{\sum(Y - Y_1)^2}
\]

Because the statistics has strong fluctuation, statistics data and real data may be quite different. Just like the statistical data in Fig. 3, there’s strong fluctuation in the peak area, thus the response can not reflect the fact. Therefore, we firstly fit the statistical data (as green curve in Fig. 3 shows), then compare the simulation data and the fitted data to get the simulation accuracy. In Fig. 3, the simulation accuracy of the number of new infections
per week is $R^2 = 0.9667$. In Fig. 4, the actual statistical value is 11087, the simulation data is 11376, the number of cumulative infections’ error is $(11376-11087)/11087 = 0.0261$, and the simulation accuracy of the number of cumulative infections per week is $R^2 = 0.9853$. The high accuracy of the number of new infections and number of cumulative infections shows that the model can well describe the propagation of the virus H1N1.

6. Parameters of Virus Propagation Model

There are many parameters impacting H1N1 virus spreading in the above H1N1 spreading model. We will analyze contact tracing coefficient $\varepsilon$ and random detection coefficient $\beta_L$ deeply to reveal their influence in speed and level of virus spreading.

6.1. Contact tracing coefficient

During simulation process, we remain the other parameters same, changing the contact tracing coefficient $\varepsilon$ to get different values of the peak number of infections (showed in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7), from which to analyze the impact of $\varepsilon$ on H1N1 virus spreading. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that contact tracing coefficient has a significant impact on the peak number of infections. When $\varepsilon$ is small, the peak density of infected people is large. Otherwise, peak density of infected population is small.

![Fig. 5. Distribution the peak number of infected people when $\varepsilon =0.4$.](image)
Fig. 6. Distribution the peak number of infected people when $\varepsilon = 0.8$.

Fig. 7 further reveals the relationship between contact tracing coefficient and the peak number of infections: the peak number of infections has a logarithmic decreasing with $\varepsilon$ increasing. Thus, contact tracing coefficient strongly impacts the processing of H1N1 virus spreading. When the value of $\varepsilon$ is large, most of the close contacts can be isolated in time to reduce the probability of individuals to be infected.

Fig. 7. Distribution the peak number of infected people according to different $\varepsilon$.

6.2. Random detection coefficient

In H1N1 spreading model, $\beta_i$ and $\beta_L$ are the same type of parameters having the similar impacts on the spread of the virus, so this article only deeply discusses $\beta_L$. Keeping other parameters unchanged to analyze different values of random detection coefficients $\beta_L$ related to the number of cumulative infections. It can be seen from Fig. 8, the number of cumulative infections increases linearly with the decrease of $\beta_L$. When the value of $\beta_L$ is
high, most individuals in the incubation period can be promptly detected and isolated, which reduces the probability of people around to be infected. Therefore, it will slow the rate of virus spreading and reduce the scope of the virus spreading, thus the number of cumulative infections will be reduced.

It is obvious that random detection coefficient corresponds to testing strength of test stations, and contact tracing coefficient corresponds to tracing strength of closing contact individuals in the actual situation. Therefore, when facing the widespread of virus, we should strengthen the efforts of the detection of vulnerable populations, increase the strength of tracing close contacts, and reach the target of early discovery, early isolation and early treatment. This can effectively inhibit the spread of the virus, slow down the rate of virus spreading, and reduce the virus' impacted area.

![Figure 8](image)

**Fig. 8** The number of cumulative infections according to different $\beta_i$.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we use the dynamics of complex networks approach to study virus spreading. We build scale-free network model (contact network) and H1N1 virus propagation model according to the actual situation of the virus propagation in order to simulate the spread of the H1N1 virus in Beijing. Then we deeply analyze how contact tracing coefficient and random detection coefficient impact virus spreading, revealing the importance of early discovery, early isolation and early treatment during treatment in the disease spreading process based on the virus spreading model. Simulation results are similar with the actual spread trend of the virus in Beijing, which verify the validity of the model, proving that complex networks as an important tool will play a major role on study of disease spreading.
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Abstract. Similarity matrix is critical to the performance of spectral clustering. Mercer kernels have become popular largely due to its successes in applying kernel methods such as kernel PCA. A novel spectral clustering method is proposed based on local neighborhood in kernel space (SC-LNK), which assumes that each data point can be linearly reconstructed from its neighbors. The SC-LNK algorithm tries to project the data to a feature space by the Mercer kernel, and then learn a sparse matrix using linear reconstruction as the similarity graph for spectral clustering. Experiments have been performed on synthetic and real world data sets and have shown that spectral clustering based on linear reconstruction in kernel space outperforms the conventional spectral clustering and the other two algorithms, especially in real world data sets.

Keywords: Spectral Clustering, Kernel Space, Local Neighbors, Linear Reconstruction.

1. Introduction

In recent years, spectral clustering has become one of the most popular clustering algorithms due to its high performance in data clustering and simplicity in implementation compared to the traditional clustering methods. It is based on the spectral analysis methods and solves the data clustering by graph partitioning problems \cite{1}, \cite{2}. Spectral clustering algorithms consist of two steps: (1) construct a similarity graph with some kind of similarity function; (2) find an optimal partition of the graph and cluster the data points. The former which reflects the intrinsic structure of the data plays an important

\footnote{This paper is supported by “the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities” and “the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 61070016".}
role in spectral clustering [3], [4], thus a great deal of effort has been carried out to address it [5], [6].

Spectral clustering makes use of information achieved from an appropriately defined affinity matrix. Its primary strength is the ability to treat complex patterns where traditional methods (such as $k$-means) either cannot be applied, or fail. The similarity matrix should be built in such a way that reflects the topological characteristics of the data sets. The most commonly used similarity measure is Gaussian function which is defined as

$$G(x_i, x_j) = e^{-\frac{||x_i - x_j||^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

where $x_i$ and $x_j$ represent two points respectively [7].

Although Gaussian function is simple to implement, the selection of the parameter $\sigma$ is still an open issue. Generally it is non-trivial to find a good $\sigma$ and spectral clustering is sensitive to the value of $\sigma$, especially in a multi-scale data sets. In practice, $\sigma$ is often set by an empirical value, such as it is set as 0.05 of the maximal pair wise Euclidean distance among the data points in normalized cut algorithm [2]. What's more, sparsity is another desired property, since it can offers computational advantages [7].

In this paper, we focus on how to construct an optimal similarity graph. We propose a novel method to obtain the similarity matrix based on linear reconstruction with local neighbors in kernel space. The idea of linear reconstruction derives from the manifold learning which assumes data points are locally linear and each point can be reconstructed by a linear combination of its neighbors [8]. It has been applied to semi-supervised learning [9] and spectral clustering [10]. The kernel method has become popular largely due to many successes in applying kernel methods such as kernel PCA [11] and spectral regularization [6]. In our algorithm, we introduce the kernel methods for constructing the similarity matrix which increase the linear separability by mapping the data into high dimensional space. Experimental results on both artificial data sets and real world data sets indicate that spectral clustering based on local neighborhood in kernel space (SC-LNK) outperforms the traditional spectral clustering (SC), self-tuning spectral clustering (SSC) and locality spectral clustering (LSC).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: some related work is discussed in Section 2. We begin with a brief overview of NJW method [12] in Section 3. Then introduce the method of linear reconstruction in Section 4 and mercer kernel in Section 5 on details of constructing the similarity matrix for our algorithm. In Section 6, we summarize our algorithm and experimental results are then presented in section 7. Finally we conclude the discussions and point out further works in the last section.

2. Related Work

An appropriate adjacency matrix is conducive to make a good partition for clustering algorithms. Much research has been conducted on the problem of
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how to construct an optimal similarity matrix for spectral clustering [6], [13], [14]. Most existing works on constructing similarity matrix were built on Gaussian kernel function which is limited to its sensitive scale parameter and the real world data in some situation. Little attention has been paid to the other methods to measure the similarity in spectral clustering.

As mentioned above, the scale parameter of Gaussian function is very sensitive, especially in data sets with multiple scales. In order to deal with the problem, Manor et al. [13] proposed a new algorithm called self-tuning to use a local scale parameter for each data point, i.e., they use the distance of $k$-th nearest neighbor of each point as the scale parameter. The parameter $k$ is set to 7 in their experiments. However, as have shown in our experiments, it fails on many real data sets although performs well on some synthetic data sets.

Gong et al. proposed a spectral clustering method [10] which called LSC algorithm. Instead of using the pairwise relationship, they considered the linear neighbors relationship based on the idea of local linear embedding in manifold learning [8]. With this novel relationship in hand, LSC achieved the similarity matrix which represents the local neighbors information well. In particular, the matrix obtained is sparse which offers computational advantages. However, the LSC method has some limitations in synthetic and real world data sets as shown in our experiments.

In [15], the linear Reconstruction in kernel space had been described. DeCoste et al analysis the local linear embedding technique in kernel space and applied to specific application. Through the introduction of kernel methods, it can increase the linear separability by mapping the data into high dimensional space. Therefore, the kernel trick method conduces to deal with the multiple and real data sets. But the authors only focus on the classification problem.

3. Review of Spectral Clustering

Give a set of data points $X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\}$ with each point $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$, then we can construct an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ in which every vertex $v_i$ represents the data point $x_i$. According to a similarity function, we obtain the similarity graph and let $W$ be its weighted adjacency matrix. Note that $w_{ij} \geq 0$ and $W$ is symmetric. Each edge $(i, j) \in E$ carries a weight $w_{ij}$ which represents the similarity between the point $x_i$ and $x_j$. We expect to find a good partition of the graph such that points with low similarities should be clustered into different groups. Many spectral clustering algorithms formalize this partitioning problem in different ways [2], [12], [14], [16-17]. In this paper, we adopt the normalized cuts (Ncut) [12] described as follows:
4. Analysis of Linear Reconstruction

The similarity graph plays an important role in a spectral clustering algorithm. Before, we need to define a similarity function on the data. In the common case, a reasonable candidate is the Gaussian similarity function, which is defined as 

\[ G(x_i, x_j) = e^{-\frac{|x_i - x_j|^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \]

However, it indicates that there is no reliable way to choose the parameter \( \sigma \) when there are very few or even there are no labeled examples according to [18].

Instead of using pairwise relationship to construct the similarity graph in conventional spectral clustering, we propose to use the neighbor information of each point to construct the graph.

Algorithm 1: Normalized Spectral Clustering

Input: Data set \( X \), number \( k \) of clusters

Output: A partitioning \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k \)

begin

Construct similarity matrix \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \)
Define a diagonal matrix \( D(i,j) = \sum_{j \in [n]} W(i,j) \)

Form the normalized Laplacian matrix

\[ L = D^{-\frac{1}{2}} W D^{-\frac{1}{2}} \]

Compute the \( k \) largest eigenvectors of \( L \) and construct the matrix \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k} \) with the eigenvectors as its columns

Form matrix \( Y \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k} \) from \( U \) by normalizing the rows to norm 1.
Group \( Y \) into clusters \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k \) with \( k \)-means

end.

For convenience of calculation, we assume the sample space is locally linear, that is, each point can be optimally reconstructed by a linear combination of its neighbors [8]. Then our objective is to minimize

\[ \mathcal{E} = \| x_i - \sum_{j \in N(x_i)} w_{ij} x_j \|^2 \quad (1) \]

where \( N(x_i) \) represents the neighbors of \( x_i \), and \( w_{ij} \) is the contribution of \( x_j \) to \( x_i \). According to [8], \( w_{ij} \) should satisfy the constraint

\[ \sum_{j \in N(x_i)} w_{ij} = 1, w_{ij} \geq 0. \]

Intuitively, the more similar \( x_j \) to \( x_i \), the larger \( w_{ij} \) would be. Thus we can use \( w_{ij} \) to measure the similarity between \( x_j \) and \( x_i \). Then we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
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where \( C_{jk}^i \) represents the \((j, k)\)-th entry of the local Gram matrix at point \( x_i \) and \( C_{jk} = (x_j - x_k)^T (x_i - x_k) \). Then we can obtain the reconstruction weights of each data point by solving the following \( n \) standard quadratic programming problems

\[
\min_{w_i} \sum_{j,k \in X, x \in N(x_i)} w_{ij} C_{jk} W_{ik}
\]

s.t. \( \sum_{j,k \in X, x \in N(x_i)} w_{ij} = 1, w_{ij} \geq 0 \) (3)

Using the above method, we will construct a sparse matrix \( W \). It is worth mentioning that we set the weights \( W_{ij} = W_{ji} \) and \( W_{ij} = W_{ij} \). If there are any overlap, the later weight will overlap the former one so that we can guarantee the symmetric of the reconstruction matrix \( W \). Then the \( W \) can be treated as the similarity matrix.

5. Kernelized Linear Reconstruction

5.1. Mercer Kernel

Combining the kernel method can optimize the performance of clustering algorithm [19], [20]. Through the introduction of kernel methods, it can increase the linear separability by mapping the data into high dimensional space. DeCoste has analyzed the linear Reconstruction in kernel space [15]. Consider a \( I \times D \) matrix \( X \) of data points. A mercer kernel \( K(x_i, x_j) \) will projects two given points from \( D \)-dimensional original space into some (possibly infinite-dimensional) feature space and return their dot product in that feature space. That is

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \phi(x_i) \cdot \phi(x_j) = \phi(x_i)^T \phi(x_j)
\] (4)
where $\phi$ is some mapping function which need not explicitly to compute the coordinates of the projected vectors. Thus the kernel method can avoiding curse of dimensionality when explored large non-linear feature spaces.

One of the most popular mercer kernels is the radial basis function (RBF) kernel:

$$K(u,v) = e^{-\frac{|u-v|^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

where the parameter $\sigma$ controls a scale of the dot product of the two data points. We will use this kernel when mapping the input space to its feature space.

### 5.2. Linear Reconstruction in Kernel Space

In general, the selection of $k$ nearest neighbors use the Euclidian distance in original space. In this paper, we use the distance based on Mercer kernels. The distance between data point $x_i$ and $x_j$ in kernel space is defined as:

$$d_{ij} = dist(\phi(x_i), \phi(x_j)) = \sqrt{\|\phi(x_i) - \phi(x_j)\|^2}$$

Through Mercer kernel, distances can be calculated directly from kernel value as follows

$$d_{ij} = \sqrt{K_{ii} - 2K_{ij} + K_{jj}}$$

For each $\phi(x_i)$ in kernel space, denote its $k$ nearest neighbors in kernel space as $N(\phi(x_i))$, then the kernelized reconstruction error is:

$$E = \| \phi(x_i) - \sum_{j: \phi(x_j) \in N(\phi(x_i))} w_{ij} \phi(x_j) \|^2$$

To find the optimal weights for reconstructing, we must compute the covariance matrix $C_{jk}$ in kernel space which is:

$$C_{jk} = (\phi(x_i) - \phi(x_j))^T (\phi(x_i) - \phi(x_k))$$

Then replacing each resulting term of form $\phi(x_a) \cdot \phi(x_b)$ in Eq. (4) with the corresponding kernel value $K_{ab} = K(x_a, x_b)$. The kernelized covariance matrix can be obtained by

$$\forall x_j, x_k \in N(x_i) \quad C_{jk} = K_{ii} - K_{ij} - K_{ik} + K_{jk}$$
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We can compute the weights matrix $W$ of kernel space and use it as the similarity matrix for spectral clustering.

6. Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we will introduce our algorithm called spectral clustering algorithm based on local neighbors in kernel space (SC-LNK). The main procedure of SC-LNK is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: The SC-LNK Algorithm

Input: Data set $X$, number $k$ of clusters

Output: A partitioning $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k$

begin

Construct similarity matrix $W \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ according to Eq. (3) and Eq. (9)

Use the affinity matrix to execute the algorithm 1

end.

The main advantage of our algorithm is that SC-LNK can effectively and correctly discover the underlying cluster structure by taking the advantage of the smooth graph $W$ in kernel space. When using the Mercer kernel, the selection of parameter $\sigma$ adopts the concept of local scale in [13] and $\sigma_i$ equals the distance of the 15th neighbor of point $x_i$. Furthermore the parameter $k$ in SC-LNK algorithm is more stable and more accuracy than former methods.

7. Experiments

In this section, we will report our results on several synthetic data sets and the real data sets.

7.1. Experiments on Synthetic Data Sets

We applied the SC-LNK algorithm and LSC method to five synthetic data sets that has been mentioned in [10], [13]. The results are show in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

As we can see, both SC-LNK and LSC can recognize the non-convex cluster and reliably finds groups consistent with what a human's intuitive solution in Fig. 1. However, the LSC method fails to find the real structure.
hidden in data sets which are multiscale in Fig. 2 while the SC-LNK algorithm can distinguish it after mapping to kernel space.

Fig. 1. Contrast results on Synthetic data. The left column shows the LSC algorithm results; The right column presents the SC-LNK clustering results. As shown above, both algorithms can recognize the non-convex clusters.
7.2. Experiments on Real Data Sets

In order to extensively examine the effectiveness of the SC-LNK algorithm, we further compare the performances of our method with the other three clustering algorithms which include the SC algorithm, SSC method and the LSC algorithm. To evaluate the performance of different clustering algorithms, two different metrics are used: one is Rand index, and the other is the Normalized Mutual Information.

Evaluation metrics. Rand index (RI) is widely used to evaluate the clustering performance. A decision is considered correct if the clustering algorithm agrees with the real clustering. RI [21] is defined as

$$RI = \frac{\#CD}{n(n-1)/2}$$

(11)
where \( CD \) denotes the number of correct decisions. A larger RI value (\( RI \in [0,1] \)) signifies a better clustering result.

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is another measure for determining the quality of clusters. For two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \), the NMI is defined as [22]:

\[
NMI(X,Y) = \frac{I(X,Y)}{\sqrt{H(X)H(Y)}}
\]

where \( I(X,Y) \) is the mutual information between \( X \) and \( Y \), while \( H(X) \) and \( H(Y) \) are the entropies of \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively. Note that \( NMI \in [0,1] \) and give a clustering result, the NMI is estimated as

\[
NMI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{c=1}^{c} n_{i,c} \log \left( \frac{m_{i,c}}{n_{i} n_{c}} \right)}{\sqrt{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} n_{i} \log \frac{n_{i}}{n} \right) \left( \sum_{h=1}^{h} n_{h} \log \frac{n_{h}}{n} \right)}}
\]

where \( n_{i} \) denotes the number of data contained in the cluster \( C_{i} (1 \leq i \leq k) \), \( n_{h} \) is the number of data belonging to the \( h \)-th class, and \( n_{i,h} \) denotes the number of data which are in the intersection between the cluster \( C_{i} \) and the \( h \)-th class. The larger the NMI, the better the performance.

Results on uci data sets. We carry out the experiments on five data sets which come from the UCI data repository [23]. The properties of the datasets are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1. Properties of UCI Datasets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Iris</th>
<th>Wine</th>
<th>Ionosphere</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Segmentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of instances</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of attributes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of clusters</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental results are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Especially, following [24], we set the parameter \( \sigma \) in SC as 0.05 of the maximal pairwise Euclidean distance among the dataset. We adopt an empirical value to estimate the parameter \( k \) and report the best result for the LSC and SC-LNK algorithm.
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From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we can see that the SSC algorithm has achieved limited success on real world data sets. SC-LNK outperforms the other algorithms on most data sets, especially in the wine, glass and segmentation dataset, the improvement is obvious. But on the ionosphere dataset, the performance is not as good as SC and self-tuning. Despite this, it can still be observed that SC-LNK works well on UCI datasets. With linear reconstruction
in kernel space, the local relationship is maintained and different clusters are more linearly separable, thus SC-LNK can distinguish the intrinsic structure of the data more correctly.

**Fig. 5.** Results on USPS data by RI

**Fig. 6.** Results on USPS data by NMI
Results on usps data sets. In this experiment, we consider the hand written digits from the well-known USPS database.

The digits have been normalized and centered to $16 \times 16$ gray-level images, thus the dimensionality of digit space is 256, as each sample image will be transformed to a vector as one column of the similarity graph. In the database it contains 7291 training instances and 2007 test instances.

We choose digits $\{0,8\}$, $\{3,5,8\}$, $\{1,2,3,4\}$ and $\{0,2,4,6,7\}$ as subsets and carry out the experiments separately. The clustering results by RI and NMI are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 separately.

According to the results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we can see that the idea of linear reconstruction has a distinct advantage in the USPS data sets. The performance of LSC and SC-LNK algorithms are much better than the other two methods. Even on the challenging USPS subsets $\{1,2,3,4\}$, both of them still have improvement compared to SC and SSC though LSC is better than SC-LNK. But in most cases, the effectiveness of SC-LNK algorithm is better than LSC and the other two methods. It proves that the new similarity measure using linear reconstruction in kernel space is very helpful in detecting the real manifold of the digits.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel method of constructing similarity matrix using linear reconstruction. Based on this method we introduce the concept of kernel methods and propose an efficient spectral clustering algorithm called SN-LNK. Experimental results on five synthetic data sets and two groups of the real data sets show that the proposed algorithm achieves considerable improvements over traditional spectral clustering, locality spectral clustering and self-tuning spectral clustering algorithms.

There is still much work for us to undergo further research. The similarity matrix we obtained in this paper can be extended to other clustering algorithms based on the affinity matrix. Furthermore, the selection on the number of nearest neighborhoods $k$ still remains to be further studied. We will pursue these research directions in our future work.
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Abstract. Cyber-physical system (CPS) provides more powerful service through combining software service and physical device. It is an effective solution to organize various CPS services to realize collaborative decision making (CDM). In CPS, finding out the most competent participators for CDM sponsor is a core problem. To solve this problem, we propose a novel capacity and trust computation based CPS service selection mechanism in intelligent and automatic manners. It comprises three phases, including capacity evaluation, trust computation and negotiation selection. In the first phase, CDM sponsor describes formal semantic of decision task and computes the capacity evaluation values according to participator instructions. In the second phase, we design a novel trust computation method to calculate the values of activity trust, subjective belief, objective reputation, physical trust and recommended trust respectively. In the third phase, service selection is achieved through a negotiation mechanism according to capacity evaluation and trust computation.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative decision making (CDM) becomes a popular and feasible solution for the increasing complexity of decision making requirement from substantive users. Traditional CDM is implemented by decision support system through web service cooperation [1-2]. In such situation, CDM consists of heterogeneous and geographically distributed cyber components with different capacity. Performance and reliability of CDM depend on all the cyber capacities in virtual world [1-3]. The advent of Cyber-physical system
Cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system which is tight combination of information computation and physical environment [4-8]. Software services are embedded into physical devices in order to provide more convenient and efficient services to people. Nowadays, CPS, such as smart buildings, medical devices, intelligent traffic control system, will provide a high-quality decision making through integrating computational systems in virtual world and infrastructures in physical world to cope with the increasing complex demands from people [5]. Based on the computational and physical service capacities, CPS will offer more competent services for CDM. Since both the computational systems in virtual world and the infrastructures in physical world are service providers, it is crucial to make CDM in CPS competent in virtual and physical aspects for users. Thus, a challenge of CDM in CPS is how to find out an efficient method to select competent services from the heterogeneous and geographically distributed services.

Existing researches in CPS mainly focused on architecture [6-8], middleware designing [9], system control [10-11], system security [12-14], QoS[15-16] or real-time data management [17]. However, as a service provider for users, it is critical to identify the competence degree of CPS’s services for CDM, which has received limited attention in study.

In an open, relax coupling and dynamic environment, many CPS service provisions (CPSSP), including CPSSP in virtual and physical world, are not free to be available. And CDM sponsors generally have insufficient knowledge about all CPSSPs. As a result, CDM sponsor has to accept CPSSP’s payment conditions without any opportunity to experience the service in advance. On the other hand, CDM sponsor may abandon a high quality CPS service because it lacks sufficient knowledge to certify service’s ability. Such asymmetric position would results in inefficient and improper CPS service provision. To overcome these problems, CPS requests an effective mechanism to identify and exhibit competence degree in order to make services ease-of-use for CDM.

Trust is an effective solution for CDM service selection in CPS. CDM sponsor can decide whether a CPS service should be selected or not depending on the security or credit degree even though they do not have ample information about the service. There are many existing trust evaluation methods, such as summation/average of trust rating or past judgment ranking, to figure out their creditable degrees for traditional information systems. But these trust evaluation methods mainly focus on cyber features which are inherent properties of software, i.e. software actions or information content security, etc. Different from traditional cyber systems, CPS trust evaluation should pay attention to formulate an appropriate trust computation for both cyber and physical features. Since existing methods lack feasible ways to evaluate trust of physical components, they are not sufficient for the CPS.

In our view, the natural characteristics of CPS’ service, which should be emphasized in selection evaluation, are as follows:
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1) Capacity of software service
2) Trust of software service
3) Capacity of physical service provider
4) Trust of physical service provider

From above characteristics, CDM sponsor can communicate with both cyber and physical components of CPS to realize about the competence degree of CPSSP, and launch the capacity and trust evaluation.

In this paper, we propose a novel capacity and trust based CPS service selection mechanism to identify the most competent services for CDM. We address the formal semantic to describe the characteristics of CPSSP so that the communicating between CDM sponsor and CPSSPs would share a common knowledge base in our mechanism. Our mechanism comprises three phases, i.e., semantic description for CDM sponsor requirements and capacity of CPSSP, trust evaluation of CPS and negotiation selection of CPSSP. In the first phase, CDM sponsor describes formal semantic of complex requirement and estimates the capacity values according to candidate instructions from different CPSSPs. In the second phase, a novel trust computation method is adopted to calculate the trust degrees of CPSSP's different characteristics. In third phase, service selection is achieved through a negotiation mechanism based on the results of capacity evaluation and trust computation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief introduction of related work is presented. Three phases of our mechanism are described in detail from Section 3 to Section 5 respectively. The service selection framework of CDM in CPS is presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Related Work

2.1. Collaborative Decision Making

Collaborative decision making has been widely used in many application domains, such as airport management [18-19], GIS map [20], and stakeholder research [21]. In practice, the CDM framework is proposed in three ways, i.e., Internet based CDM [22-23], multi-agent based CDM [24], and web service based CDM [25-26]. Internet based CDM is a traditional way to organize the decision making. The main challenge of Internet based CDM is how to transfer isometric data and information across wide networks. Multi-agent is a feasible and optimized solution for CDM. Agent has abilities of negotiation, decision making and knowledge interaction, which can partially realize intelligent and automatic CDM. However, because agents lack the mechanism of self-description in a machine readable format, it is difficult for agent oriented CDM to identify qualified decision making partners. In recent
studies, web service becomes a popular solution. Web service is a software program designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network [27]. In service oriented architecture, collaborative work can be considered to be autonomous through a set of messages and commands. In this paper, we utilize web service environment to organize the CDM.

2.2. Selection Research of Decision Making

As the core problem of CDM, service selection is constantly treated as decision model selection in traditional DSS (decision support system). Artificial intelligent (AI) techniques are widely used for model selection, such as CBR (Case Based Reasoning) [28], RBR (Rule Based Reasoning) [29], ANN (Artificial Neural Network), and GA (Genetic Algorithm) [2]. Statistical methods, such as Bayesian information criteria, are also frequently adopted for decision model selection [30]. However, these existing methods are not designed for open and distributed network. Mou et al. proposed a QoS based service selection in CDM [26], where QoS is measured as the capacity of web service. While Mou’s model mainly focuses on service capacity forecasting, our capacity and trust computation strategy provides a comprehensive solution for efficient service selection.

2.3. Trust Computation Research

In trust computation, belief and reputation are two core conceptions for creditable description. Belief is a subjective concept that demonstrates a creditable relationship between two or more individuals. On the other hand, reputation presents the whole common schema from all the qualified members. As a consequence, we think that the service selection mechanism is to identify the service with good reputation from the independent third party and the trustable ones from the sponsor's belief.

There have been a large number of research efforts on belief and reputation in the past decades [31-35]. Many methods, such as summation/average of trust rating [36] and Bayesian systems [37], have been proposed to optimize one or more aspects of trust computation performance. Based on the trust computation, there are two main types of architectures of reputation system: centralized and distributed. The former has a central authority to collect all the rating, and publish reputation score for every participant. Whereas in distributed reputation system, each member gets the belief about each experience with others, and submits the reputation on request from relying members.

In our previous research, we proposed a trust computation based model selection for decision support system, which considers the trust from subjective and objective perspective [38,39]. However, these methods cannot use both capacity and trust aspects for service selection.
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For CPS, many researchers are working on security or trust issues which are important for service selection [40]. Efforts include the achievements of formalizing the definition of trust [41-42], trust management and trust negotiation methodologies [43-44]. Many researchers addressed trust issues of pervasive computing environments [45-46], trust-based communication and interoperation approaches [47-50]. However, trust computation, which should focuses on the CPS substantive characteristics, has not been addressed adequately in cyber-physical systems.

In our thoughts, what is missing is an comprehensive view for cyber-physical systems that integrates both the cyber trust aspects and the physical trust aspects of CPS and allows the sponsor in the physical world to evaluate the service and interact with the cyber and physical service components based on trust value. Trust computation must be proposed for physical environments and the cyber service software should adhere to them. What is also missing is a notion of trust based interoperation for cyber-physical systems where different systems will interact in a dynamic environment to achieve CDM.

3. **Semantic based Capacity Evaluation of CDM**

Firstly, we provide a table (Table 1) which lists a set of nomenclatures that will be frequently used in the rest of the paper.

3.1. **Semantic of Decision Requirement and CPS Service**

To evaluate the quality of a candidate service, users should match the service’s capacities with their requirements. In definition 1, we describe the requirements from both virtual computational aspects and the physical objects aspects so that the characteristics of CPS are shown in the definition. We define the semantic of user’s requirement to as follows.

**Definition 1** Requirement semantic of decision task is a 2-tuple as $\mathbb{N} = (\mathbb{N}^v, \mathbb{N}^p)$. Here $\mathbb{N}^v$ and $\mathbb{N}^p$ represent the user’s virtual requirement semantic and physical requirement semantic respectively. Virtual requirement semantics can be defined as $\mathbb{N}^v = (\mathbb{N}^{vc}, \mathbb{N}^{vr}, \mathbb{N}^{goal}, \mathbb{N}^{cost}, \mathbb{N}^{con})$, where $\mathbb{N}^{vc}$, $\mathbb{N}^{vr}$, $\mathbb{N}^{goal}$, $\mathbb{N}^{cost}$ and $\mathbb{N}^{con}$ represent virtual requirement class name, structure, relationships of virtual requirement, goals, affording service cost price and preconditions respectively, while $\mathbb{N}^p$, the physical requirement semantic, can be defined as time $\mathbb{N}^p = (\mathbb{N}^{pc}, \mathbb{N}^{pr}, \mathbb{N}^{envir}, \mathbb{N}^{time})$. Parameter $\mathbb{N}^{pc}$ denotes candidate physical service provider’s class. $\mathbb{N}^{pr}$ is the relationships of physical service provider. $\mathbb{N}^{envir}$ is running environment
requirement of physical service. $\mathcal{N}_{time}$ is time control criterion of physical service.

Table 1. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{N}$</td>
<td>Semantic of decision requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{J}$</td>
<td>Participator instruction semantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(x</td>
<td>(R, S, F))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Semantic of CPS service activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity($\mathcal{J}_{id}$)</td>
<td>Capacity evaluation value of CPS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value$<em>{goal}$($\mathcal{J}</em>{id}$)</td>
<td>Goal evaluation value of CPS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value$<em>{time}$($\mathcal{J}</em>{id}$)</td>
<td>Time forecasting value of decision making service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match($\mathcal{J}_{time}$)</td>
<td>Match function that calculates the excess time of $\mathcal{J}<em>{j}$ relative to $\mathcal{J}</em>{time}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value$<em>{price}$($\mathcal{J}</em>{id}$)</td>
<td>Cost evaluation value of decision making service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over($\mathcal{J}_{k}$)</td>
<td>Function that calculates the excess cost of $\mathcal{J}<em>{k}$ relative to $\mathcal{J}</em>{k}$cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value$<em>{environment}$($\mathcal{J}</em>{id}$)</td>
<td>Price environment judgment value of CPS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get($E_x(x_i)$)</td>
<td>Function that calculates number of environment requirements of $\mathcal{N}^{envir}$ satisfied by $\mathcal{J}^{envir}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AT_{\mathcal{J}}(\Omega)$</td>
<td>Activity trust value of CPS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CT_{\mathcal{J}}(\Omega^{class})$</td>
<td>Class trust value of activity proposed by service $\mathcal{J}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ST_{\mathcal{J}}(\Omega^{class})$</td>
<td>Status trust value of service’s activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BD$</td>
<td>Belief dependence value from sponsor to a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BR$</td>
<td>Belief relationship from sponsor to a service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RR$</td>
<td>Reputation ranking for CPSSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RR_{PL}(SP)$</td>
<td>Reputation ranking value based on time limitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RR_{SI}(SP)$</td>
<td>Reputation ranking value based on source identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RR_{RD}(SP)$</td>
<td>Reputation ranking value based on ranking delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RT^{\delta}(SP, \mathcal{J})$</td>
<td>Recommended trust value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(SP)$</td>
<td>Confidence conformation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PT(\mathcal{J}_{id})$</td>
<td>Physical trust of CPSSP’s device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FT(\mathcal{J}_{id})$</td>
<td>Fault tolerance trust value of CPSSP’s device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HT(\mathcal{J}_{id})$</td>
<td>Healthiness trust value of CPSSP’s device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CPS service by nature consists of two components: cyber software and physical environment. We consider that semantic of CPS service should be described from above two aspects. CDM sponsor needs a decision making service whose capacity can satisfy the requirement semantic. Therefore, each CPSSP would generate an instruction to introduce its service capacity of decision making. We define the participator instruction semantic of decision making service from CPSSP for capacity evaluation as follows.

**Definition 2** Participator instruction semantic of CPS’s service is defined as a 2-tuple as $\mathcal{I} = (\mathcal{I}^V, \mathcal{I}^P)$ Here $\mathcal{I}^V$ and $\mathcal{I}^P$ represent the service’s virtual capacity semantic and physical object semantic respectively. $\mathcal{I}^V$ can be defined as $\mathcal{I}^V = (\mathcal{I}^{id}, \mathcal{I}^{vc}, \mathcal{I}^{goal}, \mathcal{I}^{price})$ according to its capacity. Parameter $\mathcal{I}^{id}$ denotes the exclusive identification of service. $\mathcal{I}^{vc}$ is the class of decision task which service is able to make. $\mathcal{I}^{goal}$ is a set of anticipated goals which can be achieved by service. $\mathcal{I}^{price}$ describes the price that the sponsor should pay for decision making service. $\mathcal{I}^P$ can be defined as $\mathcal{I}^P = (\mathcal{I}^{pc}, \mathcal{I}^{source}, \mathcal{I}^{envir}, \mathcal{I}^{time})$ according to its capacity. $\mathcal{I}^{pc}$ denotes the physical class of CPSSP. $\mathcal{I}^{source}$ points out the source of service in CPSSP. $\mathcal{I}^{envir}$ represents the running environment of service. $\mathcal{I}^{time}$ represents the time that service would spend on decision making.

### 3.2. Capacity evaluation for service

The CDM sponsor may accept the service that satisfy as many as the number of goals in $\mathcal{N}^{goal}$ under the restriction of time in $\mathcal{N}^{time}$, costs in $\mathcal{N}^{cost}$ and environment requirements $\mathcal{N}^{envir}$. In other words, capacity evaluation for service comprises four aspects, i.e., goal evaluation, time forecasting, prices estimation, and environment judgment.

**Goal evaluation.** Goal evaluation aims to identify the goals of $\mathcal{N}^{goal}$ that is achievable by a CPS service according to its $\mathcal{I}^{goal}$. We measure this capacity criterion based on the number of goals which can be realized by service and the importance of the realizable goals. Firstly, we define an equalization mapping function between two semantic as follow.

**Definition 3** Let $x$ and $y$ are the elements in $\mathcal{N}$ and $\mathcal{I}$ respectively. Equalization Mapping function $N(x) \rightarrow y$ is a transfer relationship between $x$ and $y$, which represents that the two elements are equal on the semantic level.
Let the set of \( \mathbb{N}_{\text{goal}} \) be \( \mathbb{N}_{\text{goal}} = (\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_1, \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_2, \ldots, \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_n) \). For each \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_i \), it has a weight \( w_i \) with the constraint \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i = 1 \). Then the value of goal evaluation is calculated as follow,

\[
score_{\text{goal}}(\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}) = \sum_{\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}_{\text{goal}}} w \cdot \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}.
\]

Because a large number of \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \) can satisfy \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \), the decision making task will be extremely complicated. To solve this problem, we introduce the impact factor calculation for goal evaluation. Let \( m \) is the number of \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \) that satisfy \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \), and then the final value of goal evaluation can be calculated as follows,

\[
value_{\text{goal}}(\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{score_{\text{goal}}(\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}})}{n} \times \left( \frac{1}{m} \right)^{\frac{1}{m}} & m \geq 2 \\
\frac{score_{\text{goal}}(\mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}})}{n} & m = 1
\end{cases}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} \) set.

Formula 2 shows the gross importance of goals which can be realized by a candidate service. Here, we consider the number \( m \) and \( n \) as regulation parameters in formula 2 in order to make the result more effectively. They would influence the value of goal evaluation as adjusting parameters. For example, if there is a goal set of \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}} = (g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4) \) and their weights are 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 respectively. Service A has \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_A = (g_2) \), while service B has \( \mathbb{N}^{\text{goal}}_B = (g_1, g_2, g_3) \). The goal evaluations of service A and B are 0.075 and 0.74 according to formula 2.

**Time forecasting.** Time forecasting aims to evaluate whether the CPSSP physical components response time satisfies the sponsor’s requirement. Here responds time is measured as the time interval between decision and service. In general, the shorter response time in decision making, the larger value of \( \mathbb{N}_{\text{time}} \) would be assigned from CDM sponsor.

For time forecasting, we denote maximum affording time \( T \) and anticipant time \( \mathbb{N}_{\text{time}} \) from CDM sponsor. Maximum affording time indicates the maximum time limit that would be acceptable by decision making sponsors. Anticipant time signifies the decision making spending time that would be the time interval sponsor looks forward to the most. Let the set of response time
given by service be $T_{time}^d$. The value of time forecasting can be calculate as following:

$$\text{value}_{time}(T^d) = \tilde{T} - \sum_{j=1}^{l} (T_{time}^j) \eta - \sum_{j=1}^{l} \text{match}(T_{time}^j).$$  \hfill (3)

where, $\eta (\eta \in [0,1])$ is an impact factor given by sponsor, and $l$ is the number of $T_{time}^j$ set. We also propose a match function $\text{match}(T_{time}^j)$ that calculates the excess time of $T_{time}^j$ relative to $T_{time}^d$ as follow.

$$\text{match}(T_{time}^j) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } N(T_{time}^j) \rightarrow N_{time}^j \\ \left|T_{time}^j - T_{time}^d\right| & \text{else} \end{cases}.$$  \hfill (4)

**Price estimation.** Price estimation aims to test whether the service’s price $T_{price}^d$ is overcharge. As time forecasting, the less price service charge for decision making, the more value of $T_{price}^d$ would be given from CDM sponsor. We denote maximum affording cost $\tilde{C}$ as maximum cost limits that would be acceptable by decision making sponsors.

Let the sponsor’s maximum affording cost be $\tilde{C}$. The price estimation can be calculated as following:

$$\text{value}_{price}(T^d) = \tilde{C} - \sum_{k=1}^{q} (T_{price}^k) \eta - \sum_{k=1}^{q} \text{over}(T_{price}^k).$$  \hfill (5)

Here $\eta$ is the same impact factor as in formula 3, and $q$ is the number of $T_{price}^k$ set. We also propose a function $\text{over}(T_{price}^k)$ that calculates the excess cost of $T_{price}^k$ relative to $N_{cost}^k$ as follows:

$$\text{over}(T_{price}^k) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } N(T_{price}^k) \rightarrow N_{cost}^k \\ \left|T_{price}^k - N_{cost}^k\right| & \text{else} \end{cases}.$$  \hfill (6)

We give an example here for explaining formulas of time forecasting and price estimation. Table 2 shows the related semantic values of requirement and service.
Table 2. Example of time forecasting and price estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>goal</th>
<th>cost</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>price</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>( \eta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>( \leq 20 )</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>( \leq 4 )</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>( \leq 10 )</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>( \leq 7 )</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>( \leq 15 )</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>( \leq 4 )</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From data in table 2, we can calculate value of time forecasting and price estimation through formula 3, 4, 5 and 6 as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{value}_{\text{time}}(3) &= (4 + 7 + 4) - (4 + 5 + 5)^{0.9} - (0 + 0 + 1) = 3.25 \\
\text{value}_{\text{price}}(3) &= (20 + 10 + 15) - (15 + 8 + 10)^{0.9} - (0 + 0 + 5) = 14.74
\end{align*}
\]

**Physical environment judgment.** It is crucial to check whether the physical environment of CPSSP is competent for decision making. We denote the environment semantic for decision making as follows.

Definition 4 Physical environment semantic can be described as \( E(x | (R, S, F)) \). In this formula, the ordered pair \( x | (R, S, F) \) illustrates a set of binary relations \( r_1(x, y_1), ..., r_n(x, y_n) \) of any certain physical object \( x \), the set of statuses \( s_1(x, z_1), ..., s_m(x, z_m) \) of \( x \) at a certain time, and the set of rules \( f_1, ..., f_f \) of the object \( x \). We abbreviate \( E(x | (R, S, F)) \) as \( E(x) \).

Physical environment semantic is a describable context. This kind of semantic makes it possible that each physical object has a certain context which could be understood explicitly by sponsor.

Let sponsor’s environment requirement of physical object \( x_1 \) be \( N^{\text{envir}} = E_{envir}(x_1) \), and the physical environment of \( x_1 \) which can be provided by CPSSP’s service instruction be \( \mathcal{Z}^{\text{envir}} = E_{Z_3}(x_1) \). The physical environment judgment can be calculated as following:

\[
\text{value}_{\text{environment}}(\mathcal{Z}) = \frac{\sum \text{get}(r_1(x)) + \sum \text{get}(s_1(x)) + \sum \text{get}(f_3(x))}{|R_3(x)| + |S_6(x)| + |F_6(x)|}.
\]

Here, the function \(|R_3(x)|\) indicates the total number of binary relations of physical object \( x \). We also propose a function \( \text{get}(E(x)) \) that calculates the number of environment requirements of \( N^{\text{envir}} \) satisfied by \( \mathcal{Z}^{\text{envir}} \) as follows:
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\[
\text{get}(E_3(x_i)) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } N(r_3(x_i)) \rightarrow r_s(x_1) \text{ or } N(s_3(x_i)) \rightarrow s_s(x_1) \\
0 & \text{or } N(f_3(x_i)) \rightarrow f_s(x_1) \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases} 
\quad (8)
\]

According to goal evaluation, time forecasting, price estimation and environment judgment, capacity evaluation value can be calculated as follows:

\[
capacity(\mathcal{z}^{id}) = \sigma_1 \times value_{goal}(\mathcal{z}^{id}) + \sigma_2 \times value_{time}(\mathcal{z}^{id}) \\
+ \sigma_3 \times value_{cost}(\mathcal{z}^{id}) + \sigma_4 \times value_{environment}(\mathcal{z}^{id}) 
\quad (9)
\]

Here $\sigma$ is a weight with the constraint $\sum_{i=1}^{4} \sigma_i = 1$.

4. Trust Computation

![Fig. 1. Trust computation of trust](image)

We study the trust based CPSSP selection in four aspects: activity trust, belief, reputation and physical trust. Activity trust (AT) is the trust degree of decision making process of CPS service. Belief is the subjective trust between different CPSSPs, which consists of belief dependence (BD) and
belief relationship (BR). Belief dependence is described by the trustable value from CDM sponsor to candidate services. And belief relationship means trust relationship value between CDM sponsor and CPSSP. In other hand, reputation reflects objective credit of CPSSP. Finally, physical trust (PT) is the trust that points out whether the physical device of CPSSSP is creditable or not. Furthermore, we introduce a recommended trust for CDM sponsor to study the strange CPSSPs within trust computation. Figure 1 shows an example of our trust computation framework.

4.1. Activity Trust Computation of CPS Service

Activity represents statues transition during the process of CPS service making decision. Activity trust computation gives the opportunity for CDM sponsor to realize that whether a CPS service’s work is creditable or not in advance. We define the semantic of a CPS service’s activity as following:

Definition 5 A activity semantic description is a kind of representation as $\Omega = (\Omega^{\text{class}}, \Omega^{\text{exe}}, \Omega^{\text{rec}}, \Omega^{\text{pre}}, \Omega^{\text{post}})$. Here, $\Omega^{\text{class}}$ denotes the class name of activity. Parameters $\Omega^{\text{exe}}$ and $\Omega^{\text{rec}}$ represent the executor and receivers of activity respectively. Parameters $\Omega^{\text{pre}}$ denotes the previous statuses before the activity being executed, while $\Omega^{\text{post}}$ denotes the post statuses after the activity being executed.

Service activity trust can be calculated based on two aspects: the past activity records and past status transitions experiences.

Let success rate of a certain class of service $\mathcal{I}$ activity $\Omega^{\text{class}}$ be $p_\mathcal{I}(\Omega^{\text{class}})$, and the overall success rate of certain class of activity $\Omega^{\text{class}}$ be $p(\Omega^{\text{class}})$. Then, the class trust (CT) of activity proposed by service $\mathcal{I}$ is calculated as:

$$CT_\mathcal{I}(\Omega^{\text{class}}) = p_\mathcal{I}(\Omega^{\text{class}}) \times p(\Omega^{\text{class}}) [1 - p(\Omega^{\text{class}})].$$ (10)

In formula 10, we add an adjusting factor which can be calculated as $p(\Omega^{\text{class}})[1 - p(\Omega^{\text{class}})]$. This factor denotes creditable level of $\Omega^{\text{class}}$. Formula 10 shows that the success rate is larger the class trust value is larger. It is similar with the real world’s fact that more successful times an action is executed, the more confidence such action would gain.

For example, let service $\mathcal{I}$ has an activity $\Omega_1$. And it executes this activity $\Omega_1$ with success rate of 0.95 in past. The overall success rate of activity in same class of $\Omega_1$ which is executed by all existing services in CPS is 0.9. Then, the class trust of activity $\Omega_1$ can be calculated as follows,
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\[ CT_3(\Omega_i^{class}) = 0.95 \times 0.9^{i-0.9} = 0.94 \]

Let the previous statuses and post statuses proposed by a service \( \mathcal{S} \) be \( \Omega_3^{pre} = (\Delta_2^1, \Delta_2^2, \ldots) \) and \( \Omega_3^{post} = (\nabla_3^1, \nabla_3^2, \ldots) \). In past decision making, activity \( \Omega \) had the set of previous statuses and post statuses be \( \Omega^{pre} = (\Delta^1 | q(\Delta^1), \Delta^2 | q(\Delta^2), \ldots) \) and \( \Omega^{post} = (\nabla^1 | q(\nabla^1), \nabla^2 | q(\nabla^2), \ldots) \). Here, \( q() \) represents the status occurrence rate. The status trust of service’s activity is calculated as following:

\[
ST_3(\Omega^{class}) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{|in(\Delta_3^i)|}{2}} q(\Delta_3^i) \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\frac{|in(\nabla_3^j)|}{2}} q(\nabla_3^j) \right)^2}. \tag{11}
\]

where function \( in(\Delta_3^i) \) denotes the status \( \Delta_3^i \in \Omega_3^{pre} \) can be matched in \( \Omega^{pre} \), and \( |in(\Delta_3^i)| \) is the number of \( in(\Delta_3^i) \).

For example, let there be an activity \( \Omega_3^{pre} = (\Delta^1 | 0.9, \Delta^1 | 0.95, \Delta^2 | 0.95, \Delta^4 | 0.8) \) and \( \Omega_3^{post} = (\nabla^1 | 0.9, \nabla^2 | 1.0, \nabla^3 | 0.95) \). A service has this kind of activity with statuses \( \Omega_3^{pre} = (\Delta_3^3, \Delta_3^4, \Delta_3^5) \) and \( \Omega_3^{post} = (\nabla_3^2, \nabla_3^3) \). The ST value of this service’s activity is calculated as following,

\[
ST_3(\Omega^{class}) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{0.9 + 0.95 + 0.8}{3} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1 + 0.95}{2} \right)^2} = 0.93
\]

Based on class trust and status trust, activity trust can be calculation as following:

\[
AT_3(\Omega) = \sigma_1 \times CT_3(\Omega) + (1 - \sigma_1) \times ST_3(\Omega). \tag{12}
\]

where, \( \sigma_1 \) is a weight with constraint \( 0 < \sigma_1 < 1 \).

4.2. Belief Computation

CDM sponsor prefers to identifying a service with excellent past transaction experience. As a result, belief dependence can be calculated based on the past decision making transaction evaluations between CDM sponsor and the service.
Let a decision making service semantic be \( \mathcal{S} \), and it has made \( r \) times of decision for the CDM sponsor \( \mathcal{R} \). Let \( \text{judge}^n(\mathcal{S}) \) (\( \text{judge}^n(\mathcal{S}) \in [0,1] \)) denote the service’s score of decision making from \( \mathcal{R} \). At the \( r+1 \) time, \( BD \) from \( \mathcal{R} \) to party \( \mathcal{S} \) is calculated as

\[
BD_{r+1}(\mathcal{S}) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{u=1}^{r} \text{judge}^u(\mathcal{S}), & r \neq 0 \\
0, & r = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(13)

Similar as belief dependence, belief relationship reflects the whole creditable relationship between CDM sponsor and CPSSP. For \( d \) services in a CPSSP \( SP \), if all the services have made \( t \) times of decisions, the belief relationship \( BR \) at \( t+1 \) time is

\[
BR_{t+1}(SP) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{v=1}^{d} BD_{v}(\mathcal{S}), & t \neq 0 \\
0, & t = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(14)

Utilizing summation or average of past evaluation to compute trust has been proven feasible and effective [36, 50]. Formula 13, 14 is proposed based on computing average value of past evaluations between two parties’ interaction.

### 4.3. Reputation Ranking

Reputation denotes a public and authoritative trust belief from an adiaphorous community. We build up an independent reputation ranking method to generate impartial reputations for CPSSPs.

Reputation of a CPSSP is the summation of evaluation scores from its all past decision making. Let CPSSP \( SP \) totally make \( h \) times of decision with evaluation score \( \text{judge}(SP) \) for past decision making. Reputation ranking of \( SP \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
RR(SP) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{h} \text{judge}(SP)}{h}.
\]

(15)

Likewise, we introduce computing average value of past evaluations for reputation ranking in formula 15. Different with belief computation, reputation
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ranking is based on all the past evaluations from parties who had interactions with CPSSP in past rather than just only between two parties. It means that reputation is an objective view from whole community, while belief is a subjective relationship between two individuals.

We utilize three factors for reputation ranking, i.e., time limitation, source identity, and ranking delay. In our previous work, we calculated the reputation from above three factors, which has been testified feasible and effective in our work [38]. In this paper, we modify the corresponding formulas according to the features of CPS.

Time limitation \((\text{TL})\). We authorize CPSSP a unit time called time limitation. In this time period CPSSP can only receive one appointed number of decision making evaluation from the same CDM sponsor. Time limitation can reduce the risk that vicious CPSSP issues repetitious evaluation scores to cheat well-deserved reputation.

Let the appointed number of evaluation be \(\text{TL}_n\), and the number of decision making be \(\text{TL}_t\). Then the reputation ranking \(\text{RR}_\text{TL}(\text{SP})^{\text{TL}_{\text{new}}}\) generated by CPSSP A is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{RR}_\text{TL}(\text{SP})^{\text{TL}_{\text{new}}} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{TL}_n} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{TL}_t} \text{judge}(\text{SP})_{ij}}{i} .
\]

(16)

where \(\text{judge}(\text{SP})_{ij}\) denotes the evaluation score to CPSSP A in a unit of time \(\text{TL}_{\text{unit}}\), \(i\) denotes the appointed number and \(j\) denotes the different decision making.

Source identity \((\text{SI})\). Reputation ranking should bind with the evaluation source sponsor’s reputation. An evaluation from a source sponsor with a higher reputation generally has more impacts to the receiver CPSSP.

If a CPSSP \(\text{SP}_2\) has reputation ranking \(\text{RR}(\text{SP}_2)\), and it sends an evaluation score \(\text{judge}(\text{SP}_1)\) to CPSSP \(\text{SP}_1\), \(\text{SP}_1\) will get the evaluation score as follows:

\[
\text{RR}_{\text{SI}}(\text{SP}_1) = \text{judge}(\text{SP}_1) \times \left( \text{RR}(\text{SP}_2) \right)^{1-\text{RR}(\text{SP}_2)} .
\]

(17)

Similar with formula 10, \(\left( \text{RR}(\text{SP}_2) \right)^{1-\text{RR}(\text{SP}_2)}\) is an adjusting factor which relies on source CPSSP’s reputation \(\text{RR}(\text{SP}_2)\). And the value of factor increases with the value increasing of \(\text{RR}(\text{SP}_2)\).
Ranking delay ($RD$). To determine that the new evaluation score is not a fake or inauthentic evaluation, we adopt a delay period mechanism. In delay period, reputation is just a temporary result ($RR_{RD}(SP)$), and such reputation ranking can be withdrawn when it is identified as any illegal or cheating trick.

Let the time for reservation of the evaluation score in delay period be $t_{RD}$, and the whole length of delay period be $RD_j$. The temporary ranking can be expressed as:

$$RR_{RD}(SP) = \frac{\text{judge}(SP) \cdot RD_j}{RD_j}.$$  \hfill (18)

From above three factors, the reputation ranking $RR(SP)^{T+t}$ can be defined as:

$$RR(SP)^{T+t} = RR(SP)^T + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=t}^{n} \frac{\text{judge}(SP_i) \times (RR(SP))_{j}^{1-RR(SP)_{i}^{t}} \times l}{i \times t}.$$  \hfill (19)

where $T$ is a time point, $t$ is the delay period$^1$.

4.4. Physical Trust Computation

CPSSPs communicate with each other through physical devices in relax coupling network. Physical trust computation aims to identify which physical devices are legitimate and which are not to be trusted. The threat of the fault tolerance of devices, the healthiness of devices must be considered.

Let CPSSP’s device totally success rate of providing service in past be $suc(SP)$, and the fault rate occurred in past be $fault(SP)$. At the same time, the rate of CPSSP’s recovering from the faults be $recover(SP)$. The fault tolerance trust (FT) of CPSSP’s device can be calculated as follows:

$$FT(\mathcal{Z}^{id}) = suc(SP)^{1-fault(SP)} \times recover(SP)^{fault(SP)}.$$  \hfill (20)

Let the ratio of whole running period of CPSSP’s device be $t_1$ units of time, the whole sickness period caused by device faults or connection troubles be $t_2$ units of time. The average sickness period and the average

$^1$ In this paper, we utilize unit of time to measure as the length of time. Here, we define that the length of unit of time $TL_{unit}$ is the same as the delay period $t$. 
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mending period in sickness period be \( t_3 \) units of time and \( t_4 \) units of time.

The healthiness trust of CPSSP’s device can be calculated as follows:

\[
HT(\mathcal{I}^{id}) = \left(1 - \frac{t_3}{t_1}\right)^{1/t_2} \times \left(1 - \frac{t_4}{t_3}\right)^{1/t_4}.
\]  

(21)

Based on the fault tolerance trust and healthiness trust mention above, physical trust of CPSSP’s device can be defined as:

\[
PT(\mathcal{I}^{id}) = \sigma_2 \times FT(\mathcal{I}^{id}) + (1 - \sigma_2) \times HT(\mathcal{I}^{id})
\]

(22)

where, \( \sigma_2 \) is a weight with constraint \( 0 < \sigma_2 < 1 \).

4.5. Recommended Trust Relationship Computation

In an open network environment, it is impossible for the CDM sponsor to understand all of the various CPS services. To understand the strange CPS services, the sponsor can utilize the recommendations from their acquaintances. As a result, we introduce a recommended trust to initialize the relationship between CDM sponsor and strange CPSSP. Recommended trust is built up through an intermediate CPSSP that has beliefs with both CDM sponsor and the strange CPSSP.

For CDM sponsor \( \mathcal{R} \) and two CPSSPs \( SP_1, SP_2 \), if \( BR^\mathcal{R}(SP_2) = 0 \land BR^\mathcal{R}(SP_1) \neq 0 \land BR^\mathcal{R}(SP_2) \neq 0 \) and \( \exists \mathcal{I} \in SP_2 \land BD^\mathcal{R}(\mathcal{I}) = \emptyset \), the recommended trust \( RT^\mathcal{R}(SP_2, \mathcal{I}) \) is:

\[
RT^\mathcal{R}(SP_2, \mathcal{I}) = \alpha(\beta(\alpha(\beta(\alpha(BR^\mathcal{R}(SP_1)) + \beta(BR^\mathcal{R}(SP_2)) + \gamma(BD^\mathcal{R}(SP_2, \mathcal{I}))))).
\]  

(23)

where \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) are parameters which are set by the system to demonstrate the importance degrees of different trust values for recommended trust.\(^4\)

For CDM sponsor, recommended CPSSP is an unfamiliar service provider with full confidence. So we propose a confidence conformation factor for recommended CPSSP based on objective reputation with impartial nature.

We suppose that there are \( d \) intermediary CPSSPs \( SP_i^{m} \) recommending

---

\(^2\) Here, the length of each unit of time is same as the length of delay period in formula 19.

\(^3\) In this paper, the parameters of weight \( \sigma_i, \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) in formula 9, 12 and 22 are given by system in advance.

\(^4\) \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in [0,1], \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \)
same CPSSP $SP$ to CDM sponsor. The confidence conformation factor $\phi(SP)$ of the recommended CPSSP $SP$ is as follows:

$$
\phi(SP) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{d} (RT_i^R(SP) \cdot RR(SP_i^m)) \cdot RR(SP)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} (RT_i^R(SP_i) \cdot RR(SP_i^m))^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{d} (RR(SP))^2}} .
$$

(24)

In our consideration, confidence conformation factor $\phi(SP)$ aims to show the similarity between recommendation trust and recommended CPSSP’s reputation. So formula 24 is proposed based on Cosin method which is widely used to calculate similarity between two vectors. We give an example here to present our formula. Let there be 3 CPSSPs $SP_1$, $SP_2$ and $SP_3$ who recommend same CPSSP $SP_4$ to sponsor $\mathcal{R}$. Related values of trust and reputation are given in table 3. According to formula 23 and 24, we can calculate the recommended trust ($RT_i^R(SP_2, S)$) and confidence conformation factor $\phi(SP)$ as follows,

**Table 3. Example of recommended trust**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$BR_i^T(SP_i)$</th>
<th>$RR(SP_i)$</th>
<th>$BR_i^R(SP_i)$</th>
<th>$BR_i^R(SP_i)$</th>
<th>$RR(SP_i)$</th>
<th>$RT$</th>
<th>$\phi(SP)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$SP_1$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SP_2$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SP_3$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, we appoint the parameters value of $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ as 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.

5. **Service Selection Negotiation for CPSSP**

In order to make the best decision, CDM sponsor always wants to find the most competent services. Capacity and trust represent two critical aspects for candidate services. Our service selection mechanism is based on the principles of capacity and trust.

CDM sponsor selects desirable services from candidate services based on the CPSSPs’ applications for decision tasks. As a result, negotiation between sponsor and CPSSP is a feasible solution. Negotiation would render both CDM sponsor and CPSSPs opportunities to query, discuss, explain or revise the decision tasks.
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First, we define a set of message primitives for negotiation as follows.
- **send()**: sending a message.
- **reject(a,b)**: informing to reject event *a* and sending event *b*.
- **Send_value(a,value)**: sending the value of event *a*.
- **Accept()**: sending a set of acceptable events to the other.
- **revise(a,b)**: revising the event *a* and modifying it to event *b*.
- **query(a)**: querying the state of event *a*.

Our service negotiation selection mechanism consists of 12 steps as follows:

**Step1**: CDM sponsor decomposes the complex decision problem according to the structure relationship in semantic SR and forming sub-problems semantic *sub* of SR.

**Step2**: CDM sponsor sends *sub* of CPSSPs who have belief relationships $BR^k(SP_i) \geq \theta$ through primitive *send*(*sub*). And CPSSPs who receive the *sub* also transmit *sub* to sponsor’s strange CPSSPs with well-deserved belief relationships.

**Step3**: While CPSSPs receive *sub*, they reply CDM sponsor whether the tasks would be accepted. If *sub* is acceptable, CPSSP would send a message **Accept**(sub) to CDM sponsor. Otherwise, CPSSP would send a message **reject**(sub) to inform that CPSSP would surrender the opportunity to take part in *sub*.

**Step4**: If a CPSSP wants to recommend another CPSSP SP to CDM sponsor, it uses *send*(SP) to send message and recommend the service *J* of CPSSP SP to CDM sponsor. While sponsor receives such recommendation, it will query the recommended CPSSP SP through primitives **query**(SP) and *send*(sub) to inform decision task and confirm if SP would take part in CDM.

**Step5**: All the affirmative services from different CPSSP SP send their service semantics through *send*(*J*) to CDM. For each candidate service semantics *J*, sponsor computes evaluation scores of **capacity**(*J*), **AT**(*J*), **BD**(*J*), **RR**(*SP*), and **PT**(*J*). Moreover, sponsor computes scores of **RT**(*J*) for the recommended services.

---

5 Here, $\theta$, $\zeta$ and $\rho$ are thresholds given in advance.
Step6: Sponsor selects candidate services $\mathcal{J}_j$ for each $\text{sub}_i$ with $\text{capacity}(\mathcal{J}_j) \geq \zeta$. If no $\mathcal{J}_j$ is selected for a decision task $\text{sub}_i$, sponsor selects the $\mathcal{J}_j$ who has the maximum value of $\text{capacity}(\mathcal{J}_j)$. The selected services are in a set $\Gamma$.

Step7: Sponsor sends messages $\text{reject}(\mathcal{J}_j)$ to the CPSSPs whose services are not in $\Gamma$.

Step8: For service in set $\Gamma$, sponsor sends messages with primitive $\text{revise}(\mathcal{J}_j^id, \text{plan})$ to CPSSPs to ask for the detailed revising plans.

Step9: Upon revising claims, CPSSPs will determine whether modify their plans. If CPSSP modify the plan, it sends the new plan with $\text{revise}(\mathcal{R}_i, \text{plan})$ to sponsor. Otherwise, it sends the rejection claim $\text{reject}(\mathcal{R}_i, \text{plan})$ to sponsor.

Step10: Sponsor repeats the negotiation steps 8 and 9 until at least one service in set $\Gamma$ modify its plan.

Step11: Sponsor re-computes all $\text{capacity}(\mathcal{J}_j)$ of services in set $\Gamma$ after negotiation and selects the services $\mathcal{J}_j$ satisfying constraint $\text{capacity}(\mathcal{J}_j^id)+\text{AT}(\mathcal{J}_j)+\text{BD}(\mathcal{J}_j)+\text{PH}(\mathcal{J}_j) \geq \rho$ or $\text{capacity}(\mathcal{J}_j^id)+\text{AT}(\mathcal{J}_j)+\text{RT}(\mathcal{J}_j)+\text{PH}(\mathcal{J}_j) \geq \rho$.

For the services that do not satisfy the constraint, sponsor rejects them and removes them out of set $\Gamma$.

Step12: For each decision sub-problems $\text{sub}_i$, sponsor selects the services $\mathcal{J}_j$ as the final victor with the maximum reputation values of CPSSP $\text{RR}(SP)_i$. If the selected service is a recommended one, sponsor computes its confidence factor $\phi(SP)$. If $\phi(SP)$ is acceptable, sponsor ascertains that the recommended service is victor. Otherwise, sponsor selects the second highest value of reputation.

6. Proposed Framework

In summary, we propose a framework of service selection for CDM in CPS. Our service selection mechanism is shown in Figure 2. In the figure, blue lines indicate the releasing of sponsor decision making task semantics, the dashed lines indicate the negotiation between sponsor and CPSSPs, and red lines indicate the services from CPSSPs in selection process. As shown in Figure 2, there are three phases, which are the semantic based capacity evaluation for CDM sponsor, trust computation of CPS, and the negotiation selection of CPSSP. In the first phase, the formal semantic of complex
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decision task is described through ontology in sponsor machine. Each CPSSP analyzes the decision task semantic and generates participator instruction according to its service capacity and physical environment automatically. Moreover, CPSSP sends the participator instruction to the CDM sponsor. In the second phase, trust computation is launched when the sponsor receives all the participator instructions from CPSSP. Trust computation consists of two steps: trust evaluation for virtual software service and trust evaluation for physical service objects. In the last phase, CDM sponsor would negotiate with CPSSPs and identify the most competent CPSSP participants through trust and capacity criterions.

CPS service selection framework aims to enable CDM sponsor to identify their desirable service from candidates automatically in virtual and physical environment. It comprises 6 elements as follows.

1) Semantic description is responsible for representing semantic of sponsor’s requirements and CPS’s services.

Fig.2. Service selection mechanism from CPSSP for CDM
2) Asynchronous message communication is responsible for the e-communication among organizations.
3) Capacity evaluation of CPS’s service provides the capacity reference value.
4) Trust computation offers trust reference value.
5) Negotiation activities are the protocols for negotiation during decision making. The negotiation is divided into 6 steps: handshake negotiating, releasing of user’s requirements, negotiating conformation of requirements, negotiating exchange of service plans, and negotiating revising of plans, final service selection.
6) Other functions mainly include service rules, data storage, physical environments watch, and device log maintenance.

Currently, in order to exhibit and examine the effects of our framework, we are working on the implementation of a real-world application: smart connected cars. We utilize the capacity and trust evaluation of cyber software and physical device proposed in our framework of this paper to select CPSSP, such as car or on board device that best fits the service requirements. This work can be used in smart vehicle scheduling or smart traffic controlling.

7. Conclusion

CDM-based CPS service now faces the embarrassment to identify the most competent services from candidate sets due to insufficient prophetic knowledge for a specified decision making. In this paper, we utilize the capacity and trust computation for the service selection. Our methodology comprises three phases. First, capacity evaluation of decision service is achieved based on formal semantic description of decision problem and CPS service’s software as well as physical characteristics. Second, we address the trust computation composed by service’s software activity, subjective belief trust, objective reputation, physical trust and recommended trust. Based on above two criteria, we present an automatic negotiation framework for service selection. Our future works will focus on the challenges that have not been discussed in this paper as following:
- Measure the trust value for the dynamic environments and statuses of cyber and physical components in CPS.
- Measure the service’s activity trust based on the nature of activity, just like logic, motivation or consistency of activity.
- Define how trust evolves in a dynamic setting.
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Abstract. In this paper, we adopt the classification of personal information and hierarchy of services to build a privacy system, in which one communicates with each other via pipes with different security levels. In each level, one has the corresponding rights to access each other. The requesters are not able to be infringed based on the personal information that service obtains from service providers. Privacy system can decrease the interaction, while in other circumstance the system strengthens and enhances the privacy preserving. Thus we strike a balance between two goals of Ubiquitous Computing: interaction and privacy preserving.
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1. Introduction

Ubiquitous computing represents the concept of seamless „everywhere“ computing and aims at making computing and communication essentially transparent to users. In ubiquitous computing, we will be surrounded by a comfortable and convenient information environment that merges physical and computational infrastructures into an integrated habitat [1]. Context-awareness will allow this habitat to take on the responsibility of serving users by tailoring itself to their preferences as well as performing tasks and group activities according to the nature of the physical space. So, the more an application is aware of the user's context, the better it can adapt itself to assist him. Richer contextual and deeper personal information facilitates better automation and adaptation [2], [33]. Unfortunately, transparent soliciting, acquiring and
handling of personalization constructs raise privacy concerns [33]. Thus, privacy in ubiquitous computing has been a contentious issue. The privacy concerns have been raised to suggest that privacy may be the greatest barrier to the long-term success of ubiquitous computing [3]. The privacy preserving in ubiquitous computing becomes a hot topic recently [25], [30].

There are two privacy preserving techniques in ubiquitous computing, one is the anonymous / pseudonym oriented, and the other is the policy based.

For the anonymous based privacy enhancing technology (PET), there are $k$-anonymities that they can not be distinguished from each other. In other words, there are $k$ entities having the same ID or in the same location at the same time. The higher value of $k$, the higher level of anonymity is [4]. The service provider doesn't want to misuse of data because there is a mixture of true and $k-1$ sensor data. Even though there are $k$ IDs, the privacy sensitive information may be revealed to an attacker through track analysis. The combination of frequently varying pseudonyms and dummy traffic is used to prevent it [5]. For some ID based services, the virtual identities are used to conceal the user’s real identity [6]. Anonym and authentication are always conflict. Diep et al [7] present a scheme using anonymous user ID, sensitive data sharing method, and account management to provide a lightweight authentication while keeping users anonymously interacting with the services in a secure and flexible way. He et al [8] use the blind signature to encrypt anonymous ID, which can support the anonymous ID’s authority.

For the policy based privacy enhancing technology, the main concept is to store privacy-compliant rules to process personal information. The stored privacy policies describe the allowed recipients, uses, and storage duration of users’ data. Also, a policy engine is used to reason the compatible privacy policy. Now, privacy policy is described in XML [9], [10] and XACML [11], [27], [28], [30], [31]. Most privacy policy based PET are focus on one or more scenarios. The configuration of policy for each scenario is a huge work [12]. The management and deducing are the main concerns in policy based system [13], [14], [15], 16. Actually, the policy based PET is using access control model to make sure the security of personal data and service. Policy based PET is simply, intuitive, but not easy to deployment in wide area.

Using XML or XACML to describe accessing control rule is the main idea of policy based PET’s. It focuses largely on conventional data management schemes to support user’s privacy preserving. With different situations and user-specific privacy granularity, the privacy preserving rules configuration is exhaustively. Reducing the rule number is helpful to configure the whole privacy preserving system.

The goal of this paper is to design a possible way to accomplish least interactions between services and users, and thus accentuate “seamlessness” between virtual world and physical world, making services transparent to users anywhere anytime, making users immerse to services anywhere anytime. The proposed system in this paper offers a new secure approach to decrease the interactions. Compared to the existed ones, this system is suitable for a small-scaled area. In this paper, we classify the user and service into three
types separately. Then, the rules, which indicate what data can be accessed, will be simpler. It will simplify huge rule configuration into several rules setting.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work about policy based PETs. Then we present our new mechanism about how to tackle privacy in the system in section 3. We introduce some policies and strategies that will be of great help and integrate them as a policy-making system in Section 4, also the practical analyses are conducted. In section 5, an integrated privacy system is described, and an example system is implemented to demonstrate the performance. Finally, we concluded the whole paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

There have been many works in the area of privacy preserving in ubiquitous computing [17], [23], [24]. They emphasized the importance of privacy preserving, clarified the problems that we must not ignore. Most of the work focuses on how to express privacy preserving polices and the architectures. But these solutions have not addressed the policies configuration automation and the configuration efficiency.

Approaches closely related to our work have been investigated in two different areas: XACML based policy configuration and access classification.

**XACML based policy.** XACML is an XML-based language which specifies access control policies, which is called the extensible Access Control Markup Language. Policy based PET focuses on controlling the data leakage, in other words, configuring the rule what data can be accessed.

In service access control model, Dai et al. [31] propose an access control model based on XACML in web services, which provides the process of access control for the requesters and services in web services. Malik et al. [32] use XACML to describe the access control rules which require prioritization and conflict handling mechanism. It is used for control web service sharing, which preserving the privacy of personal context and shared context.

For data access control model, XACML also acts an important role, especially for health data. Arunkumar et al. [30] use XACML policy to control the privacy and data access through handheld devices. Ardagna et al. [28] combine the XACML and SAML to enable privacy-preserving and credential-based access control. Kodeswaran et al. [29] propose a framework to allow users to control how their data is used, and extend existing access control languages to enable researchers to use the aggregate data avoiding privacy leakage.
Access classification. Policy configuration is a huge work [12]. Automated policy configuration is the destination of policy based PET. But it is on the way for this scenario coming. Decreasing the rule number may reduce configuration pressure. First, the privacy data are classified into groups. Ning et al. [26] design a documents broadcasting approach, which is based on access control policies specifying which users can access which documents, or subdocuments. Second, Kodeswaran et al. [29] classify the access process into complete access, abstract access and statistical access. Then, policy infrastructure is described, which proves individual privacy is protected.

3. Classification & Hierarchy

In accordance with the previous fundamentals, we advance some new concepts about privacy preserving in Ubiquitous Computing.

3.1. Classification of Personal Information

Definition 1: Classification of Personal Information. Classification is taxonomy. According to the relevance to a real entity, information of such entity can be classified as:

1. Direct information, the part which can be directly referred to a person without any reasoning, such as name, ID number, address.

2. Indirect information, the part which might be referred to a person with reasoning, or have some relationship with a person’s privacy, such as medical history.

3. Relevant information, the part which cannot be referred to a person, such as hobbies.

Most of us are family with Object Oriented Programming languages (OOP), one of its core ideas is that it introduces a concept of Class. The objects are encapsulated as three types or levels: Public, Protected and Private. Our idea of Classification is derived from this. From the previous work we have done, personal data comprises the identity and the profile two parts. We might categorize the information as Private Level ($\text{PriL}$), Protected Level ($\text{ProL}$) and Public Level ($\text{PubL}$), respectively. Here we draw an intuitive figure to illustrate our structure as Fig.1.

On the basis of Fig.1, Table I is listed, which presents the rights of corresponding service type. Full means accessing information without interaction is allowed. Limited means when necessary, it will need mandatory interaction to get permission to proceed. No means no permission and interaction, individual devices deny automatically. The data flow arrows in the Fig.1 represent the directions of access rights, that is, the back-end of the arrow can access the fore-head of the arrow. Generally speaking, the system grants high level rights to access the low level. In the system defined area column, since the data is strictly defined by the system, the access rights are
thus strictly granted from high to low. In the user defined area column, there are some distinctions: considering the personalization of individual database, between the Private and Protected level, we grant the latter one the limited rights to access the former one with some kind of responses to the entity it affiliates such as alarm, vibration, sound, to remind the user to decentralize the accessing rights, so that it can proceed and collect the necessary information.

![Fig.1. Structure of privacy system. The arrow means the accessible directions of the data flow. Privacy system is divided into two parts: the System Defined Data (SDD) area and the User Defined Data (UDD) Area.](image)

**Table 1.** Rights Table of Accessing. The accessing types are classified according to SDD, UDD respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Public SDD</th>
<th>Protected SDD</th>
<th>Protected UDD</th>
<th>Private SDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Type</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Public UDD</td>
<td>Protected UDD</td>
<td>Protected SDD</td>
<td>Private UDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Type</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Type</td>
<td>Protected</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Type</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Public Service.** After a piece of ubiquitous terminal enters the specific district of ubiquitous environment, the public service can contact directly with the terminal, read the whole information of public level without notifying the person who holds it, so there is no interaction. If the service matches with the preference of device and the policies of privacy system, the terminal notifies the user that a service called him. If one of the following conditions is satisfied:

1. The service is not satisfied the preference or policies;
2. The authorized service is trying to read the information of high level;
3. The existing preference is not enough to judge;
4. The terminal rejects all public service;
5. The terminal set the value that always rejects this kind of service.

The terminal rejects automatically without notifying.

*Protected Service.* It has the similar performance as the above. The protected service can not communicate directly with the terminal. Both of them must register in the environment. If a protected service needs to read the information in the protected level, the privacy system must notify the user. But this doesn’t mean that every such kind of services need the permission to access, some of them just notify the user what they are doing. If the service meet the above five conditions listed in the public service part, the same operation will be made here.

*Private Service.* It is quite similar with the protected service. The main difference between them is the rights of accessing information of users.

As it can be seen from Fig.1, the whole system consists of three rows and two columns. Let us analyze them one by one in the following.

**Row.** 

**PriL.** Marked as “Ring 0 Level” in Fig.1. In this level, the identity includes name, ID number and so forth. The system provides no rights and direct access to external Service Providers (SP) for the protection of authentic ID information. The service that needs the information of this level must request from pipe 1. Depending on the willingness of entity, the system denies or accepts the requests.

**ProL.** Marked as “Ring 1 Level” in Fig.1. In this level, some aggregation of the profiles such as medical history is stored that are related to the privacy.

**PubL.** Marked as “Ring 2 Level” in Fig.1. In this level, the other types of the profiles are stored, mainly including some unimportant data that are generally irrelevant to the identity of a certain individual. That means, if the real identity is masked, no entity could utilize any mechanism to infer the real entity from the total profile it got.

**Column.** There are two reasons for system being divided into SDD and UDD: first, we strike the balance between security and personalization here, and the dotted line separates it as two independent storage space; second, since they are independent, the fails or threats in the User Defined Data Area have limited influence on the System Defined Data Area that is the core area of the system. In SDD Area, we can pre-define the following sets:

Private Data Entries (PriDEs) contains the crucial information such as name and ID, which are relevant to the identity of a certain person. Usually, only the Authentication System has the rights to read it for authentication in some certain circumstances. It is can be represented as follows.

\[
\text{PriDEs} = \{ \text{name, IDnumber, Sex, ...} \} 
\]

(1)
Protected Data Entries (ProDEs) are some data that are accessible in some circumstances by some objectives, but not accessible in other circumstances by some other objective. Take medical history for an example, not every hospital is trustworthy enough to read you medical history that exists in the Ubiquitous Computing Environments. It is a mathematical set:

\[ \text{ProDEs} = \{ \text{medical history}, \ldots \} \]

Items partially or partly related to privacy

Public Data Entries (PubDEs) are some data that are related to hobbies, interests and so on. This information can be read by any service providers (SP). Since the random ID stream displaces the real identification immediately when it is in the range of available services, it is hard to trace the entity. We present it by the following set:

\[ \text{PubDEs} = \{ (\text{Potato, Love}), (\text{Tomato, Dislike}), \ldots \} \]

Items irrelevant to privacy

3.2. Hierarchy of Services

Definition 2: Hierarchy of Services. In this paper, hierarchy of services refers to different service types that require different data type:

1. Privacy-based services, requiring private data and requesting the personal data via pipe 1, such as bank services, which need ID;

2. Protection-based services, requiring protected data and requesting the personal data via pipe 1, such as hospital services, which need Medical history;

3. Public-based services, requiring public data and requesting the personal data via pipe 2, such as weather services, which need temperature data.

Table 2. Basic needs of different services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Security Agent</th>
<th>Authentication</th>
<th>Alarm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Private</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Protected</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>When default necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Public</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Categorizing the services obviously facilitates the management of the services. Table 2 shows the basic needs for different sorts of services. In the ubiquitous computing environments, even in a district area, there could probably be many services. Since quite a lot of services just require the public information, it is feasible to make these services contact with entities directly without security agent and authentication towards public service. We also have
to clarify the worry about possible leakage of personal information. Tinghuai MA et al. [18] have utilized a spatiotemporally-based anonymity method and demonstrated that real identity can be masked. On one hand, it can light the system burden in the trusty area; on the other hand, it lowers the doorsill of service-providing and booms the passion of service provider to provide abundant services. The entity can avoid harassment from those services irrelevant or not interested by configuring the terminals using preference, combining the system’s strategy (we will discuss a strategy named \( N \)th push strategy in the following), the entity can efficiently avoid the majority of unwelcome services and spam services. However, for the services needing protected information or private information, authentication and security agent are needed for entities to make sure the service he will receive is genuine and valid and the security agent authenticates the entities as well in the same time, confirming neither of two parties will jeopardize each other.

3.3. General Process

The three level services are donated as \( Service_{Pr} \), \( Service_{PrL} \) and \( Service_{PubL} \) correspondently;

Thus we have the following process, the “have rights” means have rights to access information that is relevant to the respective service, or essential information that the service needs.

1. The Service Provider (SP) of \( Service_{PubL} \) communicates with the entity directly through pipe 2, no intermediate Access Point (AP) needed, \( Service_{PubL} \) are pushed to the entity without interaction, and no rights of accessing Ring 1 and Ring 0 are granted.

2. The Service Provider (SP) of \( Service_{PrL} \) communicates with the entity through pipe 1. It has full rights to access Ring 2 via arrows 2 and 5, limited rights to access Ring 1, and strict rights to access Ring 0 via arrow 3, depending on the user’s response, mandatory interaction needed.

3. The Service Provider (SP) of \( Service_{PubL} \) communicates with the entity through pipe 1 too. It has full rights to access Ring 2 via arrow 2 and 5, full rights to access Ring 1 via arrow 1 and 4, and limited rights to access Ring 0, mandatory interaction needed.

4. Filter Policy

A satisfactory system consists of not only high-security architecture but also reliable policies to safeguard users’ privacy. In this paper, we call the aggregation of those policies as Policy-making System.
4.1. Policy-making System

Here we introduce a system called policy-making system, its duty is to predicate the validation of present action via comparing with the former actions and determine the appropriate authorization and authenticating the entities when necessary.

The Fastest Velocity Policy (FVP). This policy can be expressed as follows: The system records location and time information of every access of an individual in Private Level and compares the corresponding information. Furthermore, if necessary, it calculates the fastest velocity and compare with the possible velocity. Let us see the exact mathematical table of certain service and interpret it firstly. Here we present policies of abnormality detecting and the details of Table 3.

**Number.** To record the sequence of the entry.

**Access Time.** It refers to the starting time and aborting time of a certain kind of service. Since it is the table of a certain kind of service, comparing with each starting time and aborting time makes some sense in some circumstances. With the increasing records, system will compute the time distribution to record or filter abnormal accessing requests, and raise the risk level to a certain degree.

**Location.** It refers to the contemporary location when one is requiring a kind of service, the location set is made up of three elements: x, y and z, representing location coordinates, respectively. We can easily calculate the distance between two places.

**Velocity.** The velocity can be calculated via the displacement and time interval between two neighboring entries. In practice, we have the possibly fastest velocity between the two neighboring place coordinates, when the calculated velocity value is beyond the possibly fastest velocity, the system can block this request because it must be an unauthentic or unauthorized request. The highest value of velocity can vary according to different areas and districts, and this causes different pre-set value.

**Risk Level.** The risk level is evaluated by the former three columns: Access Time, Location and Velocity. The initial value of risk level, of course, can be set as 0, that is, when the risk level is 0, the request is authentic and secure. When the security level is below 0, it causes an alarm and the alarm level varies based on the degree.

Based on the former time distribution possibility and location distribution possibility, the present access time and access location can be detected and
located in the probability area in accordance with problematic judgment, namely, a present access time and location can be compared with the former access time and location habits, as shown in Table 3. Its time probability distribution chart can be described as Fig. 2.

Table 3. Recording Table of a Certain Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Risk Level</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[t1]</td>
<td>[l1]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[t2]</td>
<td>[l2]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>abort</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[t3]</td>
<td>[l3]</td>
<td>(l3- l2) / (t3- t2)</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[t4]</td>
<td>[l4]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>abort</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[t5]</td>
<td>[l5]</td>
<td>(l5-14) / (t4- t4)</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2n-1</td>
<td>[t2n-1]</td>
<td>[l2n-1]</td>
<td>(l2n-1-12n-2) / (t2n-1- t2n-2)</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>abort</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2n</td>
<td>[t2n]</td>
<td>[l2n]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2n+1</td>
<td>[t2n+1]</td>
<td>[l2n+1]</td>
<td>(l2n+1-12n-2) / (t2n+1- t2n)</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>abort</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2n+2</td>
<td>[t2n+2]</td>
<td>[l2n+2]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the probability distribution, the risk level can be assessed in the following way: if a certain present action is in the most probability area, it marks itself as value 0, if in the second most probability area, it marks itself as value -1, and the rest can be done in the same manner. The lower the score is, the higher the risk is. The grade of probability area can vary in line with the practical needs.

Remarks. To remark the system state.

Normal. To assess whether the present request is valid and authentic via the former judgment and assessment, and present crucial information via a kind of human-readable way in this column.

In the same way, we can also construct a space table: we demarcate a certain area into small ones, record the login places vaguely or precisely, compute the probability, and assign each one an addition value. So we have the following mathematical expression to determine the risk level preliminarily.

\[
\text{Compare}(V_{time} + V_{space} + \cdots) | (V_{threshold} \{ \cdots \})
\]

(4)
Fig. 2. Line chart of time probability distribution

If the value of former one is lower than the latter threshold value, it alarms. \( V_{\text{threshold}} \) can have multiple values, and we can set alarming level, respectively.

**Algorithm of Comparison.** Suppose an entity requires logging in when it is entering a certain area:

1. Record the present location and time information;
2. Compare the former recordings, evaluate the values and add them;
3. Compare the aggregation of the present value with the threshold;
4. \((V_{\text{present}} \leq V_{\text{threshold}})\) system denies the login request and informs the entity of authentication;
5. \((V_{\text{present}} \geq V_{\text{threshold}})\) system accepts the login request.

**N-th Push Strategy.** *Nth* Push Strategy is a Service-Orient Strategy, the purpose of which is to reduce the unnecessary interaction, which is also one of the purposes of Ubiquitous System. We assume there are many kinds of services in a certain area, based on the profile and preference of an individual who enters the area the services can be categorized into several sorts as follows:

1. The services that one is interested in;
2. The services that one is not interested in;
3. The services that one is uncertain or that one doesn't mention.

Since it is a strategy, it can vary itself in accordance with the relevant ambience and relevant entities. Here we just adopt a simple scenario that consists of two simple groups, and the strategy is defined as follows:
1. Define the services that one interests in (judged by use frequency and individual preference) or concerns to the data of private level or protected level have rights to push 2 times.

\[ (Service_{\text{interests}} + Service_{\text{PrL}} + Service_{\text{PRL}} \mid \text{Times}_2) \]  

2. Define the services that one does not interest in have rights to push 0 times.

\[ (Service_{\text{no-interests}} \mid \text{Times}_0) \]  

3. Define the services that one is uncertain have rights to push 1 times.

\[ (Service_{\text{uncertain}} \mid \text{Times}_1) \]  

4. If the services that one is uncertain are relevant to his existing preference, set an additional times, that is 1+1 times

\[ (Service_{\text{uncertain-relevant}} \mid \text{Times}_{1+1}) \]  

5. If the services that one is uncertain are irrelevant to his existing preference, set subtraction times, that is 0 times.

\[ (Service_{\text{uncertain-irrelevant}} \mid \text{Times}_{1-1}) \]  

6. If the services that one is uncertain and cannot be judged through his existing preference, remains.

The user preference is defined by him as follows:

1. Accept the interested \(N\)th times-based services, \(N \geq 1\);
2. Filter the services not interested in to reduce the unnecessary interaction.

Suppose there is an entity who is entering the effective area, system generates a new random ID to identify the entity:

\[ \text{Entity} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \text{Property}\{ID_{\text{random}}, \ldots\} \\ \text{Preference}\{\ldots\} \end{array} \right\} \]  

And there are services categorized by level:

\[ \text{Service}\{\begin{array}{c} \text{Service}_{\text{private level}} \\ \text{Service}_{\text{protected level}} \\ \text{Service}_{\text{public level}} \end{array}\} \]  

Or categorized by user's preference.
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\[
\text{Service} = \begin{cases} 
\text{Service}_{\text{useful}} \\
\text{Service}_{\text{matchless}} \\
\text{Service}_{\text{uncertain}}
\end{cases}
\]  

(12)

So the services that may be useful to the entity are Service\_useful. $M$ means Match.

\[
\text{Service}_{\text{useful}} = \text{Service}(\ldots)
\]

(13)

$M$

Entity(Preference\{\ldots\})

In this system, we separate the authentication and delivery of a certain service, though the integration may be more simple and convenient for us to build. The direct advantage is that even the Service Delivery fails because of the system’s heavy burden, or something else, it cannot influence the system’s authentication function. This can avoid one situation that we cannot even register.

4.2. Practical Analyses

![Fig. 3. Line chart of hit probability distribution](image)

We conducted a simulation on our computers to prove our policy-making system’s efficiency. The computer simulates the hit probability trend when the times user used increase as shown in Fig.3.

The X axis represents the frequency in which service has been called. The Y axis represents the system’s response time of matching the suitable service. From the chart we can see that when a certain service had been used for initial 100 times, the policy-making system cannot work efficiently because of lacking of adequate data and distribution trend. The situation changed a lot when the
service had been used more than 100 times, the policy-making system takes effect. It demonstrates that this system is not suitable for contemporary services or services that one doesn’t use so much.

![Performance Ratio vs Service Number Graph](image.png)

**Fig. 4.** The performance of system according the service number

We also examine the performance of policy-making system, which shown in Fig. 4.

We set the Performance Ratio $\frac{r_{actual}}{r_{desire}}$, if $r_{desire}$ is set to 1 second, the response time $r_{actual}$ should be below 1 second in order to get better performance. X axis is the number of available services.

According to our simulation, we can estimate that if there are about 320 services, the system works very well. However, if there are more than 320 services, the system is not able to respond in time. This is just a simulation, and later the mathematical calculation will be given to prove the simulation from another aspect.

5. **System Overview**

In this section, we integrate Policy-making System into Privacy System, and then give mathematical analyses. Finally we show a practical example to examine the whole system.

5.1. **The Infrastructure**

According to our previous design, the system is a critical part of infrastructure in a ubiquitous environment, which is in charge of access control of services,
and the policy-making system as a supplementary part and the discrimination of services. The whole infrastructure can be illustrated as Fig.5.

![Fig. 5. Infrastructure of the privacy system](image)

The infrastructure works as follows:
1. Available Services register in the Policy-Based Policy-Making System to inform the system of its existence and availability;
2. Device M enters the ubiquitous environment, registers anonymously in the Policy-Based Policy-Making System to inform the system of its existence and availability;
3. Policy-Based Policy-Making System synthesizes both service profile and device profile, and pushes the matching services to middleware;
4. Middleware check the Context Store and records the activities of Device M. Context Store records the history of Device M. If the current activities of Device M are abnormal, for example, alarm Device M to verify identity;
5. Middleware also separates the matching services, push them via Pipe 1 or Pipe 2, according to the information the services need;
6. Services are pushed to Device M.

### 5.2. XACML Description

XACML is adopted to express fine grained access data control, which describe the access process of Fig.1. Standard XACML includes three basic elements: <Rule>, <Policy> and <PolicySet>. <Rule> has two elements, <Condition> and <Target>, and an Effect attribute. The rule means: if the condition of the rule evaluates to be true, then the access control decision to perform <Actions> by the <Subjects> on the <Resources> are given by the Effect attribute.

Fig.6 shows an example XACML policy that specifies a permission to get data. Lines 3-9 define the policy’s target, which indicates that this policy is applicable to Private subject requesting permission to execute any action on UDD and SDD private data. Lines 11-37 indicate applicable requests to those
requesting accesses to the resource data with the action GetData. Lines 38-44 indicate that if the data does exist, the request should be permitted.

```
1. <Policy PolicyId="GetPrivateData"
2.    RuleCombiningAlgId="permit-overrides">
3.    <Target>
4.        <Subjects ServiceType=Private/>
5.        <Resources>
6.            <UDD Type=Private><SDD Type=Private>
7.            </Resources>
8.        <Actions><AnyAction/></Actions>
9.    </Target>
10.   <Rule RuleId="GetPrivateData" Effect="Permit">
11.   <Target>
12.        <Subjects><AnySubject/></Subjects>
13.        <Resources>
14.            <Resource>
15.                <ResourceMatch MatchId="string-equal">
16.                    <AttributeValue DataType="string">data</AttributeValue>
17.                </ResourceMatch>
18.            </Resource>
19.        </Resources>
20.        <Actions>
21.            <Action>
22.                <ActionMatch MatchId="string-equal">
23.                    <AttributeValue DataType="string">GetData</AttributeValue>
24.                </ActionMatch>
25.            </Action>
26.        </Actions>
27.    </Target>
28.    <Condition FunctionId="Yes">
29.        <Apply FunctionId="data-exist">
30.            <ResourceAttributeDesignator
31.                AttributeId="new-data-id"
32.                    DataType="data"/>
33.        </Apply>
34.    </Condition>
35. </Policy>
```
5.3. Cost of Evaluation

We assume $C$ as cost of evaluation, $m$ as the number of devices, $n$ as the number of services, $p_{i,j}$ as failure probability of service from service 1 to service $j$, $p_{2,j}$ as the failure probability of system from service 2 to service $j$, $i$ and $j$ as two random services, $t(0 \leq t \leq 1)$ as the adjustment parameter set by system, then the following equation could be inferred:

$$C = \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} p_{i,j} \right] + \prod_{i=1}^{n} p_{i,j} \ast \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \prod_{j=1,j \neq i}^{n} p_{2,j} \right] \ast t$$

$$+ \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} p_{i,j} \right) \ast \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \prod_{j=1}^{n} p_{2,j} \right] \ast t$$

The typical system can be inferred as:

$$C_{\text{typical}} = \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \prod_{j=1}^{n} p_{2,j} \right] + \prod_{i=1}^{n} p_{2,j} \ast \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \prod_{j=1,j \neq i}^{n} p_{i,j} \right] \ast t$$

$$+ \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} p_{2,j} \right) \ast \left[ 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \prod_{j=1}^{n} p_{i,j} \right] \ast t$$

Since we want to compare the cost, we have:

$$F = \frac{C}{C_{\text{typical}}}$$

It is a large equation, but lucky enough if we just want to prove that our system is more efficient at a certain value range, we do not necessarily have to calculate all its values. We can just demonstrate $F \leq 1$.

We set $t = 1$ and omit the process of verification here. Based on accurate calculation, the threshold $(M, N)$ should be $(136, 314)$. That means, in this ubiquitous environment, under ideal conditions, there could be at most 136 devices and 314 services existed. If more, the system is not advantageous compared to a typical system existed before.
6. Conclusions & Future Work

We present a privacy-preserving architecture utilizing the classification of personal information and hierarchy of services, which are derived from the concept of Class in the Object Orient Programming. Based on such concept, personal information is manually or automatically categorized into Private (it can infer the real identity of an entity), Protected (it may infer the real identity of an entity) and Public (it cannot infer the real identity of an entity). All the three kinds of services have two independent storage spaces logically in order to make sure they would not be able to affect one another even some part is cheated by malicious users. Exposing the public information is somehow no harm to the entities, at the same time it could lower the doorsill of service-providing and ultimately booms the quantity of services. The categorized information of entity and categorized services are concerted, and the latter require information via respective pipes, one has lower security, suitable for services that need public information only without interactions, one has higher security, suitable for the rest two types. When it comes to the information that is not public, mandatory interactions are needed to alarm the entity and request the permissions to proceed. Besides, we combine some filter policies which is probability-based policy aiming to execute the preliminary judgment to judge whether the present register is suspicious or not, then choose appropriate actions, alarm, vibration, and require entity authentication in another way, including password, pre-designed questions or other security mechanisms. The other is called Nth Push Strategy, aiming to filter the services that one does not need to combine with users’ preferences, avoiding unwelcome services and unessential interactions, to meet the requirements of least interactions in the Ubiquitous Computing.

Our system has the following significant advantages compared to other similar system:

1. Higher efficiency. Our system is highly efficient, especially when it comes to ubiquitous terminals, most of which are battery-powered with slower CPUs. Through executing a simple set of rules, system can block most of services that are irrelevant to users as well as spam services, although not all of them.

2. Highly customization. Our system allows users to specify their preferences in a very simple manner, matching and discarding most services without keeping alarming the users what it is doing.

3. Security. The system adopts the hierarchy and classification to ensure that compromise of a single part will not jeopardize the whole system, especially the SDD area.

4. Compatibility. Ubiquitous environment is a device-rich environment, which means compatibility is a major issue to a variety of different devices. Basically speaking, any device that is applied to this system can be compatible with one another.

5. Adaptability. The system allows the same task to be performed differently in different environments. The only thing that one should do is to achieve this and to adjust the system configurations in various environments.
Though our system can work appropriately and satisfactorily, there still exist many problems compared with other existing systems. Basically speaking, it is a behavior-based system. When it comes to a service that a user has used many times, with the former behaviors profile, the system can discriminate and adjudge the present behaviors appropriately. However, when it comes to a new service, the policy-making part of whole system is nearly useless. So one emergent problem we must solve is that we should accomplish how to make this part of system work appropriately and satisfactorily even when it confronts a new service. The other work we must solve is that we should optimize the algorithms to fit with the needs of the large scale computing and accurate computing.
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Abstract. Since a large scale Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is to be completely integrated into Internet as a core part of Internet of Things (IoT) or Cyber Physical System (CPS), it is necessary to consider various security challenges that come with IoT/CPS, such as the detection of malicious attacks. Sensors or sensor embedded things may establish direct communication between each other using 6LoWPAN protocol. A trust and reputation model is recognized as an important approach to defend a large distributed sensor networks in IoT/CPS against malicious node attacks, since trust establishment mechanisms can stimulate collaboration among distributed computing and communication entities, facilitate the detection of untrustworthy entities, and assist decision-making process of various protocols. In this paper, based on in-depth understanding of trust establishment process and quantitative comparison among trust establishment methods, we present a trust and reputation model TRM-IoT to enforce the cooperation between things in a network of IoT/CPS based on their behaviors. The accuracy, robustness and lightness of the proposed model is validated through a wide set of simulations.
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1. Introduction

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are systems deployed in large geographical areas and generally consist of a massive number of distributed computing devices tightly coupled with their physical environment [1]. CPS and Internet of Things (IoT) have always been closely related, since both of them employ physical objects and events, including WSNs, RFID-based systems, mobile phones, etc. Cyber-Physical Internet [1], which can roughly be viewed as a
large-scale universal network that interconnects several heterogeneous CPS in order to ensure worldwide interoperability of cyber-physical devices. Therefore, we argue that the proposed fuzzy theory based trust and reputation model is not only suitable for CPS, but also suitable for IoT.

IoT and CPS cannot perceive physical information from physical world themselves. Intelligent things are usually labeled with RFID tags or equipped with sensors and sensors are widely regarded as the nerve endings of IoT/CPS [2] [3]. Sensors or sensor embedded things can usually form a wireless multi-hoc network-WSN employing ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and etc. In a future IoT/CPS, a large number of embedded, possibly mobile computing devices will be interconnected through WSNs, constituting various autonomous subsystems that provide intelligent services for end users. IoT/CPS can benefit from WSNs from the perspective that so far, sensors and RFID readers are the most efficient tools to obtain sensed data from the physical world, turning ubiquitous computing of IoT/CPS into a reality. Therefore, Internet connectivity in WSNs of the IoT/CPS is highly desirable, featuring sensing services at a global scale all over the world [4].

However, such networks present some new challenges when compared with traditional computer networks, namely in terms of smart node hardware constraints, very limited computing and energy resources. Unlike other networks using dedicated nodes to support basic functions like packet forwarding, routing, and network management, in WSNs of IoT/CPS, those functions are carried out by all available nodes. This significant difference is at the core of the increased sensitivity to node misbehavior. Due to the wireless nature of this kind of WSNs, it is also quite possible that a node could be captured by an adversary, which may lead to its non-cooperative behavior or misbehavior with the rest of the nodes in the network and even become a malicious node. Malicious nodes aim at damaging other nodes by causing network outage by partitioning.

In order to facilitate the detection of untrustworthy nodes, and assist decision-making process of various protocols in a WSN which is vital for carrying out specific tasks as it aids sensors establish collaborations, it is necessary to provide a trust and reputation mechanism for WSNs of IoT/CPS. One strategy to improve the security of WSNs is to develop trust mechanisms that allow a node to evaluate trustworthiness of other nodes [5] [6]. Such trust and reputation systems not only help in node behavior detection, but also improve network performance since honest nodes can avoid working with untrustworthy nodes [7].

The measurement and computation of trust and reputation to secure interactions between sensor nodes in IoT/CPS is crucial for the development of trust and reputation management mechanisms. The calculation and measurement of trust and reputation in a supervised ad-hoc environment involves complex aspects such as credible rating for opinions delivered by a node, the honesty of recommendations provided by a sensor node, or the assessment of past experiences with the node one wishes to interact with. The deployment of suitable algorithms and models imitating fuzzy logic can help to solve these problems. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to develop
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a fuzzy theory based trust and reputation model for IoT/CPS environment. The proposed theoretical models are then applied to improve the performance of routing algorithms and detect node behaviors of WSNs in IoT/CPS.

The contribution of this paper can be categorized as follows. (1) Analysis of special features and unique trust challenges of IoT/CPS; (2) Concepts of trust and reputation and discussion of the relationship between trust and reputation in IoT/CPS; (3) A novel fuzzy theory based trust and reputation management model towards IoT/CPS; (4) Trust evaluation metrics, local trust relationship evaluation and global trust relationship evaluation; (5) A wide set of simulations, performance evaluations of the proposed fuzzy trust and reputation management model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We give an overview of related influential works in Section 2. In Section 3, a novel trust and reputation model for choosing trusted source nodes base on the fuzzy relationship theory in fuzzy mathematics TRM-IoT is proposed and further discussed in detail in WSNs of IoT/CPS. The simulation results in Section 4 show that TRM-IoT model can effectively prevent malicious and selfish nodes. TRM-IoT scheme can promote data forwarding and cooperation between nodes and improve the performance of the entire network, followed by the conclusion and future work of the paper in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Establishing security communication channels based on trust and reputation models among sensor nodes is an important consideration when designing a secure routing solution in IoT/CPS.

ATRM [8] is an agent-based trust and reputation management scheme for WSNs where trust and reputation management is carried out locally with minimal overhead in terms of extra messages and time delay. However, since mobile agents are designed to travel over the entire network and run on remote nodes, they must be launched by trusted entities. An agent-based trust model for WSN is presented in [9] using a watchdog scheme to observe the behavior of nodes and broadcast their trust ratings. Sensor nodes receive the trust ratings from the agent nodes, which are responsible for monitoring the former and computing and broadcasting those trust ratings. In [10], a reputation-based scheme called DRBTS is proposed to provide a method by which beacon nodes, BN, can monitor each other and provide information so that sensor nodes, SN, can choose who to trust, and based on a quorum voting approach. However, in order to trust a BN’s information, a sensor must get votes for its trustworthiness from at least half of their common neighbors. BTRM-WSN [11] is a bio-inspired trust and reputation model for WSN aimed to achieve to the most trustworthy path leading to the most reputable node in a WSN offering a certain service. Each node must maintain a pheromone trace for each of its neighbors. CONFIDANT [12] is proposed to extend
reactive routing protocols with a reputation-based system in order to isolate misbehaving nodes. Each node monitors the behaviors of its next hop neighbors. Trust relationships and routing decisions are based on experienced, observed, or reported routing and forwarding behavior of other nodes. SORI [13] scheme is proposed to encourage packet forwarding and discipline selfish behavior. The reputation of a node is quantified by objective measures, and the propagation of reputation is efficiently secured by a one-way-hash-chain-based authentication scheme. Watchdog and Pathrater mechanisms [14], are just two extensions to the DSR algorithm.

However, not all of the most known works take into account the strong restrictions about processing, storage or communication capabilities. Some of them rely on a watchdog mechanism with or without using a multi-agent system. IoT/CPS assumes that trillions of things which are used on a daily basis will eventually be connected to the Internet employing 6LoWPAN [15] protocol and provide intelligent service through cooperating with each other. Most things have the following significant characteristics [16] [17], limited power capability, wireless receivers and transmitters with limited range facing the use of multi-hop communication, mobility (things will move, possibly become disconnected) and violability (things may be switched on and off frequently). All the above issues raise the need for the development of a novel management model, different from those being in use today. Based on the research of characteristics of IoT/CPS and in-depth understanding of ATRM [8], ATSN [9], DRBTS [10], BTRM-WSN [11], CONFIDANT [12], SORI [13] and WP [14], we propose a novel trust and reputation model TRM-IoT to enforce the cooperation between things in a network of IoT/CPS based on their behaviors.

3. TRM-IoT: A Trust Model for IoT/CPS

The trust between sensor nodes cannot be set up simply by using the traditional trust mechanisms. In a human social community, trust between two individuals is developed based on the reputation evaluation of their actions over time. When faced with uncertainty, individuals will trust and rely on the actions and evaluations of others who have behaved well in the past.

Trust is one of the most fuzzy, dynamic and complex concepts in both social and business relationships. The difficulty in measuring trust and predicting trustworthiness in service-oriented network environments leads to many problems. These include issues such as how to measure the willingness and capability of individuals in the trust dynamics and how to assign a concrete level of trust to an individual. Wireless networks of IoT/CPS have several salient characteristics, such as dynamic topologies, bandwidth constraints, variable capacity links, energy constrained operation, and limited physical security. Due to these features, WSNs of IoT/CPS are particularly vulnerable to all kinds of attacks launched through malicious nodes. Unreliable wireless links are vulnerable to jamming and
eavesdropping. Constraints in bandwidth, computing power, and battery power in mobile devices may lead to their trade-offs between security and resource consumption. Dynamics make it hard to evaluate node behaviors, because routes in this kind of networks change frequently. Sensors or sensor embedded things are more likely to form a wireless multi-hoc network. Therefore, they cannot rely on central authorities and infrastructures for key management.

In this paper, we propose a generalized and unified mechanism to address the trust and reputation issue by developing a community of sensor nodes in the WSNs of IoT/CPS. Our motivation is to develop a similar behavior and fuzzy theory-based trust and reputation model for sensor nodes or sensor-embedded nodes, where each node develops a direct reputation for each other node by making direct observations and indirect reputation between individuals set up upon recommendations of other individuals about these other nodes in the neighborhood. The two kinds of reputations are used together to help a node evaluate the trustworthiness of other sensor nodes, detect the malicious nodes, and assist decision-making within the wireless network. The proposed scheme can be employed in any WSNs routing protocol to enforce cooperation among nodes and counter with non-cooperative nodes in IoT/CPS infrastructure.

The resource constraints of WSNs such as limited battery lifetime, memory space and computing capability in IoT/CPS make it easy to attack and fairly hard to protect. Therefore, it is fairly critical to detect the compromised nodes in order to avoid being misled by those compromised or malicious nodes. However, malicious nodes are so difficult to detect even a cryptography mechanism is applied, since most low-cost tiny sensor nodes are not tamper-resistant and easy to be cracked by the adversary. Therefore, in this paper we argue that behaviors-based trust and reputation mechanism can be used to resolve this problem efficiently. Based on this motivation, this paper proposes a novel behavior-based trust and reputation for IoT/CPS. The management model of trust and reputation is related to the creation, update and deletion of trust and reputation degree.

First, an effective lightweight authentication mechanism must exist to ensure all the identities are trustworthy [18] [19] [20]. That means the identity of each sensor node is unique and trustworthy, on the basis of cryptographic primitives [21] [22] [23]. In fact, we have proposed a novel lightweight pairwise key management scheme towards IoT/CPS in a previous paper before this one. Second, the task evaluation component evaluates the performance of the nodes, including sensors nodes and sensor-embedded device nodes. The tasks here include data processing and routing. Third, evaluation combination component is in charge of the result combination of the old trust degree and the indirect information from the third node in order to form the new trust degree which is used in future task allocation and evaluation.

Throughout this paper we assume a scenario where a WSN of IoT/CPS is composed of hundreds of sensor nodes with relatively high sensor activity. Without loss of generality, we consider some sensor nodes requesting lightweight common services and some nodes providing these services. We
also assume that every sensor node in the WSN only knows its neighbors and nothing else about the whole topology of the WSN. Additionally, the topology is considered to be relatively highly dynamic, with many nodes joining or leaving the community. The contribution of the proposed model is aimed to help a sensor node requesting a specific service to find the most trustworthy route leading to another sensor node providing the corresponding service. An untrustworthy node in this paper can be considered either because it intentionally provides a fraudulent service or because it provides a wrong service due to hardware failures or performance deterioration.

In this paper, taking costly decisions depends on the expectations created according to past behavior of others. Usually, this kind of information is called reputation and it is one of the most significant factors to trust merchants and recommenders towards IoT/CPS.

3.1. Definitions of Trust and Reputation

Although we experience and rely on trust in everyday life, it is so challenging to define trust accurately. The literature on trust is also quite confusing, since it manifests itself in fairly different forms. In this paper, we adopt the following definitions for trust and reputation.

Definition 1. Trust is the subjective probability by which an individual, A, expects that another individual, B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends [24].

Definition 2. Reputation is what is generally said or believed about a thing’s character or standing [25].

Reputation exists only in a community which is observing its members in one way or the other. Accordingly, reputation is the collected and processed information about one partner’s former behavior as experienced by others. Josanga [25] gives a survey of trust and reputation systems and points out that there is significant difference between trust and reputation. Trust is a subjective phenomenon which is based on various factors or evidences. In fact, firsthand experience always carries more weight than the secondhand trust recommendation or reputation. Since the nodes in the data collection layer of IoT/CPS usually are heterogeneous and mobile, trust establishment model can significantly stimulate collaboration among distributed computing and communication entities, facilitate the detection of untrustworthy entities, and assist decision-making process of various protocols.

Based on [24] and [25], we try to give the following more detailed trust and reputation definitions towards IoT/CPS.
Definition 3. In a wireless network of IoT/CPS, a node S's trust in another node P is the subjective expectation of node S receiving positive outcomes through the transactions with node P.

Definition 4. In IoT/CPS, a node S's reputation is the global perception of its trustworthiness in the wireless network. Furthermore, the trustworthiness can be evaluated from its past and current behaviors.

Trust in this paper describes the relying node's trust in a service or resource provider node and it is relevant when the relying party is a user seeking protection from malicious or unreliable service providers.

3.2. Relationship between Trust and Reputation

The term ‘trust’ and ‘reputation’ have strongly linked meanings. Especially in WSNs of IoT/CPS, trust is often defined as an abstract acquired attribute relative to some sensor nodes which is due to the amount of reputation held by such sensor nodes.

By making full use of observing good long-term behavior, reputation ratings can be improved; therefore, trust relationships will be easily established [5]. In real-life communities, trust is the consequence of the satisfaction of certain desired properties [26].

As discussed in [25], the concept of reputation is closely linked to that of trust; however, there is a clear and significant difference. A node S can trust in another node P because of its good reputation. Likewise, node S can also trust in node P in spite of its bad reputation. Reputation is usually inspired by the past behaviors observed. Trust reflects the relying party’s subjective view of an entity’s trustworthiness, whereas reputation is a score which can be seen by the whole community.

Note that, in this paper, trust is considered as a subjective probability value while reputation is regarded as an objective and acknowledged value in a specific community context.

3.3. Fuzzy Trust Model Description

An entity’s trustworthiness is the quality indicator of the entity’s services, which is used to predict the future behavior of the entity (stored in sensors or sensor-embedded things). Intuitively, if it is trustworthy enough, the entity will provide good services for future transactions. In most trust models, the domain of trustworthiness is assumed to be [0, 1].

Since the key issue in investigating fuzzy problems is to establish membership functions (membership degrees) by employing the fuzzy set theory, we have to create the mathematical model of fuzzy trust firstly [27].
Suppose that \( SN = \{SN_1, SN_2, \ldots, SN_n\} \) is a problem domain of the fuzzy trust model. Note that, \( SN_i (i = 1,2,\ldots,n) \) is a subset in the corresponding domain. Then we can get the following mapping,

\[
\text{MappingFuction} : SN \times SN \rightarrow [0,1],
\]

where \( \psi(SN_i, SN_j) \) represents the degree of trust relationship between \( SN_i \) and \( SN_j \). \( \text{MappingFuction} \) is a fuzzy relation mapping from \( SN \times SN \) to \([0,1]\).

In the proposed scheme, a neighbor monitoring process is used to collect information of the package forwarding behaviors of the neighbors. Each sensor node in the network maintains a data forwarding transaction table as follows,

\[
DFT_{ij} = \langle \text{Source, Destination, RF}_{ij}, F_{ij}, TTL \rangle
\]

where \( \text{Source} \) is the trust and evaluation evaluating nodes, \( \text{Destination} \) is the evaluated destination nodes, \( RF_{ij} \) denotes the times of successful transactions which node \( SN_i \) has made with node \( SN_j \), and \( F_{ij} \) denotes the positive transactions.

### 3.4. Trust Evaluation Metrics

Within the realm of IoT/CPS security, we interpret the concept of trust as a relation between entities stored in sensor nodes that participate in various protocols. Trust relations are based on evidence or reputation created by the previous interactions of entities within a protocol. Each node employs a neighbor monitoring process in order to collect information about the packet forwarding behaviors of the neighbor nodes. Furthermore, each node is capable of overhearing the transmissions of its neighbors in the promiscuous mode. Each node independently overhears its neighboring nodes packet forwarding activities. This overhearing is related to the proportion of correctly forwarded packets with respect to the total number of packets to be forwarded during a fixed time window. Then, each node in the network maintains a data forwarding information table. The table includes only the data forwarding transaction information by overhearing its neighboring nodes.

In the proposed model, we consider the following trust evaluation metrics for the establishment and validation of the proposed trust management model.

1. **End-to-end packet forwarding ratio (EPFR).** EPFR is defined as the ratio between the numbers of packets received by the application layer of destination nodes to the numbers of packets sent by the application layer of the source node. The EPFR can be calculated by

\[
EPFR = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{n} RECV_k}{\sum_{k=0}^{n} SEND_k}, 0 \leq k \leq n.
\]

\[1214\]
where $RECV_i$ and $SEND_i$ denote the packages received and sent by the $i$-th destination node and the $i$-th source node, respectively. And $k$ denotes the successful receiving times, while $n$ denotes the total times of packages sending.

(2) AEC. The key criterion for the design of a WSN in IoT/CPS Infrastructure is the energy consumption. In order to research and analyze the energy consumption of our TRM-IoT model, we define the energy consumption metric as follows,

$$AEC = \frac{\sum_{i}^{n} {consume_i}}{\sum_{i}^{n} {send_i} + recv_i + \tau}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $send_i$ and $recv_i$ denotes the energy consumption when the $i$-th sensor node sending and receiving messages, respectively. $consume_i$ denotes the total energy cost of consumption the trust and reputation values of the corresponding sensor node. And $\tau$ represents the other energy consuming which is used to maintain the normal running of the node itself.

(3) PDR. In fact, the package delivery ratio (PDR) is affected by the packet loss and packet retransmissions. Packet loss may occur for many reasons. In this paper we only focus on the behavior that an intermediate node intentionally drops the received data packets instead of forwarding them to the next hop node.

### 3.5. Reputation Evaluation

Node $SN_i$ evaluates the reputation of node $SN_j$ with which it tries to make transactions by rating each package forwarding process as either positive or negative, depending on whether $SN_j$ has completely done the transaction correctly.

As discussed above, we use $Con$ to describe the evaluation of the whole metrics in order to judge whether this transaction is successful. The $Con$ can be computed by

$$Con = [EPFR, AEC, PDR] \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \\ \gamma \end{bmatrix} = \alpha \cdot EPFR + \beta \cdot AEC + \gamma \cdot PDR$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ represent the corresponding aspect weights of the different resources. We also define a parameter $Sat_{threshold}$ to describe the satisfaction degree. That means, if $Con < Sat_{threshold}$, then it indicates that node $SN_i$ get a negative reputation evaluation to node $SN_j$; if $Con \geq Sat_{threshold}$, it indicates that node $SN_i$ gets a positive reputation evaluation to node $SN_j$.

The reputation evaluation of all interactions from node $SN_i$ to node $SN_j$ is defined as follows,
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\[ \delta = \frac{F_{ij}}{RF_{ij}}, \quad \in [0,1]. \quad (6) \]

Reputation evaluation is the basis of trust management. In our trust model, the reputation is evaluated considering three metrics, EPFR, AEC and PDR. Compared with other reputation evaluation methods, we consider more factors which can more accurately evaluate the behaviors of nodes according to specific characteristics of IoT/CPS.

3.6. Local Trust Evaluation

From different points of view, trust can usually be categorized into different classes: direct trust and indirect trust. When we say node \( SN_j \) is trustworthy or untrustworthy for the node \( SN_i \), it means that there must be a trust and reputation model between node \( SN_j \) and node \( SN_i \). If a trust relationship statement is based on the reputation of direct observations on node \( SN_j \), the corresponding model mentioned above is the direct trust model.

Since the direct trust relationship also has some significant fuzzy properties, we can describe the direct trust model employing the fuzzy theory. According to the data forwarding transaction table, fuzzy reputation membership based direct trust model can be defined as

\[ T_{ij}^T = \frac{\delta}{\delta + \alpha(1-\delta) + \lambda \frac{RF_{ij}}{\lambda}} \quad (7) \]

where \( \alpha \) denotes the weight of the past negative behavior that can be regulated to punish the malicious node action. \( \lambda \) represents the uncertainty trust for the weight value \( \alpha \).

Since the behavior of a node is not always constant but often changes in time and volatility, it is significant that the recent events are more credible than the historical events. Let \( T_{ij}^T(t-1) \) be the most recent trust evaluation and \( T_{ij}^T(\Delta t) \) be the past trust evaluation during a time interval \( \Delta t \). We combine the recent events and historical events to update \( T_{ij}^T(t) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{ij}^T(t) & = \omega_1 \cdot T_{ij}^T(t-1) + \omega_2 \cdot T_{ij}^T(\Delta t), \\
\omega_1 & = 1 - \frac{1}{2} \cdot \zeta, \quad \forall \zeta \in [0,1] \\
\omega_1 + \omega_2 & = 1.
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

Therefore, the new trust of \( T_{ij}^T(t) \) is dependent on the three factors, \( T_{ij}^T(t-1), T_{ij}^T(\Delta t) \) and \( \zeta \). Then we can get the local trust updating equation,
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\[ T_{ij}^d(t) = (1 - \frac{1}{2} \cdot \zeta) \cdot T_{ij}^d(t-1) + \frac{1}{2} \cdot \zeta \cdot T_{ij}^d(\Delta t). \]  

(9)

However, it is arbitrary and difficult to decide whether a mobile sensor node’s behavior is good or bad only based on a few interactions. Therefore, we must have an interaction threshold value of interaction times \( C_{\text{threshold}} \).

Consequently, the fuzzy direct trust evaluation can be computed by

\[
T_{ij}^d = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \times (1 + \frac{\delta}{C_{\text{threshold}}}) \cdot RF_{ij} \leq C_{\text{threshold}} \\
\delta \cdot \frac{\lambda}{RF_{ij}} \cdot RF_{ij} \geq C_{\text{threshold}} 
\end{cases} 
\]

(10)

When node \( SN_i \) and node \( SN_j \) has no direct relationship and cannot establish direct communication channel to exchange data, node \( SN_i \) can evaluate the trust of node \( SN_j \) based on the recommendation trust of a third party node \( SN_k \).

As is discussed in [28], the recommendation trust and reputation model can be divided into two categories, transitivity and consensus recommendation trust and reputation management models.

The fuzzy transitivity recommendation trust and reputation model defines a degree of recommending relationship between node \( SN_i \) and node \( SN_j \). \( RR_{ij} \) denotes the number of request recommendations, and \( HR_{ij} \) represents the number of the positive recommendations. \( CR_{\text{threshold}} \) is defined as threshold value of the recommendation times. Therefore, the membership function for fuzzy recommendation trust model is defined as:

\[
T_{ij}^{r'} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \times (1 + \frac{\eta}{CR_{\text{threshold}}}) \cdot RR_{ij} \leq CR_{\text{threshold}} \\
\eta \cdot \frac{\lambda}{RR_{ij}} \cdot RR_{ij} \geq CR_{\text{threshold}} 
\end{cases} 
\]

(11)

where \( \eta = \frac{HR_{ij}}{RR_{ij}} \in [0, 1] \).

The different sensor nodes may provide diverse recommendations on the same nodes. That means, different nodes may have the different or even opposite trust evaluations towards the same sensor node. Assume that node \( SN_k \) gives the recommendation trust evaluation of \( T_{kij}^{r'} \) and node \( SN_i \) provides the recommendation trust evaluation of \( T_{ij}^{r'} \) to node \( SN_j \). Also there have two direct trust relationships between node \( SN_i \) and node \( SN_k \), node \( SN_i \) and node \( SN_j \), respectively.
Here we combine the two recommendation trust evaluation and the two direct trust evaluations to make a relatively objective assessment for node $SN_i$:

$$T'_{ij} = (D(SN_i, SN_j) \land R(SN_i, SN_j)) \cup (D(SN_i, SN_j) \land R(SN_j, SN_i)) \land SN_i, SN_j \in SN.$$ (12)

Therefore, in a similar way, the fuzzy membership function of $n$-level fuzzy consensus recommendation trust and reputation model can be defined as

$$T'_{ij} = (R \circ D) \cup (R \circ D) \cup \cdots (R \circ D)$$ (13)

In conclusion, the fuzzy local trust relationship can be calculated through the combination based on direct and indirect trust evaluation by

$$T_{ij} = X \cdot T'_{ij} + Y \cdot \sum_k (T_{ik} \cdot T'_{kj}), 1 < Y < X < 0$$ (14)

where $X$, $Y$ denotes the weight of direct trust value and indirect trust value in the whole fuzzy local trust value, respectively. Note that, $1 < Y < X < 0$ means that compared with the indirect recommendations, our fuzzy local trust evaluation is more focused on the direct observations. Since nodes in IoT/CPS may dynamically join in the WSNs and quit the WSNs, it stands to reason that the long historical recommendations should have relatively small weights in the Equation (14).

### 3.7. Global Trust Evaluation

In fact, node $SN_i$ may have not only the direct observation on the node $SN_j$, but also indirect experiences by asking its acquaintances. Therefore, there are two fuzzy trust models between node $SN_i$ and node $SN_j$, fuzzy direct trust model and fuzzy indirect trust model.

Obviously, if a node wants to obtain more accurate trust value with another node, it must integrate more direct and indirect experiences. Note that, the direct trust may vary with time. In order to get the most accurate trust value, we must discover the most wide indirect trust set. In this paper, the fuzzy global trust relation is defined as a union of fuzzy direct trust relation, 1-level fuzzy indirect trust relationship, 2-levels indirect trust relationship, and $n$-levels fuzzy indirect trust relation ($n \rightarrow \infty$).

Let us consider an example of the fuzzy trust relationship evaluation between node $SN_i$ and node $SN_j$ in a community of $(n+16)$ nodes, as shown in Fig.1. In the example the source node $SN_i$ has five routes to the destination node $SN_j$. If we want to obtain the most accurate trust evaluation between them, all of the five routes must be contained and evaluated. Therefore, the fuzzy global trust relationship evaluation can be calculated by
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\[ T_{ij} = D + R + D^2 + D^3 + D^4 + D^5 + D^6 + D \]

\[ = (SN + R + R^2 + R^3 + R^4 + R^5) \times D. \]  

(15)

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the fuzzy global trust relationship evaluation between node \( SN_i \) and node \( SN_j \)

Obviously, node \( SN_i \) can make the fuzzy global trust evaluation to node \( SN_j \) which is computed as,

\[ T_{ij} = \lim_{n \to \infty} \left[ (SN \cup R \cup R^2 \cup \ldots \cup R^n) \times D \right]. \]  

(16)

WSNs of IoT/CPS have dynamic topologies, bandwidth constraints, variable capacity links, energy constrained operation, and limited physical security. Dynamics make it hard to evaluate behaviors, because routes in this kind of network change frequently. In this case, fuzzy global trust evaluation reflects the past interactions of the community with the corresponding node being evaluated. This evaluation is globally available to all member nodes of the community and updated each time a member node issues a new evaluation of a sensor node.

4. Simulation and Discussion

4.1. NS-3 Setup

In this paper, we perform our simulation on a NS-3 simulator [29]. Every plot is taken as an average of ten different runs. And each run is executed with source and destination pairs selected randomly from the WSN.

Since we rely on TCP acknowledgments and retransmission as indications of successful and failed package delivery events, respectively, we employ AODV protocol [30] as the communication protocol in our simulation. The
NS-3 setup parameters and model configuration parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.

**Table 1. NS-3 Setup Parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>NS-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Layer</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes Number</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Placement</td>
<td>Random, uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package Size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Connection</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Traffic</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Model Configuration Parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{\text{threshold}}$</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CR_{\text{threshold}}$</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply Delay</td>
<td>60ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that, since the maximum connection number of a service node is no more than 30, $c_{\text{threshold}}$ and $CR_{\text{threshold}}$ have to be initialized as a value which is no more than $0.5 \times (0 + \text{MAX _ Connections}) = 15$. Higher value of the two parameters will reduce the success rate of recommendations from neighbor nodes.

In this simulation experiment, we divide the sensor nodes into two types, good nodes and malicious nodes. Moreover, according to the behavior in route discovery, route maintenance and data forwarding, malicious nodes can be divided into two categories further. For the first type (Type 1): the malicious nodes do not perform the package forwarding function; for the second type (Type 2), the malicious nodes do not participate in the route discovery phase. Those malicious nodes are selected randomly in each run according to the setup percentage, as shown in Fig.2.

The trust and reputation relationship is initialized randomly at the very beginning of simulation. Therefore, after several rounds, we establish a similar behavior and fuzzy theory-based trust and reputation model for WSNs of IoT/CPS, where each node develops a direct reputation for each other node by making direct observations and indirect reputation between
individuals which are set up on recommendations of other individuals about these other nodes in the neighborhood.

Fig. 2. The random distribution of malicious and misbehavior nodes in the simulations.

4.2. EPFR

End-to-end packet forwarding ratio (EPFR) is defined as the ratio between the number of packets received by the application layer of destination nodes to the number of packets sent by the application layer of the source node. As discussed in [28], this parameter significantly reflects the effect on the drop ratio, the path interruption repair, sending buffer overflow, interface queue overflow, the conflict MAC packet and end-to-end packet in the process of data packet. The lost packets cover all packet losses due to drops, route failures, congestion and wireless channel losses.

As shown in Fig. 1, some sensor nodes are set to be malicious nodes randomly. The percentage of malicious sensor nodes is increased and taken values from 10% to 60%, while other nodes of the network behave benevolently. The results indicate that some individual selfish nodes obviously result in the linear regression of EPFR.

Therefore, the secure mechanisms mainly focus on Type 1 to correctly perform the packet forwarding function. When 60% of the nodes follow Type 1 and Type 2, EPFR degrades by 53% and 82%, respectively. However, when the number of normal nodes becomes so smaller to a certain degree, such as 50%, the corresponding EPFR will decrease significantly.
As shown in Fig. 3, EPFR can be degraded by malicious nodes. Through employing the proposed behavior-based trust and reputation model, the WSNs of IoT/CPS performance can be enhanced, since it enables the best loyal route selection process to avoid asking the less trustworthy nodes to forward messages.

By examination of EPFR, we can see improvements by BRM-IoT under attacks of type 1 and 2, compared to the original AODV protocol. Moreover, as the percentage of malicious nodes increases, Type 2 has a less obvious influence on EPFR than Type 1.

4.3. AEC

As shown in Fig. 4, we make malicious nodes which change between 10% and 60% of the sensor nodes in the network, increasing 10% for each running of the experiment, while the other nodes of the network behave virtuously. Since any malicious node does not participate in the route discovery phase of the AODV protocol or it not be honestly execute data packets forwarding, AEC of malicious nodes is less than that of other normal nodes.

The experimental results show that even if individual malicious nodes of type 1 seriously affect the network performance, the trust and reputation mechanism, which prompts the times of nodes transmitting data packets, is the basic security need for the non-malicious routing in WSNs. TRM-IoT model effectively cubes the malicious nodes, and significantly reduces the energy consumption of good sensor nodes.
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4.4. Package Delivery Ratio

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the proposed trust and reputation scheme for IoT/CPS, TRM-IoT, and two existing trust models based on reputation mechanisms, namely DRBTS [10] and BRTM-WSN [11], in terms of PDR. In fact, package delivery ratio (PDR) is affected by packet loss and packet retransmissions. Packet loss may occur for many reasons. In this paper, we focus on the behavior that an intermediate node intentionally drops received data packets instead of forwarding them to the next hop node. From Fig. 5, we can see that the proposed trust and reputation model outperforms the other two schemes especially at higher loads on the network.

Fig. 5. The relationship between load and package delivery ratio.
4.5. Convergence Speed

Convergence speed (CS) is defined as the least number of cycles required making the number of the failed data forwarding transaction. That is, the greater of the CS, the more unfair represents that if a trust model works, the good nodes can be differentiated from the misbehavior nodes by their trust values after a few transaction cycles [31]. At the beginning, all sensor nodes have the same initial trust value, and the source sensor nodes randomly select a node for data packet forwarding. After a small numbers of transactions, the good nodes can get the higher trust value than the other bad malicious nodes.

Fig. 6. The relationship between cycles and convergence speed.

The failure numbers of all data forwarding packets of the normal nodes reflect CS with the change of the simulation cycles. Since nodes always select the nodes with the higher trust values, the fewer cycles the faster the convergence of the model.

Fig. 6 describe TRM-IoT almost completely eliminates the failure of data packet forwarding after the first eight cycles in WSNs. However, selfish nodes of Type 1 intentionally drop the received packets instead of forwarding them, and increase in the failure ratio of the normal packet forwarding increasing. The system is not the very good convergence, and has slow convergence speed in comparison with the selfish nodes of Type 2.

4.6. Detection Probability

Detection Probability (DP) indicates that whether a trust and reputation model can better handle incorrect recommendations from the third party. In Fig. 7, BRTM-WSN [11] model performs better than DRBTS [10] model. This is
because BRTM-WSN model can better handle incorrect recommendations from the third party.

Moreover, TRM-IoT model performs well than the other two existing models. This is mainly because TRM-IoT model considers the possible estimation error when evaluating the trust and reputation values. Therefore, compared with the two other existing models, our model, TRM-IoT, has better performance.

![Fig. 7. The relationship between false probability and detection probability.](image)

5. Conclusion and Future Works

Since WSNs are to be completely integrated into Internet or Next Generation Internet as a core part of IoT/CPS, it is necessary to consider various security challenges that come with IoT/CPS, such as the detection of malicious attacks.

A trust and reputation model is recognized as an important approach to defend a large distributed sensor networks in IoT/CPS against malicious node attacks, since trust establishment mechanisms can stimulate collaboration among distributed computing and communication entities, facilitate the detection of untrustworthy entities, and assist the decision-making process of various protocols.

Based on in-depth understanding of trust establishment process and quantitative comparison among trust establishment methods, this paper present a trust and reputation model TRM-IoT to enforce things cooperation in a WSN of IoT/CPS based on their behaviors. The potential benefits of employing fuzzy sets to manage trust and reputation relationships are analyzed according to the excellent NS-3 simulations.

Although the proposed model TRM-IoT has better performance compared with two other existing models, we have increasingly aware of the necessity...
of eliminating the influence upon the evaluation results affected by malicious recommendation and defamation behaviors of the third party. The mechanism by which global trust is updated while local trust changes can be improved in order to be more efficient in future works.
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Abstract. Intelligent agent-based systems are regarded as the promising technology in bridging the gap between the physical world and cyber-applications. In spite of the rising demands for reusable information systems; current designs are still insufficient in providing efficient reusable mechanisms for system design. One of the major problems hinders the development of information reuse in most traditional systems is the lack of the autonomous character among system modules or subsystems. The emergence of agent technology is able to solve the problem plaguing many traditional systems. Existing agent design models create an agent as a sole system with built-in domain-specific capabilities. However, this design pattern causes several problems while matching and updating agents' capabilities due to the built-in design pattern in these models decreases agents' extensibility, flexibility and reusability. In this paper we introduce a novel design for agent-based systems, which is able to provide an efficient design pattern for improving the reusability, extensibility and flexibility of agent design. The novel agent capability design offers an open and flexible structure; and implements several practical algorithms that can improve the system performance. An experimental program based on several practical cases has been developed to evaluate the performance of the proposed design. The empirical results reveal the efficiency of the new agent design pattern.

Keywords: Agent Capability Design, Agent Reusability, Domain Specific Components, Agent Design.
1. Introduction

Information reuse has become a key issue for information system designers in order to reduce information redundancy and system development expenses. Various systems have implemented reusable mechanisms; agent-based systems are among these systems with fast-growing demands for information reuse. In this paper we introduce a component-based design for agent capability reuse, i.e. the Domain Specific Component (DSC) design. The mechanisms used in this design can be generally applied to various agent-based systems for capability reuse.

Many existing agent-based systems have been focusing on developing service-oriented agents or component-based agents for complex problem-solving processes [1, 2, 3, 4]. These systems adopt various mechanisms to enhance the system reusability and flexibility. However, agent capabilities developed in these systems are generally integrated to agents and together form a complete component. This design pattern decreases the flexibility and reusability of agents. Under the circumstances, this paper proposes a new mechanism that could efficiently improve the reusability of task-oriented agents.

Unlike traditional agent design models, the DSC structure design deploys the novel slot-item structure, which is supported by several practical algorithms in order to improve the reusability and flexibility. Figure 1 shows the design pattern for a DSC-based agent. The DSC items are the elements of agent functionalities. In other words, an agent’s capabilities are based on the DSC items that it carries.

![Fig. 1. General agent design pattern of DSC-based agents](image)

A centre is deployed in this design to coordinate various agents. This centre maintains a large DSC warehouse, which enables agents to upgrade their capabilities through receiving the latest DSC items from the DSC warehouse. This design incorporates agent-agent communication (through
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the agent-agent connection interface in Figure 1) and centre-agent communication (through the centre-agent connection interface in Figure 1) to form a hybrid structure, which combines decentralised and centralised framework. The performance of the hybrid structure for agent cooperation has been proven as a superior solution [5].

The DSC-based agent design adopts Beliefs-Desire- Intentions (BDI) model for agent reasoning as agent capabilities can be formalised in a framework [6].

A DSC-based agent can efficiently update its capabilities through updating its DSC items. The DSC-based agents are also efficient for agent matching since DSC items provide explicit descriptions about agent capabilities. The retired or dated DSC items are returned to the DSC warehouse; however they can be reused anytime through plugging back to the agent’s DSC slots. In general, the DSC-based agent design is able to improve the efficiency of agent capability reuse and provide a flexible and upgradeable structure for integration. This design overcomes the adaptation and integration problems that plague existing software reuse systems [7, 8]; it provides a predefined input and output structure to minimise the costs of components standardisation that plagues many systems [9]. In addition, this design cost-effectively recycles dated DSC items rather than eliminating them from systems.

2. Related Work

Several mechanisms have been suggested to improve the reuse of capabilities and tasks in agent-based systems. For instance, the major mechanisms of describing agent capabilities for information reuse include the Language for Advertisement and Request for Knowledge Sharing (LARKS), Agent Capability Description Language (ACDL) [10], and Interface Communication Language (ICL) [11].

ACDL is introduced to maximise the reuse of agent capabilities over new application domains. It is based on the Knowledge Modelling Framework (KMF). The LARKS allows agents to advertise their capabilities for both syntactic and semantic matching processes. LARKS-based agents are able to use application domain knowledge in any advertisement and request [12].

Modelling of component-based systems is still regarded as a largely unresolved problem in many object-oriented systems according to [13]. The emergence of intelligent agents is helpful to solve the problems in object-oriented systems since agents can be specified on a conceptual level instead of an implementation level. Moreover, agents have strong adaptability and self-learning capability, which make the component integration process in agent-based systems much efficient than in object-oriented systems. The design principles for building component-based agents have been described in [3], which provide several preliminary mechanisms to enhance the reusability of agent design. The “agent specific task” component described in
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Their study is similar to the DSC concept. However, it does not provide more concrete mechanisms about the design procedures and the performance of the design.

Previous research on developing an open and comprehensive agent structure has addressed some fundamental issues including the reusability issue for agent design [11, 14, 15]. The reusability issue for agent design is also related to the other issues, such as agent matchmaking, service advertisement, learning and adaptivity, etc. These issues help to draw the basic guidelines for designing DSC-based agents.

3. DSC Usage Centre Overview

3.1. DSC Usage Centre – A Slot Container

Each agent has a DSC usage centre, which provides information resources for agents. This component distinguishes the DSC-based agents from existing middle agents or agent facilitators that mainly play as the role of an agent coordinator. The DSC usage centre upgrades the agents’ functionalities through acquiring information from the external environment and sending the acquired information in DSC formats back to the centre. The DSC usage centre manages the unused and active DSC items for agents to update their capabilities. Each DSC item is executable and has standardised and predefined inputs and outputs.

Fig. 2. Slot design of a DSC usage centre

Each DSC usage centre in an agent is a slot container, which offers numerous slots for containing the specialising domain components as shown in Fig 2. Each specialising domain component possesses some special capabilities. Each domain component can plug into a DSC slot to perform specific tasks as an item, for example a domain-component can connect the...
agent knowledge base to a stock market database to acquire useful knowledge for the agent.

3.2. Inputs/Outputs of DSC Items

The inputs and outputs of a DSC item contain information as shown in Fig 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Section:</th>
<th>[Input 1: String (Compulsory); Input 2: Integer; Input 3: Float; Input 4: Float (Compulsory).]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Section:</td>
<td>[Output 1: String; Output 2: Float.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Inputs and outputs in a DSC item

In the input section, the information includes the input content, data type, and constraints. The input content indicates the value of the inputs such as a string or a number. The data type indicates the input content’s data type, which include string, integer, float, double, etc. The constraint indicates whether the input content can be null. If the constraint value is „compulsory” then the input content must not be null. Otherwise the input content can be null. The output section consists of the output content and data type; they basically have the same meaning as the input section.

A DSC assembler is employed in the DSC usage centre to evaluate the suitability of a DSC item for an agent through comparing the inputs and outputs from both sides. It also plays the role of extracting top-value of DSC items from the backend section of the DSC usage centre. The comparison between a DSC item and an agent’s request is mainly based on the data types and the number of inputs and outputs. For instance, an agent requests a DSC item that can provide two main outputs including the total sales amount and the average salary. Then a selected DSC item must provide these two outputs. The following procedures show the comparison process:

**Step 1:** If the agent’s request does not specify inputs then skip to the next step, otherwise we compare the length of the inputs of the agent’s request and the DSC item. We eliminate all the non-compulsory inputs in both DSC items and agent’s requests. If the length of compulsory inputs (LC) of both sides is equal then we continue the comparison process, otherwise the DSC item is not appropriate for fulfilling the agent’s request. The following example illustrates the verification process.

```
Agent’s request inputs: 1 0 0 0 1
DSC item inputs:      1 1 0 0 1
Agent’s compulsory inputs: 1 1
DSC compulsory inputs:  1 1 1
|0| denotes that the input is non-compulsory; |1| denotes that the input is compulsory.
```
According to the above example, we have: $LC_a = 2$ and $LC_d = 3$, where $LC_a$ denotes the length of the compulsory inputs of the agent’s request; $LC_d$ denotes length of the compulsory inputs of the DSC items. Here, $LC_d > LC_a$. Hence, the selected DSC item is not appropriate for the agent’s request.

If $LC_d = LC_a$, then we compare the data types of the compulsory inputs from both sides. If $DIA_i = DID_i$, then go to the next step, otherwise the selected DSC item is not appropriate for the agent’s request. $DIA_i$ denotes the input data types of the agent’s request; $DID_i$ denotes the input data types of the DSC items. Here, $i$ is from 1 to $LC_a$ with the incremental change = 1.

**Step 2:** If the agent’s request does not specify outputs then the verification process is accomplished. Whether the DSC item is appropriate for the agent’s request is based on the semantic matching of the capabilities descriptions between the two sides, and the comparison process performed in the previous step. If the agent’s request specified the output, then we compare the length of the outputs of both sides. The outputs do not distinguish the compulsory and non-compulsory values; therefore, it is not necessary to perform the elimination procedure of non-compulsory values.

If $LP_a \neq LP_d$, then the DSC item is not appropriate for the agent’s request. If $LP_a = LP_d$, then we compare the data types of the outputs from both sides. If $DOA_i = DOD_i$, then the DSC item can be selected as an item for the agent’s request, otherwise the selected DSC item is not appropriate for the agent’s request. $LP_a$ denotes the length of the outputs of the agent’s request; $LP_d$ denote the length of the outputs of the DSC item; $DOA_i$ denotes the output data types of the agent’s request; $DOD_i$ denotes the output data types of the DSC items. Here, $i$ starts from 1 to $LC_d$, with the incremental change = 1.

### 3.3. Functionality Redundancy Calculation

The DSC normally communicates with the environment through the agent-to-agent (or central component-to-agent) interfaces; it also can establish communication with the environment directly. A problem arises when some plugged components are rarely used or never used. To solve this problem, a component usage evaluation mechanism is used to examine the usage efficiency of a plugged component. There are two major factors affecting a DSC’s usage efficiency, which include the usage frequency factor and functionality similarity factor. The usage frequency indicates the total number of visits to/from DSC items. The functionality similarity indicates the possible redundancy of a plugged item’s functionality with the other plugged items’ functionalities. In this section, we introduce the mechanism for calculating functionality redundancy for DSC items. The usage frequency calculation process will be introduced in the next section.
We deploy a three-type semantic relationship model, which is used in WordNet [16], to describe the similarity relationships between two words. The three types of relationships [17] are:

(i) Synonym: two words are synonymous.
(ii) IS-a: two words are in a superset and subset relationship.
(iii) Has-a: One word has ownership of another word. Also known as part-whole relationship between words.

If two words are synonym relationship then their similarity value is \( A_i \); if two words are IS-a relationship then their similarity value is \( A_i \); if two words are Has-a relationship then their similarity value is \( A_i \ (A_i > A_i > A_i) \).

Therefore, we have the following equation for similarity calculation:

\[
F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i
\]

(1)

where \( F \) denotes the DSC functionality redundancy value of a slot; \( A_i \) the similarity value; \( n \) denotes the total slot number of a DSC; \( F \) can be further expanded through decomposing the task description of a plugged item into several key terms and comparing these key terms with other plugged items’ key terms, see Fig 4.

\[
F = \sum_{m \in C_1} \sum_{i,j \in C_2} S(L_m(K_i), L_n(K_j))
\]

(2)

where \( m \) and \( n \) denote the DSC slot number (e.g. \( S_1, S_2, S_3 \) in Fig 4), \( m \) must not equal to \( n \) because the key terms are only calculated with similarity to other slots but not the same slot; \( i \) and \( j \) denote the key term number (e.g. \( K_1, K_2, K_3 \) in Fig 4); \( S(x, y) \) is a function to calculate functionality similarity between \( x \) and \( y \); \( L_m(K) \) denotes key term \( K \) in slot \( L_m \); \( C_2 \) denotes the total slot number of the DSC; \( C_2 \) denotes the set of decomposed key terms.
If a plugged DSC item has high $F$ value compared with other items, and there is no slot for a new item then the high $F$ item will be unplugged from the DSC and sent to the central component (the DSC learning centre) for reuse because this item is highly redundant in the DSC compare with other items. A new DSC item will be selected and plugged to the vacant DSC slot. The new DSC item will also be evaluated its similarity to other slots. If the new average similarity value is smaller than the previous average similarity value (before the previous DSC item is removed), then the new item will be plugged in. Otherwise, another DSC item will be selected until it can decrease the average similarity value. This design can enhance the reusability and efficiency of an agent-based system, and it also reduces the redundancy in the DSC.

4. Usage Frequency Calculation for Agent Capability Reuse in DSC Usage Centre

4.1. Front/Back End Structure

The DSC usage centre consists two sections, which include the front-end section and the back-end section. The front-end section extracts the DSC items from the backend section, which are the most frequently used DSC items. This two-section-based structure adopts the methodology of the CPU cache design in operating systems, which stores copies of the data from the most frequently used main memory locations. The reason for dividing the DSC usage centre into two sections is that: the number of the DSC items in the DSC usage centre could be large; however, there are only a number of DSC items are used frequently within a certain period. Therefore, it can improve the system efficiency through deploying a section with a relatively smaller size, which contains the most frequent used items within a certain period.

Fig 5 illustrates the structure the DSC usage centre. $S_1$ denotes the front-end section; $S_2$ denotes the item back end section; all the DSC items in $S_1$ can be found in $S_2$, which can be expressed as: $S_1 \subseteq S_2$. The DSC items stored in $S_1$ are obtained from $S_2$, which are the most frequently used items in $S_2$. The DSC assembler is responsible for searching a DSC item and importing it to the requesting agent. The following calculation processes illustrate how to extract the DSC items in $S_2$ and store to $S_1$.

**Step 1:** Calculating the recent visit factors in $S_2$ within time period $[t_a, t_b]$.

$$V(t_i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{the DSC item is visited,} \\
0, & \text{the DSC item is not visited.}
\end{cases}$$
where \( t_i \) is the time and \( V(t_i) \) denotes whether a DSC item is visited at time \( t_i \); \( i \) is a variable, which denotes different visiting time within a time period.

The total number of visits to a DSC item is calculated as:

\[
   n = \sum_{i=a}^{b} V(t_i), \quad \text{and} \quad V(t_0) = 1. \tag{3}
\]

where \( a, b \) denote the starting point and the ending point of the time period respectively; \( n \) is the total number of visits to a DSC item within the time period \([t_a, t_b]\); \( t_a \) is the starting point; \( t_i \) is the time point that the DSC item is visited within the time period. If a DSC item is visited at time \( t_i \) within \([t_a, t_b]\), then this DSC item is the \( i^{th} \) visit to the DSC item and \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). For instance: there are a total of 100 visits within \([t_{20}, t_{30}]\), i.e. \( n = 100 \). The DSC item is visited at time \( t_{20} \) \((t_a \leq t_{20} \leq t_b)\) and is the 20\(^{th}\) visit to the DSC item, then \( t_i = t_{20} \). All \( t_i \) and \( t_b \) are the converted values, which are subtracted by \( t_a \) and convert into seconds or a user-defined time scale.

Therefore, a DSC item’s recent visit factor can be calculated as the following:

\[
   E_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( V(t_i) + \frac{t_b - t_i}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{\log_a \left( \frac{t_{b \times n}}{t_i} \right)} \\
   = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{\log_a \left( \frac{t_{b \times n}}{t_i} \right)} \\
   = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{\left( \log_a t_b - \log_a t_{i+1} \right)} \tag{4}
\]
where \( E_i \) denotes the recent-visit-factor value of a DSC item at time \( t_i \), which indicates a DSC item’s usage within the period \([t_a, t_b]\); \( n \) is the total number of visits to the DSC and \( 1 \leq n \), (Eq. 3, 4 only calculate the recent-visit-factor value when there is visit to the DSC item, if \( n = 0 \) then \( E_i = 0 \)); the exponent in Eq. 4, i.e. \( \log_n t_b - \log_n t_i + 1 \), is to enlarge the recent-visit-factor value. If \( t_i \) is more recent then its \( E_i \) value is greater, meanwhile log function is used to limit the exponent value. Eq 4 indicates that: when \( t_i \) increases (more recent) then \( E_i \) increases. In other words, if a visit to the DSC item is more recent then its \( E_i \) is greater. The DSC-based system developers or users can define the time period (i.e. \([t_a, t_b]\)), which is configurable, to initialise and update the DSC items in \( S_1 \).

The DSC items in \( S_2 \) are ranked according to \( E_i \). The DSC items with higher \( E_i \) scores are listed on the top of \( S_2 \). \( S_1 \) extracts a number of the DSC items that are listed on the top of \( S_2 \). The next step calculates the number of the DSC items that \( S_1 \) extracts from \( S_2 \) (i.e. the size of \( S_1 \)).

**Step 2:** Calculating the size of \( S_1 \).

The size of \( S_1 \) is based on the usage frequency of the target system’s DSC item; it should also take the miss-rate into consideration. We use a dynamic alteration method to determine \( S_1 \)’s size. An empty \( S_1 \) extracts the maximum number of the DSC items with top \( E_i \) values from \( S_2 \) within \( S_1 \)’s predefined size limit. After a period (\([t_0, t_s]\)) of running (initial running period), some DSC items in \( S_1 \) will be replaced by the items in \( S_2 \) and some will be removed from \( S_1 \) because of low-usage-efficiency (refer to B section). We first calculate the total number of DSC items in \( S_2 \) as its size, i.e. \( A_2 \). The initial step of this process is set a target miss-rate value and according to the miss-rate value and \( A_2 \) to calculate the preliminary size of \( A_1 \).

Fig. 6. Dynamic alteration process

Once \( E_i \), \( A_1 \), and \( A_2 \) are calculated, the DSC usage centre starts to dynamically alter \( S_1 \)’s size according to the miss-rate of searching DSC items in \( S_1 \) within a user defined period, i.e. the alteration period. This is because the \( E_i \) value of each DSC item is normally changing during the alteration...
period and the change affects the size of $S_t$. Fig 6 illustrates the dynamic alteration process.

In the dynamic alteration process, $A_t$ is affected by $E_i$ values and the miss-rate of searching DSC items in $S_t$. The following equitation describes the calculation process.

$$
\sum_{x=1}^{d_1} E_x \approx \frac{A_1}{(A_2 - A_1)} \times \frac{1}{ms}
$$

$$\Rightarrow A_1 \approx \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{d_1} E_x \times (A_2 - A_1) \times ms}{\sum_{y=1}^{d_2-d_1} E_y}
$$

$$\Rightarrow A_1 \approx \frac{ms \times \sum_{x=1}^{d_1} E_x \times A_2}{\sum_{y=1}^{d_2-d_1} E_y + \sum_{x=1}^{d_1} E_x \times ms}
$$

where $ms$ denotes the miss-rate of searching DSC items in $S_t$ within the alteration period (this period can be various according to different system applications), and it is always $\leq 1$; $E_x$ and $E_y$ denote the $E_i$ values of the DSC items in $A_1$ and $(A_2 - A_1)$ sections, respectively.

This equitation indicates that: $A_1$ should be approximately equal to $(A_2 - A_1)$ multiplied by the miss-rate, and the ratio of the total $E_i$ values of all the DSC items in $A_1$ section to the total $E_i$ values of all the DSC items in $(A_2 - A_1)$ section. In this equitation, $A_1$ is alterable to satisfy the target $ms$ value.

If initial $A_1$ does not satisfy this equitation, then the DSC usage centre needs to alter $A_1$ size until it approximately equals the right side of Eq.5. The system users can define the alteration period based on different application requirements. For instance, the alteration period could be longer in some applications because their DSC items require more processing time. Moreover, the process is dynamic, which allows the DSC usage centre to alter the $S_t$ size regularly according to the computation results based on Eq.5.

The above two steps explain the operating process of the DSC usage centre. The system users can configure the DSC usage centre through adjusting the processing time and the actual database size of the DSC usage centre.
4.2. Reuse / Dismissal of DSC Items

The DSC items in the DSC usage centre that have low usage efficiency will be sent to the DSC warehouse for reuse. A DSC item is regarded as low usage efficiency when this DSC item is constantly on the bottom of $S_2$ within a period of time $[t_a, t_b]$, which is called the critical period for removal and it can be configured by system users.

The usage efficiency is calculated through combining the probability of the visits to a specific item with the recent-visit-factor value $E_i$. We have assumptions as follows:

There are a total of $x$ DSC items in an agent.

All the DSC items in the agent have been visited the total of $m$ times within period $[t_a, t_b]$.

There is no concurrent visit to the DSC items. In other words, only one DSC item can be visited at the same time.

Value $m$ is based on Eq. 3. Therefore, $m = \sum_{i} V(t_i)$, and $V(t_i) = 1$. Based on Eq. 4, the average value of all the DSC items’ $E_i$ values, i.e. $AVG(E)$, within $[t_a, t_b]$ is:

$$AVG(E) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{(\log_{t_a} - \log_{t_i} + 1)}}{m}$$ (6)

The standard deviation [19] of all the DSC items’ $E_i$ value is:

$$SDV(E_i) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{(\log_{t_a} - \log_{t_i} + 1)} \left( \frac{1}{AVG(E)} \right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{(\log_{t_a} - \log_{t_i} + 1)} \right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{(\log_{t_a} - \log_{t_i} + 1)} \right) - m(AVG(E))^2$$

$$= \frac{1}{m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{t_b}{t_i} \times V(t_i) \right)^{(\log_{t_a} - \log_{t_i} + 1)} \right) - m(AVG(E))^2$$
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\[
E_k = \min(E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_m),
\]

where dataset \((E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_m)\) denotes all the DSC items’ \(E_i\) values within the period \([t_a, t_b]\); \(E_k\) denotes the lowest \(E_i\) value in the dataset. If we have:

\[
\frac{|E_k - \text{AVG}(E)|}{\text{SDV}(E)} \geq 3
\]

We define this DSC item as low usage efficiency. This definition is based on Chebyshev’s theorem [20]:

“\(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution of the random variable \(x\), then for any positive constant \(k\) the probability that \(x\) will take on a value which is at most \(\mu - k\sigma\) or at least \(\mu + k\sigma\) or equal to \(1/k^2\).”

This theorem is also expressed as: \(P(|x - \mu| \geq k\sigma) \leq 1/k^2\). According to Chebyshev’s theorem, at least 89% of the \(E_i\) values disperse within 3 standard deviations from the \(\text{AVG}(E)\) value. Therefore, any value, which is greater than this range, is considered as an outlier that has low-usage-efficiency.

If a DSC item in an agent’s DSC usage centre is identified as a low-usage-efficiency item, then it will be sent to the DSC warehouse. These low-usage-efficiency DSC items can be discovered and redeployed by other agents, or can be updated by the DSC warehouse through information updating.

The DSC-based agents also use this evaluation methodology to identify whether a DSC item is low-usage-efficiency. If a DSC item is identified as low-usage-efficiency in an agent then it will be unplugged from the DSC container and sent to the DSC usage centre. This reuse and dismissal method is also used to remove the low-efficient items in the front-end section of the DSC usage centre; it can reduce the section size and improve the system efficiency.

5. Experimental Results

Many existing agent-based systems have the difficulties in designing efficient processes for agent capability matching and reuse. The DSC-based design aims to provide efficient mechanisms for agent capability matching and reuse. In order to evaluate the performance of the DSC-based mechanisms, we conducted a set of experiments based on a real case scenario for solving
the automated feature recognition problem in aerospace component design process, as shown in Fig 7 [21].

**Fig. 7** Typical CAD models of stiffener-panel design.

These experiments demonstrate how the agent-based technology, in particular the DSC mechanism, can be used in the real world engineering design processes.

**Fig. 8.** Entity relationship diagram based on common CAD models [21].
In this case, agents extract key components from CAD models such as the models listed below. There are a number of domain specific agents with different capabilities including the Face agent, Panel agent, Stiffener agent, Hole agent, etc. These agents are responsible for extracting their specified components.

The experimental program matches the user requests against the information from the CAD-based database. The functionalities of the automated feature recognition system are transformed into DSC-based items, i.e. agent capabilities. The experimental program consists two parts: the first part evaluates the performance of the functionality redundancy calculation mechanism; the second part evaluates the performance of the two-section-based structure.

The real case scenario is based on several CAD models for aerospace component design. Domain agents using the DSC-based design can improve the efficiency of finding appropriate agent capabilities for performing the feature recognition process. An entity-relationship diagram based on common CAD models is shown in Fig 8.

An example table describes the three-type relationship is deployed in the functionality redundancy calculation process. The example relationships are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Similarity relationships used in the FRC experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison words</th>
<th>Similarity relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plane Face, Face</td>
<td>IS-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical Face, Face</td>
<td>IS-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face, Face Bound</td>
<td>Has-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Face, Face</td>
<td>Synonym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Bound, Edge Loop</td>
<td>Has-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Loop, Edge</td>
<td>Has-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line, Edge</td>
<td>IS-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle, Edge</td>
<td>IS-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Spline curve, Edge</td>
<td>IS-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>........</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel, Panel Face</td>
<td>Has-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first 16 sets of the *Functionality Redundancy Calculation* (FRC) experiments, we evaluated the impact of request number on the success rate. Among the 16 sets, 8 sets based on the FRC mechanism are called the FRC sets; another 8 sets without using the FRC mechanism are called the NFRC sets. In each experiment, a request is generated randomly based on a knowledge base, which holds around 103 capability descriptions. The DSC usage centre is also generated based on the knowledge base. The DSC slot number is alterable; system users can increase and decrease the DSC slot.
number according to specific system requirements. In the first part of the FRC experiment, the default DSC slot number in an agent is 3 and there are 5 agents to deal with a request corporately. As shown in Table 1, the relationship table contains 39 three-type relationship descriptions.

The FRC-based sets produce the similarity score of each DSC item compared with other agents' DSC items. If the DSC item has the highest similarity score and is 1.5 times greater than average score of all the participated agents, then this DSC item will be replaced by a new DSC item from the DSC warehouse. The boundary value of trigger a DSC replacement is 1.5 times, which is based on experimental experience and the relevance of the requests.

The NFRC-based sets only match the requests with the DSC item descriptions. The DSC items in NFRC sets will not be replaced or changed in the experimental process. The following figures show the experimental results.

Fig. 9. Success rate comparison based on FRC and NFRC (15 DSC items).

Fig. 10. Similarity score comparison based on FRC and NFRC (15 DSC items).

Fig 9 shows the impact of the FRC method on the success rate of matching requests in comparison with the experimental sets without using
FRC method (i.e. NFRC sets). Fig 10 presents the relationship between the average similarity score and requests number based on FRC and NFRC. The requests matching process in FRC is more efficient than NFRC since the all FRC-based success rates based on different request number are greater than the NFRC-based success rates. The improvement on success rates for a single agent is not enormously large based on FRC. However, this improvement ought to be enormous based on a large number of agents. We also noticed that the success rate is improved significantly when total requests number is 50. The reason for the increase at 50 point is still under investigation. We presume the reason could be: 50 requests for 15 DSC items is a balanced ratio for matching in a DSC usage centre.

Figure 10 shows the average similarity scores based on the NFRC sets is clearly greater than the FRC sets. The average score for NFRC is 1.8 times higher than FRC, which reflects the functionality redundancy in the NFRC sets is much higher than the FRC sets. The functionality redundancy in the DSC usage centre could cause the low efficiency in terms of capability matching and memory consumption for a multi-agent system.

To further evaluate the performance of FRC, we altered the DSC item number (i.e. the DSC slot number) in a DSC usage centre to observe its impact on the success rates of request matching based on 200 requests and remain the other parameters unchanged that are: 39 relationship descriptions and 103 capability descriptions. The results are shown in Fig 11 and 12.

**Fig. 11.** Success rate comparison based on NFRC and FRC (200 requests)

Fig 11 indicates that the success rates are increasing in both FRC and NFRC sets. Overall, the success rates in the FRC sets are still higher than the NFRC sets. The disadvantage of the FRC method is that: the time consumption of the FRC sets is higher than the NFRC sets as shown in Figure 12. The time consumption in the FRC sets is caused by the processes of calculating the similarity scores, selecting an appropriate DSC item from the DSC warehouse, and replacing the low-efficiency DSC item.
In this experimental design, the requests are generated randomly; and this makes the miss-match happens more often than real applications. In other words, the frequency of requesting for a DSC item in a system has a routine pattern in practical. For instance, a "connecting to the Internet" DSC item might be used most frequently in many organisations, but the random request generation process in this experimental design does not take this factor into account. Therefore, the miss-match will be highly decreased in real cases.

In the second part of the experiments, we evaluate the performance based on the two-section (TS) and Non-two-section (NTS) structures. The database and parameters used in this part are identical to the FRC part.

Figure 13 shows that the success rate of matching requests with DSC items in the TS sets are much better than it is in the NTS sets. The average success rate of the TS sets is 2.75 times higher than NTS sets. This result provides a solid proof that TS based mechanism has superior performance for improving matching success rates.
To evaluate the time consumption factor of the TS method, the experimental program randomly generated 100 requests and modified the DSC item number to observe the results. Figure 14 indicates that the time consumption of matching requests with DSC items in the TS sets is steady. However, the time consumption increases gradually in the NTS sets when the DSC item number increases.

To further evaluate the results in Figure 14, we increased the requests number to 200. The results shown in Figure 15 are very similar to Figure 14, except that it takes more DSC items in this experiment to increase the time consumption in the NTS sets. Nevertheless, the time consumption of the NTS sets increased from 22 seconds to 34 seconds when DSC items number increased from 5 to 90. However, the TS sets almost remained unchanged.
6. Conclusion

The DSC-based agent design offers an efficient and cost-effective solution to enhance agent capability reuse and integration. It can be further implemented to various domain agents, such as Web wrapper agents [22], negotiation agents [23], decision support agents [24, 25], etc.

The DSC design mechanism adopts several traditional methods including the cache model, three-type relationship, Cartesian product, and Chebyshev's theorem. These traditional methods are endowed a new meaning when they are applied to the DSC design for agent-based systems. In particular, the novel DSC slot design structure can significantly improve the reusability of agent capabilities.

A DSC-based agent can update its capability through removing the dated DSC items and inserting new DSC items from the DSC warehouse [26]. Instead of destroying retired or dated components in many traditional systems, the DSC-based agent returns the retired or dated DSC items to the DSC warehouse. These returned DSC items can be reused when they can fulfill the users' requests.

The functionality redundancy calculation and two-section-based structure deployed in the DSC-based design are able to improve the success rate of matching DSC items with user requests. The experimental results show that both FRC and TS methods can improve the success rate of request matching. Particularly, the success rate is improved significantly in the TS-based experiments. The similarity scores in the FRC sets are much lower than they are in the NFRC sets. This reflects that the DSC item redundancy is reduced in the FRC-based experiments. The TS sets require less time consumption than NTS sets for matching DSC items, on the contrary, the FRC sets require more time than NFRC sets for matching.

In general, the experimental results based on the CAD models indicate that the TS and FRC methods used in the DSC-based systems improve the system performance in terms of matching requests and reusing DSC components. Hence, the DSC-based agent design offers a reusable and extensible solution, which demonstrates the superior system performance.

The current agent design pattern is based on the system prototype and agent simulation processes. To further improve the DSC-based design, we plan to develop a complete DSC-based multiagent system to solve some complex problems based on industrial cases, such as the automated feature recognition problem described in Section V. Thus, the DSC-based agent design can be further evaluated and improved systematically.
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Abstract. One important quantitative property of CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) software is its heap bound for which a precise analysis result needs to combine shape analysis and numeric reasoning. In this paper, we present a framework for statically finding symbolic heap bounds of CPS software. The basic idea is to separate numeric reasoning from shape analysis by first constructing an ASTG (Abstract State Transition Graph) and then extracting a pure numeric representation which can further be analyzed for the heap bounds. A quantitative shape analysis method based on symbolic execution is defined in the framework to generate the ASTG. The numeric representation is extracted based on program slicing technique and inputted into an abstract interpretation tool for computing the heap bounds. We take list manipulating programs as an example to explain how to instantiate the framework for important data structures and to exhibit its practicability. A novel list abstraction method is also presented to support the instantiation of the framework.

Keywords: CPS software, heap bounds, quantitative shape analysis, symbolic execution, program slicing.

1. Introduction

Conformance with quantitative constraints over temporal-spatial resources (such as execution time, energy, memory, etc.) is central to the correctness of CPS software. Compared with general purpose software, CPS software often suffers from very limited memory [1, 6, 8]. One of the most important quantitative properties of CPS software should be its heap bounds.

CPS software often adopts dynamic memory allocation schemes, where a program can at any time request the operating system to allocate additional memory from heap. The failure of dynamic memory allocation request may cause the failure of CPS software or even the whole CPS system. Usually
depending on environmental parameters and/or user inputs, symbolic heap bounds are extremely important for CPS software which tends to feature a tight coupling between physical and software components and runs in open environments. Besides, precise symbolic heap bounds could also be very useful for inter-procedural static analysis and hardware synthesis [2].

There are several obstacles for finding precise heap bounds of CPS software written in imperative languages like C. Firstly, loops and recursive procedures are what make heap usage exceed its bounds. However, finding loop bounds may be difficult even for numeric programs and harder when loop bounds depend on the shape of the heap. Secondly, both shape analysis and numeric computation are needed for finding heap bounds. However, a casual combination of these techniques should involve a large increase in complexity, both in terms of the verification problem and the implementation [3]. Last but not the least, programmers often adopt shared mutable data structures, such as trees and lists, to develop CPS software for the sake of effectiveness and convenience. However, none of the available heap bounds analysis techniques can handle these shared mutable data structures full automatically.

In this paper, we try to tackle these obstacles and present a novel framework for analyzing heap bounds of CPS software. The basic idea is to separate numeric reasoning from shape analysis and to make full use of existed static analysis techniques and tools for finding precise heap bounds. In detailed, the framework will first construct an ASTG via quantitative shape analysis based on symbolic execution [4]. The ASTG is employed as an intermediate representation during the analysis and the transformation. A numeric representation maintaining the heap usage properties of the original program is further extracted based on the main idea of program slicing. The abstract interpretation tool Interproc [24] is finally used to find the heap bounds.

The framework can be instantiated for various data structures manipulating programs. In order to explain how the framework should work, we take list manipulating programs as an example. A new list abstraction model which maintains both shape and quantitative properties is presented and used during instantiating the framework. The new list abstract model stores the relationship between variables and list nodes in a singly-linked list implicitly, and represents list states in a compact manner. Compared with other abstraction models for list, such as shape graph and separation logic, it enjoys lower space overhead and higher implementation efficiency.

This paper has several main technical contributions:

- We present a new framework for analyzing heap bounds of CPS software. It separates numeric reasoning from shape analysis by extracting a numeric representation which maintains the heap usage of the original program.
- We further show how the framework could be instantiated for important data structures taking list manipulating programs as an example. With proper modifications and extensions, the framework should also work for
programs containing more complex data structures such as circular lists, doubly-linked lists, etc.

- We present a novel quantitative shape analysis method based on symbolic execution. It generates an ASTG (Abstract State Transition Graph) and is more precise than classic shape analysis methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 explains our main idea through a simple example. Section 4 presents the framework for analyzing heap bounds of CPS software. In Section 5 we introduce how to instantiate the framework for programs manipulating lists. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 makes a conclusion.

2. Related Work

Quantitative properties of CPS software have gained a lot of attention within the past several years, as shown by the recent publications on the subject [7-10]. But they mainly focus on the WCET problem, while we try to find heap bounds of CPS software in this paper.

Early work for heap bounds analysis and verification [11-13] most likely focuses on functional programs where data structures are basically immutable and easier to handle. These works often needn't treat shape or the shared mutable data structures.

For imperative Object Oriented programming languages such as Java, the method proposed in [14] relies on a type system and type annotations. It is therefore up to the programmer to annotate the sizes of data structures and the amount of heap memory required for each method. Hofmann et al. [15] also propose a type based heap space analysis for Java style OO programs with explicit deallocation. It uses an amortised analysis and calculates heap memory usage with an LP-solver based on function inputs during the type inference. Albert et al. introduce a Java memory-bounds tool in [16]. It uses a heap abstraction and applies heuristics based on arithmetic simplification to find a memory bound.

For assembly-level programs, Chin et al. [25] present a method to find memory resource bounds for each method in terms of the symbolic values of its parameters. However, the system does not handle shared objects.

Different from previous work [14-16, 25], we focus on the C language which is found in many critical CPS software implementations. Finding heap bounds for C programs needs both quantitative shape analysis and numeric reasoning. Previous work often omitted shape analysis; while our method uses a more precise shape abstraction, which is crucial for dealing with our examples.

He et al. [17] try to reuse a general-purpose verification system Hip/Sleek for memory usage verification, where shape, size and alias information can be readily obtained from the specifications given in separation logic. They can verify quite a number of programs that cannot be handled by previous
approaches, such as doubly linked lists, cyclic linked lists and binary trees. However, they need to supply memory specifications for the programs manually, while our framework could find heap bounds automatically.

Cook et al. [18] present a constraint-based method to find symbolic bounds for C programs combining several known methods and tools. They use the shape analysis tool THOR [20] to produce a new program without heap operations and use constraint-based techniques to find the heap bounds. Magill et al. [19] present a formal system for producing numeric abstractions of heap-manipulating programs based on the work of [18, 20, 21]. Our quantitative shape analysis procedure is based on symbolic execution techniques and that is different from THOR which is based on separation logic invariants generation. Another key difference between their method and ours should be the abstract model for list. Their work uses separation logic to model the abstract list state, while our work adopts the newly presented list abstract model. By focusing on specific data structures, our framework is able to obtain more precise results than their work while without have to ask the user to supply any annotations. Our numeric representation extraction algorithm is based on program slicing technique, which makes our result numeric CFG be smaller than theirs when applying to heap bounds analysis.

Shape graph is the most frequently used abstract model in static analysis; however, it can’t express quantitative properties of heap. Some researchers [14, 17-20] used separation logic to describe the abstract state of list. Bouajjani et al. [22] use counter automata to model the abstract state of list. Our list abstract model has the equal expression ability with their counter automata. But our method enjoys lower space overhead and better scalability. Besides, the method in [22] is not implemented automatically; while we have implemented a prototype tool based on our list abstract model.

3. A Motivating Example

The example in figure 1 is taken from [2] with minor modifications, which may denote a frequently used programming pattern in CPS software. The procedure reads integers from an input signal $i$ and returns every $n$ inputted integers to an output signal $o$ in inverse order. The primitive $\text{input}()$ reads one integer from $i$, and the primitive $\text{output}()$ writes one integer to $o$. The data structure $\text{LIST}$ is used to represent singly-linked lists (with fields $\text{data}$ and its $\text{next}$ element). The bound of heap usage for $\text{prio}$ should be $8n$ (assuming that $\text{sizeof(LIST)} = 8$).

This example is fairly simple but exhibits all the obstacles we want to overcome in this paper when finding precise symbolic heap bounds of CPS software. Using the method presented in this paper, we are able to find such a bound for this example. An intermediate representation including only numeric variables will be constructed and analyzed for the heap bounds in our framework. An equivalence program of the numeric representation written in C is given in figure 2 for understanding convenience. The numeric
representation may contain some variables from the original program (such as $k$ and $n$) and some instrumentation variables such as $heap_{\text{now}}$, $heap_{\text{peak}}$ (which track the heap usage) and $X$, $Y$ (which track the quantitative properties of shape, and in this case they represent the length of lists). Now analyzing the following numeric program, we could know the biggest value of $heap_{\text{peak}}$ is $8n$, which is just the heap bound of the original program.

```c
void prio(int n, in_signal i, out_signal o) {
    LIST *head, *cur;
    while(1){
        // Build up an n-sized buffer
        head = (LIST*)malloc(sizeof(LIST));
        head->data = input(i);
        for(int k = 0; k < n-1; k++){
            cur = (LIST*)malloc(sizeof(LIST));
            cur->data = input(i);
            cur->next = head;
            head = cur;
        }
        // Send the buffer to the output and deallocate it
        cur = head;
        while(cur != NULL) {
            output(o, cur->data);
            head = cur->next;
            free(cur);
            cur = head;
        }
    }
}
```

Fig. 1. A motivating example

4. A Symbolic Heap Bounds Analysis Framework

In this section, we introduce a new framework for finding symbolic heap bounds statically. The framework is presented in figure 3. After getting the CFG (Control Flow Graph) of the original program, we go forward with a quantitative shape analysis which can generate shape invariants for each program point. We do not annotate the abstract states and transitions in the original CFG, but construct a new intermediate representation named as Abstract State Transition Graph (ASTG, for short). ASTG is a core internal representation in our framework which could be used to extract the numeric representation. The final numeric representation is actually a CFG which maintains the heap usage properties of the original programs and manipulates only numeric variables. A numeric reasoning tool such as Interproc [24] could be then used to find the heap bounds. We will introduce these steps in detail in the following subsections. In this paper, we take list manipulating programs as an example for explaining the main idea of the framework. When extending to programs manipulating other kinds of data structures, firstly, you need to adopt a suitable abstract model for these data
structures, and then make some proper modifications when implementing the core algorithms.

```c
void prio_numeric(int n, in_signal i, out_signal o) {
    int heap_now, heap_peak, k, X, Y;
    heap_now = 0;
    heap_peak = 0;
    while(1){
        heap_now = heap_now + 8;
        if(heap_now > heap_peak)
            heap_peak = heap_now;
        k = 0;
        X = 1;
        while(1){
            if(k>=n-1)
                break;
            heap_now = heap_now + 8;
            if(heap_now > heap_peak)
                heap_peak = heap_now;
            k = k + 1;
            X = X + 1;
        }
        Y = X;
        while(1){
            if(Y==1)
                break;
            heap_now = heap_now - 8;
            Y = Y - 1;
        }
        heap_now = heap_now - 8;
    }
}
```

Fig. 2. The numeric program tracking the heap bounds

Fig. 3. Static analysis framework for symbolic heap bounds
4.1. Abstract State Transition Graph

ASTG plays an important role in our framework, so we first give its definition in this subsection.

**Definition 1.** An Abstract State Transition Graph (ASTG) is a 5-tuple $(Q,q_0,P,\rightarrow,L)$, where:
- $Q$ is a finite set of abstract states. Each $q \in Q$ is a 2-tuple $q = (sg,pc)$ where $sg$ is an abstract shape representation in program point $pc$.
- $q_0 \in Q$ is the starting state.
- $P \subseteq Q$ is the set of exit states.
- $\rightarrow \subseteq Q \times Q$ is the set of transitions.
- $L$ is a labeling function which labels each $\tau \in \rightarrow$ with program commands.

The abstract shape representation must maintain both shape properties and quantitative properties of the current shape. Supposing $sg$ can be further divided into shape part $sg^s$ and quantitative part $sg^q$. Given an abstract shape representation $sg$, we record it with $sg = sg^s \oplus sg^q$. However, it’s obvious that these two parts may rely on each other and are not fully independent with each other. How to express the abstract shape depends on the concrete implementation and the abstract model for shared mutable data structures.

One key difference between our method and existed methods (such as [21]) is that we classified the transitions. The transitions in $\rightarrow$ could be classified into three disjoint subsets. $\rightarrow_s$ stands for the kind of transitions which are labeled with statements from the original program; $\rightarrow_c$ stands for the conditional transitions which are labeled with Boolean expressions; and $\rightarrow_l$ stands for the kind of transitions which enter a loop structure and are labeled with a special command MakeShapeSymbolic. Any $\tau \in \rightarrow$ could be treated as a transfer function which maps a source abstract state to a target abstract state.

The transitions in $\rightarrow_s$ are easily understood. Given an input state, it just generates one output state according to the semantics of the labeled program statements. It’s worth noting that the definition of ASTG doesn’t require the statements labeled on $\rightarrow_s$ must be assignment statements, as you can see soon from the example ASTG in figure 4.

There are some cases that a statement could generate two output abstract states. One case is when the branch condition of a branch statement could either be true or false for an input abstract state. The other case is when some special assignments might also generate two abstract states, according to the operational semantics of the abstract shape model for the underline data structures. For these two cases, we must bring in conditional transitions which are labeled with transition conditions and add them to $\rightarrow_c$.

In order to handle loop structures, we bring in a special transition for each edge entering a loop structure in the CFG and add them to $\rightarrow_l$. The target abstract state of each transition in $\rightarrow_l$ is a symbolic representation of the source abstract state. We label these transitions with a special command named MakeShapeSymbolic. It means that we should construct a new
symbolic abstract state. The quantitative part \( sg^q \) of the abstract shape representation should contain only new symbolic variables.

There are some optimizations or constraints we would like to make for the transitions in ASTG in order to reduce the abstract states set \( Q \) and to simplify the implementation of our framework. As for the transitions in \( \rightarrow_s \), if a continuous fragment of statements can only generate one output abstract state for each inputted abstract state, then they could be merged into a compound transition. The compound transition takes the source state of the first transition and the target state of the last transition and is labeled with the statements from all these transitions sequentially. There are some cases that the condition of a branch statement is definitely evaluated to true or to false for the input abstract state. We treat these branch statements as normal assignment transition in this case and label these branch statements with transitions in \( \rightarrow_s \). The underline abstract modeling method must assure that an assignment statement should never generate more than two abstract states for the correctness of our method. Suppose the conditions labeled on the two outgoing transitions from one common source abstract states are \( cond_{true} \) and \( cond_{false} \), it must be assured that \( cond_{true} = \neg cond_{false} \) and \( cond_{false} = \neg cond_{true} \). As for the transitions in \( \rightarrow_l \), the shape parts of the source state and the target state must be identical.

Fig. 4. The ASTG generated for the motivating example

The generated ASTG for the example by our framework in figure 1 is given in figure 4. Here each solid line box stands for an abstract shape \( sg \) and its position should exhibit the program counter \( pc \). The abstract shape is
expressed with our list abstract model which will be explained in the next section. You don’t have to doubt why an abstract shape can be expressed like that now. The starting state $q$ is slash marked. The program will runs forever so there is no exit states. Three kinds of transitions are denoted with different arrows as shown in the figure. The dotted line boxes positioned aside present what are labeled for each transition. The operation MakeShapeSymbolic is represented with MSS for brevity. As you can see, the ASTG describes all the abstract states that may occur during the execution of the original program. A program point of the original CFG may be separated into several abstract states with different abstract shape parts. An ASTG could be treated as the result of refining the original CFG based the shape analysis result in some ways.

4.2. Quantitative Shape Analysis

In this part we introduce how we can construct an ASTG from a CFG based on the idea of symbolic execution [4]. The algorithm is presented in figure 5. Its main idea is to start symbolic execution from the initial state and record the abstract states and the transitions that can arise during symbolic execution. Semantics of all the basic shape operations must be defined at first in order to implement the algorithm. Before explain how the algorithm works, we first define the abstract subsumption relationship between two abstract states.

**Definition 2.** Given two abstract states $s_1, s_2$, supposing $s_1 = (s_{g_1}, p_{c_1})$ and $s_2 = (s_{g_2}, p_{c_2})$, $s_{g_1} = s_{g_2} \uplus s_{g_1}^1$, $s_{g_2} = s_{g_2} \uplus s_{g_2}^2$. We would call $s_1$ is subsumed by $s_2$ and record with $s_1 \prec s_2$ if and only if $p_{c_1} = p_{c_2} \land s_{g_1} = s_{g_2}$ and $s_{g_2}^1$ includes only atom symbolic variables.

The algorithm in figure 5 maintains two sets of abstract states, where $NEW$ maintains the abstract states needed to be analyzed and $OLD$ keeps the ones that have been analyzed. The algorithm will start symbolic execution from a selected abstract state in $NEW$ and runs along the original CFG. When the set $NEW$ is empty we could get the final ASTG. The method of selecting the next abstract state to analyze from $NEW$ is not fixed and depends on the adopted search strategy. With a selected state from $NEW$, the algorithm will keep executing until it reaches one of the following three special cases:

- When reaching an exit abstract state, it will select another abstract state from $NEW$ and start a new symbolic execution process.
- When reaching a statement that may generate two possible abstract states, it will first construct a new $\rightarrow$, transition and two new $\rightarrow_c$ transitions. If any branched new abstract state is not subsumed by some abstract state in $OLD$, then a new abstract state has occurred and must be added to $NEW$.
- When reaching an edge which enters a loop structure in the CFG, it will check whether the state could be subsumed by some abstract state in $OLD$. If not, then a new abstract state has occurred and must be created with MakeShapeSymbolic command and added to $NEW$. Besides, a new $\rightarrow_l$
transition and a new \( \rightarrow_i \) transition may also be constructed accordingly. The MakeShapeSymbolic operation means making a shape representation become a more general symbolic representation. Its concrete implementation depends on the underline abstract model for shared mutable data structures.

As an example, you can refer to figure 4 which gives an ASTG generated by the algorithm for the motivating example in figure 1.

Algorithm 1: QuantitativeShapeAnalysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT:</th>
<th>( q_0 ) // the initial abstract state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P ) // the set of exit abstract states</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{cfg} ) // the CFG of the original program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT:</td>
<td>( \text{astg} = (\text{OLD}, q_0, P, \rightarrow, \cup \rightarrow, \cup \rightarrow_c, \cup \rightarrow_l, L) ) // the ASTG of the original CFG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

begin
1: \( \text{OLD} = \emptyset \); \( \text{NEW} = \{q\} \);
2: \( \text{while} (\text{NEW} \neq \emptyset) \) do
3: select and remove \( s \) from \( \text{NEW} \), add it to \( \text{OLD} \);
4: start symbolic execution from \( s \) until the following cases happen:
5: In case of reaching a statement that may generate two different abstract states \( s_1, s_2 \):
6: if \( s \neq s' \) then
7: add \( \langle s, s' \rangle \) to \( \rightarrow \), label it with corresponding statements;
8: add \( s_1 \) to \( \text{NEW} \) if \( \forall s_i \in \text{OLD}. \neg(s_i < s) \);
9: add \( s_2 \) to \( \text{NEW} \) if \( \forall s_i \in \text{OLD}. \neg(s_2 < s) \);
10: add \( \langle s', s_1 \rangle, \langle s', s_2 \rangle \) to \( \rightarrow_c \), label it with corresponding conditions;
11: continue;
12: In case of reaching an edge entering a loop structure in the CFG:
13: if \( s \neq s' \) then
14: add \( \langle s, s' \rangle \) to \( \rightarrow \), label it with corresponding statements;
15: if \( \forall s_i \in \text{OLD}. \neg(s' < s) \) then
16: \( s'' = \text{MakeShapeSymbolic}(s') \);
17: add \( s'' \) to \( \text{NEW} \);
18: add \( \langle s'', s' \rangle \) to \( \rightarrow_l \), label it with \( \text{MakeShapeSymbolic} \);
19: else // suppose \( \exists s_i \in \text{OLD}. s' < s_i \)
20: add \( \langle s', s_i \rangle \) to \( \rightarrow_l \), label it with \( \text{MakeShapeSymbolic} \);
21: continue;
22: In case of \( s' \in P \)
23: continue;
24: od

Fig. 5. The QuantitativeShapeAnalysis algorithm
4.3. Numeric Extraction

In this subsection, we will first introduce how we can model the heap usage of the original program with two numeric variables, and then introduce the main steps for extracting a numeric CFG from the ASTG.

Heap bound is a quantitative property intending to find a peak value for heap usage. Here we bring in two instrumentation variables \( \text{heap}_{\text{now}} \) and \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \) which represent the heap usage at present and the peak heap usage until now respectively. There are two cases when we need to modify these two variables.

When programs call library functions such as `malloc()` to allocate some amount of memory from heap, \( \text{heap}_{\text{now}} \) should be increased by the amount of allocated heap memory. Besides, we have to determine whether \( \text{heap}_{\text{now}} \) is greater than \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \), and update \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \) if it was. For each original statement \( \text{ptr} = \text{malloc} (\text{malloc}_\text{size}) \), we should instrument with the following statements:

\[
\text{heap}_\text{now} = \text{heap}_\text{now} + \text{malloc}_\text{size};
\]
\[
\text{if} (\text{heap}_\text{now} > \text{heap}_\text{peak})
\]
\[
\text{heap}_\text{peak} = \text{heap}_\text{now};
\]

Other library functions such as `realloc()` and `calloc()` could also be handled in this way with respect to their operation semantics. We will not list them in detail.

When programs call library function `free()` to give back some amount of memory to heap, \( \text{heap}_{\text{now}} \) should be decreased by the amount of deallocated heap memory. Suppose the size of the freed memory \( \text{free}_\text{size} \) has been gained by a pre-analysis task, we will instrument `free(ptr)` with the following statements:

\[
\text{heap}_\text{now} = \text{heap}_\text{now} - \text{free}_\text{size};
\]

We can traverse all statements labeled on the transitions of ASTG and complete the instrumentation work based on syntax analysis. The biggest value of \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \) should be the heap bounds of the original program. However, besides depending on numeric program variables, \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \) may also be controlled by loops and branches which may further depend on the shape of the heap, as we can see from the example in figure 1. Existed numeric reasoning tools could not be adopted directly. We will try to overcome these obstacles by constructing a pure numeric representation of the original program. The good news is that ASTG contains plentiful information for transforming these syntax structures into corresponding numeric versions.

We can transform these loops depending on the shape of the heap as following. Because we have refined the original loop structures in the quantitative shape analysis phase, all new loop structures in ASTG enjoy the good character that the shape parts of the abstract shape representations in the loop entries are identical. So the loop body can only affect the
quantitative properties of the abstract states. We try to bring in new instrumentation variables to describe the change of the quantitative parts of the abstract representations. Each transition in \( \rightarrow \) is also well designed requiring that the shape parts of the source abstract state and the target abstract state must be identical. Besides, the quantitative part of the target abstract state of a \( \rightarrow \) transition contains only atom symbolic variables. We could take these atom symbolic variables as new numeric instrumentation variables, and assign the corresponding symbolic expressions from the quantitative part of the source abstract state of \( \rightarrow \) to them. These assignment statements could then reflect the effect of the loop body for the abstract state.

As for the branches depending on the shape of the heap, we can replace the shape related branch conditions with equivalent quantitative properties of the shape. It’s fortunately that the generated ASTG has already transformed these branch conditions into numeric versions, as you can see in figure 4. We will explain how it is possible for us to make the transformation taking lists manipulating programs as an example in the next section.

Now we can extract the statements that affect the value of \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \) and construct the numeric CFG. The extraction algorithm presented in figure 6 is based on the program slicing technique [5]. Program slicing can be used to extract program statements which are relevant to a particular computation. A program slice is an executable program whose behavior must be identical to a specific subset of the original program’s behavior. The principle of getting this behavior subset is called slicing criterion and can be expressed as the value of some sets of variables at some set of statements and/or program points.

The numeric CFG is a heap bounds slice of the instrumented ASTG with the initial slicing criterion including all the statements that modify \( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} \). The slicing procedure then starts to find and label the statements on all these edges that lead the program reaching some slice criterion based on the main idea of classic program slicing. After getting the labeled ASTG, we could construct the numeric CFG easily.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2: ExtractNumericCFG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INPUT:</strong> astg \ // the intermediate representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTPUT:</strong> cfg \ // the final numeric representation tracking the heap bounds of the original program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>begin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: traverse astg and instrument it with ( \text{heap}<em>{\text{now}}, \text{heap}</em>{\text{peak}} );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: traverse astg and label all transitions in ( \rightarrow ) with corresponding assignment statements;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: add all the statements that modify ( \text{heap}_{\text{peak}} ) into slicing criterion;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: slice the ASTG and construct cfg;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>end</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The ExtractNumericCFG algorithm
As an example, the extracted numeric CFG for the motivating example by our framework is presented in figure 7. Each box may stand for a combination of several basic blocks. We present it like this on purpose to reflect the main idea of the ExtractNumericCFG algorithm and for simplicity. Suppose the initial value for heap_now and heap_peak are all zero, then we could get the heap bounds $8n$ with the abstract interpretation tool Interproc now.

5. Instantiate the Framework

In this section, we illustrate how to instantiate the framework for various shared mutable data structures. List is one of the most frequently used data structures in CPS software. So we will take list as an example and present a novel abstract model for lists in the first subsection. In the second subsection we will explain some special issues needed to be considered when instantiating the framework.

![Fig. 7. The final numeric CFG for the motivating example](image)

5.1. A New List Abstract Model

In order to express our basic idea more clearly, we focus on non-circled singly-linked lists at first. Although doubly-linked lists and circled lists are special, they can all be expressed using this abstract model with simple extensions. A singly-linked list node contains one next field pointing to the next list node; while all other fields can be treated as data fields. The abstract syntax considered in this paper is given in figure 8. Here $PVar$ is a finite set of
pointer variables of list type and \( DVar \) is a finite set of variables of primitive types (for simplicity, we only consider integer variables by now). Allowed syntax structures include assignment statements, branch statements, and loop statements. We suppose that there is at most one \( \text{next} \) operator in a list operation. All other cases could be transformed by bringing in temp variables. One example manipulating lists is presented in figure 1.

\[
p, q \in PVar \quad x \in DVar
\]
\[
e := x \mid p \rightarrow \text{data} \mid e_1 + e_2 \mid e_1 - e_2
\]
\[
\text{AsgnStmt} := x = e \mid p = \text{null} \mid p = q \mid p = q \rightarrow \text{next} \mid p \rightarrow \text{next} = q \mid p \rightarrow \text{next} = \text{null} \mid p = \text{malloc}() \mid \text{free}(p) \mid p \rightarrow \text{data} = e
\]
\[
\text{Cond} := p == q \mid p == \text{null} \mid e_1 > e_2 \mid e_1 < e_2 \mid \text{true} \mid \text{false}
\]
\[
\neg \text{Cond} \lor \text{Cond}_1 \lor \text{Cond}_2 \lor \text{Cond}_1 \land \text{Cond}_2
\]
\[
\text{BranchStmt} := \text{if} \ \text{Cond} \ \text{then} \ \{ \text{Stmt}^* \} \ \text{else} \ \{ \text{Stmt}^* \} \ \text{fi}
\]
\[
\text{WhileStmt} := \text{while} \ \text{Cond} \ \text{do} \ \{ \text{Stmt}^* \} \ \text{od}
\]
\[
\text{Stmt} := \text{AsgnStmt} \mid \text{BranchStmt} \mid \text{WhileStmt}
\]
\[
\text{Program} := \{ \text{Stmt}^* \}
\]

Fig. 8. The abstract syntax for operating lists

Suppose the set of list nodes is \( N \), and the variables in \( PVar \) form a special subset of list nodes \( V \subseteq N \). Another special node \( \text{NULL} \in N \) is used to denote the null node. We define a binary relation \( E \) from \( N - \{ \text{NULL} \} \) to \( N \) such that \( \forall n_1, n_2 \in N, \langle n_1, n_2 \rangle \in E \) if \( n_1 \) points to list node \( n_2 \) when \( n_1 \in V \) and \( n_2 \) is the next list node of \( n_1 \), otherwise. We record the transitive, irreflexive closure of \( E \) with \( E^+ \), and define a binary predicate \( \text{Reach}(n_1, n_2) \) such that \( \forall n_1, n_2 \in N, \text{Reach}(n_1, n_2) \) evaluates to true iff \( \langle n_1, n_2 \rangle \in E^+ \).

For the time being, we consider programs without recursion or concurrency constructs, and therefore all variables could be assumed to be global. We arrange all the variables in \( PVar \) in order, and for each \( 0 \leq i \leq |V| - 1 \), \( V_i \) stands for the \( i \)th variable. The binary predicate \( \text{Reach} \) describes the reachability property between list nodes in \( N \). If \( \text{Reach}(V_i, n) \) evaluates to true, then \( V_i \) could access list node \( n \) via a number of \( \text{next} \) operators and we would say that the variable \( V_i \) can reach list node \( n \). For each list node \( n \in N - V \), its reachability property for all the variables could always be expressed with a Boolean vector.

**Definition 3.** For each list node \( n \in N - V - \{ \text{NULL} \} \), its Variable Reachability Vector (VRV for short) \( \gamma_n \) is a \(|V|\)-sized Boolean vector \( \gamma_n \in \{0,1\}^{|V|} \) where \( \gamma_n [i] = 1 \) iff \( \text{Reach}(V_i, n) \) evaluates to true.

Let’s see an example of VRV. Suppose the example in figure 1 has just executed the statement in line 7 during the \((n-1)\)th loop. The current list state may be like what is presented in the left part of figure 9. We denote list nodes with boxes, while denote those special nodes with boxes with dotted lines. If we define \( V_0 = \text{head}, V_1 = \text{cur} \), then the VRVs listed on the top of each list node could describe their reachability. And as we can see, the list node \( n_n \) has just been created and pointed to by \( \text{cur} \), so the VRV for \( n_n \) should be \( 01 \). The VRV
for all the other list nodes should be 11 because they can all reached by both head and cur.

![Diagram of list nodes and VRV values]

Fig. 9. An example for VRV and VRVSC

Without confusing, we would also say that the variable \( V_i \) can reach VRV \( \gamma \) if \( \gamma[i] = 1 \). Given a VRV \( \gamma \), we define a set of integers \( R_\gamma = \{ i \mid \gamma[i] = 1 \} \) which describes the variables that could reach \( \gamma \). For two VRVs \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2 \), if \( R_{\gamma_1} \subset R_{\gamma_2} \), then we would say \( \gamma_1 \) can reach \( \gamma_2 \) and record with \( \gamma_1 \subset \gamma_2 \). Besides, for each variable \( V_i \), we define a set of VRVs \( \Gamma_i = \{ \gamma \mid \gamma[i] = 1 \} \) which contains all the VRVs that the variable \( V_i \) can reach. After defining the reachability relationships between VRVs, for each variable \( V_i \), we can find the minimal element in \( \Gamma_i \) and record it with \( \gamma_i^0 : \forall \gamma \in \Gamma_i, \gamma \subset \gamma_i^0 \). It’s obvious that \( \gamma_i^0 \) must be the right VRV for the list node pointed to by \( V_i \).

Let’s see the example in figure 9 again, where \( \Gamma_0 = \{ 11 \} \), \( \gamma_0^0 = 11 \), so we can know that the list node pointed to by head has the VRV 11. Similarly, because \( \Gamma_1 = \{ 01, 11 \} \), \( \gamma_1^0 = 01 \), we can know that the list node pointed to by cur has the VRV 01.

Given a list state, we can always construct a set of VRVs according to Definition 3. The relationship between these VRVs can describe the relative position of the corresponding list nodes. We can also get the VRV to which each variable points. There may exist any number of nodes with identical VRVs. Because we are only interested in the shape of heap and its quantitative properties, we can simply count the number of list nodes with identical VRV as following.

**Definition 4.** VRV Set with Counters (VRVSC for short) is a set of 2-tuples \( \text{VRVSC} = \{ \langle \text{vr}, \text{num} \rangle \} \), where \( \text{vr} \) is a VRV and \( \text{num} \) is the number of list nodes whose VRV equals to \( \text{vr} \).

According to the definition, all tuples in a VRVSC should be different in their \( \text{vr} \)s and the \( \text{num} \) field for each tuple should always be greater than zero. We could always get one and only one VRVSC for each list state after defining the sequence of the variables. So VRVSC can be used as an abstract list model which maintains both the shape and quantitative properties.

For example, the VRVSC given on the right part of figure 9 could deliver the same information as the shape graph given on the left part. We could read from the VRVSC representation that there are \( n-1 \) node which could be accessed by both head and cur via a number of next operators, and there is...
one list node pointed to by head but not pointed to by cur. Also we can know the next node of the node pointed to by cur should be the same node pointed to by head.

The operation of data fields and primitive data types are the same as normal, so we only consider the abstract semantics for list operations. For simplicity, we use some simple recording symbols. Given a set of integers \( S \) and a VRVSC tuple \( \langle vrv, num \rangle \), we use \( vrv/S, num \) to represent the operation of replacing all the bits of \( vrv \) in \( S \) with \( 0 \), meanwhile, use \( vrv/S, j \) to represent the operation of replacing all the bits of \( vrv \) in \( S \) with \( vrv[j] \). \( new(S) \) means creating a new VRV in which all the bits in \( S \) are 1 and the other bits are 0. We also use \( p \) to represent the \( p \)th variable when not confusing.

An assignment statement can be treated as a transfer function for the abstract list model. Given a VRVSC \( vrvsc \), the abstract semantics given in figure 9 describe how it can be updated according to the semantics of each assignment statement. For each assignment statement, a tuple \( \langle vrv, num \rangle \in vrvsc \) may be changed only when \( vrv \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \) (or \( \Gamma_p \) if the assignment statement doesn’t manipulate \( q \)). We will use \( vrvsc \Delta \) to represent the unmodified part of \( vrvsc \) in figure 10.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle p = \text{null} \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{p\} \leftarrow 0, num' = num \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle p = q \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{p\} \leftarrow q, num' = num \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle p = \text{next} \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{p\} \leftarrow q, num' = (vrv == \gamma^q_p)?num - 1 : num \\
&\cup (\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle p = \text{next} = \text{null} \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \leftarrow 0, num' = (vrv == \gamma^q_p)?num - 1 : num \\
&\cup (\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle p = \text{next} = q \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \leftarrow q, num' = (vrv == \gamma^q_p)?num - 1 : num \\
&\cup (\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle p = \text{malloc} \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{\{p\}\} \leftarrow 0, num' = num \cup \{(\text{new}\{p\}, 1)\} \cup vrvsc \Delta \\
\langle \text{free}(p) \rangle (vrvsc) &= \{(vrv', num') \mid \forall (vrv, num) \in vrvsc \land vrv \in \Gamma_p \} \\
vrv' &= vrv/\{\gamma^q_p, 0\} \leftarrow 0, num' = (vrv == \gamma^q_p)?num - 1 : num \cup vrvsc \Delta 
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 10. Abstract semantics for list operations

When executing these list operations according to the abstract semantics, three cases in the output VRVSC may occur.

1. There exist some tuples whose num fields are zero. The definition of VRVSC requires that all num fields must be greater than zero. If this case happens, we should delete these tuples from \( vrvsc \).
(2) There exist several tuples whose vrv fields are identical. If this case happens, we should merge all these tuples into one tuple and take the sum of their num fields as the new num field.

(3) There exist some tuple whose vrv field is an all zero VRV. If the tuple’s num field is also zero, then we simply delete the tuple from vrvsc according to the first case handling schema. However, if the num field is not zero, then it means some list nodes will never be accessed by any variables, so we will report a memory leak error.

We have defined a function Compact(vrvsc) to handle the above cases. The function should be called after each list operation by default.

The abstract semantics for list operations are fairly straight forward, so we won’t explain in detail here, and only list them in figure 10. The detailed explanations and examples are given in Appendix A.

5.2. Some Special Issues to Be Considered

Our framework requires that the abstract model should maintain both shape properties and quantitative properties for the shared mutable data structures. VRVSC could be used as an abstract model of list meeting the above requirements. Next we show some special issues to be considered when instantiating the framework.

(1) Algorithm for checking subsumption

The quantitative shape analysis algorithm will check the subsumption relationship between two abstract states in a high frequency. So the algorithm plays an important role for improving the efficiency and extendibility of the framework. Based on Definition 2, implementing such an algorithm for the abstract list model is fairly easy.

In this case, a vrvsc plays the role of the abstract shape representation sg, the set of VRVs: \{vrv|vrv.num in vrvsc\} plays the role of the shape part sg, and the constraints on the num fields play the role of the quantitative part sgq.

In order to check whether sg1 = sg2, we could iterate on the two set of VRVs, and check if they are identical. We design one practicable algorithm and present it in figure 11. The comparison of two Boolean vectors (checking whether vrv1 = vrv2) could be implemented in a high efficiency way, so the checking subsumption algorithm could run efficiently.

(2) Implementation of the MakeShapeSymbolic Command

The MakeShapeSymbolic command constructs a more general symbolic representation. Based on the list abstract model, we can bring in a new symbolic variable for each num field of all the tuples in the VRVSC in the QuantitativeShapeAnalysis algorithm. When handling transitions in \( \rightarrow \) in the ExtractNumericCFG algorithm, we could compare two VRVSCs of the source and the target abstract states, find two tuples with identical vrv, and assign the symbolic expressions kept in the num field of the source state to the symbolic variable kept in the num field of the target state.
Algorithm 3: CheckingSubsumption

INPUT: \( s_1, s_2 \) // two abstract states, supposing:
\[
s_1 = \langle \{\langle \text{vrv}_1, \text{num}_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle \text{vrv}_i, \text{num}_i \rangle \rangle, pc_1 \rangle,
\]
\[
s_2 = \langle \{\langle \text{vrv}_2, \text{num}_2 \rangle, \ldots, \langle \text{vrv}_j, \text{num}_j \rangle \rangle, pc_2 \rangle
\]

OUTPUT: yes // when \( s_1 \sqsubseteq s_2 \)
no // otherwise

begin
1: return no if \( pc_1 \neq pc_2 \);
2: return no if \( i \neq j \);
3: For each 1 \( \leq k \leq i \)
4: subsumed = no;
5: For each 1 \( \leq t \leq j \)
6: if \( \text{vrv}_k = \text{vrv}_t \) and \( \text{num}_t \) is an atom symbolic variable
7: subsumed = yes;
8: break;
9: if(subsumed == no)
10: return no;
11: return yes;
end

Fig. 11. Algorithm for checking subsumption

(3) How to transform the shape dependent conditions to numeric conditions

In order to facilitate the ExtractNumericCFG algorithm, the abstract list model should be able to transform the shape dependent branch conditions into numeric versions. We focus on two kinds of branch conditions depending on the shape of the heap. They can both be transformed easily as following.

The first kind of conditions check whether a pointer variable is null. For example, \( p = \text{null} \) means that all the list nodes should not be reached by the variable \( p \). Given \( \text{vrv}_{\text{sc}} \), it equals to \( \forall \langle \text{vrv}, \text{num} \rangle \in \text{vrv}_{\text{sc}}. \text{vrv}[p] = 0 \). Considering the \( \text{num} \) fields may contain symbolic variables, we adopt another equal expression: \( \forall \langle \text{vrv}, \text{num} \rangle \in \text{vrv}_{\text{sc}}. \text{vrv}[p] \neq 0 \Rightarrow \text{num} = 0 \). Another kind of conditions check whether two pointer variables point to the same list node. For example, \( p = q \) means that \( p \) and \( q \) should always point to the same list node. Following the above idea, we can express it with \( \forall \langle \text{vrv}, \text{num} \rangle \in \text{vrv}_{\text{sc}}. \text{vrv}[p] \neq \text{vrv}[q] \Rightarrow \text{num} = 0 \).

(4) How could an assignment statement become a branch statement?

A shape controlled branch may also affect the heap usage, for example we may call \text{malloc()} or \text{free()} in a shape controlled branch statement. However, when generating the ASTG, all these shape related branch conditions will be evaluated to a fixed value. So we don’t have to handle these branches specially. That’s because our framework has transferred the uncertainty of shape controlled branches to the uncertainty of some special assignment statements as following.
As we have pointed out in the previous sections, the Compact() operation must check if the num field of a tuple in VRVSC is zero. Because we adapt symbolic execution techniques during quantitative shape analysis, the underline SMT solver may report an answer unknown when verifying whether a symbolic expression equal 0. In this case, the Compact() operation may don’t know whether to delete a tuple from the VRVSC. That should generate two abstract states and both of them should be treated with conservative care. In this case, the assignment statement acts like a branch statement and we should construct two transitions of \( \rightarrow \), type to deal with this problem. Corresponding conditions with only numeric symbolic expressions are also labeled on the transitions. For example, when executing the statement head = cur->next in line 12 of the example presented in figure 1, we must check if the symbolic expression \( Y-1 \) equals to 0, and the adopted SMT solver will answer with unknown, so we add two transitions to the ASTG as shown in figure 4.

6. Experimental Results

In order to prove the practicability of our framework, we have designed and implemented a prototype tool for analyzing symbolic heap bounds of list manipulating programs statically. The prototype tool is implemented on top of the LLVM framework [27] which offers many useful facilities for the front-end analysis and the implementation of the numeric extraction algorithm. We adapt the core framework of KLEE [23] to implement the quantitative shape analysis procedure. The final numeric representation is inputted into Interproc [24] for computing the biggest value of heap_peak.

We have carried our experiments for several small programs. The example given in figure1 and copy_and_delete are hand written. Hash_New_Table1 and Hash_New_Table2 are two Hash Table construction functions taken from the hash.c of heaplayer-0.1-benchmarks [26]. The other benchmarks are taken from [28] and can be downloaded from http://www liafa.jussieu.fr/ cellia/examples.html. Table 1 shows the statistics obtained for each analyzed program. The program size is evaluated in terms of number of lines of C code (Column 2). For each program, Column 3 represents the time for the preparation of CFG with LLVM infrastructure, Column 4 represents the time taken by quantitative shape analysis, Column 5 represents the time taken by numeric representation extraction, and Column 6 represents the time taken by Interproc to compute the biggest value for heap_peak. We also list the symbolic heap bounds reported by our tool and the expected results in the last two columns. Our experiments were done under Fedora 12 platform on Dual Core 1.8 GHz with 1GB main memory.
Table 1. Experimental results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>figure 1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>8n</td>
<td>8n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy_and_delete</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>8n</td>
<td>8n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash_New_Table1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>65545328</td>
<td>65545328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash_New_Table2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>81931660</td>
<td>81931660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-lib-add</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-lib-add_tail</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-lib-init</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>8len</td>
<td>8len</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-fold-copyGe5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>8n</td>
<td>8n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-fold-splitV</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>8n</td>
<td>8n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-fold2-concat</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>8(n+m)</td>
<td>8(n+m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intlist-fold2-merge</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>1.219</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>8(n+m)</td>
<td>8(n+m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our tool reports precise heap bounds for all the programs. Although the original programs and their ASTGs vary very much, the final numeric CFGs are all very simple, so the time for running Interproc is almost the same. Another interest thing found during the experiments with Hash_New_Table() is that a first slicing before the shape analysis phase may be helpful sometimes. As our tool doesn’t handle arrays of pointers now, it can’t analyze Hash_New_Table() at first. The reason is that there exists an assignment statement for an array of pointers in the example. A first slicing can remove these assignment statements because they don’t affect the heap usage. The initial experimental results have shown that, the framework presented in the paper is practicable and the list abstraction model is effective.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a framework for statically analyzing symbolic heap bounds of CPS software. When input CPS software, the framework will generate a numeric representation which tracks the heap usage of the original program and can further be inputted into Interproc for the heap bounds. We have taken list as an example to explain how the framework could be instantiated for shared mutable data structures. We have also presented a novel list abstraction method which maintains precise shape properties and quantitative properties. We have built a prototype tool which could analyze the heap bounds full-automatically.
As for the future work, we will first carry experiments with some more complex examples and then try to extend the framework for handling other critical data structures that may also be frequently used in CPS software such as doubly-linked lists, tree, etc.
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Appendix A. The Abstract Semantics for List Operations

When explaining the abstract semantics for list operations, we will continue to use the recording symbols from section 5.1.

(1) $p = \text{null}$

After executing the assignment statement $p = \text{null}$, the variable $p$ points to the special node $\text{NULL}$ and won’t reach any list nodes, so the $p$th bit of the $vrv$ should be 0. We can modify $vrvsc$ like following:

$$\{ p = \text{null} \} (vrvsc) = \{ \langle vr'v, num' \rangle \mid \forall (vr, num) \in vrvsc \land vr \in \Gamma_p \} \cup vrvsc_{\Delta}$$

(2) $p = q$

The variables $q$ and $p$ will point to the same list node after the execution, so $p$ will reach and only reach the list nodes formerly reached by $q$. We can construct the new abstract state by copying the $q$th bit of $vrv$ to its $p$th bit. And $vrvsc$ can be modified like the following:

$$\{ p = q \} (vrvsc) = \{ \langle vr'v, num' \rangle \mid \forall (vr, num) \in vrvsc \land vr \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \} \cup vrvsc_{\Delta}$$

(3) $p = q \rightarrow \text{next}$

After the assignment statement $p = q \rightarrow \text{next}$ is executed, the reachability properties of the two variables are identical for all the list nodes except the
list node that $q$ pointed to formerly. For each tuple $\langle vr_v, num \rangle$ in $vr_vsc$ with $vr_v \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q$:

- 1. If $vr_v \neq \gamma_q^0$, then we can replace the $p$th bit of $vr_v$ with its $q$th bit;

- 2. Otherwise, the corresponding list nodes could be divided into two categories. At first, because $p$ will not reach the list node formerly pointed to by $q$, we can replace the $p$th bit of $\gamma_q^0$ with 0 and construct a new tuple with $num$ equaling 1 to describe the list node. Secondly, for other list nodes with VRV $\gamma_q^0$, both $p$ and $q$ will reach them after the execution. We can replace the $p$th bit of $vr_v$ with its $q$th bit, making both the $p$th bit and the $q$th bit equal 1. But because we have excluded one list node, so the $num$ part of the tuple should be decreased by 1.

To sum up, when executing $p=q\rightarrow next$, we can modify $vr_vsc$ as following:

$vr_vsc' = vr_vsc \cup \{\langle \gamma_q^0, num' \rangle \mid \forall \langle vr_v, num \rangle \in vr_vsc \land vr_v \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q, \langle vr_v/p,q \rangle \rightarrow num' = (vr_v == \gamma_q^0) ? num - 1 : num \}$

For an example, let’s consider the execution in figure 12. Four variables may point to list nodes. The shape graphs are given on the left for convenient and the VRVSC are given on the right part. The gray cell in source VRVSC represents $\gamma_q^0$ and which stands for the two list nodes $n_2,n_3$. When executing the assignment statement $p=q\rightarrow next$, the $p$th bit will be replaced with the $q$th bit for the VRVs $1100,1110,1111$ and become $1100,1110,1111$ respectively, the $num$ corresponding to $\gamma_q^0 (1100)$ will be decreased by 1 and become 1. The tuple listed in the last cell stands for the newly constructed tuple by assigning the $p$th bit of $\gamma_q^0$ with 0 and making the $num$ field equal 1.

Fig.12. An example for executing $p=q\rightarrow next$

(4) $p\rightarrow next = null$
After the assignment statement \( p \rightarrow \text{next} = \text{null} \) is executed, for each tuple \( \langle \text{vrv}, \text{num} \rangle \) in \( \text{vrvsc} \) with \( \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p \):

- 1. If \( \text{vrv} \neq \gamma_p^0 \), then all the variables which reach \( \gamma_p^0 \) formerly will not reach \( \text{vrv} \) now. We can assign all the bits in \( R_{\text{vrv}} \) with 0.

- 2. If \( \text{vrv} = \gamma_p^0 \), then the corresponding list nodes could be divided into two categories. The VRV for the list node formerly pointed to by \( p \) should not change. In order to describe this list node, we can construct a new tuple with VRV equaling \( \gamma_p^0 \) and \( \text{num} \) equaling 1. As for other list nodes with VRV \( \gamma_p^0 \), none variables will not reach them after the execution. We can assign all the bits in \( R_{\text{vrv}} \) with 0. Because we have excluded one list node, the corresponding \( \text{num} \) should be decreased by 1.

To sum up, we can express the abstract semantics for \( p \rightarrow \text{next} = \text{null} \) as following:

\[
\{ p \rightarrow \text{next} = \text{null} \} (\text{vrvsc}) = \{ (\text{vrv}', \text{num}') \mid \forall (\text{vrv}, \text{num}) \in \text{vrvsc} \land \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p, \text{vrv}' = \text{vrv}/(R_{\text{vrv}}) \rightarrow 0, \text{num}' = (\text{vrv} == \gamma_p^0)?\text{num} - 1 : \text{num} \} \\
\cup \{ (\gamma_p^0, 1) \} \cup \text{vrvsc}_\Delta
\]

(5) \( p \rightarrow \text{next} = q \)

After executing the assignment statement \( p \rightarrow \text{next} = q \), the reachability properties of the two variables are identical for all the list nodes except the list node that \( p \) pointed to formerly. For each tuple \( \langle \text{vrv}, \text{num} \rangle \) in \( \text{vrvsc} \) with \( \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \):

- 1. If \( \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_q \), then \( \text{vrv} \) can be reached by the variables which can reach \( \gamma_p^0 \) formerly. We can replace all the bits which can reach \( \gamma_p^0 \) with the \( q \)th bit, making these bits equal 1;

- 2. If \( \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q \), but \( \text{vrv} \neq \gamma_p^0 \), then \( \text{vrv} \) will not be reached by the variables which formerly reach \( \gamma_p^0 \). We can replace all the bits of \( \text{vrv} \) in \( R_{\text{vrv}} \) with the \( q \)th bit, making these bits equal 0;

- 3. If \( \text{vrv} = \gamma_p^0 \), then the corresponding list nodes could be divided into two categories. In order to describe this list node, we can construct a new tuple with VRV equaling \( \gamma_p^0 \) and \( \text{num} \) equaling 1. The VRV for the list node formerly pointed to by \( p \) should not change. As for other list nodes with VRV equaling \( \gamma_p^0 \), none variables will not reach them after the execution. Because we only consider non-circular list now, \( \gamma_p^0[\text{q}] \) must equal 0. We can replace all the bits in \( R_{\text{vrv}} \) with the \( q \)th bit, making all these bits of \( \text{vrv} \) equal 0. But because we have excluded one list node, the \( \text{num} \) should be decreased by 1.

To sum up, we can express the abstract semantics for \( p \rightarrow \text{next} = q \) as following:
For an example, let’s consider the execution of $p \rightarrow \text{next} = u$ in figure 13. The black cell in source abstract state represents $\gamma_p^0$ which stands for the list node $n_3$. When executing the assignment statement $p \rightarrow \text{next} = u$, the bits in $(\{p, q\})$ in this case) will be replaced with the $u$th bit for the VRVs 0010, 1100, 1110, 1111 generating 1110, 0000, 1110, 1111 respectively. The $\text{num}$ corresponding to $\gamma_p^0$ (1100) will be decreased by 1 and become 0. The tuple listed in the last cell describes the VRV for $n_3$. As we have pointed in section 5.1, a default called operation $\text{Compact}()$ should be called to handle the output VRVSC after each assignment statement is executed. For this example, we should delete a tuple $\langle 0000, 0 \rangle$ and join the two tuples with the same VRV 1110 as you can see in figure 13.

$$\{p \rightarrow \text{next} = q\} (\text{vrvsc}) = \{(\text{vrv}', \text{num}') \mid \forall (\text{vrv}, \text{num}) \in \text{vrvsc} \land \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p \cup \Gamma_q, \text{vrv}' = \text{vrv} / (R_q)_{p,q}, \text{num}' = (\text{vrv} \equiv \gamma_p^0)? \text{num} - 1 : \text{num}\} \cup \{\gamma_p^0, 1\} \cup \text{vrvsc}_\Delta$$

(6) $p = \text{malloc}()$

After executing the assignment statement $p = \text{malloc}()$, the variable $p$ will point to a new created list node and won’t reach all the already existed list nodes, so the $p$th bit of all the VRV for all tuples in VRVSC should be 0. In order to describe the new created list node, we can create a tuple with only the $p$th bit of its VRV equaling 1 and its num equaling 1.:

We could express the operational semantics for $p = \text{malloc}()$ as following.

$$\{p = \text{malloc}()\} (\text{vrvsc}) = \{(\text{vrv}', \text{num}') \mid \forall (\text{vrv}, \text{num}) \in \text{vrvsc} \land \text{vrv} \in \Gamma_p, \text{vrv}' = \text{vrv} / (\text{vrv})_{p}, \text{num}' = \text{num}\} \cup \{\text{new}(\{p\}), 1\} \cup \text{vrvsc}_\Delta$$

(7) $\text{free}(p)$

After executing $\text{free}(p)$, all the variables which reach $\gamma_p^0$ formerly will never reach the VRVs in $\Gamma_p$. We could assign 0 to all the bits in $R_q$, for all the VRVs
because we have deallocated a list node, the num corresponding to $\gamma^0_p$ should be decreased by 1. So we can express the abstract semantics as following:

$$[	ext{free}(p)](\nu vsc) = \{\nu v'\text{, }num') \mid \forall (\nu vr\text{, }num) \in \nu vsc \land \nu vr \in \Gamma_p.\nu vr' = \nu vr/\{R_{n_o} \leftarrow 0\}, num' = (\nu vr == \gamma^0_p ? num - 1 : num) \cup \nu vsc_{\Delta}$$
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Abstract. The development of automotive cyber-physical systems (CPS) software needs to consider not only functional requirements, but also non-functional requirements and the interaction with physical environment. In this paper, a model-based software development method for automotive CPS (MoBDAC) is presented. The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, MoBDAC covers the whole development workflow of automotive CPS software from modeling and simulation to code generation. Automatic tools are used to improve the development efficiency. Second, MoBDAC extracts non-functional requirements and deals with them in the implementation model level and source code level, which helps to correctly manage and meet non-functional requirements. Third, MoBDAC defines three kinds of relations between uncertain physical environment events and software internal actions in automotive CPS, and uses Model Modifier to integrate the interaction with physical environment. Moreover, we illustrate the development workflow of MoBDAC by an example of a power window development.
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1. Introduction

From smart power grids to intelligent homes and from environmental monitoring to transportation systems [1-3], CPS are increasingly permeated into every aspect of our society. Unlike traditional computer systems which mainly focus on computing and information processing, CPS need to consider computing, communication, physical environment, and their interaction [4]. Therefore, CPS software is hard to develop because developers need to consider functional properties, non-functional properties,
such as timeliness, energy, memory, safety and reliability, and the interaction with physical environment.

In the recent two decades, both academia and industry have made efforts to explore approaches which are more applicable to the development of embedded software, such as the real-time object-oriented modeling (ROOM) [5], the UML-RT (implemented by IBM Rational Rose) [6], the Specification and Description Language (SDL), a language widely used in telecommunications domain [7], and Model-integrated Computing [8]. Among them, the model-based development of embedded software has become one of the most promising methods.

The current research on model-based development of embedded software basically focuses on high-level modeling and simulations (e.g. Ptolemy [9]), or integration methodologies of tools (e.g. MoBIES [10]) for embedded software, but seldom involves a suite of complete implementation for a specific domain and considers both the non-functional requirements and environment requirements. Although there are a few of model-based CPS development methods [11-12], these methods only stay on high-level design model or require well-defined components. In this paper, we propose MoBDAC, which supports the implementation under the OSEK/VDX (Open Systems and the Corresponding Interfaces for Automotive Electronics (in German)/Vehicle Distributed eXecutive (in French)) specification [13]. MoBDAC covers the whole development workflow of automotive CPS applications from modeling and simulation to code generation. MoBDAC helps to increase development efficiency and improve software quality, and it is easy to integrate the interaction with physical environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 presents the architecture of MoBDAC. The implementation process is presented in section 4. In section 5 we illustrate the implementation of a power window control system as a case study and discuss the characteristics of MoBDAC. We conclude this paper in section 6.

2. Related Work

Ptolemy is one of the first research projects in the model-based development of embedded software. Ptolemy II [9], the current modeling tool of Ptolemy, is a hierarchical heterogeneous modeling environment for modeling, simulation, and design of concurrent, real-time, embedded systems. The purpose of Ptolemy II is to provide a trial platform for heterogeneous models of computation (MOC). Ptolemy II supports many kinds of MOC, such as synchronous dataflow (SDF), process networks (PN), finite-state machines (FSM), etc. Different components can be hierarchically integrated into a complex system under the government of different MOC. GME (The Generic Modeling Environment) [14] is a domain-specific meta-modeling environment, which provides different views to model the objects, relations and constraints. Because GME only provides meta-meta models, a whole
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modeling process includes three phases: meta-modeling, modeling, and system-modeling. MoBIES (Model-Based Integration of Embedded Software) [10] is a tool chain for the integration of reusable embedded software. MoBIES integrates several kinds of existing commercial and academic tools to cover the modeling, model analysis, code generation, and runtime analysis in the development of embedded software, and uses standard XML file formats to exchange information among different tools. Currently, many commercial model-based development tools, such as Matlab/Simulink [15], MetaEdit+ [16], DOME [17], Rhapsody [18], etc., have been used to the development of embedded software, such as automotive electronic or avionic controlling software.

In recent years, CPS software development has been attracting more and more attention. Woo et al. [19] present a formal software development method with a suite of feedback control laws and efficient resource monitoring mechanism to deal with system failure effectively. Lin et al. [20] present an integrated simulation method in order to accurately reflect the operation and interaction between the cyber aspects and the physical aspects of CPS. Ma et al. [21] present a high-confidence cyber-physical alarm system (CPAS) and discuss its requirements, system models and implementation.

A few of research efforts have been made to develop CPS software with model-based methods. Magureanu et al. [11] present a model-based CPS development method for gas distribution. Their method mainly focuses on building the high-level models using UML. Bhatia et al. [12] present a model-based framework called SysWeaver to model, integrate, analyze, verify, and implement AUTOSAR-compliant automotive systems, which extends AUTOSAR (Automotive Open System Architecture) in order to meet the real-world requirements of automotive CPS, such as timeliness, fault tolerance, feedback, etc. In the development of automotive systems, SysWeaver requires the components are available and have well-defined parameters.

3. The Architecture of MoBDAC

The architecture of MoBDAC is shown in Figure 1. The main workflow of development includes four steps. First, extract software specifications from system specifications. Second, use modeling tools to build the models in problem domains (MPD), and then perform simulation in order to verify the correctness of models. Third, transform MPD into the models in implementation domains (MID). Finally, MID are used to generate code. Note that both non-functional requirements and the interaction with physical environment are extracted from system specifications besides software specifications, the non-functional requirements are used by analysis tools to verify whether the non-functional requirements of the software are met, and the information of the interaction with physical environment is used by Model Modifier to modify MID in order to generate correct code.
3.1. Function Extraction

The purpose of function extraction is to extract software specifications from system specifications of automotive CPS. For automotive CPS, their system specifications include the following three aspects.

- **Functional requirements.** Functional requirements define the behavior of a system and what the system does [22]. In automotive CPS, functional requirements define what functions they include, the operating process when completing a function, and the relations among different operations, etc. Developers can specify the functional requirements of automotive CPS according to what functions their subsystems (such as the body subsystem, the safety subsystem, etc) include, and how to carry out these functions.

- **Non-functional requirements.** Non-functional requirements define the quality of a system and how well the system should work [22]. Non-functional requirements specify global constraints [23], such as timeliness, safety, fault-tolerance, energy, etc [24-26]. Developers can specify the non-functional requirements of automotive CPS according to the global constraints from systems specifications.

- **Physical environment requirements.** For automotive CPS, different subsystems may work in different physical environment, and have different interaction modes and requirements. Physical environment generators.
requirements define the interaction modes and requirements between automotive CPS software and their physical environment. For example, for an in-vehicle air-conditioning system, it detects the temperature and humidity in the vehicle, and decides its working status; for a backup radar, it detects the distance between the vehicle and obstacles, and decides its alarm status.

When performing function extraction, it only extracts the function requirements and put them into software specifications. The non-functional requirements and the interaction with physical environment are extracted by non-function extraction and physical environment extraction, and put them into Non-Functional Concern Table and Physical Environment Concern Table respectively.

3.2. Modeling

System specifications and software specifications are all text which is mainly used to communicate among designers. During modeling, we build MPD which denote the structures and functions of software from software specifications, and verify their correctness by simulation. MPD describe the structures of software, the relations among different parts, and the transition relations among different states.

Because they do not consider the characteristics of deployment platforms, MPD belong to Platform Independent Models (PIM), MPD are more suitable for designers to concentrate themselves on high-level function design and can enhance the portability of software. Moreover, there is a Model Modifier in the right of Figure 1. Model Modifier can build the relations between external physical environment events and software internal actions according to some rules, and then modify MID in order to make the modeling and simulation in MPD independent of physical environment. In automotive CPS, some physical environment events are certain. For example, in-vehicle temperature need be detected at a specific period. For certain interaction with physical environment, it is enough to model its behavior in functional requirements. For uncertain physical environment events, MoBDAC defines three kinds of relations between physical environment events and software internal actions.

- Correlative relation. When a physical environment event occurs, a corresponding software internal action must happen. For example, it is a correlative relation between a physical event of turning on an in-vehicle light and a software action that the state of the in-vehicle light turns from off to on. Developers can model the state of the in-vehicle light in problem domains to denote the effects caused by the corresponding physical event.

- Exclusive relation. The occurrence of a physical environment event means that a software internal action will not happen. For example, a power window will not move up when an obstacle is detected. There is an exclusive relation between the power window moving up and the
obstacle event occurring. Developers can model the software action in problem domains and process the results caused by the physical event in the reverse logic.

- Complementary relation. A physical environment event maybe happens when a software internal action occurs. For example, a wheel slip maybe occurs when a brake action is executing. Developers can model the software action in problem domains and detect the physical event in the software action.

In automotive CPS, developer can use correlative relation and exclusive relation to describe the interaction between passive reaction systems (e.g., Power Window System, Supplemental Restraint System, etc.) and physical environment, and complementary relation to describe the interaction between active reaction systems (e.g., Anti-lock Brake System, Anti Slip Regulation, etc.) and physical environment. Using these three relations, developers can model and simulate software functions in MPD without considering the influence of the uncertain physical environment events, Model Modifier adds the interaction with physical environment to MID after model transformation.

3.3. Model Transformation

MPD are independent of platforms and implementation. After they are built and verified, MPD need to be transformed into the models for specific hardware and software platforms, i.e., Platform Specific Models (PSM). The model transformation is composed of two steps:

- Model Analysis. Model analysis extracts all kinds of elements in MPD, the functions of elements, and the relations among elements according to the characteristics of the modeling tools. By model analysis, we know what elements are useful for MID, what elements are useless for MID (i.e. they will be filtered during model transformation), what elements server for the same functions, what elements share the same resource, the dependence relations among elements, etc, in order to provide support for generating MID.

- MID Generation. Because tasks are widely used software models in current software implementation, we use tasks as MID. We need organize the elements in MPD into tasks during model transformation according to their functions in automotive CPS. Because there may be hierarchical relations among the elements in MPD, it needs a suitable granularity to transform the elements in MPD into the elements in MID. Moreover, we need decide the relations among tasks, such as precedence order, the message passing, etc. Note that it is an important problem to assign task properties, such as periods, deadlines, execution voltage, processor temperature, etc. Some task properties may be decided according to the results of model analysis (for example, periods), some from Non-Functional Concern Table (for example, deadlines), and others according to specific rules or algorithms (for example, priorities and execution voltage). Because
the information of deployment platform is available, we use analysis tool to verify whether MID meet the non-functional requirements.

3.4. Code Generation

After building MID, we can generate the code for OSEK-compatible OS according to the relations among tasks and the properties of tasks. Some properties of tasks highly depend on their implementation code. For example, the WCET (Worst-Case Execution Time) of tasks are usually evaluated on source code level or assemble code level. In automotive cyber-physical system development, MoBDAC supports two methods to improve the flexibility when evaluating code-dependent task properties, i.e., from the task model level or the source code level. We can use analysis tools to verify whether the software implementation meets its non-functional requirements. If the software implementation does not meet its non-functional requirements, we can modify the system design and repeat the above process until non-functional requirements are met.

After generating source code, we can use development tools which are usually available from chip manufacturers (e.g. CodeWarrior from Freescale Semiconductor [27]) to generate the machine code for special hardware platforms, e.g. DSP, MCS51, MPC555, and HCS12.

4. The Implementation of MoBDAC

Currently, we have implemented the development workflow of MoBDAC by an Automotive Electronic CPS (AECPS) tool chain which combines Ptolemy II with the development tools designed by ourselves, and the results have proved the effectiveness of MoBDAC. The following is the implementation of MoBDAC.

4.1. Function Extraction

Because system specifications and software specifications are designer-oriented documents, they mainly make designers understand the system and software requirements more easily and exactly. We perform function abstraction by hand. From system specifications, we find the functions and relations for software parts and put them into software specifications. After all specifications relevant with software have been abstracted, we get software specifications.
4.2. Modeling and Simulation in Problem Domains

In Ptolemy II, designers build MPD according to software specifications, and then verify their correctness by simulation. Modeling includes two steps. First, choose suitable MOC (Models of Computation). The choices of MOC are made mainly according to the continuity or discreteness of time, and the synchrony or asynchrony of events, etc. For example, the model of a power window control system is a hybrid model, where the states of the windows can be described by FSM, and the position of the window is a value that is suitable to be described by CT (Continuous Time) model. Second, construct MPD. Once the model is built, developers can observe the running results of the models in simulation windows. If the results of the simulation are not consistent with the requirements of software specifications, designers can check the models and debug the errors during modeling.

4.3. Model Transformation

Models built in Ptolemy II are independent of platforms and implementation. They need to be transformed into the ones under OSEK-compatible OS. Major modeling elements in Ptolemy II [28] include:

- **Entity** is a text segment with specific functions, e.g. directors, actors (including the ports, relations, and links that belong to directors/actors).
- **Port** is an input or output interface of an entity.
- **Relation** is the route of data or messages transmitted between different entities or just inside one entity.
- **Link** is a connection between input/output interfaces of entities and relations.
- **Property** is a characteristic of an entity element, such as its position, parameter, and name, etc.

In Ptolemy II, entities are the highest-level elements. Other elements are attached to entities. In the model built by AECPSDesigner, a modeling tool designed by us for MID, there are also elements as listed above, but they do not have the same meaning. Transforming MPD to MID becomes the key problem of the design process. We present the method of stepwise refining to transform MPD to MID. The transformation process is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the transformation workflow of models is composed of five steps, i.e., syntax parsing, task generation, task interaction analysis, task optimization, and XML output. There are three databases, i.e., Symbol Base, Task Base, and Automobile Knowledge Base, and multiple tables in each database. Besides the entity name field, records of Extend Entity table in Symbols Base include the directors that entities belong to, together with the functions of entities. Records of Task table in Task Base include the functions of tasks as well as the entities it includes. Automobile Knowledge Base includes the subsystems of the automotive CPS, their functions, and the importance level of their functions according to real-time and safety-critical degree. For example, the body subsystem consists of the power window control function, the power skylight control function, the power rear-view mirror control function, and the seat adjusting function, and so on. Automobile Knowledge Base helps to partition tasks in model transformation according to their functions, and merge different tasks according to their importance levels.

1) Syntax Parsing: In order to obtain the information of the models built in Ptolemy II, we analyze the output the MoML (Modeling Markup Language) file. We first extract the entities and put them into Extend Entity table as a new record. Then we take out other parts of entities, e.g. the directors it belongs, and put them into the records of relevant entities as new fields. After that, we search Automobile Knowledge Base to find out the functions of the entities and put them into Extend Entity table as a field. The properties, relations, ports and links that we get from the MoML file should also be put into the relevant tables.
2) Task Generation: We classify the entities in Symbol Base and then create tasks, as well as find the properties and functions of each entity and output them to Task Base. We use the algorithm shown in Figure 3 to classify the entities. In Figure 3, if the MOC of F is relevant to events, Classify algorithm finds all entities depending on these events and marks the same task tag (Line 4-Line 13). Otherwise, Classify algorithm finds all entities with the same function and marks them the same task tag (Line 15-Line 22). Note that all unmarked entities and ungrouped entities are marked the same task tag (Line 12, Line 21).

Algorithm Classify(FN)
Begin
F = The collection of all entities having function FN in Extend Entity table;
If (The MOC of F is relevant to events) then
Begin
ai = The first entity in F;
While (ai <> null and the task tag of ai are unmarked)
Begin
Find out the entities depending on the same one or more events, merge them to a group, and mark a new task tag;
ai = the next entity in F;
End
Classify all the unmarked entities in F into a group, and mark a new task tag;
End
Else
For (each entity ai) in F
If (ai completes the same function with some entities which belong to task ti) then
Set the task tag of ai to be ti, and merge them to a group;
Else
Allocate a new task tag ti;
Endif
Classify all the ungrouped entities in F into a group, and mark a new task tag;
Endif
End

Fig. 3. Entities classifying algorithm

After classifying the entities, all entities with the same task tag are grouped into one task and saved into Task table in Symbol Base. From Property table in Symbol Base, a corresponding property table can be created for the entities in Task Base by performing the following operation:

a) If an entity is only relevant with other entities in the same task, eliminate its properties.
b) If an entity is relevant with the entities of other tasks, combine all properties of the entity as the task’s global properties and then put them into Property table in Task Base.

According to the functions of each entity in Automotive Knowledge Base, put its importance level property into Task table in Task Base.

3) Task Interaction Analysis: In order to find the relations between tasks, we employ the algorithm defined in Figure 4. In Figure 4, for every task in Task table, Interaction algorithm finds its links, ports, and properties and outputs them to corresponding tables in Symbol Base (Line 3-Line 18). After that, Interaction algorithm finds the corresponding messages, events, alarms,
and resources for every task in Task table and output them to corresponding tables in Symbol Base (Line 20-Line 38).

1 Algorithm Interaction()
2 Begin
3   ti = The first task in Task table;
4   While (ti <>null) 5
8   R = All relations in Relation table contained by entities pertaining to ti;
9   While (ri <> null) 10
11     If (ri links with entities belonging to other tasks in Task table) then
12        Add a new link to Connection table in Task Base, and add the linking ports between tasks to Port table;
13     Else
14        Add a corresponding property to Property table;
15     Endif
16     ri = The next relation in R;
17   End
18   ti = The next task in Task table;
19   While (ti <> null) 20
22     ci = the first link associated with ti in Relation table;
23     While (ci <>null) 24
25       If (The port connected with ci transmits data) then
26          Add a message to Message table;
27       Else
28         If (The port connected with ci transmits sporadic events) then
29            Add an event to Event table;
30         Elseif (The port connected with ci transmits periodic events) 31
32            Add an alarm to Alarm table;
33         Endif
34       Endif
35       Search other tasks having the same property. If it succeeds, convert the property to resource and add it to Resource table;
36     ci = The next link associated with ti in Relation table ;
37   End
38   End
39 End

Fig.4. Task Interaction analysis algorithm

4) Task Optimization: The tasks generated are analyzed to decide whether they should be merged in order to reduce task number. The following factors should be taken into account:
   a) The dependence relationship between tasks.
   b) The importance level of each task.

We employ the merging algorithm shown in Figure 5 to perform task optimization. In Figure 5, TaskOptimizing algorithm finds the tasks whose importance level of its function is no more than a threshold Pthreshold (which is set by developers) (Line 6), and merged them into a task in order to reduce the task number in the system (Line 11-Line 12).

Note that the merging operation of two tasks is allowed if it does not result in an annular dependence relation, and the merged tasks are stored in Task Base. The critical tasks will not be merged. For example, for safety-critical tasks, the real-time property is highly demanded, and they will not be merged.
Algorithm TaskOptimizing()
Begin
    ti=The first task in Task table;
    While (ti <> null)
    Begin
        If (ti <> null and the importance level of ti's function <= Pthreshold)
        then
            tj=The first task in Task table;
            While (tj <> null)
            Begin
                If (the importance level of tj's function <= Pthreshold  and no cyclic dependences of
                    resources and events among all tasks after tj composited with ti)
                then
                    Add the properties, events, relations, ports, connections, resources and messages to corresponding tables associating with ti;
                    Delete ti and its property, events, relations, ports, connections, resources and messages;
                Endif
            End
            tj= The next task in Task table;
        Endif
    End
    ti= The next task in Task table;
End

Fig. 5. Task optimizing algorithm

4.4. XML Output and Code Generation

We take out the tasks from Task Base and parse their functions, properties and relations with other tasks. As a result, An XML file is created.

Because the MID are based on OSEK-compatible OS, AECPSDesigner can show the implementation domain model by parsing the transformed XML file. In AECPSDesigner, developers can modify model properties, e.g. task names and priorities. Using AECPSDesigner, implementation code of models for OSEK-compatible OS can also be generated automatically through analyzing the relationship between tasks and other objects (such as alarms, events, and resources which is defined in OSEK-compatible OS). Developers can also modify/add implementation code by hand as widely supported in other model-based development tools such as Simulink and Rhapsody because fully model-based design is almost impossible currently. Currently, we have implemented the non-functional analysis for tasks in time and energy-savings by using the methods in [29-31]. In non-functional property analysis, measurement of the WCET of a program is a fundamental problem. There are many methods to estimate the WCET of a program [32], such as static program analysis, measurement, simulation, etc. In our current implementation, we use measurement-based method because it has been widely supported by current development tools for automotive electronics. For example, after defining the parameters of worst-case execution path, we can measure the worst-case execution time of a program by using CodeWarrior Debugger to simulate the microcontroller’s running and obtain the number of the processor’s clock cycles elapsed since the beginning of the simulation. After measuring the WCET of a program, we can mark the WCET of tasks in MID and analyze whether its deadline is met. Combining the characteristics of processors and OS, timing analysis and energy-saving
algorithm can be used to analyze whether the deadlines of tasks meet and improve the energy-saving effect of software.

5. Case Study and Analysis

We have applied MoBDAC to the development of automotive CPS software, and achieved good effect. In this section, we demonstrate the design process presented in section 3 through a power window control system. Figure 6 shows the network topology structure of a power window control system. In Figure 6, P1 is the processor which controls the power windows, and P2 is the processor which is responsible for information display. A passenger can press Button1 to control the up or down of the power window, and a driver can also press Button2 to send messages to P1 to control the up or down of the power window. Once it changes, the position of the power window can be sent to P2 and shown in LCD.

![Fig. 6. The network topology structure of the power window](image)

The power window control system is a relatively complex system with the following functions: a) manual up; b) manual down; c) automatic up; d) automatic down; and e) obstacle-detecting. Because the up and down messages from CAN bus is equivalent to these from Button1, we only consider the up and down messages regardless of their sources. For simplicity, we only consider the functions of manual up, manual down, and obstacle-detecting. Note that obstacle-detecting is a safety measure which prevents arms from being clamped when the power window is moving up. We assume the software specifications can be described as follows:

a) When a passenger pushes the up button once, the window move up for 4cm if the position of the power window is less than 40cm and there is no obstacle.

b) When a passenger pushes the down button once, the window move down for 4cm if the position of the power window is more than 0cm.

c) If an obstacle is detected during moving up, the window moves down for 4cm.
During its movement, the states of the power window are controlled by the event of *up* or *down*. We choose FSM as its MOC and classify the states of the power window into *fully_opened*, *fully_closed* and *semi_opened*.

The model of the power window built in Ptolemy II consists of three levels. The first-level model is shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, there are two discrete periodical event sources (UpEvent and DownEvent), a power window model and a Timedplotter. The two discrete periodical event sources are used to generate *up* events, and *down* events respectively. Their configuration is shown in Table 1. The offsets denote the time span from the occurrences of events to the period of the events. The position of the window is output to TimedPlotter in order to observe its value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event source</th>
<th>Period (second)</th>
<th>offsets</th>
<th>values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UpEvent</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>{1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0}</td>
<td>{1, 1,1,1, 1,1,1, 1,1,1, 1,1,1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DownEvent</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>{11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0, 20.0}</td>
<td>{1, 1,1,1, 1,1,1, 1,1,1}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second-level model is the power window model. Note that the function model we actually need is the power-window model. The first-level model is used to simulate the controlling effects.
The second-level model is a FSM denoting the state transition of the power window, as shown in Figure 8. The FSM consists of four states: \textit{init}, \textit{fully_opened}, \textit{fully_closed}, and \textit{semi_opened}. We assume the initial state of the FSM is \textit{init}. In fact, the \textit{init} state is an additive state for the convenience of controlling. The FSM will immediately transfers into \textit{fully_opened} state from the \textit{init} state when it begins to work. The end states of the FSM are \textit{fully_opened}, \textit{fully_closed}, or \textit{semi_opened}. The obstacle-detecting function should be implemented when an UpEvent occurs. However, whether there is an obstacle depends on physical environment is uncertain. It is difficult to simulate this uncertainty. We know obstacles need to be detected when UpEvent events occur and obstacle-detecting has the exclusive relation with UpEvent events. The Model Modifier records the following rules:

- \textbf{Name}: Obstacle-detecting.
- \textbf{Relevant Event}: UpEvent.
- \textbf{Relationship}: Exclusive.
- \textbf{Expression}: if (it is semi_open) power-window: position = power-window: position -4; if (it is fully_opened) NO ACTION.

In the above expression, it reduces the position of the power window by 4cm when its state is \textit{semi_open}; and takes no action when its state is \textit{fully_opened}.

After Model Modifier records the above rules, we need not consider the obstacle-detecting function in the MPD. The relations among different states, triggering conditions (\texttt{guardExpression} in Ptolemy II) and triggering actions (\texttt{setActions} in Ptolemy II) are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, \texttt{down_isPresent} denotes the occurrence of a \textit{down} event; \texttt{up_isPresent} denotes the occurrence of an \textit{up} event; \texttt{position} denotes the current position of the power window. \texttt{semi_opened}, \texttt{fully_opened}, and \texttt{fully_closed} are refined into the third-level models with the same name, i.e. the window position model. \texttt{position} denotes the position of a power window in the third-level models.
Table 2. State transition of the power window

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State transition</th>
<th>guardExpression</th>
<th>setActions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>init-&gt;fully_opened</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>fully_opened.position=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi_opened</td>
<td>&amp; &amp; position&gt;4</td>
<td>position-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up_isPresent</td>
<td>semi_opened.position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; &amp; position&lt;36</td>
<td>position+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully_opened</td>
<td>down_isPresent</td>
<td>fully_opened.position=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully_opened</td>
<td>&amp; &amp; position&lt;=4</td>
<td>position+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully_closed</td>
<td>up_isPresent</td>
<td>semi_closed.position=40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi_opened</td>
<td>down_isPresent</td>
<td>semi_opened.position=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; &amp; position&gt;=36</td>
<td>fully_closed.position=40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third-level model is a model of CT denoting the position of the power window. There are three third-level models which are corresponding to the refined states of semi_opened, fully_opened, and fully_closed respectively. The three third-level models have the same structure, as shown in Figure 9.

In Figure 10, the position at the top right is a parameter denoting the position of the power window. The Window_Position is an expression actor. It uses the position parameter as its input and directly outputs it to the position.
port. The position port is connected to TimedPlotter in order to display the position of the power window.

From the events source characteristics, we can know that the power window should move up and down in turn. The simulation result in Ptolemy II is shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. The simulation result of the power window

In this paper, we don’t describe all the details of the MoML file for the power window model due to space constraints, and only explain the essential parts for the model transformation.

Fig. 11. The first-level model stored in MoML file
The MoML file of the first-level model is shown in Figure 11. Note that some unimportant details have been omitted by suspension points for easy to understand.

- Line 1-2: They define the version and Document Type Definitions (DTD) used in this MoML file.
- Line 3-5: The file name of the MoML file is windowcontrol; the model is a composite model (including different MOCs); the version of Ptolemy II is 5.0.1. The range of this entity is from line 3 to line 28.
- Line 6-9: The name of the first-level model is —C T of Power Window”. It is a CT model.
- Line 10-12: They define the second-level model to describe the state transition of the power window. Note that the second-level model uses the FSM model and its detail is omitted in line 11.
- Line 13-22: They define the UpEvent entity with its periods, offsets, and values from line 13 to line 21. The DownEvent entity and the TimedPlotter entity are omitted in line 22.
- Line 23-25: Relations are defined in order to represent the links among UpEvent, DownEvent, Power-Window Model, and TimedPlotter. Note that only one is shown, and the others are omitted.
- Line 26-27: The links among UpEvent, DownEvent, Power-Window Model, and the TimedPlotter are defined. Note that only one is shown, and the others are omitted.

The second-level model denotes the state transition of the power window, as shown in Figure 12.

1 <entity name="Power-Window Model" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.modal.ModalModel">
2     <port name="up" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.modal.ModalPort">
3         <property name="input"/>
4     </port>
5     ...
6     <entity name="fully_opened" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.kernel.State">
7         ...
8     </entity>
9     ...
10    <relation name="relation6" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.kernel.Transition">
11        <property name="guardExpression" class="ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value="up_isPresent && position>=36">
12        </property>
13        <property name="setActions" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.kernel.CommitActionsAttribute" value="fully_closed.position=40">
14        </property>
15        ...
16    </relation>
17    ...
18    <link port="fully_opened.incomingPort" relation="relation8">
19    ...
20    <entity name="fully_opened" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.modal.Refinement">
21    ...
22    </entity>
23    ...
24 </entity>

Fig. 12. The second-level model stored in MoML file

- Line 1: The name of the model is Power-Window Model. It is a FSM model.
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- Line 2-5: They define an input port, i.e. up port, from line 2 to line 4. Other ports and their properties are omitted in Line 5.
- Line 6-9: They define an entity named fully_opened from line 6 to line 8 to denote a state of the FSM in the second-level model. Other entities and their properties are omitted in line 9.
- Line 10-17: They define a state transition with its triggering condition (guardExpression) and corresponding actions (setActions) from line 10 to line 16. Other state transition, triggering condition and corresponding actions are omitted in line 17.
- Line 18-19: They define all the links used in the second-level model.
- Line 20-23: they denote a third-level model refined from the fully_opened states from line 20 to line 22. Other third-level models from the refinement of fully_closed and semi_opened are omitted in line 23.

The third-level model denotes the position of the power window, as shown in Figure 13.

```plaintext
<entity name="fully_opened" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.modal.Refinement">
  <property name="CT for Position" class="ptolemy.domains.ct.kernel.CTEmbeddedDirector">
    ...
  </property>
  <port name="up" class="ptolemy.domains.fsm.modal.RefinementPort">
    ...
  </port>
  <relation name="relation" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation">
    ...
  </relation>
</entity>
```

Fig. 13. The third-level model stored in MoML file

- Line 1: The name of the model is fully_opened. It is a refinement of the FSM model.
- Line 2-4: The third-level model is a CT model.
- Line 5-9: The up port and its properties are defined from line 5 to line 8. The other two ports, the down port and the position port are omitted in line 9.
- Line 10-14: They define the expression entity in the third level and its properties, ports, relations and links.
- Line 15-18: They define the relations and links used in the third-level model.

After building the correct models in Ptolemy II, we transform them into the model in AECPSDesigner. We have mentioned that the first-level model is only for the purpose of simulation. We remove the first-level model and keep...
the second-level model (power window model) and the third-level models (power window position model) before performing model transformation. In order to recognize the type of the input and output signals, we add signalType parameters to the up port and the down port with the values of ―DISCRETE‖, and a signalType parameter to the position port with the value of ―CONTINUOUS‖. The process of model transformation consists of five steps.

First, parse the MoML file of the power window. Although directors are entities, they are not viewed as common entities because they are only used to denote MOC. There are four entities in the power window model, init, semi_opened, fully_opened, and fully_closed. From the Automobile Knowledge Base, their functions are found and put into Extend Entity table, as shown in Table 3. The properties, relations, ports and links are also parsed. Some properties are not needed, such as the size, position, color, etc. They are not included in Property table.

Table 3. Functions of entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity name</th>
<th>MOC</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>init</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Body_Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi_opened</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Body_Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully_opened</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Body_Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully_closed</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Body_Window</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, generate tasks. Because entities of semi_opened, fully_opened, and fully_closed have the same function (Body_Window) and depend on the up event and down event, they are grouped into a task named task1. The entity init is also included into task1 because it has the same function with other entities in task1. The other three entities in the third-level model are classified into task2.

Third, analyze the interaction among tasks. The state transition information of task1 is stored in Property table. The position property is stored in Property table of task2. The up event and down event, including the triggering condition and state transition, are stored in Event table of task1. The up port and down port are stored in Port table of task2. The position port is stored in Port table of task2. Because task2 controls the position of the power window, a resource, Res1, is created and put into Resource table.

Fourth, optimize tasks. In the Automobile Knowledge Base, the functions that task1 and task2 perform are not safety-critical, and have lower priority. task1 and task2 are incorporated into one task, task3. Their properties, ports, and events are incorporated into a new task. task1 and task2 are removed from Task table. The priority is an important property for a task. We assign the priority levels of tasks according to the importance level of their functions.

Fifth, generate the XML file. task3 are taken out from Task Base. It waits for two events. task3’s running information can be generated according to the triggering condition and state transition. Res1 is the resource it uses. This model is the one under OSEK-compatible OS. Then the model is output to an XML file.
The pseudo-codes of the generated codes are shown in Figure 15. In Figure 15, task3 first initializes the position and state of the power window (Line 2-Line 3), and then waits and processes input event (Line 4-Line 28). Once receiving an input event, task3 obtains a resource in order to access the power window (Line 6), and then changes the position and state of the power window according to the rulers in Table 2 (Line 7-Line 26). Note that the obstacle-detecting is implemented in Line 9-Line 10 and Line 20-Line 23. After that, task3 updates the state of the power window, sends its position to P2 by CAN bus (Line 25), and release the resource (Line 27).

From the development process of the power window, we can know MoBDAC covers the whole development workflow of software. By separating function requirements, non-functional requirements, and physical environment requirements, developer can concentrate their attention on the function logic of CPS in MPD. The non-functional requirements are analyzed and verified in MID where the characteristics of deployment platform and the execution properties of software are available, and the interaction with physical environment is integrated into implementation models by analyzing relevant events. MoBDAC improves development efficiency by automatic model transformation and code generation, improves software quality by verifying function properties in MPD and non-functional properties in MID, and is easy to integrate the interaction with physical environment.
6. Conclusions

Aiming at the development of automotive CPS software, we present a model-based development method under operating systems compatible with OSEK/VDX specification. This method increases development efficiency by automatic tools, and can verify the correctness of function requirements, non-functional requirements, and integrate the interaction with physical environment. The future work is to integrate more analysis methods for non-functional requirements and verify the interaction with physical environment in MIP.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the problem of synchronizing a mobile agent network by means of a velocity adaptation strategy, where each agent is assigned different moving velocities to establish a time-varying network topology, and the velocity of each agent develops adaptively according to the local property between itself and its neighbors. We show that our strategy is effective in enhancing the synchronizability of the mobile agent network, i.e., the region of power density for which the network can achieve synchronization is enlarged as compared to the fast-switching case. In addition, the influence of the controlling parameter on network evolution is studied by assessing the convergence time.

Keywords: mobile agents, velocity adaptation, complex coupled networks, synchronization.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, network-based approaches have attracted an increasing interest and have been proved to be prominent candidates to investigate the collective dynamics in many branches of science and engineering [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. As a typical collective motion, synchronization in complex dynamical networks has been extensively studied. And a number of studies have pointed out that topological structure plays a significant role in the formation of network synchronization [6], [7], [8].

However, most investigations have focused on networks that do not change with the dynamics, i.e., network topological structures and weights are fixed as time evolves. As a matter of fact, a great deal of real-world complex networks in biological, social and communication systems exhibit time-varying topological structures: edges are deleted, added or rewired according to some rules. Therefore, many researchers have recently devoted their attention to the study of time-varying networks [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], particularly to the co-evolution of dynamical states and network structures. As a result, lots of models of adaptive networks have
been proposed and the corresponding synchronization issues have been intensively investigated [18], [19], [20], [21].

In this paper, we focus our discussions on the synchronization issue in a power-driven mobile agent network [22]. Since this type of agent network has a remarkable feature of switching topology, it could be used as a good representation to explore many kinds of real-world problems, e.g., synchronous motion in clock of mobile robots [23], bulk oscillations of yeast cells [24], and collective reaction of a group of animals [25]. We propose a velocity adaptive rule to guarantee its synchronous behavior based on the moving agent network with heterogeneous moving velocities. The general idea behind the adaptation strategy is that, each agent develops its moving velocity according to local synchronization property between itself and its neighbors. In the following sections, we will show that when power density is large, synchronization of the considered network can be effectively guaranteed under the velocity adaptation strategy. In addition, by assessing the convergence time, we investigate the influence of controlling parameter on network synchronization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, a moving agent network model with velocity adaptation strategy is proposed. And synchronization analysis of the considered network is given in Section 4. Further discussions including the Influence of controlling parameter are shown in Section 5. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Mobile agent network seems to be a good solution to investigate various synchronization problems in different complex systems. Generally speaking, each agent in the agent network is equipped with an identical oscillator, and switching topology is constructed via the change of neighbouring interactions. The mobile agent network, indeed, can be used to explore many problems such as clock synchronization in mobile robots, swarming animals or the appearance of synchronized bulk oscillations, consensus problem in multi-agent systems and so on, partially because of a good choice to capture jumps or switches of coupling evolutions.

Frasca et al investigated the fast-switching synchronization of a moving agent network and pointed out that the density of mobile agents determines network synchronization [13]. Shi et al developed the mobile agent network model by assigning different emission powers to each agent, which further provides an insight into the collective behaviours of coupled agent systems [19], [21], [22]. To enhance network synchronizability, Wang et al proposed an power-adaptation rule to synchronize the power-driven mobile agent network model [27]. Also, Wang et al introduced pinning control strategy (apply localized feedback control to small fraction of the network model) to regulate the mobile agent network [28].
Based on the moving agent network with heterogeneous moving velocities, the paper presents a velocity adaptive rule to guarantee its synchronous behavior. Different from the existing agent network models [19], [21], [22], [26], [27], [28], we assign each agent different moving velocities, so as to establish a time-varying coupling mechanism, which can be used to characterize the heterogeneous moving capabilities of the mobile agents. It has been found that the heterogeneous moving capabilities widely exist in individuals of real-world systems. For instance, insects or animals fly or run with different velocities [29]; treated as agents, pedestrians and automobiles apparently show different moving abilities [30] and so on.

3. A Moving Agent Network Model with Velocity Adaptation Strategy

3.1. Moving Agent Network with Heterogeneous Velocities

Consider a set of N agents, each of which is equipped with a chaotic oscillator \( x_i(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n, i=1,2, \ldots, N \). Assume that all the agents move randomly in a two-dimensional space of size \( L \) with periodic boundary conditions, and their positions and orientations are updated according to:

\[
\begin{align*}
    y_i(t+\Delta t) &= y_i(t) + v_i(t) \Delta t \\
    \theta_i(t+\Delta t) &= \eta_i(t+\Delta t)
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

where \( y_i(t) \) is the position of agent \( i \) in the plane at time \( t \), \( v_i(t) \) with modulus \( V_i(t) \) and direction angle \( \theta_i(t) \) is the moving velocity of agent \( i \), \( \eta_i(t) \), \( i=1,2, \ldots, N \), are \( N \) independent random variables chosen at each time unit with uniform probability in the interval \([\pi, \pi]\), and \( \Delta t \) is the time unit. It is noted that, differing from the existing mobile rules [19], [21], [22], [26], [27], [28], the velocity modulus \( V_i(t) \) of agents are generally different from each other.

First of all, we recall the power-driven mechanism [22] to establish connections among the mobile agents. In detail, each agent is regarded to be a wave source with emission power \( P_e^i \), which reads:

\[
P_e^i = 4\pi d^2 s(d), \quad s'(d) \geq S_c.
\]

(2)

where \( d \) indicates the distance from agent \( i \), \( S'(d) \) as a function of \( d \) is the intensity of wave emitted by agent \( i \), and \( S_c \) is a critical wave intensity, if the intensity of wave is beyond \( S_c \), then agents can perceive it accurately. If agent \( i \) has emission power \( P_e^i \), then there exists an influence radius, denoted by \( R=(P_e^i/4\pi S_c)^{1/2} \), within which \( S'(d) \geq S_c \). That is, directed couplings from
agent \( i \) to its neighboring agents will be established immediately when the neighboring ones move into its influence range. For the sake of simplicity, we here consider that each agent is of the same emission power, denoted by \( P_e^1 = P_e^2 = \ldots = P \).

\[
\begin{align*}
S_i & \quad \ast \quad \ast \quad S_j \\
g_{ij}(t) &= -1 \\
g_{ji}(t) &= -1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
S_i & \\
g_{ij}(t) &= 0 \\
g_{ji}(t) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 1.** Coupling relationship between agents \( i \) and \( j \), where the circle means the influence area.

Hence, we construct a time-varying dynamical network by combining the mobile agents, chaotic oscillators and their power-driven coupling rules. Moreover, the mobile agent network can be formulated as follows:

\[
\dot{x}_i = f(x_i) - \sigma \sum_{j=1}^{N} g_{ij}(t)h(x_j).
\]  

(3)

where \( i=1, 2, \ldots, N \), \( f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) governs the local dynamics of oscillator, \( h: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is a vectorial output function, \( \sigma > 0 \) is the coupling strength, and Laplacian matrix \( G(t)=[g_{ij}(t)] \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \) defines the coupling relationship of agents at a given time \( t \). For specific details, for two agents \( i \) and \( j \), if the relative distance between \( i \) and \( j \) is larger than the influence radius \( R=(P/4\pi S_c)^{1/2} \), then \( g_{ij}(t)=g_{ji}(t)=-1 \), otherwise \( g_{ij}(t)=g_{ji}(t)=0 \). Fig. 1 shows the detailed coupling relationship between two agents \( i \) and \( j \). The diagonal elements of \( G(t) \) satisfy: \( g_{ii}(t)=m(t) \), where \( m(t) \) is the number of neighbors of agent \( i \) at time \( t \). In this paper, without lack of generality, we consider the Rössler oscillator, and we choose \( h(x_i)=Hx_i \) with \( H=\text{diag}(1,0,1) \).

### 3.2. Velocity Adapтив Strategy of the Moving Agent Network

We here introduce a simple scheme of velocity adaptation according to local synchronization property to synchronize the moving agent network (3). To achieve a global synchronization of network (3), we suppose that each agent develops its moving velocity if its state has a deviation from the mean state...
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of its neighbors. Specifically, the velocity modulus $V_i(t)$ of agent $i$ performs according to the following law using the information of all its neighbors, i.e.,

$$\dot{V}_i(t) = \frac{\gamma \Delta_i(t)}{1 + \Delta_i(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\Delta_i(t) = \| \sum_{j=1}^{N} g_{ij}(t) x_j(t) \|^2,$$

where the derivative of $V_i(t)$ is to suppress its difference $\Delta_i$ from the mean activity of its neighbors, $\gamma > 0$ is a controlling parameter which is used to adjust the convergence rate.

It is worth noting that the mathematical expression of the velocity adaptive strategy seems similar to that in [18], [19], [20], [21]. However, the velocity adaptation strategy is quite different from those in [18], [19], [20], [21] in principle. The basic idea of adaptation in Ref [18] and Ref [20] is to strengthen the coupling weights of edges; the fundamental principle in Ref [19] is to establish more edges among nodes, and the idea in Ref [21] is to adjust the blinking pace so as to achieve a proper blinking mode that can facilitate synchronization of the network; while the essence of the velocity adaptation in Eq. (4) is to accelerate the rate of information exchange by increasing the moving velocity.

4. Synchronization Analysis of the Moving Agent Network under the Velocity Adaptive Strategy

We first briefly consider the case that all the agents move with sufficiently high velocities. Under such case, the topology of network (3) switches among each possible configuration with sufficiently high speed. Then, according to the results in [31], we can derive that, if the following time-average network achieves synchronization

$$\dot{x}_i = f(x_i) - \sigma \sum_{j=1}^{N} g_{ij} h(x_j),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

then network (3) with time-varying topologies can realize synchronization, where $g_{ij}(t)$ is the element of the average Laplacian matrix $G' = \int G(s)/T_0 ds$, and time window $T_0$ is a constant. Apparently, by recalling the maser-stability-function (MSF) method [6], we can deduce that network (5) achieves synchronization if all the non-zero eigenvalues of $G'$ locate in the interval $[\alpha_1/\sigma, \alpha_2/\sigma]$, where $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are constants determined by MSF corresponding to network (5).

By elementary transformation, we derive the $N$ eigenvalues of $G'$: $\lambda_1=0, \lambda_2=\ldots=\lambda_N=NP/(4S_0L^2)$. Thus, under the case of sufficiently high moving velocity $V_i(t)$, network (3) is synchronizable when the power density of agents
lies in the bounded region \([\rho_{e1}, \rho_{e2}]\), where \(\rho_{e1}=4S_c \alpha_1/\sigma\), \(\rho_{e2}=4S_c \alpha_2/\sigma\). This result indicates that, under the case of sufficiently high moving velocity \(V_i(t)\), regardless of the network size, synchronization of network (3) can be achieved when the power density satisfies the above condition.

4.1. Adaptive Synchronization under the Case that Power Density Locates in the Interval \([\rho_{e1}, \rho_{e2}]\)

As moving velocities \(V_i(t)\) of the agents evolve according to adaptive law (4), we consider the case of power density locating in the interval \([\rho_{e1}, \rho_{e2}]\), where synchronization of network (3) can be guaranteed if all the agents move with sufficiently high moving velocities. Suppose each agent starts from a random small moving velocity. In this case, synchronization of network (3) can be always guaranteed by adaptive law (4). We can use the method of proof by contradiction to explain. If network (3) evolves sufficiently long time without synchronization, then, according to adaptive law (4), the moving velocity \(V_i(t)\) of each agent develops gradually and finally achieves sufficiently high. Thus the topology switching will be sufficiently fast under sufficiently high moving velocities, which results in convergence of network (3) as power density locates in the interval \([\rho_{e1}, \rho_{e2}]\).

Fig. 2. Evolution of synchronization error \(\delta x(t)\) for the case that power density locates in the interval \([\rho_{e1}, \rho_{e2}]\)

Fig. 2 gives the corresponding simulation of network (3) under adaptive law (4), where the synchronization error is defined as \(\delta x(t) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| x_i - x_1 \| \right) / N\), network size \(N=100\), power density \(\rho_{e1}<\rho_{e}=0.2<\rho_{e2}\), the other parameters are set as: \(\sigma=10\), \(P=3.14\), \(S_x=0.25\), and \(\Delta t=10^{-3}\) s. It is easy to see that network (3)
under adaptive law (4) can achieve synchronization for different controlling parameter $\gamma$ and the main trends of synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ perform almost the same though differences exist in $\gamma$: $\delta x(t)$ increases with $t$ at the beginning since the initial moving velocity of each agent is small and the whole network can be regarded as an unconnected one, thus the network has no propensity to synchronization; as time evolves, moving velocities $V_i(t)$ develop gradually under adaptive law (4) and switching among all possible topological configurations becomes more and more fast; furthermore, $\delta x(t)$ is prone to decrease, and finally converges to zero, which means a complete synchronization of network (3). Also notice in Fig. 2 that enhancing $\gamma$ will speed up the convergence rate.

4.2. Adaptive Synchronization under the case that Power Density is Larger than $\rho_{e_2}$

In the following, we consider the case that power density of network (3) is larger than the critical value $\rho_{e_2}$. According to the results derived under the fast-switching condition, network (3) cannot achieve synchronization in such a case if the moving velocity of each agent is sufficiently high. While numerical simulations show that synchronization of network (3) can still be guaranteed by velocity adaptive law (4).

![Fig. 3. Evolution of synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ for the case that power density is larger than $\rho_{e_2}$](image)
Fig. 3 gives the result of synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ evolving with time $t$ under fast-switching case and velocity adaptive law (4) respectively, where network size $N=100$, power density $\rho_e=0.53 > \rho_{e2}$, and the other parameters are set as: $\sigma=10$, $P=3.14$, $S_c=0.25$, and $\Delta t=10^{-3}s$. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ increases with time $t$ when all the agents in network (3) move with sufficiently high speed, i.e., fast-switching condition is satisfied, which means network (3) cannot achieve synchronization. When network (3) evolves according to velocity adaptive law (4), synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ will converge to zero if the controlling parameter $\gamma$ is relatively small ($\gamma=5$ and $\gamma=25$), which means network (3) achieves complete synchronization. While, if the controlling parameter $\gamma$ is relatively large ($\gamma=125$), synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ cannot realize convergence, i.e., network (3) cannot achieve complete synchronization. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: if controlling parameter $\gamma$ is sufficiently large, then moving velocity $V_i(t)$ of each agent will develop sufficiently fast. Thus, moving velocities $V_i(t)$ become sufficiently high before complete synchronization of network (3) is achieved; furthermore, fast-switching condition is satisfied. While network (3) cannot realize synchronization under fast-switching condition if power density is larger than $\rho_{e2}$. In conclusion, network (3) cannot realize synchronization by velocity adaptive law (4) if controlling parameter $\gamma$ is relatively large. Therefore, we can choose a relatively small $\gamma$ to guarantee synchronization of network (3).
4.3. Adaptive Synchronization under the Case that Power Density is Smaller than $\rho_{e1}$

For the case that power density is smaller than $\rho_{e1}$, we conduct simulations to see how network (3) evolves under velocity adaptive law (4). Fig. 4 gives the result of synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ evolving with time $t$ under different controlling parameter $\gamma$, where network size $N=100$, power density $\rho_e=0.01<\rho_{e1}$, and the other parameters are set as: $\sigma=10$, $P=3.14$, $S_c=0.25$, and $\Delta t=10^{-3}$s. From Fig. 4, we can see that no matter what value of controlling parameter $\gamma$ is, synchronization error $\delta x(t)$ cannot converge to zero as time evolves, i.e., network (3) cannot achieve synchronization under velocity adaptive law (4) when power density is smaller than $\rho_{e1}$. That is to say, velocity adaptive law (4) works little in enhancing synchronizability of network (3) when power density is smaller than $\rho_{e1}$.

5. The Influence of Controlling Parameter $\gamma$ on Adaptive Synchronization of the Agent Network

The discussions above show that controlling parameter $\gamma$ plays a significant role in making network (3) realize synchronization. Here, we conduct simulations and give the results of synchronization index $<\delta x>=<\delta x(t)>$ evolving with power density $\rho_e$ under velocity adaptive law (4) with different controlling parameter $\gamma$ in Fig. 5, where synchronization index $<\delta x>$ is the average of $\delta x(t)$ during the period $[T, T+\Delta T]$. The other parameters in simulations are set as: $T=200$s, $\Delta T=50$s, $\sigma=10$, $P=3.14$, $S_c=0.25$, and $\Delta t=10^{-3}$s. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that, network (3) under velocity adaptive law (4) possesses a relatively large power density region as compared to the fast-switching case, in which synchronization of network (3) can be realized. Velocity adaptive law (4) broadens the upper bound of the power density region, while it works little in broadening the lower bound. It can be noticed that, as controlling parameter $\gamma$ decreases, the upper bound of the power density region increases, which indicates that lowering $\gamma$ is in favor of enhancing the synchronizability of network (3).

However, lowering $\gamma$ also results in some poor performance indexes. Fig. 6 gives the result of convergence time $T_c$ evolving with controlling parameter $\gamma$, where the convergence time $T_c$ is defined to be the total time from the beginning to the moment that full synchronization of network (3) is achieved [32] (in simulations, when $\delta x(t)<10^{-4}$, network (3) is regarded to realize synchronization). The other parameters in simulations are set as: $N=100$, $\sigma=10$, $P=3.14$, $S_c=0.25$, and $\Delta t=10^{-3}$s. From Fig. 6, convergence time $T_c$ is a finite value for a particular $\gamma$, which means network (3) can realize synchronization. It is noted that, when $\gamma$ is small, convergence time $T_c$ is considerably long, which means poor performance index. Therefore, we
should choose a proper controlling parameter $\gamma$ to meet system requirement, not being too large or too small.

![Graph showing the evolution of synchronization index $\langle \delta x \rangle$ with power density $\rho_e$ for different controlling parameter $\gamma$.]

Fig. 5. Evolution of synchronization index $\langle \delta x \rangle$ with power density $\rho_e$ for different controlling parameter $\gamma$.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, different moving velocities are introduced for the mobile agent network to characterize the heterogeneous moving capability of each agent. For such an agent network with heterogeneous moving velocities, we suggest a velocity adaptive strategy in order to guarantee the corresponding synchronization motion. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations have shown that the proposed velocity adaptive tactic is quite efficient in enhancing the synchronizability of the considered network. In addition, we also discussed the impact of controlling parameter on network synchronization by assessing the convergence time. All these investigations may provide some insights for the future research work on synchronization enhancement in coupled oscillator networks and also may open up new possibility to design potential engineering applications, e.g., mobile sensor networks, moving robotics systems, as well as unmanned aerial vehicles.
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Abstract. Due to several key factors, Cyber-physical systems (CPS) pose great challenges in software system design, which are dynamic composition, heterogeneous, adaptation and uncertain in environmental factors. In this paper we present our research on the development of REST-style architecture for CPS. We propose a path towards solving requirements of CPS architecture through Restful principles. By using this architectural style, we have built a prototyping system called the restful smart gateway, which seamlessly integrates conceptual and physical resources into the Web and scale better. Some experiments on the smart gateway are given to illustrate its performance.
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1. Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS)\textsuperscript{[2]} are physical and engineered systems whose operations are monitored, coordinated, controlled and integrated by a computing and communication core. CPS bridges the virtual world of computing and communications and the real world, which lead to enormous societal impact and economic benefit. CPS pose great challenges\textsuperscript{[1]} in software system design, due to several key factors: (1) physical devices expose their functionalities to the outside with networking capability, leading to the complexity of the system increases exponentially (2) the cyber and physical worlds are tightly integrated, which requires systems should tolerate the failures of components and uncertainty or the noise in the physical environment, and (3) components are inherently heterogeneous. Given
above-mentioned challenges designing CPS, one system design solution will not meet the requirements. Rather, what we need is a basic system software architecture [3] upon which services can easily be designed, deployed and composed on demand by individual applications, in a manner that satisfies specific safety, security, reliability, efficiency and predictability requirements, while still remaining within the bounds of given hardware capabilities.

In this paper we propose to use REST-Style architecture [4] as design principles, to guide developing of CPS. The Representational State Transfer (REST) style provides a set of architectural constraints that emphasizes scalability of component interactions, generality of interfaces, independent deployment of components, and intermediary components to reduce interaction latency, enforce security, and encapsulate legacy systems. As demonstrated by the success of the Web (using REST-style architecture guide), loosely coupled approaches possess high scalability and robustness - which are fundamental properties for building a worldwide network of devices. Furthermore, the real value of such applications comes from the sharing and integration of data among heterogeneous devices. Based on these considerations, our proposal is about CPS designing and developing under the guiding of REST-Style architecture, which seems to be the primary choice of system design is to ensure reliable, safe, efficient and predictable behavior of the applications.

The contribution of this paper is given as follows. On one hand it proposes to use REST-Style architecture as the basis for systems developing that meet the requirements for CPS architecture. On the other hand it proposes a case study of the smart gateway, which is lightweight, scalability and extensible software components that enable Web-based interactions with all kinds of embedded devices. For CPS, the role of smart gateways simplifies greatly the process to export data and functionality of the physical devices to be provided to end users on the web. Using our prototype system to illustrate that REST-Style architecture is suitable for CPS.

In this paper, we present REST-Style architecture as an approach to design and developing CPS. In section 2, we present a survey of related works. In section 3, we extracted from the existing work the requirements for CPS and described the main characteristic of REST-Style architecture. In section 4, we present the implementation of prototype system, while Section 5 deals with a performance evaluation of the whole infrastructure. Finally, Section 6 discusses future work and concludes the paper.

### 2. Related Work

Lee [1] examines the challenges in designing CPS by considering whether current computing and networking technologies can support CPS design. The CPS Steering Group [2] present a complete description of issues related to CPS. In the work [3], Raj et al. further elaborate a multitude of technical challenges about the design, construction and verification of CPS, which
must be addressed by a cross-disciplinary community of researchers and educators. Most of the works on CPS raise design challenges or design issues such as dynamic composition, and high confidence software design [12-15]. Ying Tan [6, 7] has employed CPS architecture. These works define control components which determine and provides necessary functionality, and propose spatio-temporal event model. Abdelwahed and his colleagues [8] present an approach to designing high confidence software for CPS. They present four design methods; model-driven system execution modeling, model-based diagnosis, online control, fault-adaptive control, and an architecture for CPS. These are the motivations for our research, which try to gain a general architecture for CPS.

Differs from all of these architectures about CPS, our work profoundly is influenced by the concept of the REST principles, which guide designing and developing of CPS. The notion of REST has been conceptualized in Roy Fielding's PhD thesis [4]. Erik Wilde [5] proposes to put things to REST, which combine today's Web content and the integration of physical things. This is one of the first projects that envision the notion of the Web of Things. Following this direction, Stirbu [20] also enables heterogeneous sensor devices in the Web, but it focuses mainly on the discovery of these devices. TinyREST [19] offers a Restful gateway that has some similarities to our implementation but it violates REST principles by introducing the extra verb SUBSCRIBES. In addition, no evaluation of the system is provided. The work [9] is also about the REST-Style architecture, but only to remote control of sensors over a Wireless Sensor Network and the Internet. The work [10, 11] is similar to ours; develop an open web-based architecture for controlling the behavior of systems composed of static sensors, mobile sensors and unmanned vehicles.

Unlike these previous works, we implement a prototype system about the restful smart gateway, which handles HTTP requests and thus abandons the idea of having an HTTP server directly on the device. The smart gateway is lightweight, scalability and extensible software components that enable Web-based interactions with all kinds of embedded devices.

3. REST-Style architecture for CPS

3.1. Requirements for CPS Architecture

Most of the works on CPS raise design challenges or design issues such as dynamic composition, and high confidence software design [12-15]. In particular, we envision four distinct challenges in design systems that cover the most important use cases that should be supported by a suitable architecture:

- Composition. Cyber-physical systems are inherently heterogeneous not
only in terms of their components but also in terms of essential design requirements. This heterogeneity will lead to that systems don't behave well outside of a small operational envelope and that are hard to maintain.

- **Systems integration.** Since physical processes are coupling with computing and communication processes, system components designing becomes complex. Simply using current technology, it is difficult in integrating complex components into complex systems.
- **Reliability.** Since physical devices interface with the uncertainty and the noise in the physical environment, systems must tolerate or contain the failures of components in both the cyber and physical domains.
- **Security and Privacy.** Cyber-physical systems open up new threats: physical systems can now be attacked through cyberspace and cyberspace can be attacked through physical devices.

### 3.2. REST-Style Architecture

Based on existing solutions for CPS architectures (Section 2), along with the requirements for Cyber-physical systems (Section 3.1), we suggest using REST-style architecture, which seems to be the primary choice of system design to ensure reliable, safe, efficient and predictable behavior of the applications.

The Representational State Transfer (REST) [4] style is an abstraction of the architectural elements, providing a set of architectural constraints that emphasizes scalability of component interactions, generality of interfaces, independent deployment of components, and intermediary components to reduce interaction latency, enforce security, and encapsulate legacy systems. The REST community has been working on refining the notions to create Resource Oriented Architectures (ROA), in order to provide and connect together services on the Web. Because of the underlying simplicity, scalability of this architecture, we believe that they could be adapted in order to interconnect the physical world. In particular, we envision three major points of REST:

- **Data Elements.** A resource is a key abstract concept in REST that is assigned a URI and then can be used on the systems. Any information that can be a resource: a document or image, even physical device. A resource representation is a sequence of bytes, plus representation metadata to describe those bytes. REST components perform actions on a resource by using a representation to capture the current or intended state of that resource and transferring that representation between components.

- **Connectors.** REST connectors provide a generic interface for accessing and manipulating the value set of a resource, regardless of how the membership function is defined or the type of software that is handling the request. REST components communicate by transferring a representation of a resource in a format matching one of an evolving set
of standard data types, selected dynamically based on the capabilities or desires of the recipient and the nature of the resource. Whether the representation is in the same format as the raw source, or is derived from the source, remains hidden behind the interface. The connectors present an abstract interface for component communication, enhancing simplicity by providing a clean separation of concerns and hiding the underlying implementation of resources and communication mechanisms.

- **Components.** The vision is to design a system as a collection of application-specific services and abstractions, which are automatically structured and deployed on a target platform according to constraints in terms of: (a) hardware capabilities, and (b) application requirements.

In conclusion, the central feature of REST architectural style is its emphasis on a uniform interface between components. By applying the engineering principle of generality to the component interface, the overall system architecture is simplified and the visibility of interactions is improved. Implementations are decoupled from the services they provide, which encourages independent evolution. However, the trade-off is that a general interface degrades efficiency, since information is transferred in a standardized form rather than one which is specific to an application’s requirements.

4. **A Case Study: Restful Smart Gateway**

Here we describe how we implemented our smart gateway to illustrate that REST-style architecture is suitable for CPS. Due to the fact that most of the embedded devices that are used today to represent physical things do not offer TCP/IP networking by default but dedicated communication protocols and technologies, we develop a smart gateway, from the Web to the physical devices and vice-versa. We present in detail our implementation efforts in the following subsections by utilizing our framework.

4.1. **Smart Gateway Architecture**

The conceptual overview of the smart gateway architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Presentation module generates dynamically a representation of the available devices and their corresponding services to the Web, enabling the uniform interaction with them over a Restful interface. Device management is responsible for the management and control of embedded devices, including discovery devices, maintain device adding and delete devices. Data management incorporate data and command parse modules, which convert and parse data among different dedicated communication protocols.

Presentation module represents the access point to the smart gateway from the Web. A Web Server allows clients to interact with any available
devices and their corresponding services using any Web browser or the client. Physical devices and services can be accessible by clicking URL links. We implement the interaction with any resource through a Restful API, which is provided by a REST Engine [16]. Restlet [16] was used to implement the REST Engine, as it has very stable performance in Java environments. For resource presentations, we implement two kinds’ types: XML and JSON.

Device management is responsible for the management and control of embedded devices by maintaining a device list. Device management maintains device by broadcasting periodically a message. If an embedded device appears in the scale of the smart gateway, it will attempt to connect to our smart gateway by sending a “HELLO” message. As soon as this message is received by the smart gateway, it is immediately “ACK” message. At that time, the smart gateway will add the newly-found device in the list of devices and sends a second “ACK” message to the device. If the smart gateway receives a response from the device, it will generate a single URL and the corresponding resource presentation. The device management broadcasting periodically a message, if the embedded device that depletion of energy or broken down cannot give a response to the smart gateway. If the smart gateway device management does not receive a response more than five minutes, device management will delete the item in list of devices and destroy the URL.

Data management incorporate data and command parse modules, which convert and parse data among different dedicated communication protocols. Presentation module will send this URL clicked by clients to the command parse module. The command parses module will analysis and parses the URL, and send a command to the sink. Sensors transmit data through IEEE802.15.4 to the sink. Sink receive data and transmit it to the data management by the serial port. The data parse module complete data parse and store it in the database or cache.

![Fig. 1. Restful Smart Gateway Architecture](image-url)
4.2. Restful Embedded Devices

We decided to select sensor motes to represent embedded devices in our implementation efforts, since they are very easy to program and they offer some basic sensing capabilities. Our version of restful smart gateway that handles HTTP requests and thus abandons the idea of having an HTTP server directly on the device. The reason is that improving the scalability of restful smart gateway with respect to concurrent requests on the same device, enhanced support for asynchronous communication for the values returned by the devices. To exchange sensor and actuator data between the device and the gateway, we use the device management and data management to guarantee the smart gateway return the currently stored representation of the device.

These sensor motes are equipped with a 250kbps, 2.4GHz, IEEE802.15.4-compliant Chip CC2420 Radio. IEEE802.15.4 is an IEEE standard that defines a MAC and PHY layer targeted to Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Fig. 2 shows the node of Telosb that we have used in the experiment.

![The node of Telosb](image)

We use two kinds of representations: XML and JSON.

- **XML**[18] is the default standard for structured information on the Web. Application scenarios can define their own schemas for XML, but in many cases standards or standards exist and can be reused. Depending on the type of resource, the representation must make the relevant aspects of the resource through XML.
- For Web 2.0 applications, data is read from the server in JavaScript and then used to drive a dynamically updated Web page. The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [17] provides a better solution for JavaScript environments. This representation may be more limited than XML, but can be a good way to make resource data available for Web 2.0 applications.

In Table 1, we can see a general description of the Restful Web Services we created. SenCurrentRes predicates the root of current resources; SenActiveRes maintain the synchronization with the device list, predicated available resources; SenHistoryRes back given time history data;
SenCmdRes alter the state of physical devices. The first three resources have the same REST verbs, which GET is used to retrieve a representation of a resource. The fourth actuator has POST, which is a method to alter the state of a resource. All the resources have two kinds' types. Once the smart gateway receives a Restful HTTP request from a Web client, it makes the necessary validity checks and encapsulates the request as XML or JSON. It sends them to the sink, which is acting as a base station and directly connected to the smart gateway by serial port.

Table 1. A list of the RESTful devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource URI</th>
<th>REST Verb</th>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>URL (the fixed prefix are <a href="http://localhost:port/wns/">http://localhost:port/wns/</a>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SenCurrentRes</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>XML/JSON</td>
<td>sensors/{sensorid}/{dataType}.{mediaType}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenHistoryRes</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>XML/JSON</td>
<td>sensors/history/{sensorid}/{dataType}/(fromTime)/(toTime).{mediaType}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenActiveRes</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>XML/JSON</td>
<td>sensors/activeNode/all.{dataType}.{mediaType}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenCmdRes</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>XML/JSON</td>
<td>sensors/{sensorid}/command/{dataType}/interval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The user interface of the client is showing the emperature of the surround environment which the device measured.

We have created the mobile phone application using the services provided by the restful gateway. The application combines physical and Web resources in the Restful API. The user interface of the application running the smart phone is shown as Fig. 3. The phone view is used to obtain current data from the wireless sensor network. The smart phone updates the current
environment information every ten seconds through sending GET URL requirement to the restful gateway. The gateway will give the response as the feedback to the phone. As shown in Fig. 3, we have chosen the temperature sensor whose device number is one to get current laboratory indoor environmental temperature. The real-time data view displays the current temperature information in the form of the compass.

5. Evaluation

Using the uniform interface would inevitably sacrifice efficiency specially compared with these gateway just transmit sensor data without using URL. Therefore, we have evaluated the performance of the prototype system through testing the amount of delay time from a request to the back response. As a compared target, we have also gain another delay time which through a normal gateway just translating sensor data to the Internet.

We have set the restful gateway and the service provider into the same personal computer. Around it, we deployed fixed scale of ten sensors. The sink node was plugged in one of the USB ports of the personal computer to serve as a base station, to forward IEEE802.15.4 wireless packets from/to the personal computer through the serial-over-USB port. Since the internet delay is dynamic, the client and the smart gateway using the same local IP address. We focus on gain the delay time from the smart gateway serial port reading date to the client getting the response. We performed ten times test and gain their average time in the experiment.

![Delay time (ms)](image)

**Fig. 4.** Time is the duration from the creation of a request in the client to the arrival of the response back by smart gateway.

Fig. 4 presents the results of the experiment executions delay time. There are four test experiments: temperature real-time date with XML presentation, temperature real-time date with JSON presentation, temperature history date with XML presentation, temperature history date with JSON presentation. Since the temperature history back response has more than 1000 items of
data compared with the current data back response, it has longer delay time in the experiment. When the amount of data is small (real-time data response is small amount), JSON and XML presentations have more or less time delay. If the data amount is large, using JSON as resource presentation has less time delay than XML.

Further, we have divided the delay time consumed in the restful gateway into three stages, which includes the time reading from the serial-over-USB port and transformation data from Zigbee format to Ethernet format, the time stored in database, the time encapsulated data to the URL’s presentation. As a compared target, the normal gateway didn't comply with REST principles, which just contains read date from serial port and data transformation. $T_{\text{total}}$ is the total time consuming in the restful gateway, $T_1$ is the time that read data by the serial port and data interpret; $T_2$ is the time storing the data into database or cache, $T_3$ is the time that encapsulated data to resource presentation. We performed ten times test and gain their average time in the experiment. Fig. 5 presents the results of the experiment executions. Since the restful gateway have additional database operation, which cost most time, it had longer delay time cost than the normal gateway. After all, the performance of the gateway is acceptable.

![Figure 5. Testing at each stage consuming time of the smart gateway and gateway](image)

### 6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed to use REST-Style architecture as a standard, to guide designing and developing of CPS. We developed a smart gateway, based on REST architectural style, which offers a uniform, efficient, and standardized way of interacting with physical devices. Flexible applications on top of heterogeneous devices can be built with little effort and acceptable performance, with any programming language that supports HTTP while Web-based solutions for traditional challenges of ad hoc environments. Through this work, our project constitutes a contribution towards the REST-style architecture for CPS.
A Case Study on REST-Style Architecture for Cyber-Physical Systems: Restful Smart Gateway

Our future research on the REST-style architecture for CPS, besides a further evaluation about our smart gateway, is focus on some more research in device management on the system. Some advantage works in restful smart gateway for CPS are:

i. Our smart gateway abandoned the idea of having an HTTP server directly on the device. This requires a synchronization-based mechanism. Our work just simply used device management to deal with it.

ii. The REST-style architecture is most prominently the pull-based interaction model that is not suitable for modeling the communication with smart devices with respect to monitoring. Our smart gateway just periodic queries the messages to make up this drawback.
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